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Abstract
***

As a result of the recent blossoming of Machine Learning techniques, the Nat-
ural Language Processing field faces an increasingly thorny bottleneck: the most
efficient algorithms entirely rely on the availability of large training data. These
technological advances remain consequently unavailable for the 7,000 languages in
the world, out of which most are low-resourced.

One way to bypass this limitation is the approach of cross-lingual transfer,
whereby resources available in another (source) language are leveraged to help
building accurate systems in the desired (target) language. However, despite
promising results in research settings, the standard transfer techniques lack the
flexibility regarding cross-lingual resources needed to be fully usable in real-world
scenarios: exploiting very sparse resources, or assorted arrays of resources. This
limitation strongly diminishes the applicability of that approach.

This thesis consequently proposes to combine multiple sources and resources for
transfer, with an emphasis on selectivity: can we estimate which resource of which
language is useful for which input? This strategy is put into practice in the frame of
transition-based dependency parsing.

To this end, a new transfer framework is designed, with a cascading architecture:
it enables the desired combination, while ensuring better targeted exploitation of
each resource, down to the level of the word. Empirical evaluation dampens indeed
the enthusiasm for the purely cross-lingual approach – it remains in general prefer-
able to annotate just a few target sentences – but also highlights its complementarity
with other approaches. Several metrics are developed to characterize precisely cross-
lingual similarities, syntactic idiosyncrasies, and the added value of cross-lingual in-
formation compared to monolingual training. The substantial benefits of typological
knowledge are also explored.

The whole study relies on a series of technical improvements regarding the pars-
ing framework: this work includes the release of a new open source software, Pan-
Parser, which revisits the so-called dynamic oracles to extend their use cases. Sev-
eral purely monolingual contributions complete this work, including an exploration
of monolingual cascading, which offers promising perspectives with easy-then-hard
strategies.



Résumé
***

Le récent essor des algorithmes d’apprentissage automatique a rendu les méth-
odes de Traitement Automatique des Langues d’autant plus sensibles à leur facteur
le plus limitant : la qualité des systèmes repose entièrement sur la disponibilité de
grandes quantités de données, ce qui n’est pourtant le cas que d’une minorité parmi
les 7.000 langues existant au monde.

La stratégie dite du transfert cross-lingue permet de contourner cette limita-
tion : une langue peu dotée en ressources (la cible) peut être traitée en exploitant
les ressources disponibles dans une autre langue (la source). Les progrès accomplis
sur ce plan se limitent néanmoins à des scénarios idéalisés, avec des ressources cross-
lingues prédéfinies et de bonne qualité, de sorte que le transfert reste inapplicable
aux cas réels de langues peu dotées, qui n’ont pas ces garanties.

Cette thèse vise donc à tirer parti d’une multitude de sources et ressources cross-
lingues, en opérant une combinaison sélective : il s’agit d’évaluer, pour chaque as-
pect du traitement cible, la pertinence de chaque ressource. L’étude est menée en
utilisant l’analyse en dépendance par transition comme cadre applicatif.

Le coeur de ce travail est l’élaboration d’un nouveau méta-algorithme de
transfert, dont l’architecture en cascade permet la combinaison fine des diverses
ressources, en ciblant leur exploitation à l’échelle du mot. L’approche cross-lingue
pure n’étant en l’état pas compétitive avec la simple annotation de quelques phrases
cibles, c’est avant tout la complémentarité de ces méthodes que souligne l’analyse
empirique. Une série de nouvelles métriques permet une caractérisation fine
des similarités cross-lingues et des spécificités syntaxiques de chaque langue,
de même que de la valeur ajoutée de l’information cross-lingue par rapport au
cadre monolingue. L’exploitation d’informations typologiques s’avère également
particulièrement fructueuse.

Ces contributions reposent largement sur des innovations techniques en analyse
syntaxique, concrétisées par la publication en open source du logiciel PanParser, qui
exploite et généralise la méthode dite des oracles dynamiques. Cette thèse contribue
sur le plan monolingue à plusieurs autres égards, comme le concept de cascades
monolingues, pouvant traiter par exemple d’abord toutes les dépendances faciles,
puis seulement les difficiles.
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Abbreviations

DCA Direct Correspondence Assumption (see Hwa et al., 2002)
KL Kullback-Leibler divergence
LAS Labeled Attachment Score
MST Maximum Spanning Tree
MT Machine Translation
NLP Natural Language Processing
OOV Out-Of-Vocabulary words
PoS Part of Speech
UAS Unlabeled Attachment Score
UD Universal Dependencies (see Nivre et al., 2016)
UDT Universal Dependency Treebank (see McDonald et al.,

2013)
UPOS Universal Part of Speech (see Petrov et al., 2012)

Definitions

Action See transition.
Beam search A strategy for structured prediction which maintains a set

of hypotheses and explores the search space from there.
Cascading An ensembling method based on a sequential pool of clas-

sifiers, where each input is annotated by exactly one stage.
Dependency class Any typological criterion describing a subset of dependen-

cies in a treebank. It can be based on length, depth, edge
direction, relation label, PoS tags, empirical values (e.g. fre-
quency), etc. The notion extends to the child: in this con-
text, the class of a token is the dependency class of its at-
tachment.

Dependency depth The distance in the tree from the dependency child to the
ROOT token: root attachments have depth 1.
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Dependency length The distance in the sequence from the dependency child to
the head: neighbouring attachments have length 1.

Derivation A transition sequence starting in an empty configuration
(with empty stack/list and full buffer).

Dynamic oracle A complete and non-deterministic oracle which computes
gold actions tailored to the current configuration.

Epoch One complete traversal of the training data, using each sen-
tence in turn as training example. It is the basic unit for
cross-validation on a development set.

Feature template Specification of feature tuples, used instead of simple fea-
tures to compensate for the linearity of the classifier.

Feature vector The set of features extracted from a given input or configu-
ration and provided to the classifier.

Iteration See epoch.
Model The weight vector resulting from training.
Oracle The training component of a transition-based parser which

computes the gold action to apply in each training config-
uration and compares it with the actually predicted action,
to detect errors and trigger model updates.

Parser configuration The stack (or lists), buffer, transition history and enriched
input (word sequence, tags and partial tree), corresponding
to a partial analysis of a sentence. It is functionally equiv-
alent to the (unique) derivation resulting in this configura-
tion.

Parser state All parser parameters related to the input at a given time:
the parser configuration in greedy search, the beam of hy-
potheses (i.e. a set of parser configurations) in beam search.

Postposed Qualifies words which appear after their head.
Preposed Qualifies words which appear before their head.
Source The well-resourced language whose knowledge is used to

process the target language.
Static oracle A deterministic oracle which is based on the precomputa-

tion of a canonical reference derivation, before processing a
training example.

Weight vector The set of parameters indicating the score corresponding
to each feature, for each possible decision. In linear mod-
els, the score of a decision is obtained by a scalar product
between the feature vector and the corresponding weight
vector.

Target The low-resourced language of interest.
Transition An operation on a parser configuration, which affects its

stack/lists, buffer and partial tree to produce a new con-
figuration. Even when notations do not emphasize it, tran-
sitions are to be considered as relative to a given config-
uration (e.g. SHIFT when buffer head has index 3 means
SHIFT3).
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Transition sequence The series of transitions followed from one parser configu-
ration to another.

Word alignment The word-level pairing of sentence translation pairs, in
bilingual corpora. Depending on the method, on both sides
each word can be aligned to 0, 1 or several words in the
other language.

Notations

P
x

The class of preposed words with PoS P.
y
P The class of postposed words with PoS P.

P
x

Ph The class of preposed words with PoS P and head PoS Ph.

Ph
y

P The class of postposed words with PoS P and head PoS Ph.
PR [P, Ph] The proportion of preposed words among those with PoS P

and head PoS Ph.

UAS
[

Ch
C

]
The proportion of correctly attached words among those in
class C and whose head is in class Ch.

c ◦ t The successor configuration resulting from following tran-
sition t in parser configuration c.
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There are 7,000 languages in the world – only a few of them have access to Natu-
ral Language Processing. Thanks to recent progresses in the Machine Learning field,
the last few years have seen the rise of new usages of those technologies: nowadays,
numerous devices based on Natural Language Processing (NLP) are used daily in
personal and professional life, now even at home, and yet this is a privilege that
only a handful of linguistic areas can enjoy. The main reason for that situation is
the resource bottleneck: while Machine Learning algorithms improve by exploiting
always larger amounts of data, the development of such resources is in general con-
ditioned to financial and political support. Obviously, not all languages in the world
have benefited from such support and to date, most of them remain low-resourced,
that is, the amount of data available in those languages is insufficient to build accu-
rate NLP systems.

With the military concerns that affect the French Direction Générale de l’Armement,
which funded this work, the lack of resources becomes even more sensitive, and op-
erational challenges add up. First, the interests of such institutions are international,
and change over the years. It is thus not realistic to expect them to organize, for each
one of the focus languages in turn, large campaigns of data collection, as local or cul-
tural organisations specialized in a single language would do. Second, the languages
of interest are unrelated to the size of the corresponding populations. Depending on
the chain of events, very rare languages may come under focus, in which case human
resource issues arise: even if resource acquisition was considered, it can be difficult
to find a speaker of that particular language or dialect, able to provide the linguistic
annotations that are crucial to develop resources actually usable by NLP algorithms.
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Last, but not least, the urge to set up NLP systems in very short time, for instance
when a new conflict has just broken out, rules out annotation campaigns anyway.
As a matter of fact, similar challenges are faced when using NLP to overcome the
language barriers in any context where every minute counts, like the humanitarian
response to natural disaster.

Among the scientific attempts to overcome these difficulties, the recent years
have seen the emergence of a new approach, cross-lingual transfer. The idea is to
leverage existing resources in another language, as a substitute to the missing re-
sources in the desired language. The information available on one language, the
source, can indeed be transferred to another language, the target, by exploiting either
bilingual data or linguistic similarities. Accurate NLP systems can then be built in
any language of interest, notwithstanding its lack of resources.

This thesis adopts the cross-lingual transfer approach and explores ways to max-
imize its efficiency in real-world scenarios: its goal is to increase the usability of the
various available resources, regardless of their diversity, size and sparsity.

1.1 Maximizing the usability of existing resources

The literature of cross-lingual transfer has proposed a large variety of concrete meth-
ods, each one using a different kind of cross-lingual resource: one exploits large
bilingual corpora, others rather rely on linguistic similarities, while some prefer us-
ing bilingual lexicons.

However, in practice, the situation regarding resources can be more blurry than
the research scenarios: available data will likely be much more diverse, but also way
sparser. It may happen that, at the same time, no well-resourced language is close
enough to leverage their similarities, while bilingual data is scarce. For instance in
Chechen, which is only surrounded by low-resourced languages, publicly available
bilingual corpora with any language amount to 500 Chechen words only, far from
the 60 millions used in common experimental settings based on French or German.
On the other hand, it is rare to be completely devoid of any resource in a given lan-
guage: one often knows a few linguistic facts about that language, a couple of words,
or there exists a sample of just a dozen annotated sentences. It is for instance doc-
umented online,1 in a computer-readable format, that Chechen indicates nominal
plurals with suffixes, has no article, organizes the sentences in a Subject-Object-Verb
(SOV) order, uses postpositions and places relative clauses before the noun; a hand-
ful of annotated Chechen sentences can additionally be found in published works in
linguistics (Conathan and Good, 2000; Good, 2003). All that information is valuable,
and raises the hopes for granting such languages with access to NLP technologies.
Yet, most existing works disregard such mixed scenarios, focusing instead on cases

1http://wals.info

http://wals.info
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where either the cross-lingual or the monolingual data is large; datasets as tiny as a
few sentences are rarely considered.

For the Direction Générale de l’Armement, the matter is again especially delicate.
Because the military is subject to specific operational constraints, sometimes it is
vital to understand a given sentence, so that it has to be processed by any possible
means: giving up on that sentence, which is what other institutions or companies
would do when even transfer approaches fail, is not an option. In such cases, every
additional resource is worth it, in order to make the best out of the situation.

In the light of these real-world needs, I have chosen to design a transfer method
that is able to exploit all sources of information at one’s disposal, without any as-
sumption on the amount of each resource, or the availability of a given resource.

1.2 Problem statement: multi-(re)source combination

Algorithmically, my approach comes down to one key question: how to leverage
multiple sources of sparse cross-lingual information?

There is already a large body of research on the combination of multiple source
languages, and I pursue on that track, but I also extend it to the topic of combining
multiple types of resources – this has already be done as well, but only for specific
sets of resources and not in a systematic fashion. In the end, their sparsity just adds
to the challenge.

More specifically, my proposal aims at a selective combination of those tidbits of
information, extracting from each resource what is especially useful about it. Indeed,
not all information provided by a given source language is uniformly as relevant for
the target: for instance, knowing the English conjugation system, consisting in just a
few wordforms, is of no use to process a language with rich morphology, like French,
where each verb corresponds to dozens of wordforms. Conversely, English belongs
to the Germanic language family, but at the same time has been strongly influenced
by its Romance neighbours, which results in numerous cognates with both families,
i.e. with plenty of languages and dialects. As such, valuable knowledge can be
extracted from these lemmas specifically, if identified. I believe that measuring this
kind of phenomena will maximize the benefits drawn from such resources.

1.3 Dependency parsing as a case study

The cross-lingual transfer method I propose is thought and designed for any se-
quence labeling task in the NLP field. However, for the sake of illustration and em-
pirical evaluation, I conduct most of my work on a specific task: syntactic parsing.
More precisely, I use the dependency parsing formalism and the popular technique
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of transition-based parsers. A whole chapter is notably dedicated to specific improve-
ments of parsing, but these are in fact technicalities of my main method, and similar
contributions could be made for other tasks.

The choice of the parsing task is interesting in several regards. First, as it consists
in structuring a natural language input, parsing constitutes the first step of many
methods for more complex tasks like Machine Translation, Information Retrieval or
Sentiment Analysis, and as such has downstream benefits for all those. Parsing is
also more challenging than other annotation tasks like Part-of-Speech (PoS) tagging,
in the sense that the annotations to produce are complex (the output is said struc-
tured) and that the parsing algorithms are tailored to that expectation. This property
can make transfer arduous, but also more interesting.

Another motivation to explore dependency parsing is the availability of sub-
stantial experimental data. Indeed, most of the recent efforts regarding cross-lingual
transfer have in fact been federated by the Universal Dependencies project, henceforth
UD (Nivre et al., 2016). The purpose of that project, whose origins date back to 2013,
is to build a multilingual dataset with cross-lingually consistent dependency anno-
tations, a property which has been noted as crucial for proper evaluation of cross-
lingual transfer. This initiative has succeeded in bringing together the community,
which now works together for developing, and constantly improving, a rich and
diverse dataset for experimental evaluation of cross-lingual methods – at least for
the task of dependency parsing. Covering initially just a handful of languages, the
dataset now contains 73 treebanks, covering 54 very diverse languages. It is conse-
quently a natural choice to work on dependency parsing, thereby benefiting from
this huge annotation effort, which notably allows me to perform large-scale multi-
lingual experiments and to assess my results on various languages in a systematic
manner.

As a result, most of the experiments conducted throughout this thesis are based
on UD data. However, because UD is a work in progress, it has evolved a lot dur-
ing the time of my thesis work, and I consequently use different versions at different
points of the thesis (UDT 2.0, UD 1.3, UD 2.0, and the CoNLL 2017 version of UD 2.0),
which vary in size and specifications. The document also contains a number of lin-
guistic examples, most of which are drawn from UD 2.0. When referring explicitly
to PoS tags or relation labels, I follow UD specifications as well: for instance DET
and ADJ stand for determiner and adjective, ADP for adposition, nsubj for nominal
subject.

1.4 Contributions

The contributions of my work are of three kinds: one main contribution, a few side
contributions, and a series of incidental findings and improvements which slightly
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stray from the core of this work but remain valuable.

My main contribution is also the common thread of this thesis:

• With the goal of maximizing the usability of the sparse resources available for
low-resourced languages, I propose a new framework for cross-lingual transfer
in general. Using a cascading architecture, my method enables a finer combi-
nation of multiple sources and resources: its high robustness to sparse and
non-standard data ensures that no valuable resource is overlooked, and at the
same time each source is used first and foremost on its area of expertise. This
framework has also a wide array of applications outside of cross-lingual trans-
fer, and thus opens new research avenues.

The topics I have additionally contributed to range from parsing to cross-lingual
transfer, including conceptual matters:

• I release a new dependency parser, PanParser, which is a contribution in three
regards: algorithmically (designing new ways to train and use parsers), but
also in terms of formalism (unifying several previous frameworks) and imple-
mentation (with an emphasis on modularity).

• The efficiency of the transfer approach is reassessed: on one hand I uncover
that even promising state-of-the-art methods in that field fail to outperform the
straightforward approach of training on a monolingual sample; on the other
hand I reveal and quantify the fact that both approaches learn different kinds
of knowledge.

• I propose a way to incorporate linguistic knowledge into the transfer process,
thereby increasing drastically the amount of languages covered by this ap-
proach.

• An in-depth reflection is conducted on what differentiates two languages, their
typological and structural differences, together with empirical ways to identify
their common syntactic ground.

The remaining contributions of this work cover a variety of aspects. First, my
experiments provide a better understanding of the inner workings of parsers, and
notably of low-level interactions in feature-based systems. In that context, I develop
a complexity metric to characterize what can be accurately learned in a sample of
data. I also investigate ways to control the generalization capacity of both taggers
and parsers, by carefully adapting the lexicalized part of their feature set. Regard-
ing the standard training procedures of beam parsers, uncovering a sampling bias
toward the beginning of sentences leads me to devising advanced training strategies
that improve train-test consistency. The use of non-projective training data, which
is usually discarded, rewritten, or handled with dedicated algorithms, is also en-
abled with very simple and transparent means, outperforming a popular method
to exploit them. I additionally revisit the result whereby the ArcEager system is
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arc-decomposable, showing that this property does not always hold, depending on
the position of the ROOT token, but this issue is solved at once by the proposal of a
dynamic oracle tailored to that case. Finally, I have paved the way to achieve cross-
lingual transfer of bilingual knowledge, in the case of word alignment models.

Research activities In the course of this thesis work, I have taken part in two evalu-
ation campaigns: the WMT 2016 News Translation Shared Task and the CoNLL 2017 UD
Shared Task. While Machine Translation is not the focus of my work, that year Roma-
nian was among the evaluated languages. Having investigated the morphosyntactic
idiosyncrasies of Romanian for transfer purposes, I thus capitalized on that work to
participate to my team’s joint submission to the WMT task. In that context, I have de-
veloped and released two new resources for Romanian processing, a crowd-sourced
lexicon of PoS and morphological tags and a rule-based tokenizer, tokro.

The CoNLL task was organized as part of the UD project: using a newly released
version of the UD dataset, it consisted in a large-scale evaluation of parsers in a wide
array of languages. Part of the task was to process low-resourced and surprise lan-
guages, therefore leveraging the other well-resourced treebanks, in a cross-lingual
or multilingual fashion. I consequently took this opportunity to assess the efficiency
of my transfer method proposal, in realistic conditions.

All resources and software developed in the context of my thesis are publicly
available.2

Publications At the time of the writing, my contributions have lead to 12 publi-
cations. Six of them concern the core of my thesis, cross-lingual parsing: one is a
case study on multi-source transfer to Romanian (Aufrant et al., 2016b), further in-
vestigated by quantifying dependency complexity (Aufrant et al., 2018b); two show
how a better parsing framework can make transfer through parallel data painless
(Lacroix et al., 2016b; Lacroix et al., 2016a); another tackles a zero-resource scenario
and proposes ways to incorporate linguistic knowledge into the parser transfer pro-
cess (Aufrant et al., 2016d); and the last publication corresponds to my participation
in the CoNLL shared task (Aufrant and Wisniewski, 2017). The remaining six ad-
dress side projects I have conducted in the course of my thesis work, regarding ad-
vanced parsing techniques (Aufrant et al., 2016c, 2017, 2018a), the WMT shared task
(Allauzen et al., 2016; Peter et al., 2016) and the transfer of bilingual knowledge, and
in particular alignment models (Aufrant et al., 2016a).

2https://perso.limsi.fr/aufrant

https://perso.limsi.fr/aufrant
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1.5 Outline

The first part of this document presents the cross-lingual transfer approach and re-
views the state-of-the art methods for transferring, parsing, and transferring parsers.
It then takes an analytical turn, with an empirical investigation of the strengths and
weaknesses of state-of-the-art cross-lingual parsers; the purpose of that part is to
identify their major shortcomings and thus to develop the design guidelines of the
new transfer framework that I propose. This framework is put into practice in a third
part, which starts with technical contributions regarding parsers and data transfor-
mation methods, and concludes by presenting concrete uses of the transfer frame-
work and the associated metrics, as well as an extensive empirical assessment of its
success.

The document is accompanied by three appendices, which report additional
works I have conducted on topics that slightly differ from the core of my proposal.

Part I – The state of the art in cross-lingual parsing

• Chapter 2 – Cross-lingual transfer and multilinguality. This chapter draws a
typology of the main approaches for cross-lingual transfer, with an emphasis
on new trends involving multilingual systems and how they relate to the tra-
ditional cross-lingual literature. It is also the occasion to draw a picture of the
available resources, out of which many are often overlooked.

• Chapter 3 – Recent advances in transition-based dependency parsing. In
this chapter, I present the transition-based approach to dependency parsing,
as well as a technical description of the few most popular algorithms. I also
review how that field has been greatly improved in the recent years, along
three lines of research: improving the underlying classifier, as well as beam
search and dynamic oracles. A detailed analysis reveals the complementarity
of the last two, even though their combination has been hardly studied in the
literature.

• Chapter 4 – Cross-lingual parsing. Based on the aforementioned typology,
this chapter describes concrete methods for cross-lingual parsing, as well as
specific issues raised by that application. It also recounts the history leading
to the UD project, primarily motivated by the annotation consistency require-
ment. The main conclusions I draw from that review are the rigidity of existing
methods regarding the exploitation of resources, as they poorly adapt to their
expected sparsity and diversity in real-world scenarios, as well as the lack of
fine-grained combination of multiple source languages.
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Part II – Cross-lingual parsing for low-resourced languages: an empirical
analysis

• Chapter 5 – How good are we at cross-lingual parsing? This chapter opens
with a negative result on the success of transfer: using even advanced transfer
techniques, a multi-source cross-lingual parser fails in Romanian to outper-
form a monolingual parser trained on just a sample of sentences. This result
is confirmed on a wide array of languages, but further investigation hints at
the complementarity of both approaches. Motivated by linguistic examples,
I therefore draw a typology of syntactic knowledge, distinguishing language-
specific and shared content. A new notion is introduced on that basis: the
relevance of a piece of data for the task at hand.

• Chapter 6 – Heterogeneity in parsing: monolingual and cross-lingual issues.
This chapter gathers a series of empirical studies conducted at a fine-grained
level, shown to be crucial for accurate estimation of parser usefulness. Investi-
gating the impact of the diversity of dependencies, it exhibits several interac-
tion effects, based on a variety of measures (from feature-level monitoring to
accuracy measures), diverse analysis techniques (data transformation, preini-
tialization and modified learning procedure) and focusing on three aspects
(lexicalization, difficulty and imbalance). The results motivate the choice of
a cascading architecture, whereby each language (both the sources and the
target) is assigned a subset of dependencies and forwards partially processed
inputs to the next stage.

Part III – A new framework for cross-lingual transfer

• Chapter 7 – Developing a more flexible parsing system. As my cascading
proposal requires to parse in conditions that are out of the scope of standard
parsers, I develop several extensions of parsing specifically. This chapter re-
visits dynamic oracles to extend their applicability to arbitrary data and beam
parsers, and shows how they can be used to handle partial trees in several ways
(as training material, output, or dependency constraints). The main outcome
of this chapter is a unified parsing framework under which most state-of-the-
art algorithms can be gathered, an idea which I implement and release under
the name PanParser.

• Chapter 8 – Incompatible representations of knowledge. This chapter calls
into question the common assumption that dependencies governed by the
same syntactic rules in source and target are accurately transferred. Empirical
analysis reveals indeed severe transfer failures associated with word order
divergences. By proposing two techniques that reshape source data to better
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match target regularities, I show how linguistic knowledge can be successfully
incorporated in the transfer process, thereby addressing such issues.

• Chapter 9 – Cascading models for multi-(re)source selective transfer. In this
chapter, I provide concrete ways to use a cascading framework for cross-lingual
transfer, and notably study how to measure the relevance of each source depen-
dency for processing the target. Several perspectives for using that framework
in monolingual parsing are also presented. My whole work is then put into
practice in realistic conditions through a shared task evaluation, which vali-
dates my main approach, as well as several other contributions.

Appendices

• Appendix A – Advanced strategies for global training in parsing. This ap-
pendix uncovers a sampling bias in the training procedure of beam parsers,
whereby the beginning of the derivation is over-represented in comparison to
the end. Based on my extension of dynamic oracles to beam parsers, I pro-
pose a simple modification of the global training strategies, which restores the
balance between both parts of the sentence and improves the accuracy on the
end of the sentence. The appendix also reports empirical evidence of a bet-
ter train-test sampling consistency, as well as an improvement of convergence
time.

• Appendix B – Word alignment transfer. In this appendix, I tackle the trans-
fer of a new kind of information, bilingual knowledge, thereby alleviating the
thorny issue of parallel data quality: since word alignment is usually done
in an unsupervised way, the smaller a parallel corpus is, the less accurate
its alignments are, and so will be the systems transferred through that data.
Hence, transfer to the lowest-resourced languages, for which even parallel data
is scarce, is impacted twice: there is less training material, and it is of poorer
quality. I propose several methods to address this bottleneck via alignment
transfer, and evaluate them with both intrinsic and extrinsic metrics, in a con-
text of tagger transfer.

• Appendix C – Leveraging lexical similarities: zero-resource tagger transfer.
Direct lexicalized transfer is explored in this appendix, in the case of PoS tag-
ging. Evaluation on a large number of closely related language pairs yields
promising results regarding the exploitation of lexical similarities, further im-
proved by feature-level refinements to ensure proper generalization.



Part I

The state of the art in cross-lingual
parsing

Abstract

The first part of this thesis presents successively the state of the art
in cross-lingual transfer, transition-based dependency parsing, and the
literature at the crossroads of both fields: cross-lingual parsing. It item-
izes the various sources of information available for cross-lingual transfer
and draws a thorough typology of the main transfer approaches. Sev-
eral transition-based algorithms for dependency parsing are presented,
as well as their recent improvements on three aspects: classifiers, inexact
search and training oracles. Concrete methods for cross-lingual pars-
ing are described and put into perspective with the proposed typology
of resources; most kinds of available resources appear to have been ex-
ploited by the cross-lingual parsing literature, but not together. Specific
comments on the difficulty of fair evaluation and on the need for cross-
lingually consistent treebanks like the Universal Dependencies complete
this review.
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Cross-lingual transfer is a strategy to overcome low-resource scenarios, which
leverages knowledge already acquired in one or several source languages to help
building accurate models in a target language. To implement this promising idea,
three aspects need to be addressed: which language(s) to use as a source, what
knowledge to extract from it, and how to incorporate this knowledge into target
models.

Section 2.1 addresses the first two questions by examining and categorizing the
various resources and properties that can act as a bridge between two languages,
while Section 2.2 presents the main approaches proposed to answer the third ques-
tion. Section 2.3 completes this picture by describing new trends which have recently
emerged in the literature, and Section 2.4 mentions practical issues regarding evalu-
ation.
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2.1 Cross-lingual bridge: an attempt at an exhaustive typol-
ogy

From a broad perspective, two languages are two independent objects, and process-
ing one has nothing to do with processing the other. Knowledge transfer between
both languages is thus out of question without some kind of cross-lingual input to
build a bridge between those languages: this binding can be either explicit (a re-
source), like a bilingual lexicon, or implicit (a property), in which case transfer is
merely based on a reasonable expectation of encountering similar patterns on both
sides. I consider several types of such cross-lingual bridges, which I present below,
starting with the most popular ones.

Parallel data Bilingual corpora, or when not available, comparable corpora,
provide an obvious, and more often useful than not, bilingual binding. They exist
in various forms, ranging from large parallel data on a specific pair, to succinct
but massively multilingual corpora like the Bible (Mayer and Cysouw, 2014;
Christodouloupoulos and Steedman, 2015). The OPUS platform (Tiedemann, 2012)
hosts such data for a wide array of languages.

When considering such resources, the literature often uses English as a source,
on the grounds that this very well-resourced language shares vast amounts of par-
allel data with many languages. But bilingual data with any language may be lever-
aged, even one with very different properties, as the parallelism ensures the cross-
lingual binding in a wordform- and order-agnostic way.1

Several state-of-the-art works rely on a machine translation system as an alterna-
tive to parallel data (Tiedemann et al., 2014). I believe though that with respect to the
resources involved, this is no different, and that it is only one specific way to lever-
age parallel data: access to machine translation indeed presupposes the existence of
parallel data at some point, at least through a pivot language.2

Structured bilingual information In many languages, sense databases like Word-
Net (Miller, 1995) include correspondence with other languages and can provide a
semantic and lexical binding. It is also possible to exploit cross-lingual page links in
Wiktionary, and even Wikipedia titles (Tyers and Pienaar, 2008). Bilingual lexicons
from any source can also be successfully leveraged. The PanLex database (Kamholz

1Still, it can be argued that word and phrase correspondences are easier to detect, and thus to
leverage, when the languages are similar enough, because cognates can bootstrap alignment (Kondrak
et al., 2003), and monotonic word orderings make the simplest alignment models applicable, among
others.

2Rule-based machine translation systems are indeed ruled out by the low-resourced language sce-
nario, in which linguists are not available to annotate target data.
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et al., 2014) gathers a large number of such resources, with over a billion lexical
translations.3

Linguistic relatedness Languages from the same family often present strong syn-
tactic, morphological or lexical similarities. While not always overt (like cognates
are) or thoroughly described by linguists, these properties can at least be queried
implicitly. Indeed, bilingual binding arises also from the design of the processing
algorithm, built on the assumption that some features will fire on both languages: it
is not necessary to know precisely which features are concerned, the guarantee that
some such features exist is sufficient to bootstrap a target model.

Relatedness can however be thought in a broader sense than pure genealogy:
this concerns indeed any language that has been influential on the target language,
across history. As such, even distantly related languages can help processing some
part of target data: see the high number of anglicisms in Japanese. Similarly, Ro-
manian is a Romance language but bears the legacy of various Slavic influences, in
the vocabulary but also in morphology and syntax. Notably, Tsvetkov (2015) pro-
poses lexical borrowings as a cross-lingual bridge, based on the evidence that 40%
of Swahili’s vocabulary is borrowed from Arabic. Yet, such borrowings also affect
other levels, like word order (Harris and Campbell, 1995, chap. 6), and Georgi et al.
(2010) assess experimentally that some linguistic similarities (e.g. morphology) do
not correlate as well as others (e.g. lexical typology) with the traditional phyloge-
netic language groups.

Linguistic and extra-linguistic universals In a broad sense, this category concerns
anything that can be learned in a way that is fully independent of the language: ei-
ther basic linguistic mechanisms (‘determiners depend on nouns’), or common knowl-
edge on the semantic and pragmatic grounds (‘Ferdinand de Saussure is a linguist’).

The inventory and analysis of such universals have been the focus of a large
body of work in linguistics, over the years (Greenberg, 1963; Hawkins, 1983; Croft,
2002). Yet, Evans and Levinson (2009) regard this theory with sharp criticism: for
all universals they consider, they come up with counter-examples. Still, this open
debate does not affect cross-lingual transfer, which differs from linguistic theories in
the fact that the envisioned properties do not need to be actually universal. They just
need to be broad enough to cover the whole panel of languages whose processing is
targeted, which in fact cannot be the 7,000 worldwide languages at short term. For
instance, many NLP tasks are based on written text processing; cross-lingual meth-
ods for those tasks would not be applicable to unwritten languages, in which case

3One way to build bilingual lexicons is to induce them automatically from parallel corpora, so that
both kinds of resources do not always have a clear boundary. They remain fundamentally different
though: parallel corpora contain more information than just word pairs (typically regarding word
order), while high-quality lexicons can also be acquired by other means (like crowd-sourcing).
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there is no point in restraining them to language universals also shared by unwritten
languages.

Besides, the purpose of cross-lingual transfer is not to build a language-
independent system,4 but rather to gather as much useful information as can be
captured in any other language. In that sense, the field matches even Evans and
Levinson (2009)’s point of view, whereby language diversity is merely based on
clusters representing broad linguistic properties. For a given language, the more
such clusters can be leveraged, the better: it will always be useful, and in any case
better than relying on chance only.

Linguistic typology Useful knowledge is also to be searched in typological fea-
tures, formalized by linguists as in Haspelmath et al. (2005)’s World Atlas of Lan-
guage Structure (WALS), or by automatic processing (Lewis and Xia, 2008; Östling,
2015; Coke et al., 2016; Wang and Eisner, 2017). They bring to light important simi-
larities, as well as divergences.

Typological similarities can be fortuitous, independent of language relatedness,
and yet relevant. For instance, the Pirahã isolate language follows an SOV word
order (Everett, 1986), as Japanese does (Shibatani, 1990). Hence, Japanese knowledge
may be used to bootstrap a Pirahã parsing system, even though they are obviously
in no way related.

In my opinion, divergences among languages should not be neglected either,
even more when they can be characterized, or better, encoded in a task-relevant way.
For instance, if the source and target languages are known to have opposite typo-
logical properties, it seems reasonable to assume that the target prediction should
be anything but what the source system would have predicted; in some cases this
information may be sufficient to achieve target-side learning.

Target data as a support Last but not least, another type of linguistic knowledge
can be used in low-resourced language processing, and to my mind should not be
neglected by studies on cross-lingual transfer: the knowledge provided by sparse
target data. Indeed, even if it is noisy or incomplete, it may successfully complement
cross-lingual knowledge, by acting as a canvas.

In this spirit, any sample of annotated data is worth leveraging. This is also the
case for priors on the language, whose knowledge may result from computation (e.g.
by processing raw data) or from various sources like linguistic studies. A brief access
to a native speaker is one more way to collect information on the target language,
which, when properly targeted, can provide more information than lengthy efforts
to acquire more traditional resources (Garrette and Baldridge, 2013). As exemplified

4We will see however in Section 2.3 that the recent years have seen a reemergence of this idea.
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by Druck et al. (2009), specific (yet sparse) knowledge on the classification features
can also be more useful than actual corpus annotations.

Querying the Web, for instance Twitter, is often not an option for very low-
resourced languages, which generally lack online presence. Yet, it is worth support-
ing this option, as such resources are highly valuable. Crowd-sourcing is another
way to get sparse target data: for instance, more than a hundred of Wiktionary web-
sites (one per language) contain at least 5,000 entries, and while their morphosyn-
tactic content varies in precision, this resource still covers a wide array of otherwise
low-resourced languages.

Such monolingual data can be used to improve the cross-lingual input in many
ways: filtering, reweighting, disambiguation, etc. For example, the knowledge that
the target language has no determiner could be used to improve word alignment of
parallel data, by preventing right away the source determiners from aligning with
any target word. Depending on the size and quality of target data, the reverse view
may dominate: we can also consider the cross-lingual knowledge as a way to im-
prove noisy target data.

As the title of this section claims, this list intends to be exhaustive; it is probably
not. It is indeed likely that there remain many other types of hidden resources, which
are not considered yet for cross-lingual transfer, but should be.

This work is not focused on one specific type of resources or properties, but
rather aims at leveraging all of them. Chapter 5 studies in which way target data
can complement the use of all other types, Chapter 6 characterizes its contribution
to complement relatedness and universals, Chapter 7 proposes an extension of a
method based on parallel data and Chapter 8 shows how linguistic typology can
considerably improve transfer when only universals are available.

2.2 State-of-the-art methods for cross-lingual transfer

This section reviews the state-of-the-art of cross-lingual transfer. While relatively
young, the field has benefited from a growing interest in the recent years, and this
intense research has produced a rich and wide array of methods. But this diver-
sity has the downside that the proposed methods adopt often very different points
of view, drawing from different intuitions, pursuing different objectives and mak-
ing different assumptions; in many cases it is not even sure whether the proposal
actually belongs to the field of cross-lingual transfer, or for instance to domain adap-
tation.

In order to clarify what I consider to be cross-lingual transfer, and the main
ways to achieve it, I thus start this review by a high-level description of transfer
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approaches, which I group into two categories: data space and parameter space
methods. I then describe concrete methods of both types, and additionally present
a series of methods, namely direct transfer, whose categorization is unclear in the
vanilla version and depends on the enhancements actually performed. I conclude
with a few general remarks regarding the need for common representations.

2.2.1 Meta-methods in data and parameter spaces: a reading grid

When confronted with a lack of annotated data, two strategies present themselves:
either create such annotated data, or dispense with it and find an alternate way
to build the model. In both cases, cross-lingual transfer repositions the setting in
standard well-resourced conditions (where either a dataset or a model is available
in the target language), so that all traditional methods to build or improve a system
can then be envisioned: supervised, unsupervised or semi-supervised learning, self-
training, ensembling methods, etc.

In the first strategy, synthetic data in the target language is produced thanks
to source data or knowledge, which enables target-side training as usual; I name
this data space transfer. Conversely, parameter space transfer consists in borrowing a
trained model in the source language, in order to avoid training a model on target
data: source model parameters are directly reused for target processing, sometimes
with some refinements. We will see later that the frontier between these two kinds
of transfer is sometimes blurry, because some interesting ideas have been applied
concurrently to both transfer approaches; in such cases I look more closely at the
intended use of transferred knowledge. A typical controversial case is when transfer
is followed by semi-supervised learning, with source parameters acting as a guide.
I still categorize this as parameter space transfer, since the data used in the end for
training is purely target-side, and not the outcome of data transfer; target-side learn-
ing is only a refinement of the core method. Figure 2.1 illustrates both strategies and
their differences.

Source
data

TRAIN

TRAIN

Refine-
ments

Target
model

data
transfer

parameter
transfer

data domain

parameter domainsource domain

target domain

FIGURE 2.1: Cross-lingual transfer in data and parameter spaces: outline schematic. Transfer
aims at exploiting source data to build a target model, which requires two domain shifts,
from data to parameters (training) and from source to target (transfer). The main difference

between both approaches is in the order of these shifts.
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On the genericity of transfer methods Historically, cross-lingual transfer has been
mostly studied on a few emblematic tasks: some sequence labeling tasks (PoS tag-
ging, noun phrase chunking, named entity recognition, parsing, semantic role label-
ing), sentiment analysis and text classification. However, its motivation holds for all
NLP tasks, and as such should be applicable to all of them. One way to factorize the
research efforts on all those fronts is genericity; I propose to pursue this objective.
This means letting transfer abstract out from the task at hand, and that the proposed
algorithms should only wrap existing systems, considered as black boxes.

We can make two factual statements about data-driven systems: they all need
classifiers, and they all need data. Both can consequently act as an abstract interface
to achieve task agnosticism, and the transfer wrapper can seamlessly plug in both
positions, if the chosen algorithms are appropriate though.

On the classifier side, designing generic transfer methods can be achieved if the
machine learning framework is task-agnostic and the task-specific components of
the system are themselves wrappers to the core classifier – for instance an additional
final layer in a neural network. There has been a recent surge of interest for this
approach, in particular with the multi-task learning framework (Caruana, 1997). I
have not explored this path in my work though, rather focusing on the data side,
which offered more opportunities to link my analyses with linguistic intuitions.

Data-side genericity relies on standardized formats of the data, for instance in
a tabular form for word-level annotations; the transfer approach must then be com-
patible with arbitrary tabular annotations, remaining agnostic to their actual content.
But as long as the produced target data ends up in the same standardized format,
the system would not know the difference from standard data and it can learn in-
formation of any kind. This is the reason why most of my work operates at the data
level; and the core of my contributions in Chapters 8 and 9 is actually data wrappers,
which rewrite or filter training corpora.

2.2.2 Data space transfer

Annotation projection The seminal work of Yarowsky and Ngai (2001) establishes
the concept of annotation projection through parallel data. While their primary goal
is to build data for PoS tagging and noun phrase chunking, the method is extended to
other tasks by Yarowsky et al. (2001). As illustrated in Figures 2.2 and 2.3a, the idea
is to perform automatic word-level alignment of parallel sentence pairs, annotate
the source side with a source model, and assume that aligned word pairs share the
same word-level annotation. The newly annotated target side of the parallel data
now constitutes the desired target data.

Annotation projection is a rather generic approach, as it can project any kind
of label and adapt to alignment links of various granularity, yet it is limited by
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Pron Verb Noun Adp Det Adj Noun Punct Pron Aux Det Adj Noun
I took part in that political discussion , which was a heated affair

J’ ai participé à ce débat politique , qui fut passionné
Pron Verb/Noun Adp Det Noun Adj Punct Pron Aux Adj

FIGURE 2.2: Projection of PoS tag annotations from English to French.
The issues raised by the unaligned word ai and the multi-aligned

word participé are traditionally handled by task-specific heuristics.

the poor 1-to-1 correspondence of word sequences in many language pairs (Ma et
al. (2007) measure 60-70% of 1-to-1 links between English and Chinese, Italian or
Dutch). Indeed, Yarowsky and Ngai (2001) solve the multiple alignment issue with
task-specific heuristics, assuming for instance precedence relations between function
words and open PoS classes. Besides, not all tasks can be easily formulated as a la-
bel over a sentence part, for instance dependency parsing whose edges involve two
distinct words.

Many refinements to annotation projection have been proposed since then. A
variant with multiple source languages is suggested by Fossum and Abney (2005),
while Agić et al. (2015) take a step further with multi-parallel data and a multiparty
vote on the projected annotation.

To the best of my knowledge, Xi and Hwa (2005) are the first to suggest com-
plementarity between projected and manually annotated data. They build a tar-
get model with minimal knowledge overlap with the projected data, and they use
the projected model as a backoff when monolingual data is not confident enough.
Täckström et al. (2013) also improve tagger projection with target knowledge, by in-
cluding tag constraints extracted from Wiktionary; Wisniewski et al. (2014) pursue
on this track by adapting the learning framework to better exploit the crowd-sourced
constraints.

Finally, several works propose to relax the single-label constraint on projection,
mostly to address alignment issues (Wróblewska and Przepiórkowski, 2014). Simi-
larly, Wang and Manning (2014) project the full distribution of posterior probabilities
(that is, one score per possible label), which is more informative, on top of being
straightforward to combine over multiple aligned words, by averaging.

Data translation An alternative way to build annotated data is by translating
source data into the target language (see Figure 2.3b). This strategy has been
experimented with for classification tasks at document level (e.g. text categoriza-
tion: Rigutini et al., 2005), sentence level (e.g. subjectivity analysis: Banea et al.,
2008) and word level (typically, parsing). In the word-level case, the proposed
methods preserve the word sequence in various extents, ranging from glossing
(Zhao et al., 2009) and word-level marginalization (Durrett et al., 2012) to the use
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of a full machine translation system (Tiedemann et al., 2014), in which case 1-to-1
correspondence is no more guaranteed than with parallel sentences.

model model

source target

(a) Annotation projection

model

MT

source target

(b) Data translation

model model

proxy

source target

(c) Training guidance

source target

model

delexicalized
(d) Direct delexicalized transfer

FIGURE 2.3: Outline schematic of several methods for cross-lingual
transfer. Training and test data are represented by large and small
documents respectively; horizontal lines on documents denote anno-

tations.

Sources of noise These methods are all likely to generate noisy labels, but for
various reasons. Annotation projection is subject to annotation noise, alignment
noise and poor bilingual correspondence, because of translational divergence or
non-isomorphism between the languages. It is also prone to domain effects, if the
selected parallel data does not match the domain on which the source model was
trained.

Glossing methods avoid all these sources of noise, as they are based on manually
annotated data, but they depend on the quality of the bilingual lexicon, and even so
they often result in target-side fluency mismatch: the synthetic data follows a wrong
word order, and the system will not be trained to perform well on natural target
sentences.

As for machine translation techniques, they suffer from translation noise, which
is even worse when domains do not match, but also from the poor correspondence
issue. However, outputs of machine translation systems tend to have a word order
that is closer to the source-side one, in which case it is a trade-off between projec-
tion and glossing; besides, alignment links come out as a by-product of many MT
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systems. Duh et al. (2011) point out other hidden effects of domain adaptation when
using translated corpora. Yet empirically, methods based on machine translation
have proved successful in many cases.

2.2.3 Parameter space transfer

Parameter transfer is based on the reuse and modification of model parameters in
other languages; focus is on the model. For instance, Cohen et al. (2011) build the
target model as a mixture (either uniform or empirically estimated) of several models
in related languages, retaining only the unlexicalized parameters (that is, not involv-
ing any wordform). Conversely, Kozhevnikov and Titov (2014) are able to transfer
from a single language, since they take into account linguistic differences like mor-
phological richness, through feature mapping. Indeed, what is expressed as a suffix
in the target language may well correspond to an independent token in the source.
They first learn compact vector representations in both languages, then use paral-
lel data to estimate a linear mapping. When processing the target language, this
mapping can then be used as a proxy to the (unchanged) source model.

Regarding semi-supervised models, the most straightforward guidance is to use
the transferred knowledge as soft constraints, i.e. parameter regularization (Ganchev
et al., 2009; Duong et al., 2015b; Martins, 2015). This still requires selection or map-
ping mechanisms to bind the parameters in both languages, as shown in Figure 2.3c.
In a similar fashion, joint learning of models in languages with different amounts
of data is another way to improve low-resource training with knowledge from an-
other language. I consequently also interpret it as transfer, in a broader sense. This
strategy has been explored in various tasks, like sentiment analysis (Wan, 2009; Lu
et al., 2011), named entity recognition (Burkett et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2013) and
constituency parsing (Burkett et al., 2010).

2.2.4 An ambivalent case: direct delexicalized transfer

Zeman and Resnik (2008) introduce the simplest, and most emblematic, of all trans-
fer methods: direct delexicalized transfer. As shown in Figure 2.3d, it consists in
training the source model on a delexicalized version of the source data, and using it
on a delexicalized version of the test data to produce the annotations.5

For parsers, delexicalization means using only PoS-based features, but it is pos-
sible to go further and use even looser representations of words, typically to build
delexicalized PoS taggers as Yu et al. (2016) did. They represent a word using for
instance its length and its entropy, estimated on raw monolingual data. This is one

5When languages are so close that they actually share wordforms, direct lexicalized transfer could
be considered. However, the literature of cross-lingual transfer does not address this case in general,
which is rather associated with domain adaptation or dialectal studies. A first step in that direction is
proposed in Appendix C.
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more example of how target data can complement the cross-lingual resources. How-
ever, Zeman et al. (2016) describe such enhanced delexicalization as ‘planting trees
in the desert’: the looser representations are, the thinner the cross-lingual binding
becomes, to the point that complex models like dependency parsers fail to transfer.

Since basic direct transfer does not involve actual transformations, it can be inter-
preted in two ways, either as data transfer (delexicalized sentences are considered as
an approximate form of target data) or as parameter transfer (the source-side model
is directly reused, without alteration). Both interpretations correspond to different
paths of research: data-side refinements aim at making the sentences more target-
like, while as parameter transfer it involves making the model more usable on target
input.

In the case of glossing techniques for instance, glossing training data (Zhao et al.,
2009) is a means to transfer data, while glossing test data (Zeman and Resnik, 2008)
uses the source model as is, and thus belongs to the parameter space category. Other
data space improvements of direct transfer often revolve around instance weighting
(Søgaard and Wulff, 2012). Refinements in the parameter space can involve using
the model to parse raw data and then perform self-training (McDonald et al., 2011),
or computing mixtures of several models (Søgaard and Wulff, 2012).

2.2.5 Common representations

The methods or refinements based only on linguistic similarities rely explicitly on
the use of common representations across languages. This is an important line of
research that overcomes the field of cross-lingual transfer. The purpose is to attribute
similar representations to translation word pairs and equivalent morphosyntactic
properties.

While morphosyntactic specifications were traditionally specific to each lan-
guage, the Multext-East project (Dimitrova et al., 1998; Erjavec, 2010) designs a uni-
fied specification system that covers several morphologically rich languages of East-
ern Europe. In the same perspective, Petrov et al. (2012) propose a tagset of 12 UPOS
(universal PoS) whose coarse tags are cross-linguistically consistent (e.g. nouns, ad-
verbs, adpositions); the UD project (Nivre et al., 2016) refines this set with an exten-
sion to 17 UPOS and a collection of universal features for finer-grained tagging.

One alternative to using PoS and morphological tags is automatic word cluster-
ing, which accounts for both morphosyntactic and semantic similarities. Täckström
et al. (2012) design cross-lingual word clusters, by projecting Brown-like clusters
(Brown et al., 1992) through parallel data and enforcing cluster agreement up to
convergence.
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While often very valuable, the design of such common representations still re-
lies on a strong hypothesis, the fact that word classes and concepts can be cross-
linguistically consistent on a wide array of languages: in other terms, it assumes the
validity of language universals.

Besides, common representations often hide the fact that the very same input
(typically, an identical PoS sequence) may call for different system behaviours in dif-
ferent languages; conversely, they may expect the same behaviour for wholly dif-
ferent inputs. For instance, in parsing, languages with preposed and postposed
determiners (e.g. French and Arabic) will parse the ‘NOUN DET NOUN’ phrase
differently, and at the same time they both solicit the universal knowledge that de-
terminers depend on nouns, but one will only apply it on ‘DET NOUN’ inputs and
the other only on ‘NOUN DET’ ones. I investigate and address such issues in Chap-
ters 6 and 8.

2.3 Recent advances: cross-lingual embeddings and multi-
lingual models

With the rise of better classifiers based on neural networks, an increasing interest
has emerged in the recent years for transfer in the parameter space.

To this end, the concept of cross-lingual word clusters has been translated into
its continuous counterpart, cross-lingual word embeddings (Klementiev et al., 2012),
which better fits into the neural framework. Here again, the idea is that syntac-
tically or semantically similar words get similar embeddings, both monolingually
and across two languages.

After Klementiev et al. (2012), who rely on parallel data with word alignments,
many have tried to reduce the need for bilingual supervision. Some replace
word-level alignments with sentence-level alignments (Hermann and Blunsom,
2013; Gouws et al., 2015), which are easier to get. Others rather turn to bilingual
lexicons (Mikolov et al., 2013; Xiao and Guo, 2014), whose size requirements have
been gradually lowered through years, down to 10 word pairs (Zhang et al., 2016),
yet in this case the resulting embeddings are only usable for coarse labeling tasks
(Artetxe et al., 2017). Ruder (2017) conducts an extensive survey of cross-lingual
embedding models, to which I refer the reader for further information.

Despite the diversity of these models, Upadhyay et al. (2016) note that they all
rely on alignments of some sort, either at document level or sentence level, some-
times with additional word-level alignment, or on bilingual lexicons. They also
assess empirically that depending on the transfer task, training such cross-lingual
embeddings requires bilingual data of various granularity; for instance dependency
transfer performs best with word-level alignments. In the same vein, Levy et al.
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(2017) show that cross-lingual embeddings and word alignments have more in com-
mon that thought before, both theoretically and empirically. To my mind, these stud-
ies draw an interesting parallel between model transfer based on cross-lingual em-
beddings, and annotation projection. It appears that both exploit in fact the same
cross-lingual input, but while the outcome of annotation projection is task-specific
(data with a given type of annotations), methods based on cross-lingual embeddings
single out the bilingual binding and provide the common representations as a by-
product, which is valuable when reusability is a concern.

While cross-lingual word embeddings were primarily intended for direct trans-
fer (Klementiev et al., 2012; Xiao and Guo, 2014; Guo et al., 2015), their ability to
make source and target data indistinguishable in the input space, but without the
information loss due to delexicalization, has found other uses, namely multilingual
models.

The recent literature indeed exploits the multi-task learning framework, with a
deep neural flavor (Collobert and Weston, 2008; Luong et al., 2016), to build a sin-
gle model covering multiple languages, similarly to what was already done in the
speech recognition field (Huang et al., 2013; Ghoshal et al., 2013). Whether they are
called multilingual, language-independent or universal models, I categorize such
models as a special case of joint learning, as they are fundamentally based on pa-
rameter sharing.

Research on multilingual neural models (Dong et al., 2015; Duong et al., 2015a;
Ammar et al., 2016a; Susanto and Lu, 2017; Pappas and Popescu-Belis, 2017) has re-
ported for various tasks that most covered languages benefit from this knowledge
sharing, but above all the lesser-resourced ones. In this regard, multilinguality en-
ables cross-lingual transfer.6

For all, a seamless sharing of upper layers is in fact enabled by the shared rep-
resentations that cross-lingual embeddings provide: as soon as the input words are
projected to the embedding space, sentences in various languages are supposedly
indistinguishable. In order to increase the coverage of multilingual systems, embed-
dings models have also been extended to specifically support cross-lingual consis-
tence across an arbitrary number of languages (Hermann and Blunsom, 2013; Huang
et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2016; Ammar et al., 2016b).

6Multilinguality to improve on low-resource scenarios has also been explored in machine transla-
tion (Firat et al., 2016a,b; Johnson et al., 2017; Ha et al., 2016), but in that case it rather aims at learning a
neural Interlingua (Schwenk and Douze, 2017), in an encoder-decoder framework. Such multilingual-
ity is achieved by concatenating parallel corpora in a way that tightly binds internal representations of
all covered languages. This method enables zero-shot learning, in the sense that it covers zero-resource
language pairs, but not zero-resource languages: both languages still need a significant amount of par-
allel data with a bridge language. While the longing for multilinguality is similar to the other models
mentioned here, the approach and the data requirements differ; as a result, to my mind, it does not fit
into the framework of cross-lingual transfer for low-resourced languages.
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2.4 Evaluation of cross-lingual transfer

The task fulfilled by transferred systems is no different from that of the correspond-
ing supervised models, transfer is just another way to achieve the same goal. Eval-
uating the accuracy of a given cross-lingual model is consequently rarely an issue,
because it can easily reuse the metrics and process used in monolingual cases. But
evaluation of cross-lingual transfer in general still faces a major issue, which is the
choice of a fair and realistic experimental setup.

Indeed, transfer methods are meant for low-resource scenarios, i.e. for lan-
guages for which not enough annotated data is available; and yet, for most NLP
tasks, evaluation supposes precisely access to some data, namely the test set, with
gold-standard manual annotations. So, in order to avoid unrealistic scenarios, sim-
ulated using well-resourced languages (which is a biased set, first of all towards
European languages), the only way is to choose a truly low-resourced language and
create some annotated data specifically for this evaluation. But in that case, the lan-
guage stops being low-resourced. Chapter 5 will show indeed how blurry the fron-
tier between low-resourced and well-resourced languages can be: datasets as small
as 20 sentences can be successfully considered as training sets, while reliable test sets
contain typically much more than 20 sentences.

This seemingly unsolvable issue unveils another specificity of the field: the true
purpose of cross-lingual transfer is to build and use NLP systems whose accuracy
is completely unknown, or otherwise the test data would rather be used as training
data. Traditional systems always come bundled with experimental scores, which are
not an actual guarantee, but at least an estimation of real-world performance; for
transferred systems it is only extrapolated from transfer successes in other languages,
and if for the language at hand the linguistic similarities have been misjudged or
universals over-estimated, the system may be completely wrong, without any way
to tell. This raises the question whether users outside of the academic world, like
companies or government agencies, are ready to overcome that risk, or still prefer to
support costly annotation campaigns – or simply give up on that language.

Conversely, whatever the chosen setup, it runs the risk of under-estimating the
accuracy of cross-lingual systems. Indeed, using resources in one language and
testing in another often means that two separate teams have annotated the data,
in which case there is no guarantee that they follow exactly the same annotation
scheme. So, even a very accurate cross-lingual model can be granted with a low
score, just because its predictions encode the same information as the test data but
in a different way, and as such are considered incorrect. Regarding PoS tags, the
UPOS tagset (Petrov et al., 2012) alleviates a lot the discrepancies: adjective, A, JJ and
all other tags denoting adjectives in various languages are gathered under the same
ADJ tag. But issues remain. For instance, many Japanese adjectives conjugate; in this
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regard a cross-lingual PoS tagger may annotate them as VERBs, which is true from
the viewpoint of many languages, while test data would consider them as ADJs, and
flag an error. More will be said in Chapter 4 on the recent community efforts for
cross-language consistency, in the specific case of parsing.

As of now, no definite solution has been found for the numerous challenges
faced by the evaluation of cross-lingual methods. But there are many ongoing efforts
to alleviate some of its issues.

2.5 Conclusion: a flourishing field, yet hard to categorize

This chapter has presented the field of cross-lingual transfer, both conceptually and
in the most recent literature.

It has discussed the various kinds of cross-lingual inputs that can allow the
source and target languages to interact. These range from bilingual data and linguis-
tic similarities to a series of often overlooked sources of information, like typological
databases and small pieces of target knowledge.

I have also proposed a reading grid of transfer approaches, which distinguishes
the methods that operate cross-lingual transfer in data and parameter spaces. In
several cases (semi-supervised and joint learning, neural Interlingua, etc.) applying
this typology is less straightforward, which I discuss to some extent. I have then
presented various algorithms and extensions that have been developed for cross-
lingual tasks, including the last advances in parameter transfer, based on shared
representations with cross-lingual embeddings, and multilingual neural models.

Finally, I have raised the topic of evaluation of cross-lingual transfer, and shown
that it faces several important challenges, which often hinder fair and realistic eval-
uation.

In this work, I address with further interest two aspects of the cross-lingual liter-
ature: refinements to data transfer (Chapter 8) and the diversity of usable resources,
with the purpose of softening the specific data requirements of many state-of-the-art
techniques (Chapter 9). Another concern is an empirical and qualitative evaluation
(Chapters 5 and 6) of what has been achieved in cross-lingual transfer so far: is it
already a good alternative to data acquisition? If not, what remains to be done to
close the gap?
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Both in linguistics and in NLP fields, the literature studies syntactic structures
through several frameworks: dependency parsing, constituency parsing, combina-
tory categorial grammars... However, according to the application frame chosen for
this thesis, I focus in the following on dependency parsing.

I first introduce dependency parsing and transition-based methods in Sec-
tions 3.1 and 3.2, and then describe the main transition systems (Section 3.3), as
well as three aspects that have seen important advances in the recent years: the
underlying classifier (Section 3.4), beam search (Section 3.5) and dynamic oracles
(Section 3.6).

3.1 The dependency parsing formalism

Dependency parsing formalizes the syntactic structure of a sentence as a set of edges
from a head word to a child word. These edges form a tree over the words, i.e. the
graph is acyclic, connected, and each word is attached to exactly one head, except
for the root word that is either left unattached or attached to a dummy ROOT token.
Depending on the annotation scheme, a sentence may however contain several roots.

Dependencies are usually decorated with relation labels, which denote the type
of dependency (e.g. nominal subject, clausal complement, indirect object...). Thus,
the task of dependency parsing consists in predicting, for each word in the sentence,
the index of its head word, and a relation label; not all such predictions are valid
parses however, because of the tree constraint. Figure 3.1 illustrates this task, for a
given dependency tree.

What1 do2 I3 need4 to5 do6 ?7

dobj

aux

nsubj

root

mark

xcomp

punct

Indices 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Words What do I need to do ?
Heads 6 4 4 0 6 4 4
Labels dobj aux nsubj root mark xcomp punct

FIGURE 3.1: Dependency tree, represented in a human-readable form
and as a tabular prediction task.
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Among the various properties that dependency trees can have, one is particu-
larly important in this context: projectivity, which denotes the absence of edge cross-
ings in a tree. A dependency tree is said non-projective if it contains at least one
crossing, i.e. an edge between words of indices i and k and one between j and l, with

i < j < k < l. For instance, in Figure 3.1, the dependency What
x

do makes the tree
non-projective. Most languages and annotation schemes present a small number of
non-projective trees, around 5-10%.1

Nowadays, the accuracy of dependency parsers is mostly evaluated using two
metrics, the Unlabeled Attachment Score (UAS) and the Labeled Attachment Score
(LAS). UAS is the percentage of words in the test set that are assigned the correct
head, while LAS is the percentage of words that are assigned both the correct head
and the correct label. Since the number of predictions is fixed, with exactly one
prediction per word, this accuracy corresponds to both precision and recall.2 It is
common in the literature, but not systematic, to compute UAS and LAS on all to-
kens except punctuation, because even though punctuation tokens provide useful
information on the structure of the sentence, their own attachment is often purely
conventional, and as such hard to predict, while not even representative of the syn-
tax of the sentence.

3.2 Transition-based parsing: strengths and limitations

State-of-the-art dependency parsers can be classified in two major approaches:
graph-based and transition-based parsing.

Graph-based parsing consists in scoring all possible dependencies between two
words, and searching a subset of high-scored dependencies through the resulting
graph, thus extracting a high-scored tree. When the score of each dependency can be
computed separately, with no reliance on the neighbouring dependencies, the model
is called arc-factored, and parsing a sentence sums up to the graph-theoretic task of
finding a Maximum Spanning Tree (MST). The main implementation in this line of
work is the MSTParser (McDonald et al., 2005), whose parsing time is quadratic in
the length of the sentence.

The kind of decisions that are required by such algorithms is said to be global:
each dependency tree is assigned a score, which is the only one to be maximized.
This way, edges are not selected individually, but as a whole, taking sentence-level
interactions into account: one high-scored dependency may be rejected if (because of
the tree constraint) it prevents many other dependencies with relatively good scores.

1They represent 4.96% of trees (0.48% of dependencies) for English, 12.45% (0.83%) for French,
8.19% (0.33%) for Arabic. However, the numbers rise for specific languages like Dutch (30.87%, 4.10%)
or Ancient Greek (63.22%, 9.78%). See (Straka et al., 2015) for complete data on 37 treebanks.

2Still, those notions can diverge in particular settings, for instance in raw text parsing, where the
correct word tokenization is unknown.
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To the contrary, in transition-based parsing, whose most emblematic instance is
the MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2006), the dependency tree is not scored as a whole but
built incrementally. The parser has an internal state (its configuration), representing a
partial analysis of the sentence, and the algorithm applies a series of transitions (also
called actions) on this state, typically consuming a word or adding an edge to the
dependency tree. When the parser reaches a final state, the sentence is fully parsed;
the corresponding sequence of transitions is called the derivation.

In this case, the prediction task is about the next transition to apply, and parsing
is done purely through local decisions: the underlying classifier has only access to a
limited view of the sentence, and selects edges one by one.

Because words are read and processed sequentially, the number of transitions
needed to parse a sentence is linear in the length of the sentence. As a result,
transition-based parsing is computationally more efficient than graph-based pars-
ing, which has caused a growing interest for this approach. But the price of efficiency
is paid by restrictions on expressivity: while graph-based parsers are able to produce
any tree over the input sentence, the standard algorithms for transition-based pars-
ing are restricted to projective trees, because the linear flow of transitions forbids to
add some dependencies. This is a significant issue for accuracy, since at test time,
a projective parser is guaranteed to be wrong for a number of edges, namely the
non-projective dependencies.

Several strategies have been proposed to overcome the projectivity restrictions.
One line of research is to authorize non-projectivity in transition-based parsers, by
designing alternate transition systems that examine more word pairs. Such systems
are less efficient though, with quadratic (Covington, 2001) or at worst quadratic (like
the SwapStandard system of Nivre (2009)) parsing time, which reduces the benefits
of transition-based parsing. Others rather introduce non-projective dependencies by
post-processing the output projective trees. This is the case of the popular pseudo-
projectivization method (Nivre and Nilsson, 2005) that encodes crossings in aug-
mented relation labels. Finally, another way of abstracting from the projectivity con-
straint while maintaining a linear parsing time is reparsing (Sagae and Lavie, 2006)
which consists, in the frame of ensembling methods, in applying MST techniques on
a set of candidate trees.

Reparsing can also be considered as a method for combining the strengths of
graph-based and transition-based parsing, which others have attempted at the fea-
ture level (Zhang and Clark, 2008; Nivre and McDonald, 2008).

According to the chosen case study, I focus here on transition-based parsing.
One notable upside of this choice is that the state of the art of this approach presents
more diverse algorithms than graph-based parsing, hence it allows a broader creativ-
ity in the frame of this thesis. Still, I rely sometimes on the MST algorithm through-
out the study, but only for reparsing purposes.
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3.3 Transition systems

The various transition systems that have been proposed over the years break down
into three categories. Stack-based systems rely on a stack of partially processed words
and a buffer of incoming words, and process the sentence from left to right in a shift-
reduce manner. List-based systems traverse the sentence once per candidate head
word and their internal state consists of two lists and a buffer. Such algorithms are
less efficient, with a quadratic parsing time (Covington, 2001). The last category is
that of non-directional parsing, typically the easy-first system (Goldberg and Elhadad,
2010), which consists in choosing at each step both a position in the sentence and a
transition to apply. It is an intermediate to graph-based parsing, but remains efficient
with an appropriate implementation.

3.3.1 Stack-based systems

Thanks to their efficiency and their implementation simplicity, the most popular
systems are the stack-based ones. In the following, I describe the main stack-based
transition systems: ARCSTANDARD, ARCEAGER, ARCHYBRID and SWAPSTANDARD.
None of them is better by design than the others, but depending on properties of the
classifier (robustness to spurious ambiguity, feature extraction adapted to bottom-
up parsing, etc.) and of the processed language (e.g. non-projectivity), one system
may be more adapted than another; all four have been used in the recent literature.
I present them using the following notations: σ stands for the stack, s and s′ for
the first (topmost) and second stack elements, β stands for the buffer, b for the first
buffer element, and P is the partially built tree. The description of the systems also
includes preconditions of each transition: in that context, the term ‘word’ refers to a
token which is not a padding token. Figure 3.2 illustrates an ARCEAGER derivation.

James | arrived early ROOT

stack buffer

?

LEFT−−→ ⊥ | arrived early ROOT

stack buffer

SHIFT−−−→ arrived | early ROOT

stack buffer

arrived | early ROOT

stack buffer

?

RIGHT−−−→ arrived early | ROOT

stack buffer

REDUCE−−−−→ arrived | ROOT

stack buffer

arrived | ROOT

stack buffer

?

LEFT−−→ ⊥ | ROOT

stack buffer

James arrived early

FIGURE 3.2: A complete ARCEAGER derivation and the resulting tree.

ArcStandard The ARCSTANDARD transition system (Nivre, 2003) is based on 3 ac-
tions, described in Table 3.1. It is restricted to projective parsing and parses the
sentence in a bottom-up manner, i.e. each word receives first its children, then its
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head. The main downside of this system is a particularly high rate of spurious ambi-
guity: depending on the order in which left and right children are assigned to their
head, many different sequences of transitions may lead to the same parse tree.

SHIFT (σ, b|β, P) ⇒ (σ|b, β, P)
LEFT (σ|s′|s, β, P) ⇒ (σ|s, β, P + (s→ s′)) if s′ is a word
RIGHT (σ|s′|s, β, P) ⇒ (σ|s′, β, P + (s′ → s))

TABLE 3.1: The ARCSTANDARD transition system.

ArcEager The ARCEAGER transition system (Nivre, 2004) is based on 4 actions, de-
scribed in Table 3.2. It is also restricted to projective parsing. The system is said eager
because words receive their head as soon as possible, i.e. when both the head and
the child have been seen: a given word receives its head either just after its left chil-
dren (if the head is on the left), in which case it is kept on the stack for a little longer,
or (if the head is on the right) when it has received all its children, in which case it
is removed from the stack immediately. Compared to ARCSTANDARD, ARCEAGER

has less spurious ambiguity, but it introduces an asymmetry in the classification
task, depending on the direction of the edge: some decisions must be taken without
knowledge of the head word, while others have already access to it.

SHIFT (σ, b|β, P) ⇒ (σ|b, β, P) if b is a word
LEFT (σ|s, b|β, P) ⇒ (σ, b|β, P + (b→ s)) if s is a word and s is unattached
RIGHT (σ|s, b|β, P) ⇒ (σ|s|b, β, P + (s→ b))
REDUCE (σ|s, β, P) ⇒ (σ, β, P) if s is attached

TABLE 3.2: The ARCEAGER transition system.

ArcHybrid The ARCHYBRID transition system (Kuhlmann et al., 2011) is based
on 3 actions, described in Table 3.3. It has been designed to combine ARCSTAN-
DARD’s and ARCEAGER’s strengths. Also restricted to projective parsing, it parses
in a bottom-up manner, has no spurious ambiguity because it enforces attaching the
left children before the right ones, and it also inherits some useful properties from
ARCEAGER, like arc-decomposition (see §3.6).

SHIFT (σ, b|β, P) ⇒ (σ|b, β, P) if b is a word
LEFT (σ|s, b|β, P) ⇒ (σ, b|β, P + (b→ s)) if s is a word
RIGHT (σ|s′|s, β, P) ⇒ (σ|s′, β, P + (s′ → s))

TABLE 3.3: The ARCHYBRID transition system.

SwapStandard As described in Table 3.4, the SWAPSTANDARD transition system
(Nivre, 2009) is an extension of ARCSTANDARD, whose 4th action allows the produc-
tion of any non-projective tree: whenever a non-projective dependency is required, a
SWAP action temporarily displaces the corresponding word, to process it in the com-
mon manner. In contrary to the previous systems, parsing with SWAPSTANDARD
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requires a number of transitions that is not guaranteed linear. The parsing time is
at best linear and at worst quadratic; still, in average, it is empirically close to linear
(Nivre, 2009). Additionally, a later study from Björkelund and Nivre (2015) proposes
a way to train for minimizing the number of SWAP actions needed by a given parse.

SHIFT (σ, b|β, P) ⇒ (σ|b, β, P)
LEFT (σ|s′|s, β, P) ⇒ (σ|s, β, P + (s→ s′)) if s′ is a word
RIGHT (σ|s′|s, β, P) ⇒ (σ|s′, β, P + (s′ → s))
SWAP (σ|s′|s, β, P) ⇒ (σ|s, s′|β, P) if s′ is a word and s < s′

TABLE 3.4: The SWAPSTANDARD transition system.

In all these systems, relation labels can be handled in various ways. A straight-
forward approach is to add the label at the same time as the edge, i.e. the LEFT and
RIGHT actions are replaced by LEFTl and RIGHTl actions for each label l. The alter-
native is to keep the transition system unlabeled, and let another component of the
parser handle labeling, by adding the label for instance just after the edge, or at the
end, by post-processing the whole unlabeled tree.

Variants In addition to the main four stack-based systems, a number of variants
have been proposed, adding for instance non-monotonicity (Honnibal et al., 2013;
Honnibal and Johnson, 2015), a limited degree of non-projectivity (Fernández-
González and Gómez-Rodríguez, 2012; Pitler and McDonald, 2015) or constraints
on the output (Nivre and Fernández-González, 2014; Nivre et al., 2014).

Additionally, it can be noted that depending on the conventions for roots (root
unicity, use and position of a dummy token, etc.), the algorithms may differ signif-
icantly, regarding implementation, accuracy, and system properties. For instance,
ARCEAGER performs significantly better with a ROOT token placed at the end rather
than at the beginning, while no difference has been noted for ARCSTANDARD, as
shown by Ballesteros and Nivre (2013) and reported in Table 3.5.3

UAS ARCEAGER ARCSTANDARD

No ROOT 84.35 84.41
ROOT in first position 83.67 84.44
ROOT in last position 84.35 84.38

TABLE 3.5: UAS variations obtained by Ballesteros and Nivre (2013)
when moving or removing the dummy ROOT token, averaged over

the Penn Treebank plus CoNLL-X data.

3Similarly, I will show in Chapter 7 that the arc-decomposability property of ARCEAGER holds when
the dummy token is at the end but not when it is at the beginning of the sentence.
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Derivation Resulting parse

Shift1 Shift2 Shift3 Left3←4 Left2←4 Left1←4

Root0 He1 did2 not3 come4

Shift1 Left1←2 Shift2 Shift3 Left3←4 Left2←4

Root0 He1 did2 not3 come4

Shift1 Right1→2 Reduce2 Shift3 Left3←4 Left1←4

Root0 He1 did2 not3 come4

FIGURE 3.3: Counter-example to direct action-edge correspondence. This uses the ARCEA-
GER transition system, with a dummy ROOT token in first position. Underlined actions de-

note actual decisions, while for the others only one action is legal at once.

3.3.2 Understanding derivations: action-edge correspondence

Understanding what a derivation represents requires some clarification: despite ac-
tion names like LEFT or RIGHT, I claim that in general, the decision to create a given
edge cannot be clearly related to one specific action. Figure 3.3 shows an example
why.

Supposing that the gold parse is the upper one, comparison with the middle
one reveals that the actual decision on left arc 1← 4 has nothing to do with deciding
to apply the Left1←4 action (taken when no other choice was possible); instead, part
of that decision is already taken when following Shift2, even though it seems that it
does not operate on token 1. Indeed, applying Left instead of this Shift prevents from
later retrieving the 1 ← 4 arc, and thus the decision of not applying Left matters.
However, the decision on the second action of the derivation is not a decision on the
head of He1 only: as shown by the third row, applying a Right action in this slot has
consequences for both the head of He1 and that of did2.

Overall, the arc 1 ← 4 is not the result of a single decision but of a series of
interacting decisions that may not even operate on tokens 1 or 4; conversely, in a
given configuration, the decision on the next action is not about one given head,
but about several of them, which are impacted in various extents depending on the
effectively chosen action. To sum up, a derivation cannot be interpreted by singling
out decisions on each edge.

As a result, some algorithmic refinements that are straightforward in other tasks,
where the link between the decisions of the system and subparts of the output struc-
ture is direct (e.g. ‘backoff to another model when the currently annotated word is
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unknown’ in PoS tagging or language modeling), may be inapplicable in this con-
text. In parsing the classification task must be considered with extra care, because
some standard notions like ‘the current word’ can be ill-defined, and bear the risk
of under-specified algorithms, unfair comparison, or misinterpretation of empirical
results: for instance, a parser which produces more right dependencies than left de-
pendencies is not a model whose parameters weight more RIGHT actions than LEFT

actions.

3.4 Improving the classifiers: from the averaged perceptron
to Stack-LSTMs

Since Collins and Roark (2004), the main classifier used to predict transitions in pars-
ing has been the averaged multi-class perceptron.

The multi-class perceptron is a linear model that scores each possible decision t
in a given configuration c, by means of a cross-product between a feature vector φ

representing the configuration, and a weight vector w. In transition-based parsing,
the next transition to apply is thus:

t∗ = argmaxt∈VALID(c) w · φc,t

where VALID(c) denotes the set of transitions that can be applied in configuration c
(that is, whose preconditions are met).

The weight parameters are trained using annotated data. For each training sen-
tence, a derivation leading to the gold tree is given by an oracle; for each configuration
along this derivation, the predicted action t− is compared to the gold action t+ (see
Figure 3.4a). If they differ, the perceptron update rule is applied:

w← w + φc,t+ − φc,t−

In the averaged perceptron variant (Freund and Schapire, 1999), all values taken
by the w vector throughout training are remembered, and the value retained for w
at the end of the training is not its last value, but the average of all its values through
history. This improves online training by alleviating its bias toward the last config-
urations seen. Averaging does not alter the convergence guarantees of perceptron
updates, but it makes the long-term effect of each update harder to interpret than
for standard training. For instance, if two sentences in the training data lead to op-
posite updates, in standard training their effects cancel each other out, while with
averaging, the final value of the parameters depends on the time that has elapsed
between both sentences: the longer the delay, the more important the first update is
in the average.
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FIGURE 3.4: Representation of the search space and the effected updates, for four types
of search/oracle. Edges represent decisions, and numbers indicate the UAS of the parse
produced by final derivations. The updates penalize the red and reward the green decisions,
while the yellow ones correspond to correctly predicted actions and do not intervene in

updates.

The last few years have seen the emergence of neural networks in NLP; follow-
ing Henderson (2004)’s pioneering proposal, they have also been successfully intro-
duced in the parsing field as an alternative to the averaged perceptron. At the time of
the writing, neural dependency parsers have been designed with either feed-forward
networks (Chen and Manning, 2014; Andor et al., 2016), whose comparative accu-
racy is reported in Table 3.6, or a subtype of recurrent neural networks, Stack-LSTMs
(Dyer et al., 2015).

Classifier UAS Speed (sent/s)

MaltParser Averaged perceptron 89.9 560
Chen and Manning (2014) Feed-forward neural network 92.0 1,013

TABLE 3.6: Effect on UAS and parsing speed of introducing neural networks with a precom-
putation trick, as measured by Chen and Manning (2014) on the Penn Treebank. Here both

parsers use the ARCSTANDARD system.

In parallel to these improvements, notable work has been done on the vector rep-
resentations that are fed to the classifiers. For the averaged perceptron, it concerns
the feature templates that are used to combine simple atomic features into tuple fea-
tures, and thus compensate for the linearity of the model (Zhang and Clark, 2008;
Huang and Sagae, 2010; Zhang and Nivre, 2011); the popular templates of Zhang
and Nivre (2011) are described in Table 3.7. As for neural networks, research on
representations for parsing has concerned the embeddings of PoS tags and relation
labels (Chen and Manning, 2014), OOV words (Dyer et al., 2015), in-stack subtrees
(Dyer et al., 2015) and character-based word embeddings (Ballesteros et al., 2015).
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Standard templates

1 word w, p and wp for S0, N0, N1, N2
2 words wp·wp, wp·w, w·wp, wp·p, p·wp, w·w and p·p for S0·N0; N0 p·N1 p
3 words p·p·p for N0·N1·N2, S0·N0·N1, S0h·S0·N0, S0·S0l ·N0, S0·S0r·N0, S0·N0·N0l

New templates with rich non-local features

Distance S0w·d, S0 p·d, N0w·d, N0 p·d; S0w·N0w·d, S0 p·N0 p·d
Valency S0wvl , S0 pvl , S0wvr, S0 pvr, N0wvl , N0 pvl

Unigrams w and p for S0h, S0l , S0r, N0l ; l for S0, S0l , S0r, N0l
Third-order w and p for S0h2, S0l2, S0r2, N0l2; l for S0h, S0l2, S0r2, N0l2;

p·p·p for S0·S0h·S0h2, S0·S0l ·S0l2, S0·S0r·S0r2, N0·N0l ·N0l2
Label set S0wsl , S0 psl , S0wsr, S0 psr, N0wsl , N0 psl

TABLE 3.7: Feature templates proposed by Zhang and Nivre (2011). S0 is the top stack
element, N0-N2 the 3 first buffer elements. w, p and l stand for word, PoS tag and label. d is
the token distance from S0 to N0. vl (vr) is the number of left (right) children, whose labels
are sl (sr). h and h2 denote the head and its own head, l , l2 (r, r2) the first and second leftmost

(rightmost) children.

3.5 Beam search and global training

One major challenge transition-based parsing has to face is the locality of the deci-
sions. Indeed, the dependency structure of a free text sentence often implies long-
distance interactions: interpolated clauses, long dependencies, high arity nodes,
multi-clause sentences, etc. In such cases, the classifier needs information from a
distant context to decide on the next action to take. While Zhang and Nivre (2011)’s
feature templates introduce some non-local information, they do not cover all the
potentially relevant nodes, which can be arbitrarily far.

3.5.1 Globalization of local parsers

To overcome this problem, the standard strategy, first applied on transition-based
dependency parsing by Johansson and Nugues (2006), is to use beam search: instead
of predicting the transition sequence greedily, by selecting the one-best action at
each step, with beam search the parser maintains an agenda of the k best (partial)
derivations so far, exploring new transitions from all of them at once. To discard the
worst hypotheses in the beam at each step, and maintain its size at k, the derivations
are compared using the sum of all the transition scores (local scores) in the sequence.
Thus, each partial analysis is assigned a global score, and in the end the best parse is
selected as a whole; this closes the gap to the global decisions taken in graph-based
parsing.

3.5.2 Role of the beam

The effect of beam search on the parsing process can be interpreted in four ways.
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As delaying difficult decisions: Some decisions cannot be taken locally because
they require information that will only be available later. By keeping in the beam
most of the paths from this point on, the parser is able to wait until it knows the fu-
ture cost of each action: the earlier decisions are settled when a high score is assigned
to some later, more informative features.

As a means of error recovery: The beam marginally compensates for a model that
is not perfectly trained. Indeed, if two actions have very tight scores, it may be that
the difference results from a training error, in which case it is safer to wait for a later
decision whose margin is large enough to be reliable. With greedy parsing that takes
decisions immediately, any error is unrecoverable.

As a solution to the label bias problem (Bottou, 1991; Lafferty et al., 2001): Even
with a perfectly trained model, it may be mathematically impossible to model some
dependency structures, because the globally optimal action is truly locally subop-
timal. In such cases, dead end actions can hide the optimal derivation, which is
currently low-scored, and mislead a greedy parser; beam search prevents this effect
by exploring the neighbourhood of the locally optimal derivation.

As modeling actual ambiguities: In some cases, sentences are truly ambiguous at
start, even for a human being. When the wrong interpretation remains dominant for
a large part of the sentence, it is referred to as a garden path sentence (Frazier, 1979). In
this case, a greedy parser will likely stick to the wrong interpretation. Thus, keeping
several hypotheses in the beam enables to maintain concurrent interpretations of the
beginning of the sentence, up to the disambiguating point.

3.5.3 Structured perceptron

On the theoretical ground, using beam search and global scores has a strong im-
pact on the classifier: it turns the standard perceptron into a structured percep-
tron (Collins, 2002). In other terms, the classification task is no longer to predict
actions, but rather to predict complete derivations. Given a complex input (a sequence
of words) as before, the classifier must now directly produce a complex object (a
parse).

This change of task has been shown by Zhang and Nivre (2012) to strongly im-
pact training: because of the discrepancy it introduces between what the parser
trains for and what it predicts at test time, when search is global, training must
be global as well. Otherwise, beam search is only detrimental, as shown by their
measures reported in Table 3.8.

Following Zhang and Clark (2008), global training is performed by updating the
weight vector with the perceptron rule only once for the whole sentence, represented
as a global feature vector. In practice, thanks to additivity, the global feature vector
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UAS Local [train] Global [train]

Local [test] 89.04 87.07
Global [test] 79.34 92.27

TABLE 3.8: UAS drops obtained by Zhang and Nivre (2012) on the
Penn Treebank with the ZPar parser, when mixing local and global
versions of the perceptron. The local one corresponds to a greedy

parser, and the global one to using a beam of size 64.

of a derivation can be defined as the sum of the feature vectors of all its transitions: it
results that its cross-product with the weight vector is indeed the same as the previ-
ously defined global score (sum of all local scores), and that a single update on a pair
of global vectors is equivalent to a series of local updates on pairs of local vectors,
for each transition in the sequence. Consequently, the main difference between local
and global training is the configurations which are updated on, and how they are
computed: in local training, at each step of greedy search, a pair of configurations
is selected, an update takes place and parsing goes on, while in global training, a
full beam search is first performed, and only then the update configurations are ex-
tracted from the predicted derivation, which is not the same as the greedy one (see
Figure 3.4b).

Using the same score and search strategy at training and testing times ensures
that the objective function remains the same, and avoids the mentioned discrepancy.
However, it introduces a strong binding between the search and update procedures,
which are interleaved during training, and the necessity to keep them at most con-
sistent to avoid discrepancies manifests itself in many subtle ways.

3.5.4 Partial updates

Unfortunately, global training itself is not sufficient to make the model accurate. In-
deed, Collins and Roark (2004) have pointed out the need for another refinement,
which is to perform model updates on partial derivations, before reaching a final
state. Huang et al. (2012) analyze the issue by recalling that even if it has a better
coverage, beam search remains, just like greedy search, a kind of inexact search. Fol-
lowing Daumé III and Marcu (2005), they distinguish two sources of parsing errors:
modeling errors and search errors. The model induces errors directly when it scores
a wrong derivation higher than the correct one, in which case the wrong parse is pre-
dicted. By contrast, wrong parses are attributed to search errors when the model has
indeed assigned the best score to the correct derivation, but it was not found by the
parser because it was discarded early from the beam, hidden by a lot of locally better
looking derivations. However large the beam is, for long sentences the search will
remain inexact, and such errors can occur. They are specific to beam search though,
since a greedy parsing error can always be attributed to a locally wrong score.
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The unfortunate consequence of search errors is that when an update happens
due to a search error, it is invalid: indeed, the model already scores the correct
derivation high (or at least higher than other candidates), so there should be no
increase. Such updates only add noise to the model. The risk is a higher complexity
of the model, and training may even diverge, because convergence is only guaran-
teed for valid updates, which fix an actual error of the model (a violation). However,
invalid updates occur only when the score of the correct derivation is temporarily
low, making the hypothesis fall off the beam, and then goes up again but with no
possible return in the beam: the invalidity of a full update is only due to the last part
of the derivation, which is better scored. So, the strategy proposed by Collins and
Roark (2004) is an early update on partial derivations, as soon as the correct derivation
falls off the beam; at that point the model is effectively wrong, and the correspond-
ing configuration constitutes a violation. Alternatively, Huang et al. (2012) propose
an improved update criterion, max-violation, that targets the step where the score of
the correct derivation is at lowest compared to the top of the beam, which is also a
violation. The main advantage is a faster convergence than early update, thanks to
a broader coverage of the sentence. Table 3.9 displays the empirical effect of both
strategies.

Update criterion Convergence time UAS

Full update 1 it. 0.4 h 79.14
Early update 38 it. 15.4 h 92.09

Max-violation 12 it. 5.5 h 92.18

TABLE 3.9: Effect of partial derivation updates on convergence time
and accuracy, as reported by Huang et al. (2012) on the Penn Tree-

bank.

3.5.5 Use in recent parsers

Despite recent advances in greedy parsing, the issues addressed by beam search
remain: Andor et al. (2016) show how the label bias problem theoretically holds even
with lookahead features of any range. They consequently apply global training even
to recent neural models, by means of global normalization in the objective function.
Their gains are reported in Table 3.10.

UAS Locally normalized Globally normalized

Beam size = 1 92.95 –
Beam size = 32 93.59 94.61

TABLE 3.10: UAS gains obtained by Andor et al. (2016) on the Penn
Treebank, when adding global normalization to a feed-forward neu-

ral parser.
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An alternate solution proposed by the literature is the unbounded lookahead
provided by Stack-LSTMs (Dyer et al., 2015): the LSTM provides a compact encoding
of information extracted from the whole sentence, with both unbounded lookahead
and unbounded lookbehind. While this model strongly alleviates the locality of
greedy parsers, it is unsure whether it can handle actual ambiguities and recover
from errors, as beam search does.

3.6 Dynamic oracles

This section presents another recent line of research, which also concerns training,
but from a different point of view. Indeed, a perceptron update relies on a pair of
configurations: it penalizes the predicted one (negative configuration) and rewards
the correct one (positive configuration). And while the previous section handles
the question of which negative configuration to update from, I now move on to the
question of which positive configuration to update to.

The oracle is specifically the parser component which, given a configuration at
training time, returns the gold action to apply, in order to produce the reference
dependency tree. This oracle then plays a role in both the error criterion (an error is
detected whenever the predicted action differs from the oracle one) and the update
process (the configuration provided by the oracle is used as positive configuration).

The standard strategy to implement this component is to preprocess the whole
treebank to extract gold derivations prior to training; in case of spurious ambiguity,
heuristics are used to select a single reference derivation per sentence. The training
data composed of a series of sentence/tree pairs is effectively substituted by a series
of sentence/derivation pairs, which constitute the only training data. The reference
derivation is then used by greedy parsers to identify the best action at each step, and
by beam parsers to detect when it falls off the beam.

In the frame of greedy parsers, Goldberg and Nivre (2012) introduce a new way
to compute oracles, with dynamic oracles. By contrast, they call static the oracles re-
sulting from a precomputation.

3.6.1 Issues of static oracles

The main motivations for dynamic oracles are two flaws of static oracles, brought to
light by Goldberg and Nivre (2012).

First, static oracles are deterministic. Indeed, for the same sentence example the
reference derivation will always be the same, whatever the current value of the
model and current state of the parser are. However, in case of spurious ambiguity,
it may happen that the parser produces the correct tree, but an error is still raised,
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because the predicted (correct) derivation differs from the one chosen by the oracle,
which acts as the only reference. The update that necessarily ensues is then prone
to introducing new errors, even though the model is already good. Because of the
exponential size of derivation equivalence classes, it is not possible to acknowledge
all correct derivations, when using precomputed references.

Second, static oracles are incomplete. Transition-based parsers face the known
issue of error propagation (McDonald and Nivre, 2007): at test time, as soon as they
stray from the gold derivation, they start making worse and worse decisions. Indeed,
in such cases they can see features that are not possible in the space of gold config-
urations and that they consequently have not seen at training time; the classifier has
no clue on how to score them. It has ended up in an unknown territory, in which it
is not trained to make good decisions, so it simply acts randomly. A straightforward
solution is to make the classifier aware of that territory, by extending training to the
suboptimal space (all the configurations that exist only after an initial error). But this
is forbidden by the incompleteness of the oracle, i.e. the fact that it is not defined
properly for every configuration, but only for those along the gold derivation, in
others terms the gold space. In the suboptimal space, from which the gold parse is
unreachable, there is no reference, and no possible training. Choi and Palmer (2011)
have actually already pointed out the unknown territory issue and experimented
with suboptimal training, but they do not address the case when the gold tree is
unreachable, simply resorting to a heuristic construction of a suboptimal treebank.

The purpose of dynamic oracles is to solve both these issues at once. Formally, a
dynamic oracle is defined as a complete non-deterministic oracle.

3.6.2 Training with dynamic oracles

The strategy retained by dynamic oracles is to tailor the reference action to each
configuration. More precisely, these oracles consider that an action is incorrect if it
degrades the UAS, i.e. if it introduces (now or later) an incorrect edge.4

Formally, if each configuration is associated with a UASmax, the maximum UAS
value that can be achieved by any of its successor derivations, then the action cost
is defined as the difference between the current UASmax and the future UASmax.
The best decision in that configuration is the one providing the best hopes for UAS,
i.e. when UASmax is left unchanged. So the best action is that with zero cost; by
definition of UASmax, in all configurations at least one action has zero cost, and there
may be several in case of spurious ambiguity. Hence, when asked for a reference
action, the dynamic oracle simply returns the set of zero-cost actions.

4This assumes of course that such an edge cannot be corrected; some non-monotonic transition
systems are indeed able to revise some of their earlier decisions.
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Non-determinism is immediate with such computation, because model updates
happen only when the predicted action has non-zero cost. If it is zero, nothing hap-
pens, whether the chosen gold action is unique or not. In practice, non-determinism
provides a small but consistent improvement in accuracy, as shown in Table 3.11.

For suboptimal training, Goldberg and Nivre (2012) follow a strategy close to
Searn (Daumé III et al., 2009), that gradually introduces a percentage of exploration:
after a few iterations, the parser will sometimes choose to apply the gold action,
sometimes the predicted one, which may be suboptimal. Thus, the suboptimal space
is known to the classifier, which partially trains there. Figure 3.4c illustrates a case of
full exploration. As can be seen in Table 3.11, the exploration strategy alleviates error
propagation and brings significant improvements. Note that this effect distinguishes
from error recovery, in the sense that it does not fix an already incorrect edge, but
only allows the system to pursue parsing without being impacted by an earlier error.

UAS Static oracle Dynamic oracle

Gold space training 89.88 90.18
Suboptimal space training – 90.96

TABLE 3.11: UAS gains obtained by Goldberg and Nivre (2012) on the
Penn Treebank, when using non-deterministic oracles and training in

suboptimal space.

3.6.3 Practical computation of action costs

To preserve the efficiency of transition-based parsers, action cost computation,
which happens at each step, should be done in nearly-constant time. Hence,
exhaustive search to compute maximal scores is not feasible, and action costs must
be computed directly.

To this end, Goldberg and Nivre (2013) introduce the concept of arc decompo-
sition: a transition system is arc-decomposable if in every configuration, all the gold
dependencies that are still reachable can be reached simultaneously by the same
derivation. It ensues that for such systems, the action cost is simply the number of
arcs that are directly forbidden by the action (that is, which could still be predicted
but become impossible to output once the action is chosen), for instance if it removes
the head word from the stack.

Goldberg and Nivre (2013) prove ARCEAGER to be arc-decomposable when the
dummy token is at the end, and derive its cost, detailed in Table 3.12. They do
the same for the ARCHYBRID and EASYFIRST systems, with a dummy token in first
position.5

5It can be noted that since ARCHYBRID has no spurious ambiguity, a non-deterministic oracle may
appear less useful, but it still matters, because in the suboptimal space the references may not be
unique, even without spurious ambiguity.
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SHIFT (σ, b|β) σ
y

b  b if h∗b is in stack

(σ, b|β) σ
x

b  children of b that are in stack and unattached

LEFT (σ|s, b|β) s
x

β  s if h∗s is in buffer but not on top

(σ|s, β) s
y

β  children of s that are in buffer

RIGHT (σ, b|β) b
x

β  b if h∗b is in buffer but not on top

(σ|s, b|β) σ
y

b  b if h∗b is in stack but not on top

(σ, b|β) σ
x

b  children of b that are in stack and unattached

REDUCE (σ|s, β) s
y

β  children of s that are in buffer

TABLE 3.12: Computation of action cost, for the ARCEAGER system: cases when an arc is
forbidden. Tokens with faulty attachments are indicated in each case; h∗w denotes the gold

head of word w.

While Goldberg and Nivre (2013) prove that ARCSTANDARD is not arc-
decomposable, Goldberg et al. (2014) show that it does not prevent from deriving
the action cost for such systems. It is only harder to define, and the computation
can be arbitrarily complex; Goldberg et al. (2014) do it for ARCSTANDARD using
dynamic programming.

I have similarly studied the matter for ARCEAGER when the dummy token is in
first position, and I will show in Chapter 7 that in this case it is not arc-decomposable;
I propose however another way to still derive its action cost.

3.6.4 Use in recent parsers

In the most recent works, dynamic oracles are still considered as a useful component
of parser training. Indeed, they have been successfully applied to the Stack-LSTM
parser by Ballesteros et al. (2016), showing similar improvements as for other greedy
parsers (see Table 3.13).

UAS ARCSTANDARD ARCHYBRID

Static 93.04 92.78
Dynamic – 93.56

TABLE 3.13: UAS gains obtained by Ballesteros et al. (2016) on the
Penn Treebank, when extending the Stack-LSTM parser with dynamic

oracles.
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3.6.5 Differences with beam parsing

Dynamic oracles have not been extended to beam parsers yet, but Björkelund and
Nivre (2015) have explored the use of non-deterministic oracles for beam parsers (il-
lustrated in Figure 3.4d), in the case of non-projective parsing. However, they do not
report significant improvements, which lets them suggest that since both methods
are based on the idea of neighborhood exploration, they may be redundant.

It is true that both dynamic oracles and global training involve encountering
suboptimal configurations at training time. However, according to the picture I have
drawn above, a strong difference remains: beam parsers only see suboptimal config-
urations as negative configurations, while dynamic oracles also use them as positive
configurations. Indeed, a beam parser with a static oracle is only able to reward
reference derivations and it has consequently no quantitative idea of each deriva-
tion’s quality: similarly to greedy static oracles, there are only correct derivations
and incorrect derivations, no derivation is deemed as incorrect but slightly better
than another. The motivations for dynamic oracles consequently hold.

As a matter of fact, the question of dynamic oracles for beam parsers is explic-
itly mentioned as remaining open by both Goldberg and Nivre (2012) and Sartorio
(2015), and no sound extension to such parsers has been proposed yet.

3.7 Conclusion: four open avenues

In this chapter, I have presented dependency parsing and the currently most efficient
approach for this task, transition-based parsing. While the frame I have drawn here
may appear like a very special case of parsing, it corresponds in fact to the most
popular algorithms in the state-of-the-art of this field.

After a short review of the main transition systems (ARCSTANDARD, ARCEAGER,
ARCHYBRID and SWAPSTANDARD), along with some of their main characteristics,
I have presented an overview of recent research on transition-based dependency
parsing, through three lines of work.

The first line is improving the underlying classifier. For long dominated by the
averaged perceptron, the field has been recently turning to neural networks. As
this change of paradigm was concomitant to the work of this thesis, I designed my
algorithms to be classifier-independent: they can in principle apply to a parser using
any classifier, considering this component as a black box with a predict/update API.
Still, the experiments reported in this thesis are only performed with the averaged
perceptron: systematically including the most recent classifiers would have required
additional implementation work.
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The two other lines of research are indeed not affected by the inner workings of
the classifier, as they concern the outer conditions in which it is trained.

The second line asks from which configurations to update: this is the subtle
combination of beam search and global training. I have pointed out how alleviating
the locality of transition-based parsers implies tight interactions of the training and
testing procedures. I have also motivated and described various ways to explore the
search space to find errors to correct, a study that benefits a lot from the theoretical
guarantees of the classification frameworks.

Finally, the literature of dynamic oracles addresses the configurations toward
which to update. By redefining what correct actions are in a more general case, it
provides a sound framework where updates are guaranteed exact. It also enables a
higher flexibility in the training strategies, which has already been rewarded by im-
portant gains in accuracy. The main drawback of this extension is that it introduces
limitations on the transition systems that can be experimented with, because not all
of them allow to compute easily such oracles.

While the focus of this thesis is not parsing itself, its main ideas have been natu-
rally nourished by the shortcomings of the field chosen as study case. In particular,
I have identified in this literature a few open avenues that have guided both the
questions I have addressed, and the methods I have entertained.

First, from the overview of transition-based parsing, the general lack of a unified
formalism stands out. Indeed, the various successful improvements have resulted
over the years in very different paradigms; this is clear for instance when consid-
ering how global training affects the searching and learning procedures, which do
not follow the same course of action as in standard training. This gap is filled in
Chapter 7, both on theoretical and practical grounds, with the release of PanParser,
a modular parser which by design supports these various search procedures, oracles
and transition systems under the same framework.

Second, the transition systems have very different properties, but they have
only been studied on a per-need basis, and not exhaustively. For instance, arc-
decomposition has been proved for ARCEAGER, but not with a dummy token in first
position. And indeed, my work reveals that the distinction actually matters, because
in that case the property does not hold.

Third, it is striking to note that beam search and dynamic oracles have been
combined successively with many different parsers, using various classifiers and
transition systems, but never with each other. This remains an open question in the
literature, which I will also tackle in Chapter 7.

Last, recent improvements in all three lines of work have brought undeniable
quantitative gains, but their qualitative effects have not been thoroughly studied.
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The overall impression retained from this exploration of the parsing literature
is that of a very active and fruitful field, with a large spectrum of algorithms and
variants, but many remaining gaps due to the lack of exhaustive study. Unifying
their formalism is a first step in this direction, but it will also require a marked effort
on the qualitative analysis of parsing accuracy.
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When considering linguistic similarities and universals, syntactic structures
quickly emerge as a natural study case. Over the years, cross-lingual parsing has
consequently become emblematic of cross-lingual transfer studies; thanks to these
universals, the motivation for knowledge transfer is indeed easier to apprehend
than in other tasks. As such, the state of the art of cross-lingual parsing deserves a
dedicated chapter.

The heart of this chapter is Section 4.1, which shows how the main methods
for cross-lingual transfer have been applied to the parsing task. Sections 4.2 and 4.3
address some practical considerations: treebank annotation schemes and evaluation.
Section 4.4 adopts a larger perspective by carefully comparing this field with that of
cross-domain parsing, and Section 4.5 recaps the review by assessing whether and
how the various available resources have been used in cross-lingual parsing.
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4.1 Methods for cross-lingual parsing

4.1.1 Direct transfer

In their seminal work, Zeman and Resnik (2008) address low-resource parsing with a
direct transfer approach: they parse a target sentence using directly a source parser,
but with some adaptations of word representations, for which they compare two
strategies. The first is to delexicalize both the source data and the target input, which
means excluding all lexical features at training time, thereby relying only on PoS tags
of the words and their contexts. This way, all source knowledge (e.g. ‘determiners
depend on nouns’) is directly applicable to the target PoS sequences, which share the
same representations as the training data.

The second strategy is to keep representations in the source domain, i.e. training
a source model in a completely standard way, but glossing the input at test time, so
that the extracted features are not based on target words, but on their translations in
the source language. This approach has the benefit of dispensing with the availabil-
ity of a high-quality PoS tagger in the target language, but it requires parallel data or
a bilingual lexicon instead, which is arguably harder to acquire. The later literature
has mostly retained the delexicalized version anyway, which yielded the best results.

Since then, a large body of literature has revisited the direct transfer approach,
on several aspects.

Multi-source Several works have noted that using multiple languages as sources
improves cross-lingual transfer. This increases both the diversity and the amount
of available data. But combining knowledge from multiple sources can be done in
various ways.

The simplest method is treebank concatenation, as done by McDonald et al.
(2011): PoS sequences from various sources are indistinguishable, and can be simply
gathered into a single treebank. The main issue is that without further refinements,
this method introduces a bias toward the source with largest treebank.

Another method for multi-source transfer, which gives a better control over
each treebank’s contribution, is model interpolation. Cohen et al. (2011) average
the parameters of several source models, optionally with tunable mixture coeffi-
cients, while others rely on linguistic knowledge to guide the mixture, with source
weights based on language genealogy (Søgaard and Wulff, 2012), language typology
(Søgaard and Wulff, 2012) or language similarity (Rosa, 2015b).

The third category is output combination with MST reparsing (Sagae and Lavie,
2006). Rosa and Zabokrtsky (2015) apply this technique to combine the candidate
parses issued by all source models. They obtain significant improvements over the
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treebank concatenation baseline, and even more with a weighted combination, fol-
lowing Surdeanu and Manning (2010)’s framework. Indeed, Rosa and Zabokrtsky
(2015) propose a new metric for language similarity, KLcpos3 , which computes the
Kullback-Leibler divergence of the source distribution of PoS trigrams, with respect
to the target one. Using KLcpos3 (in practice, KL−4

cpos3) to weight the contribution of
each source language biases the combination toward the most similar sources, which
are presumably (but not always) the most reliable ones. Agić (2017) further refines
this combination method with weights based on the Hamming distance of typolog-
ical feature vectors, and on a combination of both similarity metrics.

Compared to multi-source combinations at training and at decision times, out-
put combination provides a higher flexibility, in the sense that it combines subtrees
from various sources and may for instance retain the high-level dependencies pro-
vided by one source (with similar word order) with the low-level dependencies pro-
vided by another source (with similar morphological richness). Another advantage
is that the candidate parses are produced by self-consistent models: as explained in
the previous chapter, each dependency results from complex interactions of several
decisions which should stick together to actually produce the transferred depen-
dency. Conversely, mixture decisions may follow the decisions of various models at
various times, resulting overall in wholly different dependencies, that are not inher-
ited from any source, despite the motivation of linguistic similarity.1

Data selection The literature has proposed data selection as another refinement of
direct transfer. First, data selection occurs at the language level, when choosing a lan-
guage for single-source transfer. Indeed, multi-source transfer is often on par with
the single-best source, but sometimes single-source transfer remains better. In such
cases, selecting the best source relies on the same kind of metrics as multi-source
weighting: language similarity (Rosa and Zabokrtsky, 2015) or typology (Agić, 2017).

But data selection can also apply at a lower level. Søgaard (2011) explores per-
sentence selection among multiple sources, while Søgaard and Wulff (2012) investi-
gate a smoother approach than strict selection, with sentence-level instance weight-
ing. Both works assume that the most relevant source sentences are the most prob-
able ones with respect to the target language, which is estimated by a PoS language
model (PoSLM) trained on target PoS sequences. This is another way to leverage
PoS sequence similarity, but in a heuristic-free manner, yet harder to interpret than
KLcpos3 .

Bodnari (2014) pushes this idea further by adapting the selection, or weighting,
for each target sentence to process. The underlying motivation is that depending on

1Using the experimental setup of Chapter 6, I have measured this effect to concern 7-9% of predicted
dependencies, for transfer from English and French to Romanian, German, Russian or Finnish. To
Japanese and Arabic, it reaches 13 and 15%.
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the syntactic structures included in a given target sentence, the information needed
to parse it calls on different linguistic properties, hence different source languages.

Synthetic data Direct transfer has also been exploited to bootstrap the creation of
a new target corpus. Following McClosky et al. (2006)’s self-training framework,
Zeman and Resnik (2008) annotate raw target data with the transferred parser and
then retrain a new parser on both the source data and the newly annotated data;
but they fail to improve on their best results. However, in McDonald et al. (2011)’s
experiments, training only on the new target data performs well enough, but more
importantly it allows to turn a delexicalized parser into a fully lexicalized one, which
can in turn be fine-tuned on target data as any other monolingual parser. Täckström
et al. (2013) also achieve significant improvements by combining self-training with
ambiguous learning.

On a side note, treebank glossing (Zhao et al., 2009; Durrett et al., 2012) is also a
way to improve direct transfer by building artificial target data.

Shared representations Finally, some work has been done on the ground of shared
representations. Täckström et al. (2012)’s cross-lingual word clusters improve direct
parser transfer when used as additional features, which is in fact a way to preprocess
the training and test data by annotating similar concepts on top of common PoS tags.
In the same vein, Guo et al. (2015)’s direct transfer is transparent, thanks to cross-
lingual embeddings: the model is trained and run in the same vector space.

4.1.2 Parser projection

Parse tree projection The application of the annotation projection idea to parsing
is largely based on the Direct Correspondence Assumption (DCA), first formulated
and used by Hwa et al. (2002). It is the two-word extension of the assumption that
aligned words share their labels: it states that in a pair of aligned sentences, if the
source side contains the dependency sh → sc, and the words sh and sc are aligned
respectively with th and tc, then the dependency th → tc holds on target side.

However, vanilla parse projection suffers from a recurrent issue: DCA does not
hold in general, but for less than half dependencies (Dorr, 1994; Georgi et al., 2012).

In most cases, unaligned words and multiple alignments hinder projection
(see examples in Figure 4.1). This also happens in other projection tasks, but
even more in parsing which suffers from alignment issues of both the head and
the child. Sometimes projection is not hindered, but would result in an incorrect
dependency, because of translational divergence; to prevent this, some works filter
out low-confidence dependencies, on the basis of aligned PoS disagreement and
projectivity constraints (Ganchev et al., 2009; Rasooli and Collins, 2015; Shen et al.,
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2016). This is notably the approach adopted by a joint work I took part in (Lacroix
et al., 2016b), which I present in Chapter 7. For the purpose of filtering, it is also
possible to leverage a baseline target parser (Li et al., 2014).

The swimming team goes to swimming championships

Cette équipe nage en compétition

(a) Many-to-one alignment.

Halve all peppers

Couper en deux les poivrons

(b) One-to-many alignment.

She turned pale

Elle pâlit

(c) Unaligned word.

FIGURE 4.1: Example sentences where none of the dependencies can
be projected, because alignments are not 1-to-1. The dotted edges

violate single-headedness, so neither is transferred.

Anyway, it ensues that dependency projection often results in partial trees, but
the state-of-the-art parsing algorithms are not suited to train on such trees, and
would simply discard those training examples. Spreyer and Kuhn (2009) measure
the data loss this filtering would result in, and Spreyer et al. (2010) discuss the frag-
mentation rate of these partial trees, as well as a case study on how partial projection
affects the ability to handle subjects in Italian.

To address the partial trees issue more effectively, a number of solutions have
been proposed in the literature.

One idea is to alter the projection step to actually get complete trees. Following
the early work of Hwa et al. (2002), many resort to projection heuristics or comple-
tion rules based on projectivity constraints and dummy nodes (Hwa et al., 2005; Xia
and Lewis, 2007; Tiedemann, 2014). Tiedemann (2015b) refines the dummy node ap-
proach and Spreyer and Kuhn (2009) extend it with fake root dependencies. Alterna-
tively, Wróblewska and Przepiórkowski (2014) rather alter projection at its core, and
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propose a confidence-based extension of the projected dependency set. Their idea
is to project more dependencies, along with scores based on alignment confidence,
and then filter the extended set with confidence-based MST. In particular, unaligned
target tokens receive candidate dependencies from all source tokens, but with very
low confidence, which seamlessly solves the partiality issue. Finally, several works
have considered post-processing, and complete the partial trees with a target parser
bootstrapped by projection (Rasooli and Collins, 2015) or target annotated data (Shen
et al., 2016).2

Another approach to this issue is that of McDonald et al. (2011), who take a step
back and apply the projection idea to another process based on the DCA: they reduce
the projection task to the reranking of target parses predicted by a bootstrapped
parser, so that by design the whole process operates solely on complete trees.

In a last category, some works have preferred neither to tackle nor to avoid the
partiality issue, but to keep it as a feature, and they train directly on tree fragments.
Spreyer and Kuhn (2009) achieve this in their fake root framework by adapting the
classifier loss functions to specifically remove updates on fake root attachments, thus
learning only on the actually transferred dependencies. Ganchev et al. (2009) decide
not to train directly on the projected partial trees, and rather turn to training guid-
ance, using the partial trees as soft constraints for unsupervised parsing. Finally,
Li et al. (2014) take an ambiguous learning approach and train on the whole forest
of possible completed trees. The joint work I present in Chapter 7 (Lacroix et al.,
2016b) pursues on this track, but by leveraging dynamic oracles it makes training
on fragments even more transparent, without explicit modification of the training
process.

Treebank translation The improved variant of treebank glossing, treebank transla-
tion, is actually another projection approach: as soon as the source sentence is trans-
lated, one gets a pair of parallel sentences, on which annotation projection is applied
to actually translate the treebank. Otherwise put, it provides target synthetic data
thanks to annotation projection, but applied on an already synthetic parallel corpus.
In the parsing field, the translation approach was pioneered by Tiedemann et al.
(2014) and Ramasamy et al. (2014).

Generally speaking, this approach gives rise to better projected parsers than
standard projection, but it can fail on languages that are especially hard to trans-
late into, like German or Swedish when English is the source (Tiedemann and Agić,
2016). Compared to treebank glossing, on one hand it provides sentences that are
more natural, but on the other hand it adds projection issues; as a result, without

2Ma and Xia (2014) were the first to propose defaulting to another parser (the transferred delex-
icalized one) for gaps left by DCA-based projection, but they apply this idea in a training guidance
framework.
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further refinements the best method in fact depends of the language pair (Tiede-
mann et al., 2014). Compared to standard annotation projection, it does not alleviate
the need for parallel data, but it affects the training time: source parser training is
not needed anymore, target parser training is sped up by a much smaller synthetic
data, but extra time is needed to train the MT system. Another practical difference is
that it replaces the source parsing step, and the corresponding annotation noise, by
machine translation and translation noise.

Weight projection Agić et al. (2016) have recently paved the road to a third kind of
parser projection: the projection of weight matrices.

For word-level classification, Wang and Manning (2014) have indeed proposed
to project score vectors instead of single labels, in order to ‘transfer more information
and uncertainty’ through each alignment link. One way of seeing their approach is
that instead of computing label scores, decoding, then projecting a single label per
link, they rather delay the decoding step3 and project all computed scores right away.

With this perspective, and considering the candidate heads as the label set, ex-
tending Wang and Manning (2014)’s method to graph-based parsing is exactly Agić
et al. (2016)’s proposal for weight projection: they compute scores for all candidate
heads, project them, and then decode the resulting scores on the target side. The
case of parsing has two specificities, however. The first is that alignment links are
involved twice: to identify the token to label, of course, but also to rewrite the score
vector according to the candidate head identifiers on the target side. The second
is that while weight projection is straightforward for tagging, thanks to per-token
decoding, for graph-based parsing a global decoding is performed at the sentence
level, which makes the decoding delay clearer, and allows to think this projection as
a sentence-level matrix projection.

As a final remark on Agić et al. (2016)’s work, I note that they also exploit align-
ment confidence score, but for the purpose of multi-source voting and not to handle
alignment issues like Wróblewska and Przepiórkowski (2014). For these, they indeed
resort to heuristic means: sentences containing unaligned words are discarded, and
in case of multiple alignments they only retain the maximum score among all cor-
responding edges. As a comparison, Wang and Manning (2014) average the vectors
transferred through multiple alignments.

3This is not a fully accurate description of their work because they in fact use the projected knowl-
edge as a target-side training guidance, and consequently suppress the decoding step. However, I am
only interested here in their projection process, which is also applicable to data space transfer and
whose motivations hold. Similarly, Ma and Xia (2014) project edge scores but they do not formulate it
as projection and rather use them as guidance.
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4.1.3 Training guidance

I consider as training guidance all algorithms that first train a source model, then
use its parameters to improve training of a target model. But target-side training
can be either unsupervised or supervised, and the latter remains distinct from joint
learning since the source parameters are fixed.

Many works address guided unsupervised training, but with different means.
In a more evolved variant of their direct transfer model, Cohen et al. (2011) use the
source parameters to initialize a subset of the target parameters (the unlexicalized
ones), and then let unsupervised learning unfold on raw data, with the hope that
the learned model will remain close to its initial value. But their initialization ap-
proach is not significantly successful, and most other works resort to projection and
cross-lingual regularization. Ganchev et al. (2009) apply a posterior regularization
framework to a smooth conservation of projected edges: it minimizes the expected
KL divergence under linear constraints on posterior expectations, representing a min-
imum conservation rate of projected edges. Note that in contrary to their related
works, they do not use raw data and unsupervised learning is performed on the
target side of parallel data. With close but different means, Ma and Xia (2014)’s
regularization objective is the entropy, and they minimize the KL divergence of the
posterior distribution, with respect to the projected scores themselves; they further
improve the method with entropy regularization on raw data.

There is also a method recently proposed by Schlichtkrull and Søgaard (2017),
who use the projected scores themselves as supervision data for a specially-designed
classifier, which learns to reproduce scores instead of label predictions. This work
is harder to categorize, as it involves a supervised classifier learning from synthetic
data, but this data does not consist in dependencies, but model scores. Still, their
approach is similar to that of Ma and Xia (2014), in the sense that they learn structure
on unlabeled data with a regularization on projected scores.

Regarding the guidance of supervised training, i.e. when some annotated data
is available on the target side, I only report the work of Duong et al. (2015b), who
regularize directly on the model parameters (based on PoS universals and a bilin-
gual lexicon): a neural network is trained as usual on a small target treebank, but
with a strong bias towards mimicking the source network, which helps in acquiring
the missing knowledge. From the lack of further work, it appears that the guided
supervised approach has been overshadowed by the rising field of joint learning.

4.1.4 Joint learning

Joint learning is generally regarded as an improvement over standard learning; in
this case, it applies to multilingual versus monolingual learning. So in the cross-
lingual parsing field, most works have targeted the selection of the parameters that
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could be shared across languages.

Berg-Kirkpatrick and Klein (2010) paves the way by experimenting with
phylogeny-based sharing of PoS-based features, albeit in a fully unsupervised
scenario. In supervised parsing, Naseem et al. (2012) propose a typology-driven
method for selective parameter sharing, but they apply it to a new generative
parsing system, that is designed specifically for the task at hand and consequently
does not benefit from recent advances in parsing. However, later works have then
reused and improved upon the idea of typology-based selective sharing by applying
the method to existing discriminative parsers (Täckström et al., 2013; Zhang and
Barzilay, 2015).

Duong et al. (2015a) also study selective sharing in the sense that they share
the upper layers of Chen and Manning (2014)’s neural parser, which are supposed
to convey more general information. They let only the embedding layer vary across
languages, but also experiment with selective parameter regularization on that layer,
with respect to a bilingual lexicon, identical PoS tags or relations labels.

Fully shared representations have then enabled fully joint learning, i.e. to train
a single multilingual parser like MaLOPa (Ammar et al., 2016a). Let us comment
in further details this last work, in particular in the light of Duong et al. (2015a)’s
work. Aside from a different choice of base parser (stack-LSTM instead of feed-
forward neural network), the differences of MaLOPa with Duong et al. (2015a)’s
parser are that (a) the authors have a clear intention to experiment specifically with
large-scale multilinguality, (b) the introduction of language embeddings helps to ex-
tract language-specific knowledge from a multilingual parser, (c) lexicon-based em-
bedding regularization is replaced by Guo et al. (2016)’s pretrained shared represen-
tations (i.e. the combination of projected Brown clusters and pretrained multilingual
word embeddings), and (d) regularization on PoS and label embeddings is replaced
by full sharing.

This last choice is quite controversial, since Duong et al. (2015a) explicitly advise
against full sharing of PoS and label embeddings, on the basis that the same PoS tag
or dependency type can play different roles in different languages, like Korean verbs
which sometimes behave as adjectives. Hopefully, the combination of language em-
beddings and language-specific fine-grained PoS may be sufficient to handle this
issue, and distinguish various uses of the same tag at a higher level; however, the
subset of languages chosen by Ammar et al. (2016a) does not allow to assess this.
What is certain is that to achieve high-performance cross-lingual parsing, such pe-
culiarities must be accounted for one way or another; this is the same motivation that
underlies Kozhevnikov and Titov (2014)’s proposal of feature mapping.
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4.2 Cross-treebank consistency

The journey from Zeman and Resnik (2008)’s handcrafted mappings to McDonald et
al. (2011)’s work (in which the use of standardized PoS improves transfer but Danish
turns out to be the worst source for Swedish, despite their marked similarities) ends
up with McDonald et al. (2013)’s use of standardized dependencies for cross-lingual
transfer (which restores intuitive results on related languages) and shows how much
the field has been improved by common annotation guidelines.

This standardization has occurred gradually: first Petrov et al. (2012) have pro-
posed a universal set of PoS tags (UPOS), then standardization reached the depen-
dency annotations, with three separate projects (Tsarfaty (2013)’s Unified Stanford
Dependencies, McDonald et al. (2013)’s UDT and Rosa et al. (2014)’s HamleDT)
and at last the UD (Universal Dependencies) initiative has merged all these projects
(Nivre et al., 2016).

Universal PoS directly enable better transfer: thanks to shared representations,
more target patterns are identified as known in the source, and more knowledge can
be transferred. As for universal dependencies, they rather help sound evaluation.
Indeed, many earlier works in cross-lingual parsing were presumably underrated
because of annotation inconsistencies across languages: when the target is actually
well parsed, but according to an annotation scheme that differs from the target one,
it is wrongly deemed as erroneous. Altogether, annotation consistency has provided
accuracy improvements up to +20 UAS, according to Tiedemann (2014).

In fact, most of the recent studies cited above use some version of UDT or UD as
experimental setup, and almost all of them use UPOS. This large-scale effort for con-
sistent corpus annotation has indeed driven a lot the parsing and cross-lingual pars-
ing communities. Before then, a lot of works included rule-based transformations of
the treebanks to reduce divergences, or handcrafted mappings to coarse categories.4

All that extra work made cross-lingual evaluation cumbersome for researchers, and
held back until then the cross-lingual parsing field, which is now fully flourishing.

However, coming up with such annotation guidelines, which are both consistent
and sufficiently informative for high-quality parsing, is itself a whole research field.
UPOS have indeed evolved from an initial set of 12 tags in 2012, to 17 a few years
later. Similarly, version 2.0 of the UD guidelines, published in 2017, alters the annota-
tion scheme on various levels, which is a clear signal that this project remains a work
in progress. Among the most controversial issues is the UD choice to make content
words the heads of the relations, leaving the role of leaves to function words: while
this improves a lot cross-lingual correspondence, it is not sure whether this scheme

4Zhang et al. (2012) have however reported promising results with automatically induced map-
pings.
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is as informative, and as easy to parse, as the traditional guidelines (Rosa, 2015a;
Lhoneux and Nivre, 2016; Wisniewski and Lacroix, 2017).

4.3 Evaluation of cross-lingual parsing

Evaluation of cross-lingual parsing has long focused solely on close, European and
well-resourced languages, because they were the only ones for which test treebanks
were available. This has prevented a fair assessment of our ability to parse low-
resourced languages, because of an over-reliance on relatedness and syntactic corre-
spondence, and the hasty assumption that some resources were easy to get even for
low-resourced languages, like large high-quality parallel data. However, the grow-
ing UD project now allows for more diversity, including more than 40 languages
from various families, dialects, and treebanks ranging from 20 sentences to more
than 60,000.

Metrics Cross-lingual transfer is generally evaluated with accuracy metrics only.
A handful of works have also considered computing learning curves and measuring
the size of supervision data which would yield the same accuracy (and whose ac-
quisition the transfer methods dispense with), but they remain the exception rather
than the rule (Zeman and Resnik, 2008; Spreyer and Kuhn, 2009; Ganchev et al.,
2009; Täckström, 2012; Agić et al., 2016). The same holds for extrinsic evaluation.

The most widely used metric in the field of cross-lingual parsing is UAS, whose
advantage is, on top of its simplicity, to dispense with label divergence issues, among
others. Nevertheless, with a now higher confidence in UD consistency, some works
have recently started to include labeling in cross-lingual parsing, and use LAS as a
metric (McDonald et al., 2013; Tiedemann, 2014; Zeman et al., 2017).

Baselines As a reference, Table 4.1 reports experimental results published in the
literature for each type of cross-lingual parser, using universal data and either UAS
or LAS. Without surprise, the methods which leverage the most resources (typically
those adding bilingual data) are systematically the most successful; but in practice
their availability is not guaranteed.

Preprocessing quality There has also been some debate on the preprocessing avail-
able at evaluation time and whether to use gold or predicted PoS tags (Tiedemann,
2015a; Tiedemann and Agić, 2016) and tokenization (Zeman et al., 2017).

On one hand, I have already stated the need to experiment with truly low-
resourced languages, as their challenges may differ significantly from transferring
in ideal conditions. In that case, the PoS tags that are actually fed to the parser
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Target de en es fr sv

Supervised
standard 80.34 92.11 83.65 82.17 85.97

coarse PoS 78.38 91.46 82.30 82.30 84.52

Direct delexicalized
transfer (coarse PoS)

de 70.84 45.28 48.90 49.09 52.24
en 48.60 82.44 56.25 58.47 59.42
es 47.16 47.31 71.45 62.39 54.63
fr 46.77 47.94 62.66 73.71 54.89
sv 52.53 48.24 52.95 55.02 74.55

Annotation projection

de – 53.80 61.34 62.32 68.20
en 63.52 – 63.18 67.04 67.74
es 60.65 50.10 – 68.81 65.79
fr 62.49 53.88 68.15 – 64.83
sv 63.83 52.36 63.29 66.12 –

Treebank translation

de – 58.60 61.00 63.45 67.88
en 62.67 – 64.58 68.45 68.16
es 57.13 52.65 – 69.37 63.55
fr 61.41 56.83 68.97 – 62.56
sv 61.73 52.13 62.34 64.50 –

(A) Data space transfer: LAS computed by Tiedemann and Agić (2016) on UDT 1.0, using gold
PoS tags. Rows indicate the source language.

Target cs de es fi fr ga hu it sv µ

Target only 43.1 47.3 60.3 46.4 56.2 59.4 48.4 65.4 52.6 53.2

Guidance 49.6 59.2 66.4 49.5 63.2 59.5 50.5 69.9 61.4 58.8
Joint learning 55.2 61.2 69.1 51.4 65.3 60.6 51.2 71.2 61.4 60.7
Joint + guidance 55.7 61.8 70.5 51.5 67.2 61.1 51.0 71.3 62.5 61.4

(B) Parameter space transfer (with a target treebank and a bilingual lexicon): LAS computed by Duong
et al. (2015a) on UD 1.0, using gold PoS tags. The target treebank contains 3,000 tokens. English is used

as source language for all targets.

Target de es fr it ko pt sv µ

Supervised 81.65 83.92 83.51 85.47 90.42 85.67 85.59 85.18
Direct transfer 58.56 68.72 71.13 70.74 38.55 69.82 70.59 64.02

Guidance 73.92 75.21 76.14 77.55 59.71 76.30 78.91 73.96
Guidance + unlabeled 74.30 75.53 76.53 77.74 59.89 76.65 79.27 74.27

(C) Parameter space transfer (with parallel and raw data): UAS computed by Ma and Xia (2014) on
UDT 2.0, using gold PoS tags for the test data. English is used as source language for all targets.

TABLE 4.1: Baseline results for cross-lingual parsing. Note that results from separate tables
are not comparable, as they use different data and metrics.
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may stem from target systems, whose quality is already far from gold tags, or most
likely from transferred PoS taggers, and yet Zeman et al. (2016) have shown a case of
failure to transfer both tags and dependencies. Our understanding of cross-lingual
transfer cannot be based entirely on unrealistic scenarios; experimental studies on
cross-lingual parsing should take into account the bottleneck effect of low-quality
PoS tags.

On the other hand, ideal experimental conditions are essential for detailed anal-
ysis, to evaluate in which measure transfer methods manage to convey syntactic
knowledge across languages, and identify their flaws in this specific regard. I il-
lustrate this on a practical example drawn from the literature: Agić et al. (2016) ex-
periment with realistic low-resource parsing based on transferred PoS tags. In their
evaluation on Quechua, even the best transfer method peaks at 27.48 UAS, which is
around what can be achieved by attaching all words to their left neighbour.5 But at
the same time, the accuracy of the transferred PoS tagger is 19.49% in Quechua. So,
does the low UAS mean that this preprocessing is simply too noisy to even consider
parsing? That the state-of-the-art transfer methods fail in Quechua because of some
linguistic peculiarities? Or that Quechua syntax differs so much from any other lan-
guage that high-quality syntactic transfer is impossible to achieve? From this set of
experiments, it is hard to say anything on parse quality itself, and for researchers to
know if in Quechua there is an improvement margin on the parsing track, or if from
now on they should target their efforts on improving tagging only.

Besides, it is more realistic to presuppose small target data, rule-based or data-
driven systems based on a quick access to native speakers (Garrette and Baldridge,
2013) for preprocessing tasks, whose manual annotation is faster and can be boot-
strapped by e.g. Wiktionary knowledge, than for complex tasks like syntactic pars-
ing. A language of interest can well be truly low-resourced for parsing, but not that
much for preprocessing.

In this work, I consider that both settings have their worth. Gold PoS evaluation
is relevant for researchers interested specifically in cross-lingual parsing, as it as-
sesses the ability of a given method to transfer syntactic knowledge, while predicted
PoS evaluation provides a fair assessment of the state-of-the-art ability to parse low-
resourced languages, and it better fits the needs of researchers interested in a given
language, or on the effective usability of transfer methods. As my focus is on pars-
ing, most experiments are conducted with gold preprocessing, but I conclude the
thesis with a realistic evaluation of the method, to assess its usability.

5I measured 25 UAS on the Quechua SQUOIA treebank (Rios, 2015).
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4.4 Relations with domain adaptation

Several works mention explicitly cross-lingual transfer as a form of domain adap-
tation (e.g. Wei and Pal, 2010; Prettenhofer and Stein, 2010; Søgaard, 2011). This
perspective implies that both languages are part of the same super-language, which
is in fact the underlying hypothesis of both direct transfer and multilingual models.
However, I claim that both settings have two major differences.

One concerns input divergences. In intra-language domain adaptation, open
class words differ, but one can expect at least shared function words in both do-
mains, and can leverage them as pivot features (Blitzer et al., 2006). This is not
the case in cross-lingual transfer, because function words have necessarily different
wordforms.6 Prettenhofer and Stein (2011) summarize this effect as an additional
constraint on the cross-domain setting, whereby both domain have non-overlapping
features; Fernández et al. (2015) state that this makes many domain adaptation meth-
ods inapplicable in the cross-lingual setting. Yet, shared representations (like UPOS
or bilingual embeddings) are supposed to alleviate the lack of overlaps.

The second and most important difference is about labels, and the covariate shift
assumption (Shimodaira, 2000), whereby both domains have the same label distribu-
tion but different distributions of instances (covariates), so that domain divergences
are only due to the latter. At least in the case of parsing, this assumption seems rea-
sonable in domain adaptation (because despite many OOV words, the underlying
grammar is the same7) but not in cross-lingual parsing, because typological differ-
ences among languages induce differences in the underlying grammar. As such, the
vast amount of domain adaptation methods that rely on the covariate shift assump-
tion are mostly inapplicable to cross-lingual parsing. Figure 4.2 shows an example
where the same covariate (a delexicalized sentence) has different labels in two Indo-
European languages. Diverging dependencies are mostly due to typological differ-
ences:8 genitive and adjective positions, and morphological richness, which implies
rarer adpositions.

Additionally, when considering cross-lingual parsing as a special case of domain
adaptation, the impossibility theorem of David et al. (2010) applies: it states that
transfer will fail unless there exists a parser able to perform well on both. Yet, no
delexicalized parser can perform well on both examples of Figure 4.2 (nor on many
such pairs). As a result, cross-lingual parsing methods based on domain adaptation
insights (i.e. direct transfer and multilingual models) can only perform well if they

6There are of course a few specific exceptions, like the preposition ‘in’ in several Indo-European
languages, but overall, exact matching of the wordforms remains rare.

7Counter-examples are easier to find in PoS tagging: the same word can have different PoS cate-
gories depending on the domain. For instance, the word ‘monitor’ is in general a verb in news corpora,
but a noun in technical documentation (Daume III and Marcu, 2006).

8Since both examples follow UD guidelines, the annotation consistency is not in question.
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NOUN NOUN VERB DET NOUN ADJ NOUN PUNCT
Market experts expect a crash next year .

compound nsubj

root

det

obj

amod

obl:tmod

punct

NOUN NOUN VERB DET NOUN ADJ NOUN PUNCT
Priceperea maramures, encelor dă o notă originală portului .

nsubj

nmod

root

det

obj

amod

nmod

punct

FIGURE 4.2: Example of a delexicalized sentence which has significantly different parses
in English and Romanian. The Romanian sentence, which means ‘The skill of the women of
Maramures, brings an original note on their clothes.’, is drawn from UD 2.0. Dependencies that

are the same in both sentences are represented in blue, differences in red.

are augmented by knowledge, in the form of linguistic knowledge or target anno-
tated data, in order to bind not only the covariates (Prettenhofer and Stein, 2011) but
also the labels. The only alternative is to resort to transfer methods out of the do-
main adaptation spectrum, like projection, which do not make any assumption on
the label distribution like covariate shift does. We will come back to such issues in
Chapter 8.

4.5 Effective use of cross-lingual resources

Before wrapping up this chapter, I summarize the survey from the standpoint of how
cross-lingual bridges are used in this literature. The previous section has indeed
shown that the choice of resources can be crucial for the success of cross-lingual
parsing.

Typology Typological information has been leveraged by several works, either to
compute language similarity metrics or to guide parameter sharing (Naseem et al.,
2012; Søgaard and Wulff, 2012; Täckström et al., 2013; Zhang and Barzilay, 2015;
Agić, 2017). Soft parameter sharing is also enabled by typology-based language em-
beddings (Ammar et al., 2016a), yet in this case it actually degrades the accuracy.

However, to my knowledge, the literature only ever uses typological features
as atomic features, to cluster or rank the languages, but the value of the feature
itself is not used. To be clear, swapping all ‘ADPs are preposed to NOUNs’ and
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‘ADPs are postposed to NOUNs’ values would make no difference in the typology-
driven algorithms. Täckström et al. (2013) and Zhang and Barzilay (2015) actually
use explicitly the name of the typological trait, but still not its value. This is under-
optimal, since for instance in parameter sharing frameworks, adposition attachment
is trained completely separately for languages with prepositions and languages with
postpositions: the system is not able to learn only on the former and infer that the
latter will have the opposite behaviour.

Language relatedness and universals Specific knowledge on language genealogy
is generally used in the same way as typology, i.e. for sharing and to compute lan-
guage similarity (Berg-Kirkpatrick and Klein, 2010; Søgaard and Wulff, 2012).

As for syntactic similarities that result from relatedness, they are clearly lever-
aged by all direct transfer methods. Morphological similarities are also used to a
lesser extent by these methods, because closely related languages have often the
same degree of morphological richness, and hence the same granularity for word
segmentation. For this reason, related languages tend to have the same proportion

of ADP
x

NOUN or case dependencies for instance. Agić et al. (2014) also advocate
for using rich morphosyntactic tagsets when languages are related; this can now be
improved by enriching the shared representations with UD universal features, and
thus leveraging morphological similarities transparently at the representation level.

Finally, linguistic universals are implicitly leveraged when performing direct
transfer from a distance source, and cross-lingual embeddings rely on extra-
linguistic universals.

Bilingual knowledge Parallel data has found two major uses in cross-lingual pars-
ing: through its DCA property and to constrain the learning of shared representa-
tions. It has also been used indirectly, as a way to extract bilingual lexicons.

Regarding bilingual lexicons specifically, they have been used in various ways:
for treebank glossing, to tie or regularize shared parameters, and also to learn shared
representations.

Target knowledge Finally, the sparse knowledge available on the target side has
been considered by many works. Among these resources, target raw data is the
most emblematic: its uses range from self-training and unsupervised induction, to
representation learning and language similarity measures.

Target annotated data also gets its share, as it is widely used for joint training of
course, but also as a criterion for heuristic projection or for completing partial pro-
jected trees (Shen et al., 2016). This last use attests that target data is complementary
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to other resources: it uses target knowledge specifically for structures that cannot be
projected.

Other kinds of target knowledge, notably human prior knowledge, have been
used to prune the search space with constraints. For instance, Hwa et al. (2002)
define less than 20 heuristic rules to improve transfer for specific languages, and
Ganchev et al. (2009) get big improvements with only 2 rules.

In comparison to the picture of available cross-lingual bridges that I have drawn
in Section 2.1, it appears that most of the mentioned resources have found their use in
cross-lingual parsing. Only a few resources remain unexplored: the lexical similarity
of related sources (cognates are never involved in the considered methods), crowd-
sourced target knowledge (typically, Wiktionary article contents, not only page links
and titles), and the actual value of typological features.

4.6 Conclusion: softer requirements, finer combination

This chapter has shown how the literature has applied the main strategies for cross-
lingual transfer to the parsing field. I have exhibited and discussed some specifici-
ties that arise in this case: the possibility of late multi-source combination offered
by MST reparsing, the issue of partial trees in annotation projection, and the adapta-
tions required by sentence-level predictions which complicate fine-grained transfer.

I have also addressed the vexing topics of data consistency and fair evaluation,
which are currently evolving in the right direction (and quite fast) thanks to a large
community effort.

Careful comparison with the field of domain adaptation reveals that they are
indeed close; but even if some inspiration can be drawn from domain adaptation
methods, they do not apply in general, because the cross-domain and cross-language
settings face different challenges and cannot rely on the same mathematical assump-
tions.

This literature review has finally allowed us to survey the actual use of each
type of cross-lingual resource. It appears that most of them are used by the parsing
literature, but none has provided a framework able to leverage all those resources at
once, even less a framework that makes no assumption on the availability of a given
resource.

I conclude this chapter with two general comments on the state-of-the-art of
cross-lingual parsing. First, many have reported specific difficulties due to peculiar-
ities of the parsing task. In particular, being a structured prediction task implies that
the model behaviour through transfer is harder to interpret, and also that the legit
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transfer operations are much more constrained (see for instance the transfer failures
due to DCA shortcomings). For these reasons, parsers in a cross-lingual scenario
appear more as black boxes than e.g. PoS taggers, which makes them a harder, but
even better study case to achieve my goal of designing generic and flexible transfer
methods. This remark adds to my motivations for choosing dependency parsing as
a challenging study case.

Second, I am struck by the fact that the main challenge addressed in multi-source
settings is the estimation of each language’s usefulness, as a whole. Even if the met-
rics are motivated by fine-grained patterns (for instance the prevalence of a given
PoS trigram in both languages), and even if combination procedures have been de-
signed down to the dependency level (Rosa and Zabokrtsky, 2015; Agić, 2017), only a
handful of studies have actually proposed fine-grained contribution, adapted at the
sentence level (Søgaard, 2011; Søgaard and Wulff, 2012; Bodnari, 2014). I will come
back to that topic in the next chapter.



Part II

Cross-lingual parsing for
low-resourced languages: an

empirical analysis

Abstract

The following chapters investigate the strengths and weaknesses of
state-of-the-art cross-lingual parsers, in comparison with monolingual
ones. The purpose of this study is to identify in which ways the transfer
techniques should, and can, be improved. To that end, extensive em-
pirical analyses are conducted at coarse and fine grains, down to mea-
sures at the feature level. Emphasis is put on the usefulness of transfer
techniques: how much do we gain when dispensing with building new
annotated datasets? The complementarity of monolingual and cross-
lingual resources is then demonstrated, both qualitatively and quantita-
tively, and it is connected with the marked diversity of syntactic contents.
In this respect, three aspects of parsing related to treebank heterogeneity
are explored: the lexicalization of dependencies and features, the diffi-
culty to learn some dependencies and the effects of class imbalance. All
these findings enable to develop new design guidelines for a better trans-
fer framework, based on a cascading architecture.
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In this chapter and the next, I follow an analytical journey through the state of
the art in cross-lingual parsing, in order to fully understand the strengths and weak-
nesses of this approach. This chapter consists in a general assessment of transfer
usefulness, while in the next one I conduct a finer-grained study. The ultimate goal
of both is to develop design guidelines for a better transfer framework, which will be
built in later chapters.

The experiments and claims presented in this chapter are first motivated by
a case study on Romanian in Section 5.1, which raises serious doubts on the effi-
ciency of cross-lingual parsing and confirms them on the tagging task. To generalize
these findings for other languages, I investigate the quantitative usefulness of trans-
fer methods in a more systematic manner in Section 5.2. In spite of disappointing
results, I exhibit the high potential of complementarity between cross-lingual re-
sources and samples of target data, both empirically (Section 5.3) and linguistically
(Section 5.4).
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5.1 Assessing transfer usefulness in a case study

To get some hands-on insight on the usefulness of transfer methods, let us start by a
case study on Romanian. The complete set of experiments that supports this section
has been published in (Aufrant et al., 2016b), to which I refer the reader for further
details and discussion.

My purpose in this study is to quantify the actual benefits of manually annotat-
ing target data, compared to what can be achieved without extra human work (that
is, models transferred by automatic means). To achieve this, I experiment with state-
of-the-art methods to transfer Romanian parsers (and taggers, for contrast) from sev-
eral Romance languages.1

This choice is motivated by the belonging of Romanian to the Romance family, a
family containing many closely related and well-resourced languages. However, this
is not a guarantee for success, as Romanian has rare properties among its family: it is
morphologically richer, has kept a case system inherited from Latin and uses more
clitics2 than other Romance languages. The language itself consequently presents
several linguistic challenges.3

Data I use the French, Italian and Spanish UDT 2.0 as source treebanks. For Roma-
nian I rely on the Romanian Syntactic Annotated Corpus (RSAC, Perez, 2014), which
I mapped to the UPOS tagset of Petrov et al. (2012), and from which I randomly
sample 2,500 training sentences (RSAC-train) for the supervised models and 500 test
sentences (RSAC-test).

Additional resources for transfer consist in Europarl parallel corpora (Koehn,
2005), which are smaller for Romanian than other languages but still of signifi-
cant size (typically 380,000 sentence pairs in English-Romanian, versus 2,000,000 in
English-French), and a tag lexicon automatically induced from crowd-sourcing data.
From WIKTIONARY4 I extract (and map to UPOS) the possible PoS tags of 405,125

1I also performed similar experiments with English as a source, but they did not outperform transfer
from Romance sources. See the corresponding paper for these results.

2Clitics are functional words which cannot stand on their own, but revolve around a host word
(e.g. a noun or verb) and depend phonologically and often orthographically (by means of hyphen-
ation) on that word. Romance clitics are mostly pronominal objects, but Romanian has also many clitic
determiners and auxiliaries.

3An additional motivation for choosing Romanian was also to experiment in a more realistic sce-
nario than with usual test sets; Romanian was indeed low-resourced at the time of these experiments
(in 2015). However, this is not the case anymore, notably thanks to the UD project: after an initial re-
lease of 633 Romanian sentences in version 1.2 (November 2015), versions 1.3 and 1.4 (May and Novem-
ber 2016) quickly raised the treebank size to 6,347 and then 9,523 trees, thus placing Romanian in the
better half of UD languages. In other tasks, Romanian still remains far behind many well-resourced
languages, though.

4The Romanian WIKTIONARY (https://ro.wiktionary.org) covers a large vocabulary but only
includes a few inflection tables and consequently does not contain most wordforms. For this reason
I complete the data with the English WIKTIONARY (https://en.wiktionary.org), which covers a
smaller Romanian vocabulary but with complete inflection tables.

https://ro.wiktionary.org
https://en.wiktionary.org
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wordforms, thereby achieving a coverage of 69% of the types in RSAC, which still
remains lower than in other languages (80% to 90% for the languages considered by
Wisniewski et al. (2014)).

Cross-lingual parsing In this study, I experiment with the method of McDon-
ald et al. (2011) for cross-lingual parsing. As presented in Chapters 2 and 4, their
work combines several ideas: beam parsing, multi-source combination (achieved
by corpus concatenation), delexicalized transfer but also annotation projection. The
method consists in several steps: it starts with delexicalized transfer (relexicalized
by self-training on raw data), and then refines the parser to better fit the target syn-
tax, using parallel data in a way similar to annotation projection. For each sentence
pair, the beam hypotheses generated on the target side are compared to the source-
side parse, and reranked according to a tree alignment score: the model is updated
to rank first the hypothesis that best satisfies DCA with the source parse. This en-
forces cross-lingual agreement on sentence pairs, while keeping the parser in the
neighbourhood of the initially transferred model.

The tree alignment score works as follows: each edge (both on source and target
sides) yields a reward (+1/2) if the counterparts of its head and child in the other lan-
guage satisfy DCA, and a penalty (−1) otherwise. In case of multiple alignments, the
reward or penalty is received for each combination of head-counterpart and child-
counterpart; unaligned words do not contribute. Romanian being morphologically
richer than other Romance languages, in this work I use a slightly modified version
of this metric that accounts for frequent many-to-one alignments.5

I rely on standard parsing and features: the parser is an unlabeled ARCEAGER

with an average perceptron, a beam of size 8 and early update. I only use coarse
PoS, and the feature templates are that of Zhang and Nivre (2011) (augmented with
the 8 last actions). Relexicalization is done on the sentences of RSAC-train, thus
enabling the comparison with the models trained on the same data. Parallel data
from Europarl6 is PoS-annotated by a perceptron-based tagger trained on RSAC-train
(with 88.8% accuracy). Otherwise, gold PoS are used, both for relexicalization and
evaluation.

The resulting UAS, reported in Table 5.1, show consistent gains when augment-
ing delexicalized transfer with this transfer method, which partly closes the gap
to the supervised UAS. The reported scores are comparable to those obtained by
McDonald et al. (2011) and McDonald et al. (2013), including the benefits of using
multiple sources. However, looking at the learning curve of supervised parsers for

5Precisely, I add a small reward (+1/4) for edges between tokens aligned to the same token, instead
of penalizing them. This models the fact that such tokens typically depend from each other, while
keeping their impact on the parse quality low.

6In practice, I only use 80,000 sentence pairs: preliminary experiments with unlimited parallel data
have proved detrimental, as the cross-lingual parser then moves far away from the initially transferred
model.
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Source fr it es fr+it+es

Delexicalized 60.8 61.5 61.2 61.7
Full transfer 67.0 66.9 67.1 67.1

Supervised 82.7

TABLE 5.1: UAS on RSAC-test of supervised and cross-lingual parsers
from various sources.

increasing treebank sizes (Figure 5.1a), it appears that the best score achieved by
transfer (67.1 UAS) could have been obtained by training a parser on less than 15
annotated sentences (more precisely, 11 sentences). This result is surprising and dis-
appointing: although the technique of McDonald et al. (2011) actually improves the
performance of a delexicalized model, on this dataset it only captures very few in-
formation and the annotation effort it saves is actually quite small.7 Is this an issue
of this method only, or of transfer in general? To explore this question, I also conduct
similar experiments in cross-lingual tagging.
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FIGURE 5.1: Monolingual learning curves, compared to cross-lingual
best scores.

Cross-lingual tagging For tagging, I use the transfer method of Wisniewski et al.
(2014). It is based on Täckström et al. (2013)’s approach that combines two sources
of information: token constraints extracted from word alignments and type constraints
extracted from crowd-sourced dictionaries. The type constraints are used to filter
out the tags transferred through alignment links. Following Wisniewski et al. (2014),
I use an history-based tagging model trained in the ambiguous learning framework.
As they advocate, I also add handcrafted rules to describe the possible PoS tags of 15

7In general, the work required for manual annotation does not consist only in annotation itself,
but also includes the development of annotation guidelines for the considered language. However, in
scenarios where cross-lingual transfer is an option, it is unlikely that such guidelines will be designed
from scratch: since the guidelines already designed for the source side concern a language with a
relatively close syntax, they can be reused for the language of interest. One could also simply rely on
generic guidelines like UD.
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frequent clitics and function words, the tokenization and annotation of which differ
between datasets.

Here again, parallel data is from Europarl, resized to 300,000 sentence pairs for
each source setting, and type constraints are those extracted from WIKTIONARY.

The best cross-lingual model (obtained with either French or Spanish) achieves
82.7% accuracy. According to Figure 5.1b, a supervised model reaches this score
with 363 sentences. Note that without the 15 handcrafted rules, the accuracy drops
to 79.1% (184 sentences).

Discussion These observations strongly challenge the interest of cross-lingual
transfer in general, and of cross-lingual parsing in particular: annotating 12
sentences is indeed easier (and performs better) than marked efforts to entertain
complex transfer methods, using large amounts of parallel and monolingual data in
other languages. Error analysis suggests several explanations for this disappointing
finding.

First, an important source of errors is of course the discrepancy between the
source and target annotation schemes. Romanian UD was indeed not available at the
time of these experiments, so despite PoS mapping the source data does not follow
the same guidelines as the test data (but target training data does, hence a gap be-
tween the two). The recent UD releases for Romanian should alleviate this, but note
however that cross-treebank consistency does not solve the numerous inconsisten-
cies due to the use of external resources like Wiktionary: out of the three Romanian
particles, ‘să’ is annotated as a conjunction by Wiktionary, ‘a’ as a preposition and
‘nu’ as an adverb.8

Second, some syntactic structures can really not be transferred via the proposed
methods, based only on PoS tags, word alignments and syntactic similarity. This
is the case for instance of the Romanian preference for subordinates, where other
Romance languages use infinitives. Taggers are less affected by this effect, since
aligned PoS agreement holds more often than DCA.

Overall, it also appears that the considered transfer methods exploit only part of
the available cross-lingual information. In these experiments, source and target have
a strong lexical similarity which could prove valuable, Romance languages being
partly mutually intelligible, and yet this similarity is never used in the pipeline.

8Sometimes even Wiktionary is not cross-version consistent: possessive determiners (in RSAC and
UDT) are determiners in the English version and adjectives in the Romanian one.
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Finally, these methods oversee the fact that a large part of the predictions con-
cern closed classes (33% of RSAC tokens). They are indeed severely affected by cross-
lingual learning,9 yet such attachments are relatively deterministic (as suggested by
their particularly high accuracies, when using full monolingual supervision), so that
it is unclear whether these attachments require transfer learning at all, or even data-
driven learning; tidbits of target knowledge could suffice. This observation supports
the use of target knowledge on a more systematic basis; otherwise it seems like we
are wasting large amounts of cross-lingual data to learn the closed-class parame-
ters in an indirect, cumbersome, and yet suboptimal way. Besides, this also sheds
light on the tagging results: removing some target knowledge (handcrafted rules) is
equivalent to removing half of the annotated data (from 363 to 184 sentences); the
method remains more rewarding than for parsing, but in fact it still exploits some
target knowledge (albeit noisy), by means of crowd-sourcing. Consequently, this
cross-lingual tagging method is also more successful because it exploits more target
knowledge.

This hands-on experiment has shown that the usefulness of cross-lingual pars-
ing does not meet our expectations: even 12 sentences can convey more information
than what is actually transferred using sophisticated methods. However, despite
residual annotation inconsistencies and cases where transfer is impossible, there
seems to remain some hope for competitive cross-lingual models. But their success
relies on a better use of the available information, such as lexical similarities or weak
forms of target knowledge.

5.2 Investigating tiny treebanks as an alternative to transfer

According to the case study measures of the previous section, in Romanian ex-
ploiting even 12 annotated trees yields better results than a state-of-the-art transfer
method. This finding brings back the idea of processing low-resourced languages
with standard systems (with monolingual supervision), thus setting aside methods
based on transfer: in the above case, if at least 12 trees are available, it seems prefer-
able to use monolingual parsers over transferred ones. In this section, I conduct a
systematic study on many languages to assess whether in the general case parsers
trained on tiny treebanks are a good alternative to transfer, as they are in Roma-
nian. This is expressed quantitatively as the minimum trainset size needed to prefer
monolingual training over cross-lingual transfer.

9For instance, the fully supervised parser achieves 88 UAS on adpositions while this score drops to
81 when using transfer. This drop is notably important for determiners (from 93 to 79 UAS) and for the
3 particles (from 91 to 65 UAS). See (Aufrant et al., 2016b) for full results.
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Tiny parsers In the literature, there is no consensus on a quantitative definition
of the low-resource scenario, but in this work I choose to target the numerous lan-
guages where the expected treebank size is merely that of a sample, in the range of
10-20 sentences: these would typically be example sentences drawn from linguis-
tics papers, or manual annotations resulting from a brief access to a native speaker.
As a matter of fact, this is precisely the data size measured in the previous section,
hence my doubts on the usefulness of transfer. So, in the following, I denote by ‘tiny’
the treebanks containing around 10 sentences, and by extension the parsers trained
on such data. Thus, parsers trained on even 500 sentences are comparatively well
resourced.

This choice is in contrast with the scenarios usually studied in the cross-lingual
literature: when monolingual alternatives are considered, they actually start at 100,
or even 300 sentences. I believe this is not realistic for truly low-resource parsing
though: acquiring 300 sentences is already a significant effort, considering that it is
around the size of several published treebanks.10 In Lhoneux et al. (2017)’s work,
treebanks from 1,000 to 14,000 tokens are referred to as ‘tiny’, but these sizes do not
match the real-world needs to process the under-resourced languages I target.

One work stands out though: Spreyer et al. (2010) experiment with baseline
parsers built upon 10 sentences and already achieve reasonable scores in comparison
to transferred parsers, especially in Italian (57.72 UAS), even though they do not
attempt to build a full parser, and restrict their baseline to local attachments. In this
regard, the present study is a continuation of their work.

Data preprocessing For the following set of experiments, I use the Universal De-
pendencies 2.0 dataset (Nivre et al., 2017a,b). As I focus on a low-resource scenario,
I first downsize each treebank to the 500 first training sentences,11 and resample
smaller trainsets of increasing sizes.12 Since training is significantly unstable at that
scale, all reported scores are averaged over five random samplings. UAS evaluation
is done on gold PoS tags, excluding punctuation as usual.

5.2.1 Selecting a competitive tiny parser

Before performing the actual comparison, I first examine which parsing system is
the best monolingual alternative to transfer. Indeed, not all parsers behave the same
when data becomes scarce (Lhoneux et al., 2017), and on tiny data some may be
more competitive than others with transfer: I search for a parser whose properties

10300 Irish sentences (Lynn et al., 2012), 600 for Tamil (Ramasamy and Žabokrtský, 2012), 371 in
Slavomír Čéplö’s Maltese treebank (Tiedemann and Plas, 2016).

11I similarly downsize the validation sets, used only for early stopping, to their first 10 sentences. I
do not alter the test sets. I only experiment on the 56 treebanks that are large enough to apply these
samplings procedures. ar_nyuad, whose complete data is under license, is also excluded.

12Resulting trainsets contain 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 and 500 sentences.
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allow good exploitation of this amount of data specifically, and to this end I perform
a systematic evaluation of several parsers.

I consider three state-of-the-art dependency parsers: UDPIPE (transition-based
parser, with a feed-forward neural classifier, i.e. embedding-based), PANPARSER13

(transition-based parser, with an averaged perceptron classifier, i.e. feature-based),
and MSTPARSER (graph-based parser). I use version 0.5.1 of MSTPARSER with de-
fault parameters. For UDPIPE, I use version 1.1 (Straka and Straková, 2017) with
the same hyperparameters as Straka (2017), but without the word embeddings pre-
trained on massive monolingual data. For PANPARSER, I use the greedy ArcEager
version, with a dynamic oracle and the feature sets of Zhang and Nivre (2011) (coarse
PoS, no labels). I additionally consider three variants of PANPARSER: BEAM (with
beam search and global training14) and delexicalized versions of both the greedy
and beam parsers, DELEX and BEAM-DELEX.

On top of scores averaged over all UD languages, which give insights on the gen-
eral trend across languages, I also report the results for Ancient Greek and Japanese.
Ancient Greek is a free order language which typically yields low scores; it generally
corresponds to the lowerbound UAS for each system. Japanese, on the contrary, has
a nearly fixed word order and is much easier to parse; it serves as an upperbound.
Results in French are also mentioned, as an illustration.

Trainset 10 sentences 500 sentences Full UD

UDPIPE 22.4‖55.5‖66.6‖42.5 53.0‖84.8‖90.2‖74.7 66.4‖89.0‖92.7‖83.2
PANPARSER 41.4‖69.3‖75.6‖57.7 53.8‖83.4‖91.6‖75.0 58.0‖87.5‖93.4‖81.2

DELEX 41.3‖70.6‖75.1‖57.2 50.9‖81.7‖85.7‖71.3 51.0‖83.8‖87.7‖74.3
MSTPARSER 38.1‖62.7‖68.2‖52.8 57.6‖81.2‖86.9‖75.1 65.8‖86.7‖90.6‖83.4

BEAM 42.4‖69.8‖76.8‖59.0 56.0‖84.2‖91.1‖76.1 61.5‖88.2‖93.7‖82.6
BEAM-DELEX 41.5‖70.6‖77.3‖59.5 53.8‖83.5‖87.1‖73.2 55.9‖85.6‖88.6‖76.8

TABLE 5.2: UAS of the 6 parsers, for various trainset sizes; results for
Ancient Greek‖French‖Japanese‖average over the 56 treebanks. ‘Full

UD’ trainsets contain between 598 and 68,495 sentences.

Table 5.2 reports the UAS of each system, when trained on 10 sentences, 500 sen-
tences and the full UD trainset.15 At first glance, the tiny scores appear indeed higher
than the intuition would suggest: with only 10 training sentences, all perceptron-
based parsers achieve around 70 UAS on French, and BEAM achieves an UAS above
50 for 44 out of the 56 treebanks we consider.16

13This is my own perceptron-based implementation, described in more details in Chapter 7.
14The reported results use the restart strategy and global dynamic oracles that will be described in

Chapter 7.
15Parsers trained on full data also use the downsized validation sets. Hence, they do not correspond

to the results published in the state of the art, but underperform them by typically 1-3 points.
16When training on a single sentence, the best parser (BEAM-DELEX) achieves an average UAS of

36.1, although such training is highly unstable, with an average standard deviation around 8.3 UAS.
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Despite competitive scores on full datasets, UDPipe is clearly outperformed by
all non-neural classifiers in low-resource settings. MSTParser has a slight advantage
over PanParser for 500 sentences, but Beam outperforms both of them by a large
margin, by combining their virtues (perceptron and global predictions) – MSTParser
only catches up on much larger treebanks. Comparison among the same paradigm
(the four transition-based parsers with perceptron) reveals that global training is al-
ways beneficial, regardless of the data size. Finally, PanParser and Beam outperform
their delexicalized counterparts for 500 and more sentences, but for 10 sentences the
difference is less significant, even in average.17 I further explore their differences
regarding treebank size, by drawing their learning curves (Figure 5.2).

Overall the worst systems on tiny data are UDPipe and MSTParser, and on large
data the delexicalized ones are worst; conversely, Beam outperforms all others on
most of the size range. But it appears that up to 7 training sentences, Delex parsers
are more accurate in average than PanParser, and similarly Beam-Delex parsers out-
perform Beam parsers up to 13 sentences.18 For UDPipe, the critical size required to
outperform PanParser is closer to 700 sentences (1,000 for Beam), which disqualifies
it for low-resource monolingual parsing.19 As for MSTParser, it needs 434 sentences
to outperform PanParser, which also disqualifies it.
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FIGURE 5.2: Learning curves (absolute and relative UAS, averaged across languages; see
text for details) for increasing training sizes. The gray areas represent the span between the
lowerbound (Ancient Greek) and upperbound (Japanese) curves for PANPARSER. The dotted

curves represent French (PANPARSER).

17For this data size, PanParser and Delex have typical standard deviations around 2.4 and 3.2 UAS.
18One interpretation of this finding is that reducing the feature set prevents overfitting and enforces

generalization, which enables to learn general, large-coverage syntactic properties instead of purely
lexicalized knowledge. The generalization properties of delexicalized models appear especially valu-
able in the case of tiny treebanks, where the coverage of lexicalized knowledge is expected to be small.

19Three reasons can explain this observation: (a) neural networks tend to have many parameters and
are prone to overfitting when hyperparameters cannot be fine-tuned, as is the case in low-resource
scenarios; (b) they heavily rely on high-quality word embeddings, which are also not available in this
scenario; and (c) neural networks seem to be intrinsically bad at one-shot learning (Santoro et al., 2016;
Bertinetto et al., 2016), and in a tiny treebank, most pieces of knowledge typically appear only once.
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It is however hard to extrapolate properties for a given language from average
behaviour, considering the large score span between Ancient Greek and Japanese
(gray area on Figure 5.2, for PANPARSER). Yet, the training differences between
parsers are in fact largely characterized by their learning curve shape, which is
mostly shared across languages and explains the size range where each system per-
forms best, regardless of the scores obtained on the given language. Overall this
curve is always steep, with a quick increase of UAS on the first tens examples, and
then a slow convergence; but slight differences remain. Figure 5.2 also pictures the
average of normalized learning curves, so that for each treebank the curve reaches
100 with 500 sentences, which makes the curve shape more legible.20 These curves
reveal that most of what DELEX and BEAM-DELEX learn is learned through the first
few examples, i.e. they generalize well on sparse data but then information saturates,
while UDPIPE (and MSTPARSER, to a lesser extent) are slow learners which require
a critical mass of data to start extracting more useful information. PANPARSER and
BEAM, on the contrary, are able both to extract knowledge quickly, and to go on
leveraging any additional data for a long time. For this reason, I choose BEAM as the
best monolingual candidate for low-resource parsing in general, and not its delexi-
calized variant whose high scores are very specific to a narrow size range and which
performs poorly elsewhere.

5.2.2 An interpretable quality scale

In PoS tagging, an accuracy of 70% is typically considered low21 even if it is way
above random attachment: indeed, most of the predictions correspond to easy, un-
ambiguous words, and the actual challenge resides in the last few percents (Man-
ning, 2011). So, it is similarly questionable whether a score of 70 UAS is high or low
for dependency parsing, which makes absolute UAS values hard to interpret. How-
ever, the above study on tiny parsers provides a practical answer to this question.

One way to interpret UAS is indeed by considering the number of training sen-
tences required to achieve a similar score. I call this value the parsing capacity of
the given UAS: if a parser (for instance, cross-lingual) has a parsing capacity of n,
it means that the amount of knowledge it contains is the same as that embedded
in a treebank of size n. This notion can also be expressed in terms of annotation
cost: Martínez Alonso et al. (2016) evaluate the monetary cost of manual annota-
tions at 3 euros per sentence and layer; let us retain here a sentence cost of 10 euros
to include both morphological and syntactic layers and an overhead for small tree-
banks.22 The resulting value then states the money that was saved by resorting to

20Note how the Ancient Greek–Japanese span is narrowed, indicating that they have similar learning
speeds despite important score differences.

21For instance, Das and Petrov (2011) doubt on the practical usability of a tagger with 76.1% accuracy.
22The overhead is largely reduced by the use of the language-independent UD guidelines and by the

reuse of existing annotation platforms, but it remains that annotators’ speed increases with treebank
size.
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e.g. cross-lingual methods instead of manual annotations.

This quality scale is computed with the average UAS over UD languages, us-
ing PANPARSER, and reported in Table 5.3. Averaging over this particular set of
languages is arbitrary, but in practice it yields results roughly similar to Romanian,
whose UAS for size 10 is in fact median among this set of languages.

UAS 30 40 50 60 70 75

Parsing capacity (sentences) 1 2 4 12 77 401
Annotation cost (euros) 10 20 40 120 770 4,010

Romanian trainset size 1 2 3 9 53 410

TABLE 5.3: UAS quality scale: typical number of training sentences
needed to reach several UAS levels (measured with BEAM).

From this scale it appears for instance that an UAS of 50 can be considered as
‘low’, since it has a parsing capacity of only 4 sentences, which is intuitively insuffi-
cient to get an accurate description of the language syntax. Similarly, attaching each
token deterministically to its left neighbour gives an UAS of 29.8 on average, which
has the parsing capacity of a single sentence and confirms that this procedure uses
virtually no knowledge; attaching them to one of their neighbours but with a perfect
decision function would yield 43.4 UAS,23 i.e. a parsing capacity of only 2 sentences.

5.2.3 Application: parsing capacity of cross-lingual and unsupervised
parsers

The observations made in this section shed a new light on the performance of state-
of-the-art cross-lingual and unsupervised parsers.

Indeed, the tiny-resource accuracies reported in Table 5.2 are comparable to
other scores reported in recently published papers in those fields. For instance,
in unsupervised parsing, Mareček and Straka (2013) achieve 48.7 UAS on average
over the CoNLL 2006-2007 treebanks and the average UAS of the rule-based ap-
proach of Martínez Alonso et al. (2017) is 57.5 on UD 1.2; in cross-lingual parsing, the
multi-source weighted delexicalized transfer method of Rosa and Zabokrtsky (2015)
achieves an UAS of 52.5 on HamleDT 2.0 and the projection technique of Tiedemann
and Agić (2016) yields 75.43 UAS on UDT 1.0 (COMBG model). These numbers cor-
respond to parsing capacities of, respectively, 4, 9, 5 and 444 sentences.

For fairer comparison on UD 2.0, I reimplement the method of Rosa and
Zabokrtsky (2015) with BEAM-DELEX models of all treebanks except those covering
the same language (henceforth denoted KL-BEAM). To be fair regarding available
target resources, the KLcpos3 metric that weights each source is computed using
the whole source treebank but only 10 target sentences. This achieves 66.1 UAS on

23Note that this score is in fact the proportion of dependencies of length 1 (on average).
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average, which corresponds to a capacity of 32 sentences, or a cost of 320 euros. In
other words, if more than 32 target sentences are available (or if the budget available
to produce manual annotations is above 320 euros), on average one should prefer
monolingual parsing over KL-BEAM transfer.

The study of tiny parsers has shown that even with common annotation
schemes, cross-lingual transfer still has a low parsing capacity: it embeds a limited
amount of knowledge and does not save much money by avoiding annotation costs.
This is less true for methods based on projection, but these already require large
data and significant human efforts to find, clean and sentence-align parallel data.
Overall, empirical evidence raises serious doubts on the actual effectiveness of many
cross-lingual transfer techniques.

5.3 The optimistic approach: opposites attract

In the previous sections, I have reported disappointing results in cross-lingual trans-
fer, and then shown how general they are across languages. Table 5.4a makes up
for those bad results: fine-grained evaluation reveals that high scores obtained by
tiny parsers vary a lot depending on PoS tags. More striking is the fact that the er-
ror reduction when using a cross-lingual parser instead is also unevenly distributed
among PoS classes. As a matter of fact, Spreyer et al. (2010) already point out such
effects, but between a projected parser and a heuristic baseline built upon tiny data.

All ADJ ADP ADV AUX CCONJ DET NOUN NUM PART PRON PROPN SCONJ VERB

KL-BEAM 66.1 72.1 73.4 66.3 72.7 63.7 84.9 59.4 68.3 65.6 72.8 65.0 70.6 55.9
BEAM10 59.0 64.5 74.6+ 50.6 64.5 55.7 75.2 52.5 52.8 63.5 61.4 47.3 48.6 44.4
BEAM50 68.1+ 72.9+ 82.9+ 60.9 75.4+ 65.1+ 84.2 61.9+ 61.9 73.4+ 71.6 59.2 65.3 55.6
BEAM100 71.2+ 75.7+ 85.1+ 64.9 78.9+ 68.6+ 86.3+ 65.1+ 65.5 76.1+ 75.4+ 62.9 71.2+ 59.6+

(A) Scores broken down by child PoS tag.

All CORE NON-CORE FUN MWE

KL-BEAM 66.1 70.2 60.1 74.2 45.9
BEAM10 59.0 58.3 51.2 71.2 36.9
BEAM50 68.1+ 68.8 60.6+ 79.4+ 47.2+
BEAM100 71.2+ 72.3+ 63.9+ 81.9+ 51.2+

(B) Scores broken down by UD relation subsets.

TABLE 5.4: Average UAS of KL-BEAM and of BEAM parsers trained on 10, 50 and 100 sen-
tences, broken down by fine-grained categories. Averages are computed over all 56 tree-
banks; for fine-grained scores, only the treebanks with at least 30 occurrences of the category

are considered. Scores higher than the cross-lingual one are marked with +.

In light of those results, I hypothesize that transferred models are not intrinsi-
cally worse, but simply learn a different kind of knowledge than monolingual sys-
tems trained on tiny data. If this hypothesis holds, then both approaches can be
combined, and cross-lingual transfer can prove its worth.
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The next task I tackle is to characterize the type of knowledge extracted by both
types of parsers. As a first attempt, I recompute fine-grained scores along subsets
of functional and content-based relations, as advocated by Nivre and Fang (2017),
using the same classification. Results, reported in Table 5.4b, reveal that cross-
lingual transfer is especially valuable for content-based relations, which are intu-
itively more consistent across languages (in particular with the UD scheme, whose
focus is on those dependencies): Nivre and Fang (2017) define two content-based
categories (NON-CORE and CORE), and for those, the transferred parser is at least
on par with a parser trained on 50 sentences, and even outperforms it on CORE de-
pendencies. It also appears that despite high accuracies in both cases, functional
dependencies (FUN) remain better learned in target data than cross-lingually; so
are multi-word expressions (MWE), whose monolingual scores rise way above the
cross-lingual ones. This experiment empirically confirms the underlying intuition of
delexicalized parsing, whereby it mostly captures the main syntactic features of the
sentence, rather than local functional dependencies.

The aforementioned subsets of relations provide a simple criterion which hints
at the causes of opposite behaviors and emphasizes on the strong potential of com-
bining both strategies. This criterion remains too coarse, however, to achieve proper
fine-grained combination; I consequently turn to a qualitative analysis of the issue.

5.4 Complementarity from a linguistic standpoint

In this section, I tackle with a linguistic perspective the idea that cross-lingual in-
formation and tiny monolingual data are above all complementary. In this respect,
I consider the syntax of a language not as a whole, but as the combination of vari-
ous (potentially independent) syntactic phenomena, which all underwent different
influences, and do not behave the same with regard to cross-lingual transfer.

5.4.1 A motivating example: Romanian

To apprehend the diversity of syntactic phenomena and similarities, let us come back
to the study case of Romanian, with concrete examples drawn from UD 2.0.

Romanian is an Indo-European language, belonging to the Romance family: as
such, it has an SVO word order, like most Indo-European languages. It has inherited
a lot of syntactic properties from related languages: for instance, Romanian adjec-
tives (when they are epithets) come mostly after the noun they modify, as they do in
French and the other Romance languages.

However, its syntax departs from strict inheritance in many ways, which cross-
lingual transfer should not overlook. For instance, nominal objects and postnominal
possessives have clitic doubling, which is also the case in Spanish but not in French.
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For such sentences Spanish would be a much better source than French, even though
both are closely related. Romanian definite determiners also realize as a clitic,24 as
in several other languages (e.g. Arabic) but in no other Romance language, which
adds to the difficulty of transferring from Romance sources to Romanian.

On some aspects, Romanian also inherits from another family than its own. It
indeed behaves like Slavic languages when deleting articles in prepositional phrases,
so that PoS sequences like ‘ADP DET NOUN’ are as rare as in those languages, and
limited to determiners that are not articles. Its preference for subordinate clauses
(with a subjunctive introduced by ‘să’) over infinitives is also inherited from the
Slavic family. These similarities are due to specific geographic influences rather than
genealogy, and as such their existence could not be inferred from coarse-grain prop-
erties of the languages alone, nor from the overall success of cross-lingual transfer:
Slavic languages are empirically poor sources for Romanian, and typology-based or
trigram-based similarity metrics do not attest of these shared phenomena either.

Finally, Dindelegan and Maiden (2013) point out several syntactic patterns
which are very specific to Romanian. One such example is the word ‘al’ (a de-
terminer in UD) that precedes genitives or possessives in predicative position
(see Figure 5.3a): this kind of double marking of possession is mostly specific to
Romanian and does not exist in any other well-resourced language. Postnominal
demonstratives are also constrained to appear just after the modified noun, which is
unique as well (see Figure 5.3c). So is the co-occurrence of the preposition ‘de’ and
the infinitive marker (particle ‘a’) in prepositional infinitive clauses (see Figure 5.3b),
while English for instance uses a single particle ‘to’. For all these structures, which
have direct correspondences in terms of PoS sequences and parsing, cross-lingual
processing is hopeless.

Casa este a Anei .
NOUNDef AUX DETPoss PROPNGen PUNCT
The-house is – Anas’s .

nsubj
cop

det

root

punct

(a) Double marking of possession uses both
genitive and ‘a’.

dorint,a irezistibilă de a o avea
NOUNNom, Def ADJNom ADP PART PRONAcc VERBInf

the-desire irresistible of to it have

amod

case
mark

obj

acl

(b) Preposition ‘de’ occurs together with the infinitive
marker ‘a’.

Îmi scapă numele lui ı̂n clipa asta
PRONDat VERB NOUNNom, Def DETPoss ADP NOUNAcc, Def DETAcc, Dem

To-me is-missing the-name his at moment-the this

iobj

root

nsubj det case

obl

det

(c) Postnominal demonstrative ‘asta’ is placed mandatorily just after the noun ‘clipa’.

FIGURE 5.3: Syntactic structures that are specific to Romanian.

24According to an ungoing debate (Cornilescu, 2016), it may rather be a suffix.
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Furthermore, these varying degrees of target specificity also depend on the
adopted transfer approach.

behind Winston
ADP PROPN

ADP NOUNAcc, Def DETGen, Def PROPN
ı̂n spatele lui Winston

case

case

fixed det

(a) Syntactically inconsistent alignment of a
Romanian multi-word expression: preposi-
tion ‘behind’ aligns with noun ‘spatele’ be-
cause their semantic matches, but not their

syntax.

à côté de Winston
ADP NOUN ADP PROPN

ADP ADP DETPoss DETGen, Def PROPN
de lângă a lui Winston

case

nmod

case

case

fixed

det
det

(b) Case where word sequences are semantically sim-
ilar, but PoS tags and dependencies differ.

next to Winston next to Winston
ADP ADP PROPN ADV ADP PROPN

ADP ADP DETPoss DETGen, Def PROPN
de lângă a lui Winston

case
case

obl
case

case

fixed

det

det

(c) ‘Next to’ expressions have two alternate parses in UD,
but none of them align properly with Romanian.

in order to participate
ADP NOUN PART VERBInf

ADP PART VERBInf
pentru a participa

mark

fixed mark

case
mark

(d) English also has multi-word expres-
sions similar to the Romanian ones.

He likes these things .
PRON VERB DETDem NOUN PUNCT

PRONDat PRONDat, Weak VERB NOUNNom, Def DETNom, Dem PUNCT
Lui ı̂i plac treburile -astea .

nsubj
det

obj

punct

iobj

expl nsubj det

punct

(e) Sentence pair with perfect semantic, PoS and edge correspondence, but diverging relation labels.

FIGURE 5.4: Romanian syntactic structures which cannot be handled
by projection-based methods.

Some Romanian syntactic patterns are indeed doomed to poorly align with other
languages, hence failures of projection. This is the case of the numerous multi-word
expressions (with fixed relations), preferred by Romanian where other languages
use prepositions or adverbs. As a result, the corresponding target words often align
with the wrong node in tree, likely filtered out because of diverging PoS tags, when
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they align at all. Figure 5.4a, 5.4b and 5.4c show examples of such expressions, which
poorly align with their translations in English or French, hence violating DCA de-
spite straightforward translations. As a result, knowledge regarding these expres-
sions cannot be transferred by any means via parallel data and projection, at least
from the examined sources (English, French, but also Spanish, Italian or German for
instance) and presumably from many others. Hence, from the viewpoint of parallel
data, they are specific to Romanian. Yet, direct transfer could be more successful,
because such sequences with fixed relations do exist in English (see Figure 5.4d).25

Similarly, sometimes despite good alignment and edge correspondence, some
sentences cannot get proper relation labels via projection. For instance in Figure 5.4e,
semantically the word sequences only differ on clitic doubling (‘ı̂i’), but syntactically
the subject and object are reversed. As a result, a projected parser would presum-
ably not ignore this information, but instead learn that dative pronouns like ‘lui’ are
indeed iobj in general (based on sentence pairs without inversion), but are nsubj

when modifying verbs like ‘plăcea’ (including ‘scapă’ according to Figure 5.3c, and
a few others). This knowledge is obviously wrong, and what appears in projected
data like an exception to learn results in fact from the incapacity of projection to
cover such verbs.26

Conversely, for some structures projection is particularly effective, even when
direct transfer fails; this is the case of noun-adjective or noun-demonstrative depen-
dencies in English, which are transferred smoothly to Romanian via projection (see
Figure 5.4e), despite diverging word order and PoS sequences.

This set of remarks complements the intuition of target specificity with an idea
of querying: even when the underlying syntactic rule exists on both sides in similar
forms (thanks to universals or relatedness), this cross-lingual knowledge may or may
not be accessible from the target-side viewpoint (for a given transfer approach).

5.4.2 A bilingual typology of knowledge

Inspired by the study of Romanian syntactic idiosyncrasies, I expect other source-
target language pairs to suffer from similar discrepancies (or transfer failures). I
thus consider that, in the general case, cross-lingual parsing handles four types of
knowledge:27

• TARGET-SPECIFIC knowledge, which is absent from cross-lingual resources;

25See (Mititelu and Ion, 2005) for other examples of projection failures in Romanian.
26Here again, correct knowledge for this sequence of PoS tags and features could be acquired by

direct transfer: for instance in Spanish, ‘Me queda la casa’ (to-me remains the house: I still have the house)
behaves the same. Note that this Spanish sentence could not contribute to projected knowledge either,
because ‘I’ is subject in its Romanian translation.

27In this context, a ‘piece of knowledge’ refers to any underlying rule in the syntax of the language.
‘Determiners depend on nouns’ is one such piece of knowledge, and so is ‘sentences rooted by the plac
verb follow an OVS word order’.
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• SOURCE-SPECIFIC knowledge, which does not apply to target input;

• PSEUDO-SHARED knowledge, i.e. what is intuitively similar in both languages
but that the considered transfer method fails to query;

• SHARED knowledge, i.e. what is similar in both languages, but also easy to
query.

The work presented in the following chapters is mostly based on the following
claims:

1. PSEUDO-SHARED knowledge can often be turned into SHARED knowledge with
very simple means, as soon as tidbits of linguistic knowledge are available,
thereby greatly improving the usability of transfer.

2. TARGET-SPECIFIC knowledge is where tiny parsers have a role to play:
SHARED knowledge can already be acquired in source data, and learning it
in target data would be redundant, so tiny parsers should focus on extracting
TARGET-SPECIFIC knowledge to avoid wasted efforts. However, this does
not hold if learning SHARED knowledge facilitates itself the extraction of
TARGET-SPECIFIC knowledge.

3. SOURCE-SPECIFIC knowledge brings at worst noise and at best nothing to the
task at hand, so it should be left out from source training (again, except if it
helps extracting SHARED knowledge).

Understanding the interactions between heterogeneous classes is the subject
of Chapter 6; this will provide insights on how SHARED knowledge may improve
TARGET-SPECIFIC knowledge extraction, and how SOURCE-SPECIFIC knowledge
may improve or degrade SHARED knowledge. Chapter 8 tackles the question of
turning PSEUDO-SHARED knowledge into SHARED knowledge; in the following I
consequently assume that this conversion has been performed.

5.4.3 Target-oriented relevance

At that point, I have established that in each cross-lingual transfer setting, and with
scopes that depend both on the source language and on the type of resource, some
part of the available syntactic content is ‘relevant’ for some part of the target syntax.
By ‘relevant’ I refer to content whose knowledge deserves to be extracted and trans-
ferred, because the corresponding syntactic rules apply similarly to the target. What
remains to be done is to associate the conceptual notion of SHARED knowledge with
an empirical measure of data relevance.

The idea of relevance for target processing exists in various forms in the domain
adaptation field. Because of the covariate shift assumption, such works generally as-
sociate this intuition with data similarity measures (Ben-David et al., 2007; Plank and
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Noord, 2011). However, such measures are based only on the words, ignoring the an-

notations: for instance, a dataset with numerous occurrences of the ‘NOUN
y

VERB’
pattern would be considered as similar to a target containing many ‘NOUN

x
VERB’

sequences. But for my purpose I need to identify this pair of patterns as dissimilar:
to be relevant, a piece of data must convey knowledge that is easily queried during
target processing, but also leads to correct annotations. This is stronger than mere
data similarity. So, it is more appropriate to rather consider treebank similarity, i.e.
to include the evaluation of annotation similarity.28 However, to my knowledge, no
such metric has been published.

Daume III and Marcu (2006) stand out as an exception, as they argue in favour of
taking the annotations into account for e.g. PoS tagger adaptation, based on the idea
that the word ‘monitor’ is likely a verb in news corpora, but a noun in technical doc-
umentation. In their work, where they have access to large out-of-domain data and a
sample of in-domain data, they improve upon a series of baseline strategies (includ-
ing the interpolation of the out-of-domain and in-domain models, as well as train-
ing a single model on the concatenation of both datasets) by considering each data
point as a mixture of general knowledge and domain-specific knowledge. Hence,
they end up splitting the available knowledge into three parts, corresponding in fact
to the aforementioned distinction between SOURCE-SPECIFIC, TARGET-SPECIFIC and
SHARED, and train separate parameters for each. This split is performed using an
indicator variable z, stating whether the example belongs to the domain-specific or
the general distribution; this variable models in fact relevance. It is clear that they
follow the same motivation, but in their work they do not try to actually measure
relevance, but resort to trained parameters only. Besides, direct application of this
framework to the cross-lingual parsing task faces model restriction issues: Daume III
and Marcu (2006) mention that for per-word z (which is intended here), only local
classifiers avoid the large incurred computation costs; it is consequently not appro-
priate for structured prediction like transition-based parsing.

In a nutshell, in order to implement the ideas described above, I need to design
either a direct measure of relevance, or a treebank similarity measure. Concrete
metrics will be proposed in Chapter 9.

28Conversely, it is not desirable either to consider only annotation similarity, regardless of the
actual data (e.g. measuring that both languages have the same proportion of left attachments).

For instance, data points like ‘NOUN
y

CONJ
y

NOUN’ are irrelevant to process target inputs like

‘VERB
y

NOUN
y

ADJ’: this similarity has no linguistic grounding and any accuracy gain related to
these patterns would only result from chance. Hence, by ‘treebank similarity’ I mean in fact the anno-
tation similarity of common data patterns.
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5.5 Wrap-up: not so good, but hope prevails

The case study that opens this chapter yields disappointing results: only 12 target
annotated sentences suffice to outperform even sophisticated cross-lingual parsers.
Yet, this low number may have several straightforward explanations, among others
the differences in annotation guidelines, or peculiarities of the Romanian language.
However, a more systematic study over a wide and diverse array of languages (with
consistent treebanks) only confirms this finding: it establishes that multi-source di-
rect transfer yields the same accuracy, on average, as a monolingual parser trained
with 32 target sentences. The monetary benefit of avoiding manual annotations
(around 320 euros) is consequently too low to support the use of cross-lingual meth-
ods on a systematic basis for low-resourced languages.

As a by-product, the study also reveals that beam perceptron parsers should be
preferred in low-resource monolingual scenarios, as they better exploit very small
treebanks than their neural, delexicalized, greedy and graph-based counterparts.

However, despite this negative picture of the reality of cross-lingual parsing,
a series of fine-grained measures suggests that it can still be valuable when rather
combined with monolingual parsing, because they do not convey the same knowl-
edge: transfer is particularly useful for content-based relations, while even small
target treebanks provide much more information on functional dependencies and
lexicalized expressions. This is consistent with the intuition, and I further analyze
the topic by drawing a linguistic picture of how language-specific a given piece of
syntactic knowledge can be. I summarize these findings by introducing the notion
of relevance of a piece of data for the task at hand, which guides subsequent work.

In light of this chapter, I propose to improve cross-lingual transfer by extracting
from each resource the task-relevant part of its syntactic content; this would make
it possible to combine several cross-lingual and monolingual views, in a selective
manner. The next chapter further analyzes state-of-the-art parsers, to investigate
how this strategy fits with the inner workings of transition-based parsing.
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This chapter dives deeper into the inner workings of parsers, both in cross-
lingual and monolingual1 settings, and completes the picture drawn in the previous
chapter, with a finer-grained analysis. Section 6.1 motivates this new perspective,

1Many analyses in this chapter focus on monolingual parsing, but this work has a larger scope:
analyzing monolingual parsers contributes to improving cross-lingual transfer, in two ways. First,
it exhibits general effects which are at work during training – and which hold in both settings but
are easier to study in a monolingual condition. Second, it helps in identifying more precisely the
shortcomings of tiny monolingual parsers, which is where cross-lingual transfer comes into play.
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by showing that a study limited to coarse grain does not faithfully render the actual
usefulness of a tiny parser, and would thereby prevent me from getting the most out
of low-resourced parsers in concrete scenarios – which remains my primary goal.

This chapter deals with the notion of ‘treebank heterogeneity’: by ‘heterogene-
ity’ I refer to the fact that the dependencies contained in a treebank are typologically
very diverse (i.e. involve very different PoS, syntactic roles, prevalence in data, etc.),
to the point that annotating tokens in one category or another can present completely
different challenges. Studying such typology-related phenomena is of importance
for fine-grained evaluation of course, but also when considering the notion of cross-
lingual relevance I introduced in the previous chapter: fine-grained typologies of
dependencies, based e.g. on PoS tags, uncover marked differences in how shared or
universal these dependencies are, but they are also often easy to relate to linguistic

properties. For instance, DET
x

NOUN dependencies are obviously irrelevant for
a language without determiners, while case relations will probably be relevant for
languages with the same degree of morphological richness. Section 6.2 exhibits a
number of such heterogeneous phenomena and their link with linguistic properties;
it notably highlights their imbalance – some types of dependencies are by far more
frequent that others.

One recurring interrogation in this study, illustrated in Figure 6.1 (hypothesis B),
is whether all shared knowledge should really be learned preferably in the source
language. For instance, in many languages, determiners attach almost deterministi-
cally to the first subsequent noun; learning such dependencies seems so straightfor-
ward that it should be possible to learn them directly in the target language, with
simple means, while exploiting large cross-lingual resources for that purpose ap-
pears computationally expensive, and probably also less reliable. So, what can be

A B

SOURCE-SPECIFIC

SHARED
TARGET-SPECIFIC

C

irrelevant

relevant

FIGURE 6.1: Typology of syntactic knowledge (shared or language-specific) and of anno-
tated data, depending on their relevance for the task at hand. The three main hypotheses
examined in this chapter are (A) whether the cross-lingual model should be trained to ex-
tract shared knowledge alone, or also pieces of source-specific knowledge, (B) whether some
shared knowledge is better learned on the target side, and (C) whether in general, a parser
should train only on the relevant dependencies of a treebank (that is, those whose prediction

is expected in the end) or it also needs information about the irrelevant ones.
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learned in a tiny treebank and what cannot? Conversely, following hypotheses A
and C in Figure 6.1, is the cross-lingual knowledge deemed irrelevant for the task
at hand really useless? By attempting to understand how dependencies interact at
the feature level during training, I provide elements to answer these questions, and
thereby to offer more quantitative insights on the complementarity of cross-lingual
and low-resource parsing.

The purpose of this chapter is thus threefold: (a) designing better tools to study
heterogeneous patterns, (b) identifying precisely in which ways a tiny treebank can
prove useful, and (c) examining interactions between the various types of knowl-
edge to refine the frontier, sketched in the previous chapter, between relevant and
irrelevant data.

I fulfill these objectives with a series of independent experiments, focused on
various aspects. Section 6.3 tackles issues related to lexicalization and shows how
lexicalized and delexicalized parameters interact in subtle ways during training: for
instance, as soon as lexicalized parameters are tuned accurately enough, the cor-
responding delexicalized parameters cease to be updated, an effect which can be
viewed as an instance of explaining away (Pearl, 1988). Section 6.4 introduces a spe-
cific aspect of heterogeneity, class hardness, whose measure itself is not straightfor-
ward, but which is essential to ascertain what must be learned in which language.
The impact of class imbalance is investigated in Section 6.5; it also reports a series of
attempts to control this imbalance, whose results further enlighten the mechanisms
at work. Hypotheses A, B and C are respectively validated in those three sections.

Each one of these studies has its own worth, and they unveil a few effects whose
implications exceed the scope of this work; but once put together, by cherry-picking
some of their findings, they also provide an answer to the questions which are my
focus. Section 6.6 summarizes those findings, clarifies how they impact the under-
standing of the inner workings of transfer, and proposes additional guidelines to
design a better transfer framework.

The experimental setup remains the same throughout this chapter: when not
otherwise specified, measures are performed on UD 2.0, with an ArcEager parser
trained with averaged perceptron, greedy search and a dynamic oracle. However,
the generality of the findings is assessed by repeated comparisons with neural and
graph-based parsers.

6.1 Parser usefulness: heterogeneity matters

Let us come back to the study of tiny parsers, first addressed in the previous chap-
ter, but with a new point of view: downstream tasks. Does cross-lingual parsing
produces trees that are useful for downstream tasks, or at least that are more useful
than a tiny parser? As will be shown, this property cannot be assessed with UAS
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only, and it requires fine-grained measures: UAS in general appears indeed subject
to much criticism, but my experiments show that the low-resource setting makes its
drawbacks even worse.

Literature criticism A converging body of evidence has indeed shown how global
attachment scores (UAS and LAS) poorly correlate with task-oriented extrinsic eval-
uation (Yuret et al., 2010; Popel et al., 2011; Gómez-Rodríguez et al., 2017). Indeed,
attachment scores are computed as a percentage over all tokens and thus reward all
predicted dependencies equally, even though many of them are actually completely
irrelevant to the task at hand (Volokh and Neumann, 2012). There is a consensus in
the parsing community that attachment of punctuation tokens is never relevant and
as such they are usually skipped when computing scores, but this is by far not the
only issue.

For instance, many have mentioned the subject-verb and verb-object dependen-
cies, i.e. the general structure of the sentence, as especially valuable for downstream
tasks like polarity classification or machine translation (Ng et al., 2006; Popel et al.,
2011; Volokh and Neumann, 2012). Counter-intuitively, tree leaves may also be quite
useful in specific cases. In syntax-based machine translation (Yamada and Knight,
2001; Cowan et al., 2006; Gimpel and Smith, 2014; Eriguchi et al., 2016), prediction
of target morphology benefits, at least in theory, from knowing source dependen-
cies as local as determiners (for instance, English definite articles are realized with
morphology in Romanian) or case dependencies, which denote case-marking el-
ements like adpositions (for instance, the English preposition ‘at’ translates into a
locative case in Czech). As for Gómez-Rodríguez et al. (2017), they report good im-
provements when leveraging local dependencies like amod and neg (adjectival and
negation modifiers). Unfortunately, standard intrinsic evaluation makes it hard to
identify the best parser with respect only to the useful dependencies.

To achieve fine-grained parser evaluation, and thus enable research on making
the parses more useful, some resort to construction-focused evaluation, narrowing
the measures to a subset of complex linguistic phenomena, carefully chosen for their
relevance (Rimell et al., 2009; Nivre et al., 2010; Bender et al., 2011). Others simply
prune the testset with respect to relations deemed more relevant. Bosco et al. (2014)
thus conduct their shared task evaluations on a subset of 18 semantically-loaded re-
lations, a proposal which is close in practice, although not in spirit, to Nivre and
Fang (2017)’s recommendation to focus evaluation on content-word dependencies,
for the sake of cross-lingual fairness. However, Volokh (2013) reminds that the im-
portant relations depend entirely on the downstream task, and that there may be
cases where ‘the simplest ones are actually the relevant ones’.

Empirical assessment In the following set of experiments, I focus on differences in
parser behaviour related to depth in tree, and oppose the high-level dependencies
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(close to the root) to low-level ones (close to leaves). This choice is notably motivated
by the recent UD guidelines, which have become the de facto standard, and in which
root attachment matches by design predicate identification. Therefore, identifying
the root and its children comes down to finding the predicate and its arguments
(who did what to whom), whose high usefulness has been repeatedly noted for down-
stream tasks like question answering, information extraction or textual entailment
(Rimell et al., 2009; Nivre et al., 2010; Volokh and Neumann, 2012).2 Low-level de-
pendencies are comparatively less useful, but it does not mean either that they are
completely useless and should be removed from score computation, as is the case
for punctuation marks.

Using the same experimental setup as the tiny parser study in Section 5.2, I mea-
sure Spearman’s correlations between scores computed on roots only, leaves only,
and on the whole test set. Since the number of leaves is large, it comes as no surprise
that the variations of overall UAS are mostly representative of its variations on leaves
(ρ(overall UAS, leaves UAS) over .95 for all 4 parsers and 3 sizes). But as shown by
Table 6.1, the smaller the data gets, the less correlated are learning accurate roots
and learning accurate leaves. And thus, for tiny parsers, the overall UAS fails to pro-
vide information on root accuracy (with correlations under .300 except for BEAM). In
other words, when the goal is to perform a task which benefits more from accurate
roots than from accurate leaves, at least in a low-resourced language, the overall UAS
cannot be used to select the best parser.

ρ(root UAS, leaves UAS) ρ(overall UAS, root UAS)

10 snt. 500 snt. Full UD 10 snt.

UDPIPE .134 .519 .709 .249
PANPARSER .146 .382 .595 .293
MSTPARSER .017 .159 .475 .152

BEAM .360 .577 .716 .477

TABLE 6.1: Spearman’s correlation of UAS on roots, leaves and all
tokens, for several parsers with various training sizes. Among tiny
parsers, accurate predictions appear significantly more correlated for

BEAM, which takes the more global decisions.

This is confirmed by a per-sentence analysis. It is indeed technically possible and
in fact quite common that for a given sentence, the UAS on high-level dependencies
(the root and its children) is at least 30 points lower than the UAS on the whole
sentence (for instance, at least 70 UAS on the whole sentence but less than 40 for
the top level). This is the case for 15% of sentences in average over the languages
(computed with BEAM10, using previous chapter’s notations), but this number can
reach 42% (Galician, worst case). Figure 6.2 pictures examples of such parse trees.
For these sentences, the high UAS is not representative of the usefulness of the parse:

2According to Plank et al. (2015)’s experiments, this perspective is also consistent with human
judgement, which favours proper attachment of high-level words.
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for instance in the first sentence, the output states that the rooms are excellent (which
they are not: they are clean) and would thus mislead the downstream system.

The rooms were very clean and the breakfast was excellent .
DET NOUN AUX ADV ADJ CCONJ DET NOUN AUX ADJ PUNCT

Produits super sympa et qui rendent bien sur mon mur .
NOUN ADV ADJ CCONJ PRON VERB ADV ADP DET NOUN PUNCT

De todas maneras , agradeció a su jefe haber trabajado con él .
ADP DET NOUN PUNCT VERB ADP DET NOUN AUX VERB ADP PRON PUNCT

FIGURE 6.2: English, French and Spanish examples of parse trees (predicted by BEAM10)
whose UAS is over 70 while higher dependencies are mostly incorrect. Correctly predicted
dependencies are in black, for others the blue edges represent the reference dependencies

and red edges the predicted ones.

Finally, I assess empirically the claim that aggregated metrics make some im-
portant parsing challenges ‘invisible’ (Bender et al., 2011). In the case of BEAM10,
reference roots (resp. leaves) with incorrect attachments represent 3% (resp. 18%) of
all dependencies. This means that improvements focused on roots (resp. leaves)
are bounded to improve overall UAS by at most 3 (resp. 18) points.3 Therefore,
in practice, even a major improvement on roots, with 100% error reduction, would
still be overshadowed by only 20% error reduction on leaves: this renders the ef-
forts towards more useful parsers unrewarding, when only UAS is considered. And
this is in fact what happens here: the UAS equivalence of KL-BEAM with BEAM32,
measured in the previous chapter, hides the fact that they do not provide the same
syntactic knowledge. Compared to BEAM10, exploiting other languages (KL-BEAM)
yields a 33% error reduction on roots, while acquiring more target data (BEAM32)
yields only a 22% decrease. As far as roots are concerned, the parsing capacity of
KL-BEAM is not 32 but 84.

Such considerations affect obviously the accurate evaluation of state-of-the-art
parsers and of new proposals, but even the quality of the trained parsers can be
impacted. Typically, when cross-validation is used to tune the hyperparameters, it
generally involves the same metrics: UAS and LAS computed on the whole dataset.
Therefore, even if a given parsing system is able to tune specifically long-tail depen-
dencies, in practice it will lack the opportunity to do so, because the model retained

3Roots constitute a much smaller fraction (7%) of evaluated dependencies than leaves (57%), and as
such are mechanically doomed to have a smaller impact on micro-averaged measures. But since leaves
have much higher baseline accuracies, they could have yielded comparable improvement margins.
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in the end will systematically be the one performing best on just the most frequent
dependencies (e.g. determiners, whose usefulness is questionable), regardless of the
rarer ones.

For all these reasons, I claim that comparison of tiny and cross-lingual parsers
should not restrict to the overall picture drawn in the previous chapter, but requires
further investigation at a finer grain.

6.2 Empirical evidence of treebank heterogeneity

In order to perform this fine-grained investigation, I move down to the level of
classes. In the following, the word ‘class’ is used for any typological criterion de-
scribing a subset of dependencies in a treebank. It can be based on length, depth,
edge direction, relation label, PoS tags, empirical values like frequency, etc. The no-
tion extends to the child: in this context, the class of a token is the dependency class
of its attachment.

This section illustrates, with empirical measures, what heterogeneity means in
practice; it notably reveals to which extent the size of a class can vary depending
on its typology, and hints at some consequences that this imbalance can have on
monolingual but also on cross-lingual parsing.

To gain quantitative insights on how diverse a treebank can be, I consequently
start by examining the properties of several corpora. Figure 6.3 presents a series
of measures performed on classes defined by combining two straightforward crite-
ria: child PoS and dependency direction (left), type frequency and tree depth of the
child (middle), and head PoS and dependency length (right). Dependency length is
defined as the distance in the sequence from the dependency child to its head (neigh-
bouring attachments have length 1), and depth is the distance in the tree from the
dependency child to the ROOT token. As for the classification based on type fre-
quency, it specifies as ‘frequent’ the words which belong to the 1/8 of types with
lowest frequency rank; intermediate categories are similarly defined for 1/4 and 1/2,
and the ‘rare’ category corresponds to all other tokens, i.e. the half of types with
largest rank.

The measures of class sizes are reported as heatmaps: each cell pictures the
prevalence of the (combined) class, using a logarithmic color scale to better distin-
guish values in the long tail range. Percentages indicate the numerical value of the
neighbour cell. For instance, in the top-left heatmap, the first line states that 8%
of English tokens are adjectives, among which most (6%) have their head on the
right. Figures also include aggregated values (referenced as ‘all’), computed over all
classes of the corresponding row or column – including the rarest classes, which for
legibility reasons are not represented.
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FIGURE 6.3: Measures of heterogeneity along various criteria, in 6 lan-
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These values are computed for languages from various families (using UD test
sets), so that divergences between families are additionally highlighted, while anno-
tation consistency is not in question.

At first glance, Figure 6.3 already confirms several universal properties: the dis-
tributions are Zipfian in several respects (with a long tail and the few most frequent
words or PoS gathering most of the occurrences) and they denote a marked pref-
erence for short dependencies,4 which is a well-known fact in the linguistic field
(Hawkins, 1994; Temperley, 2007).5

A number of comments can be done on the results for specific languages, among
which several linguistic facts are retrieved.

It appears for instance that English has few adpositions compared to e.g. French;
this is consistent with its use of genitive to mark possession, and with its tendency
to create compounds. The high number of auxiliaries in Japanese accounts for the
complexity of its aspectual and modal system. Arabic and Romanian also seem to
underuse proper nouns, but this is not a linguistic property: in Arabic they have in
fact been annotated as X, in Romanian it seems due to the treebank genre, containing
many legal and scientific documents. Still, regardless of the cause of underuse, this
peculiarity will surely affect transfer accuracy in both cases: if a system is transferred
from a treebank with virtually no PROPN to a treebank containing many of them, it
will have no clue on how to process them.

Regarding attachment direction, most languages present an overall bias, but first
this does not prevent many PoS classes from having both, and second the bias is
not in the same direction for e.g. English and Arabic. Japanese stands out as an
exception, with no dominant direction, and yet the direction is indeed deterministic
with respect to each PoS – this property likely explains the high accuracies observed
previously in Japanese parsing.

Looking at frequency-depth results, the English and Finnish trees appear rela-
tively flat, with fewer high-depth tokens (36%) than other languages (around 50%).
Arabic structures on the contrary are particularly deep (81%), but it is unclear if this
relates to linguistic properties or another annotation bias; it may only result from

4Actually, in most UD treebanks (highly non-projective languages like Ancient Greek and German
have sometimes lower rates), between 40% and 50% of dependencies are of length 1, and 60% to 70%
are of length 2 at most. This notably raises a strong interrogation on current parsing systems: if most
attachments are to a neighbour, or at most a neighbour’s neighbour, are complex parsing models worth
it? Eisner and Smith (2005) argue the negative, and attempt to simplify their model by bounding
dependency length, which yields promising results. Chapters 7 and 9 will pursue on that track.

5It is interesting however that these works are based on a dependency formalism that differs from
that of UD guidelines, and yet the result holds. For instance, the content-head convention of UD
creates a long NOUN-NOUN dependency on the phrase ‘NOUN ADP NOUN’, while Temperley (2007)
mentions this sequence as an example of length minimization in English, precisely because this word
order allows to have two short dependencies (NOUN-ADP and ADP-NOUN). Similarly, Japanese is
purely left-branching in traditional schemes, which is consistent with Temperley (2007)’s analysis, but
UD made it mixed branching.
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the high number of CCONJs. The overuse of rare words in Finnish is also obvi-
ous (54%), and likely linked to Finnish being agglutinative, with a large vocabulary.
In most languages, the combined heatmaps reveal that rare words are evenly dis-
tributed across the whole structure, while frequent words become less and less used
when going up the tree: the root is in fact never a frequent word.6 This emphasizes
on the need of good generalization to get the high-level dependencies right. This
is not true however for Finnish, which has a similar frequency profile at all depths
below the root.

The last series of heatmaps presents the distribution of heads and how far they
fetch their dependents. For all languages, consistently 80-85% of heads are either
nominal or verbal,7 and in noun phrases the dependencies remain quite local (most
of length 1-3, some up to 7), while in verb phrases they are longer in general (up to
length 15, or even more). Interestingly, the SOV word order of Japanese is notice-
able in the fact that the ROOT token (located at the end) is particularly close to its
dependents, i.e. the actual roots.

In a nutshell, even in monolingual settings the treebanks appear very diverse,
with strong differences in both typology (for instance in Japanese, all verbs attach on
the right, but auxiliaries on the left) and frequency (for instance in French, NOUN
heads are 6 times more frequent than PROPN heads), depending on the PoS tags
or position in tree; this can already be troublesome for accurate parsing. But bigger
issues arise when considering that these discrepancies vary again across languages,
which has of course substantial effects on the efficiency of transfer.

6.3 Lexicalization and explaining away

Bearing in mind the motivations and illustrations provided above, I now tackle the
first of three studies dedicated to specific aspects of heterogeneity, and start with
the topic of lexicalization. In the syntax of a language, there are indeed two kinds
of rules underlying the dependency structures: those involving only PoS categories
(unlexicalized) and those which depend on the actual words (lexicalized). For in-
stance, in English, the ‘VERB NOUN NOUN’ sequence parses generally as an obj

dependency between a verb and a compound noun (e.g. ‘induce thyroid cancers’);
this piece of knowledge is unlexicalized. But when the verb is give, tell, show, etc.,
it parses as a verb with two dependents, one iobj and one obj (e.g. ‘give patients
hope’): this is lexicalized knowledge. At the same time, standard feature templates
consist in lexicalized features (referring explicitly to the words, e.g. ‘s0=give’) and

6This is the case for Arabic though, but its frequent roots correspond in fact to two specific words
(meaning ‘Sir’ and ‘and’), which appear in so many sentences that it biases the corpus.

7Compared to the others, Arabic overuses noun phrases at the expense of verb phrases, but this is
again due to a treebank bias.
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unlexicalized features (e.g. ‘s0=VERB’). Intuitively, and that is the motivation under-
lying such templates, the parser should learn and predict lexicalized dependencies
based on their lexicalized features, and similarly for the unlexicalized ones; I show
however in the following that, for lack of hard constraints on that matter, in prac-
tice the intuition does not hold, and parsers end up using lexicalized parameters
to learn unlexicalized knowledge, or approximating lexicalized knowledge with un-
lexicalized parameters. Hence, in my analysis, I study in fact lexicalization along
two dimensions: whether a feature (and the corresponding parameter, or weight)
is lexicalized, and whether a given piece of syntactic knowledge (like identification
of nominal subjects, or epithet attachment) needs lexical information to be correctly
acquired.

The topic of lexicalization is obviously related with cross-lingual transfer, since
lexicalized knowledge cannot be acquired directly in another language (with pure
direct transfer), for lack of common wordforms. But it is also tightly linked with
my concerns in a second regard, the ability to exploit tiny data. Coming back to
the ‘VERB NOUN NOUN’ example, a tiny parser is presumably able to learn the
interpretation as compound noun, but would fail to handle the case of ‘give’: as an
exception to the PoS-based underlying rule, the natural way to encode it in feature
weights is by enumerating the handful of verbs triggering that structure – but this is
only possible for those encountered in training data, i.e. probably none in tiny data.
Acquiring a given piece of lexicalized knowledge (like that exception) thus appears
to require large amounts of data (to cover all word types); hence, the knowledge
contained in a tiny treebank seems to correspond mostly to unlexicalized knowledge,
for which generalization based on a few examples is doable.

With that motivation in mind, this section consequently studies interactions be-
tween both types of parameters and thereby reveals that enabling lexicalization at
training time affects how unlexicalized parameters are learned: lexicalized param-
eters prevent generalization by offering a more direct way to learn a dependency;
but at the same time, by taking care of lexicalized exceptions, they let the model
learn more general rules, which has then different implications in monolingual and
cross-lingual parsing. Since lexicalized exceptions are language-specific, this finding
supports hypothesis A of Figure 6.1: SOURCE-SPECIFIC information can prove useful
for cross-lingual transfer.

Exhaustive experiments on all UD languages are out of the scope of this spe-
cific study and I focus on English and French, but for the sake of generality, I still
start with a case study in a different experimental setup (English-Finnish transfer) to
sketch some interesting properties, before investigating them (and confirming them)
in a more systematic manner on English-French. The reason underlying this choice
of languages is that English and Finnish have relatively similar word orders (SVO),
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with the exception of nominal adpositions (mostly prepositions in English, post-
positions in Finnish): their main difference is that Finnish is an agglutinative lan-
guage with much richer morphology than English, and consequently has a much
larger vocabulary (and many more lexicalized parameters). English-French transfer
is a slightly different paradigm: the pair is more similar than English-Finnish, and
French is a synthetic language with a much smaller vocabulary than Finnish (but still
larger than English).8 So, contrasting the study with Finnish also enables us to ver-
ify that the effects I uncover hold even when the number of lexicalized parameters
explodes.

6.3.1 Hands-on measures

I first illustrate the impact of lexicalization on English and Finnish, by evaluating
various lexicalized and delexicalized parsers at a fine-grained level (i.e. with UAS
computed per class) and highlighting their differences in accuracy.

Figure 6.4 compares three parsers: LEX (a standard lexicalized parser), DELEX (a
parser trained on delexicalized data) and DELEX(LEX) (obtained by deleting all lexi-
calized parameters from a LEX parser, or equivalently by applying LEX on delexical-
ized test data). Figures 6.4a and 6.4b represent UAS measures in monolingual and
cross-lingual settings, while Figures 6.4c-6.4f picture UAS differences in the monolin-
gual settings, and Figures 6.4g-6.4h in the cross-lingual setting.

Fine-grained scores are computed by PoS pairs, child and head. For instance,
the cell in row ADJ and column NOUN represents the proportion of correct attach-
ments for adjectives whose gold head is a noun; in Finnish its value is 92.4 UAS
(Figure 6.4a) and it undergoes a decrease of 1.3 UAS when lexicalized features are
accessible during training (Figure 6.4f).9

Monolingual analysis My first series of comments concerns the monolingual mea-
sures. On the one hand, comparison of LEX with DELEX(LEX) (Figures 6.4c and 6.4e)
indicates how much information is embedded in the lexicalized parameters. As it
turns out, the prediction of some dependencies by LEX relies a lot on lexicalized
features: attachment of ADVs, NOUNs, NUMs (and of Finnish VERBs) is severely
hindered when the information contained in lexicalized parameters is lost (which is
indicated by dark blue cells). This is not the case however for finding the root and the
dependents of VERBs (light blue cells), whose knowledge appears encoded mostly
in unlexicalized parameters.

On the other hand, comparison of DELEX(LEX) and DELEX (Figures 6.4d
and 6.4f) reveals that lexicalized features can also have a significant effect on how

8In UD 2.0, measures of the type-token ratio give 0.10 in English, 0.12 in French, 0.30 in Finnish.
9Only cells with at least 20 occurrences are represented, but overall scores (‘all’ values) are based on

the whole corpus (except for punctuation tokens, as is customary).
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(a) UAS on Finnish of a parser trained on
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(d) Effect of lexicalized features on training delex-
icalized parameters, in English.
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(e) Contribution of lexicalized features in
Finnish.
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(f) Effect of lexicalized features on training delex-
icalized parameters, in Finnish.
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(g) Effect on delexicalized parsers of train-

ing on English instead of Finnish.
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(h) Effect of lexicalized features on training delex-
icalized parameters, for English-Finnish transfer.

FIGURE 6.4: Fine-grained comparison of LEX, DELEX(LEX) and DELEX
parsers in monolingual and cross-lingual settings. Heatmaps are

drawn along linear color scales. See text for details.
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the parser is trained, even if not used at test time: having access to lexicalized features
during training improves the way that the delexicalized parser learns some classes
(blue cells), but degrades others (red cells). In both languages, the predictions which
benefit the most from this effect pertain to roots and to dependents of PROPNs
and VERBs. But overall the effect depends a lot on the language. In Finnish it is
particularly beneficial for roots, but also for several classes across the board, and
hence it is beneficial overall: DELEX(LEX) is more accurate than DELEX. For English
however, the impact on attachments of nouns and verbs is so negative that the
overall impact is negative. An explanation to this surprising interaction will be
proposed in §6.3.2.

Impact on transfer Now examining the cross-lingual results, a few more com-
ments can be made. For clarity, I denote X-LEX the English LEX model applied on
Finnish data (and similarly for X-DELEX and DELEX(X-LEX)). Figure 6.4h then com-
pares DELEX(X-LEX) with X-DELEX (which shows the impact of lexicalized features
on delexicalized transfer), while Figure 6.4g illustrates the cost of transfer, i.e. the
UAS differences between X-DELEX (Figure 6.4b) and DELEX (Figure 6.4a).

Visual comparison reveals that the cells with high UAS (green) in Figure 6.4b
are those with small UAS differences (light) in both Figures 6.4c and 6.4e. In other
words, transfer accuracies result from two concurrent effects: on one hand, the En-
glish dependencies which are very lexicalized contribute less to cross-lingual trans-
fer, because for them not much unlexicalized knowledge can be extracted, and trans-
ferred (see ADJ-ADJ or PROPN-PROPN attachments); on the other hand, the Finnish
dependencies which are very lexicalized are predicted with lower accuracy by cross-
lingual transfer, because they require information that is very specific to Finnish and
cannot be acquired cross-lingually (see ADJ-VERB or NUM-VERB attachments).10

However, the fact that few information is transferred regarding lexicalized de-
pendencies does not mean that lexicalized features are useless for transfer. Con-
sidering that the exact same models have been evaluated in Figures 6.4d and 6.4h,
it appears indeed that depending on the test conditions only (and thus on the use
case, monolingual or cross-lingual), access to those features can overall be either
detrimental (monolingual case) or beneficial (cross-lingual case). At fine grain, this
difference is particularly visible for NOUN and VERB attachments, as well as attach-
ments to NOUNs. Hence, lexicalized features can induce information losses from the
monolingual viewpoint, but simultaneously improve generalization or cross-lingual
consistency.

My last remark concerns the dependencies involving VERBs, which are severely
impacted by transfer itself (red in Figure 6.4g), and at the same time significantly

10This is of course not the case for ADPs, whose dependencies are rather unlexicalized in both cases,
but which behave differently in both languages, hence low transfer accuracy.
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benefit from generalization improvements (blue in Figure 6.4h). This suggests an-
other approach to explain the bad accuracies obtained by vanilla delexicalized trans-
fer (apart of course from actual divergences like English-Finnish ADPs): the trans-
ferred models may simply lack some additional help (e.g. by adapting feature rep-
resentations) to achieve the particularly high degree of generalization required in
cross-lingual settings.

This case study has ascertained that some dependencies need lexicalized infor-
mation to be predicted, while others use purely unlexicalized parameters, and it
confirms the intuition that the most transferable ones are the latter: they contribute
more to training and have better cross-lingual accuracies. But it has also shown
that lexicalized features have an effect on how unlexicalized parameters are trained,
which is either positive or negative depending on the class and the language, but is
in general more beneficial to cross-lingual transfer.

6.3.2 Generalization and explaining away effects

I now examine more carefully the interactions of lexicalized and unlexicalized pa-
rameters, and thereby confirm the above findings on another language pair, by trans-
ferring from English to French, and with more systematic measures.

Having shown that both types of parameters convey information on overlap-
ping pieces of knowledge, I uncover an explaining away effect11 between features
that hinders proper generalization. Yet, I conclude by exhibiting positive effects of
explaining away: because their use also simplifies the boundaries of dependency
classes, lexicalized features can actually prove useful to train delexicalized parsers.

Redundancy of lexicalized parameters I first examine whether lexicalized and un-
lexicalized parameters can capture the same knowledge, which would make them
prone to explaining away effects. I achieve this by changing the initialization value
(usually, 0) of some parameters, before performing a lexicalized training as usual.
In a first strategy, denoted ‘Delex + Lex’, a pre-trained Delex model is given, and all
unlexicalized parameters are initialized to their final value in Delex. This is equiva-
lent to training first the unlexicalized parameters, and then tuning the whole set by
adding lexicalized representations; intuitively the initial values already contain most
knowledge from the dataset, enough to build already accurate parses, and there
should not be much tuning, only to cover the cases left unresolved by delexicalized

11In the sense of Pearl (1988), the explaining away effect concerns Bayesian networks specifically. It
states that when two independent events (A and B) can cause the same event C, observing C can make
them conditionally dependent: if A is observed as well, it is already a good explanation for C, so that
B becomes less likely (it has been explained away by A). This work borrows this term but uses it in a
broader sense, in a context of error-based training: if both features A and B can be used to predict
dependency C, having already tuned the weight of A explains away any possible update on B, because
A is already a good predictor for C.
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UAS Norm Dist. to Lex Dist. to Delex Significant features

delex. lex. delex. lex. delex. delex. lex.

Lex 88.31 1,054 3,193 0 0 1,118 5,034 34,148
Delex 85.44 1,517 0 1,118 3,193 0 8,122 0

Delex(Lex) 83.73 1,054 0 0 3,193 1,118 5,034 0

X-Delex 69.68 1,403 0 1,460 3,193 1,729 7,558 0
Delex(X-Lex) 70.10 1,094 0 1,206 3,193 1,557 5,537 0

Delex + Lex 88.50 1,131 3,572 502 1,863 1,129 5,824 50,804
Delex(Lex) + Lex 88.73 1,354 2,490 491 1,824 1,126 8,202 14,640

X-Delex + Lex 88.82 1,545 3,006 1,160 1,753 1,444 9,099 27,511
Delex(X-Lex) + Lex 88.84 1,315 2,898 884 1,752 1,289 7,329 24,178

TABLE 6.2: Accuracy, model norm and model size of lexicalized and delexicalized parsers,
with training modified by several initialization strategies. Parsers are trained on French,

English or both, and evaluated on French.

models. In the ‘Delex(Lex) + Lex’ strategy, again only the unlexicalized parameters
are initialized, but now to the final value of a pre-trained Lex model. In that case
the initialization point corresponds to a truncated model, much knowledge has been
lost compared to the convergence point, so much tuning is expected to restore the
value of the discarded lexicalized features. But this experiment mainly assesses how
timing influences training, i.e. whether reaching earlier the convergence point of a
given parameter affects the updates on other parameters. To explore potential appli-
cations to transfer, similar initializations are performed using cross-lingual models
(strategies ‘X-Delex + Lex’ and ‘Delex(X-Lex) + Lex’).

Table 6.2 reports several measures for each model: UAS, Euclidean norm of
both subvectors (unlexicalized and lexicalized weights) and Euclidean distance to
the baseline Lex and Delex models. It also contains the number of significant fea-
tures in both categories: I consider a feature significant when it has a weight above 5
(or below -5) for at least one class, in which case it strongly biases the chosen action.

At first glance, results seem incompatible with the aforementioned intuitions:
‘Delex + Lex’ trains indeed a lot of significant features, even more than ‘Lex’, and
its lexicalized norm is also higher. However, this is easily explained by looking at
delexicalized distances between parsers: indeed, on one hand Delex(Lex) is far from
Delex (with a larger distance than its own norm), and on another hand all lexicalized
models with partial initialization (including those initialized with Delex) are closer
to Lex than to Delex. It ensues not only that the delexicalized subvectors of lexical-
ized and delexicalized models converge to very different points, but also that this is
a property of lexicalized training itself, which is not altered by any initial bias for a
given region. As a result, to reach the lexicalized convergence point, ‘Delex + Lex’
has more training to do: first forgetting its initial bias, then updating towards this
point. It is thus not comparable to other models, and ignored in the following.
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Other results show that when unlexicalized parameters are tuned first, the lexi-
calized features are actually much less exploited. Their norm is smaller, and their
weights are condensed on a much smaller feature set, which is compensated by
the unlexicalized ones. Less than half of lexicalized features significant in Lex are
reacquired by ‘Delex(Lex) + Lex’, meaning that the others have indeed become re-
dundant, and were only trained because the corresponding knowledge was not yet
available in unlexicalized parameters: they have been explained away. Hence, un-
lexicalized and lexicalized contents overlap, but the former uses much less features
because each one combines the weights of a large lexicalized inventory. The same
effects hold with cross-lingual initialization, to a lesser extent (a bit more when us-
ing X-Lex); but it is not clear how the knowledge embedded in X-Lex and X-Delex
relates to the monolingual weights.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that all initialization strategies improve the UAS
over the Lex baseline, by a small but consistent margin (+0.2 to +0.5). Notably, the
best models are those based on cross-lingual initialization, which benefit from addi-
tional knowledge (English syntax) compared to purely monolingual models. Fine-
grained evaluation of ‘Delex(Lex) + Lex’ reveals that the gains are mostly due to
attachments involving only nouns and verbs. The learning curves of the correspond-
ing classes (Figure 6.5) confirm that this is due to good initialization: it starts with a
bonus accuracy on those classes, but it does not stagnate while other parameters are
tuned, and it stays ahead of the baseline all along, performing better updates, which
are not accessible to the models without prior knowledge.
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spectively thin and bold curves), at fine-grained level.

Hence, lexicalized and unlexicalized parameters cover (partly) the same knowl-
edge, and timing matters: letting one parameter or the other learn that knowledge
first has an impact on how the other parameters are trained, and can even give ac-
cess to better updates. However, parameters from both categories are not on an equal
footing: unlexicalized parameters have good generalization properties, while purely
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lexicalized decisions have low coverage and make learning more tedious. Since it
controls the difficulty to learn, timing appears to have high stakes.

Detrimental effects on generalization Further exploring the ideas sketched in
§6.3.1, I now compare more carefully the accuracies of Delex and Delex(Lex) in
Table 6.2. As it turns out, for the same inventory at test time, giving access to more
features at training time actually lowers UAS (-1.7): when the parser has access
to lexicalized features, it learns to rely on them, instead of generalizing what can
be generalized with unlexicalized parameters. In that sense, lexicalized features
explain away unlexicalized knowledge.

According to previous measures on Finnish and English, this seems less true for
the morphologically richest languages though (which Finnish is, compared to French
and English), presumably because the vocabulary is too large to even consider fully-
lexicalized knowledge: each time a new word is encountered during training, purely
unlexicalized knowledge is necessarily solicited,12 which lets it be fine-tuned in the
long run.

Table 6.3 shows fine-grained scores for the most impacted classes. For multi-
word expressions, only a small amount of knowledge can be generalized on PoS
tags (38.2 on fixed for Delex, while Lex achieves 51.1), but even that is hindered by
lexicalized features, which instead make the parser focus on enumerating the known
multi-word expressions. The same happens to other closed classes (SCONJ, mark).
For open classes like nouns or verbs, there is no obvious reason to prefer lexicalized
knowledge, but as they are particularly ambiguous, learning them takes time, which
gives lexicalized features an opportunity to take precedence.

Coming back to earlier measures performed on English (Figure 6.4d), this now
explains the large penalty on ADP attachment to VERB: as there is roughly a dozen
of verbal postpositions (up, out, to, of, off, in, on, down, with, at and a few others), with
lexicalized training it is tempting to rely entirely on these few features for better
handling, which prevents generalization.

Benefits for class boundaries However, a last comparison reveals that explain-
ing away due to lexicalized features can also be beneficial (as already measured on
English-Finnish): Delex(X-Lex) is 0.4 UAS more accurate than X-Delex overall, but
the differences are more striking at fine-grained level, as shown in Table 6.4. Perfor-
mance on multi-word expressions is degraded for the same reasons as above, and
nominal modifiers presumably suffer from the fact that English uses lexicalized pa-
rameters to distinguish both genitive placements (which is irrelevant in French). But
among all other classes, many present substantial improvements.

12This is at least the case with the standard feature templates, containing only wordforms and un-
lexicalized features: for instance, unknown Finnish words could be handled on the basis of known
morphemes (which would be lexicalized), if such features were used in the templates.
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Child PoS

ADV NOUN PROPN VERB SCONJ Others

Delex 84.0 73.8 81.1 69.9 86.4 92.8
Delex(Lex) 79.6 70.2 76.2 66.7 82.6 92.6

∆ UAS -5.5 -3.6 -4.9 -3.2 -3.8 -0.2

CORE NON-CORE MWE FUN

nsubj acl advmod nmod fixed mark Others

Delex 89.0 60.0 85.2 81.9 38.2 92.2 87.7
Delex(Lex) 83.3 51.8 80.6 70.9 31.5 87.4 88.5

∆ UAS -5.7 -8.2 -4.6 -11.0 -6.7 -4.8 +0.8

TABLE 6.3: Fine-grained UAS of Delex and Delex(Lex), for the most
impacted classes.

For the concerned dependencies, PoS-based generalization is intuitively appro-
priate, but not done in practice because they have many exceptions, and delexical-
ized models try in vain to handle them. But when access to lexicalized features is
granted, the exceptions can be encoded in lexicalized parameters, which lets the un-
lexicalized ones focus on the more general rule, i.e. it enforces proper generalization.
Thus, even if they are discarded at last, the lexicalized features themselves simplify
class boundaries, making the extracted unlexicalized knowledge more general, and
consequently more transferable.

Head PoS Child PoS

NOUN VERB Others DET ADV ADP SCONJ PRON NOUN PROPN Others

X-Delex 74.5 74.0 55.7 93.5 68.1 81.9 51.5 79.6 60.8 43.4 60.0
Delex(X-Lex) 70.1 79.4 56.2 94.7 71.8 84.2 56.1 86.5 54.1 36.6 60.3

∆ UAS -4.4 +5.4 +0.5 +1.2 +3.7 +2.3 +4.6 +6.9 -6.7 -6.8 +0.3

CORE NON-CORE MWE FUN

xcomp nsubj obj advmod advcl obl nmod flat mark Others

X-Delex 82.2 69.7 88.4 70.7 45.7 62.5 67.7 28.6 57.6 71.7
Delex(X-Lex) 93.3 76.4 89.9 75.1 51.1 69.8 44.7 16.0 68.8 72.4

∆ UAS +11.1 +6.7 +5.5 +4.4 +5.4 +7.3 -23.0 -12.6 +11.2 +0.7

TABLE 6.4: Fine-grained UAS of X-Delex and Delex(X-Lex), for the
most impacted classes.

To conclude, this study has provided evidence of explaining away effects be-
tween lexicalized and unlexicalized features in parsing, and shown that they can be
either detrimental or beneficial depending on the context.13 In monolingual settings
they let the model wrongly rely on features that will not be used at test time, while
in cross-lingual parsing they help simpler and thus more general rules to emerge; of
course this enforced generalization can also be helpful in some monolingual cases,
and vice versa.

This series of experiments has only scratched the surface of the implications of
feature redundancy for training parsers. First, the measures have been performed

13In contrast, Bartenlian et al. (2016) also study the impact of lexicalization on out-of-domain PoS
tagging, but they exhibit only detrimental effects.
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with a perceptron-based parser, whose update criterion is error-based, and general-
izing the results to other training procedures would require further investigation.14

Second, it seems reasonable to expect that explaining away effects concern all kinds
of redundant pairs of features, not only the lexicalized and unlexicalized ones.15 An
extensive exploration of the topic is out of the scope of this work, and I do not pur-
sue on this track; but I retain from this study that there are concrete cases in which
source-specific features help the extraction of cross-lingual knowledge, by taking
care of source-specific exceptions. This validates hypothesis A of Figure 6.1.

6.4 Class hardness

As a second study, this section investigates the intuition that some classes are harder
to learn that others. Indeed, despite the picture opposing target-specific and shared
knowledge (drawn in Section 5.4), sometimes shared knowledge may still be much
more easily (and directly) learned in target data than by cross-lingual means. In
that case, it would be better to consider this piece of knowledge as target-specific,
and let it be learned in tiny target data: this proposal corresponds to hypothesis B
in Figure 6.1. The focus here is then to characterize difficult classes: based on de-
tailed fine-grained analysis, I introduce concrete measures of class hardness, with a
focus on complexity. Cross-lingual and tiny parsers are then reevaluated in accor-
dance with this criterion, which confirms that to learn simple classes, tiny target data
should be preferred. Additional results and analyses can be found in the publication
associated with this study (Aufrant et al., 2018b).

However, the idea of ‘difficulty’ corresponds in fact to many different phenom-
ena. Classes with high accuracies are typically considered easy. But difficulty also
arises from having a large number of exceptions, in which case the easy classes are
rather those for which the systems can generalize well. The previous section has
notably mentioned the case of purely lexicalized knowledge, whose acquisition re-
quires large amounts of data: is the task more difficult just because more data is
needed? Besides, some sentences are truly ambiguous, so that there is no way to an-
notate them with full confidence; is this also a kind of difficulty? This multiplicity of
meanings has been formalized by Ho et al. (2006), according to whom the difficulty

14For instance, when using an objective function that includes L2 regularization, training is supposed
to balance the weights between two equivalent features, regardless of timing. In such case, knowing
the lexicalized features does not prevent from tuning the unlexicalized parameters; but on the other
hand, some weight mass is systematically held by the lexicalized part of the model, so that it inevitably
relies on lexicalized features. Therefore, intuitively, the aforementioned effects on parsing accuracy
hold, but they cannot be exhibited using the same timing tricks.

15For instance, in English, learning to attach a DET to the first subsequent NOUN (that is, based
on the feature that joins both PoS tags) is roughly equivalent to learning to predict the DET-NOUN
dependency when the DET-NOUN distance is 1 (which is indicated by a specific feature in standard
templates), and also when their distance is 2 (to cover the DET-ADJ-NOUN case); depending on timing,
one way may overcome the other. Yet, the former is a better generalization than the latter, rather
language-specific; similar effects as for lexicalization can thus ensue.
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of a given task can arise from three factors: complex decision boundaries, informa-
tion scarcity and class ambiguity.16 Their work belongs in fact to a large body of
research on the causes of prediction errors,17 which has already proposed a number
of concrete measures to assess the difficulty of a task, along those criteria.18

6.4.1 Existing metrics to assess task difficulty

Learnability Schwartz et al. (2012) have already explored ways to quantify the dif-
ficulty to learn from a given treebank. Although their purpose (improving annotation
schemes) differs from mine, I believe that their work can be used to measure, at
the same time, both the complexity of boundaries and the class ambiguities.19 In-
deed, among other metrics, they define the accuracy-learnability (henceforth, learn-
ability) of a treebank, which is simply the accuracy of a parser trained on a large
dataset (thereby alleviating the information scarcity effect), and represents the max-
imal amount of knowledge that can be extracted from annotated data. They measure
it at the level of the treebank, but I propose to also compute that metric (which is in
fact an UAS) over a given class only, because then learnability indicates how separa-
ble20 that class is.

Information scarcity Li and Abu-Mostafa (2006), on the other hand, focus on the
third cause of errors, information scarcity, and aim at quantifying the knowledge em-
bedded in a given piece of data. They propose to measure directly its Kolmogorov
complexity, i.e. its minimum description length, but show that this measure is in-
computable in general.21

16They consider as ambiguous a class whose boundaries cannot be ascertained based on the available
features. The straightforward solution to this issue is to use more features. But sometimes it happens
that the very same input results in different annotations (either because of annotation errors, or because
of a true linguistic ambiguity), in which case improving the features does not help.

17An early work is for instance that of Domingos (2000), who decomposes them into three factors:
bias, variance and noise. With a more practical approach, Ho and Basu (2000) investigate a series of
metrics for task difficulty, like feature overlaps, separability and topology of the dataset.

18Actually, this interest has mostly focused on standard classification tasks, which is not the frame
of my work: I am rather interested in understanding erroneous attachments than in the prediction of
incorrect actions. Nevertheless, one way to view parsing is that it also involves dependency classifi-
cation at some point: if a parser is supposed to predict which word a given DET (belonging to the

DET
x

NOUN class) depends on, then it must at least be able to predict that this DET actually belongs

to the DET
x

NOUN class. So, the difficulty to annotate words belonging to a particular class is at least
that of classifying them. On the basis of this classification subtask, I consequently consider that the
ideas and metrics drawn from that literature also apply to parsing.

19Since my low-resource scenario rules out the option of dedicated feature engineering, the distinc-
tion between complex boundaries and ambiguous classes is in fact less relevant.

20Here separability is not to be understood as the formal property stating whether a dataset is sepa-
rable (for a given classifier), but as how far the class is from being separable, i.e. the minimum number
of misclassified points under perfect training (due either to the classifier being too simple for the overly
complex boundaries, or to actual ambiguities).

21They still approximate it by the number of support vectors produced by a SVM trained on that
data, but this measure is very specific to SVMs and does not render difficulty in general.
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Zubek and Plewczynski (2016) thus take a more empirical approach and they
rather consider the task difficulty from the perspective of information saturation: a
dataset is complex if it is poorly approximated by its subsets, it is simple if with
just a few examples one can already extract most of the knowledge embedded in
the dataset. They measure this with the Hellinger distance between the probability
distributions learned on the whole dataset (P∗) and on subsets of increasing sizes
(Psize).22 In the discrete case, Hellinger distance has two equivalent definitions:

H2(Psize, P∗) =
1
2 ∑

x

(√
Psize(x)−

√
P∗(x)

)2

= 1−∑
x

√
Psize(x)P∗(x)

Zubek and Plewczynski (2016) simply define data complexity as the Hellinger dis-
tance, averaged over several random samples. They also define conditional com-
plexity, in which they replace P(x) by P (x|class(x)) and then average H2 over the
classes. Supposedly, data complexity captures the complexity of the data structure as
a whole, while conditional complexity assesses specifically classification difficulty,
by taking the differences among classes into account. With these metrics, Zubek and
Plewczynski (2016) draw complexity curves, estimate the dataset complexity based
on the curve shape, and aggregate this information as a single measure: the area
under the complexity curve (AUCC).

Data complexity versus learning complexity With the perspective I have adopted
in this work, and which I will further describe in §6.4.2, the metrics proposed by
Zubek and Plewczynski (2016) seem to satisfy my needs: they characterize how com-
plex a piece of data is, and as far as conditional complexity is concerned, the crite-
rion explicitly refers to the classes, and thus to the dependencies (not only to bare
words). However, my interest in characterizing difficulties lies in the classifier stand-
point: for a given piece of data, how hard will it be to learn how to classify it? Zubek
and Plewczynski (2016)’s proposal, on the other hand, is more about the structure
of the data itself and as I show below, it does not faithfully represent the classifier
point of view. Consequently, as appealing as they are, I cannot apply directly their
metrics in my case; their approach remains however qualitatively interesting, and a
good inspiration for my own work.

The reasons for that mismatch are illustrated in Table 6.5, on a toy example
where two features (child PoS and wordform) are available to predict only the di-
rection of the dependency. The AUCC23 metric states that dataset 2 is simpler than
dataset 1. Indeed, in that case the attribute independence assumption loses some
probability mass to (DET, noir) and (ADJ, la) instances, which lowers the probabil-
ities and smooths their divergence. However, from the classifier standpoint, both

22Thanks to an attribute independence assumption, they compute the distributions easily, using only
the feature frequencies in the dataset: P(x) = ∏ fi∈φ(x) frequencyi( fi).

23Following its definition, AUCC is computed as the integral of Hellinger distance for growing
datasets. But H(P0, P∗) and H(P2, P∗) are necessarily 1 and 0 for both, so only H(P1, P∗) matters.
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datasets have the same complexity, because in both cases there are two informations
to learn;24 so the data complexity metric is not satisfying in my case. Conditional
complexity is not more suitable: because probabilities are now conditioned on the
class, its value is exactly the same for datasets 3 and 4. Indeed, in both cases the PoS
tag is uniform among each class, thereby removing the only difference between these
datasets. However, the classifier has three informations to learn in dataset 3 but only
two in dataset 4,25 so in my perspective the metric should deem dataset 3 more com-
plex than dataset 4. I interpret this mismatch as follows: Zubek and Plewczynski
(2016) focus on P(features|class), i.e. the (generative) description complexity of class
contents, while I am rather interested in the (discriminative) description complexity
of decision boundaries, which would arise from P(class|features).

Dataset 1: (NOUN, chat)⇒ Left; (NOUN, souris)⇒ Right
↪→ H2(P1, P∗) = 1

2

[(√
1× 1−

√
1× 1/2

)2
+
(√

1× 0−
√

1× 1/2
)2
]
= 2−

√
2 ≈ 0.6

Dataset 2: (DET, le)⇒ Left; (ADJ, noir)⇒ Right
↪→ H2(P1, P∗) = 1

2

[(√
1× 1−

√
1/2× 1/2

)2
+
(√

0× 0−
√

1/2× 1/2
)2
]
= 1

2 = 0.5

Dataset 3: (NOUN, chat)⇒ Left; (NOUN, chien)⇒ Left; (NOUN, souris)⇒ Right; (NOUN, rat)⇒ Right

Dataset 4: (DET, le)⇒ Left; (DET, la)⇒ Left; (ADJ, noir)⇒ Right; (ADJ, verte)⇒ Right

TABLE 6.5: Examples of datasets for which data complexity does not match the classifier
point of view. Note that all examples are linearly separable, which allows to focus on com-

plexity.

Instance-level measures Finally, the active learning literature also addresses these
topics to some extent, in the sense that it often involves outlier detection, and classes
containing many outliers are typically harder to learn. For instance, Mirroshandel
and Nasr (2011) search for sentence parts that are especially difficult for the parser.
In this perspective, Smith et al. (2014) propose a definition of instance hardness, which
in their view corresponds to its expected accuracy (over a pool of various classi-
fiers). Prudêncio and Castor (2014) then introduce the notion of class hardness (how
hard a member of a given class is, overall) and compute it as the average instance
hardness over the corresponding instances; in my opinion however, this bottom-up
perspective does not match Smith et al. (2014)’s finding, whereby the hardness of
an instance remains mostly due to class-level factors, class imbalance and overlap. I
consequently seek a metric to evaluate class hardness directly at the class level.

6.4.2 Characterizing difficulties: class hardness

In my attempt to characterize how hard a given class is, I draw from all the works
mentioned above, reusing conjointly the notions of learnability (Schwartz et al.,
2012), information saturation (Zubek and Plewczynski, 2016) and class-level hard-
ness (Prudêncio and Castor, 2014). I thus distinguish two complementary measures

24For example: chat⇒Left and souris⇒Right versus DET⇒Left and noir⇒Right.
25For example: NOUN⇒Left, souris⇒Right and rat⇒Right versus DET⇒Left and ADJ⇒Right.
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of class hardness: the learnability (i.e. the UAS of a parser trained on massive
data) of that class, and its Kolmogorov complexity, approximated by the minimum
number of examples needed to extract the available knowledge (i.e. with respect to
learnability, in order to single out their effects).

Let us illustrate both notions on an example. In the French UD 2.0, DETs almost
deterministically attach to the first noun on the right (88%). As such, very high accu-
racies (above 95%) on their attachment seem guaranteed,26 and the DET class can be
said ‘highly learnable’. Besides, high scores can be achieved very fast, because this
knowledge generalizes well, so the class is also simple. However, even though DETs
normally attach on the right, their head is always on the left in the specific case of

multi-word expressions (flat:name and fixed relations, as in ‘Pline
x

l’ Ancien’ or

‘en
x

tout cas’). As this concerns a handful of words and cannot be generalized, the
only solution to learn the left-attaching cases is to learn the list of such expressions,
which is a long description and requires a lot of sentences to see them all. But that
list is finite and with very large data, high accuracies are achievable. The class of
left-attaching DETs is consequently complex, but also highly learnable. Complexity
corresponds in fact to the difficulty to learn what can be learned.

Intuitively, both metrics I consider can be read on a learning curve for growing
datasets: learnability (the asymptote) is roughly the accuracy achieved with full data
training and complexity (the learning speed) is the curve slope, with appropriate
normalization to single out both effects. Hardness is the combination of low learn-
ability and high complexity, and thus corresponds to the slope of the unnormalized
curve.

Figure 6.6 presents the per-size learning curves of the UAS broken down by class
(defined here as child depth in reference tree), without (‘Absolute’) and with (‘Rel-
ative’) normalization by the score achieved with 500 sentences, considered in this
context as massive data. The experimental setup is again the same as in Section 5.2,
including the fact that the displayed curves are averaged over all languages (after
class-level normalization, for the relative curves). Unsurprisingly, all fine-grained
curves have the same steep shape as overall curves: they rise quickly to high accura-
cies, and then continue to increase but much more slowly. This means that, for each
class, most knowledge is extracted from the first few examples, and subsequent ex-
amples only marginally contribute to accuracy. However, there are significant speed
differences between classes. Given that the focus is on tiny data and that the learn-
ing speed for the smallest treebanks is thus as much relevant as that for large tree-
banks, turning to a logarithmic scale (‘Log-relative’) gives a better readability of both
speeds. Regarding interpretation, the slope of the relative curve shows the marginal
utility of each new example, while the slope of the log-relative curve indicates the
marginal utility of doubling the treebank size. Figure 6.7 reproduces the same kind

26In the course of my experiments, and looking only at trainsets over 50 sentences, I have trained 310
different parsers on French UD: 308 of them have an accuracy over 95% on DETs.
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of measures for BEAM, but with a different class criterion, based on both the child
PoS and its attachment direction.
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FIGURE 6.6: Learning curves (along data size) of the UAS, computed overall and separately
on each depth class. Percentages indicate the size of each depth class. ‘Absolute’ views
picture UAS explicitly, ‘relative’ views display UASsize

UAS500
, and ‘log-relative’ ones follow a loga-

rithmic scale.

What is intriguing in both Figures 6.6 and 6.7 is that (i) the relative curves
can clearly be partitioned into two groups,27 quickly-converging curves and slower-
increasing ones, separated by a significant margin, and that (ii) the overall score
clearly belongs to the former group, rather than being in the middle of both.28

While in Figure 6.6 the ranking of the relative curves is consistent with the size

of the corresponding classes, in Figure 6.7 it is not: DET
x

has a steeper curve than

ADJ
x

, which is itself steeper than NOUN
x

. This hints at an interpretation of curve

27Because Figure 6.7 has 3 outliers, it contains in fact 4 groups, but such detailed distinctions are out
of the present scope, and the two retained groups are the curves which start at 70% of their final value,
and those which start around 50%.

28Notably, in all settings of Figure 6.6, the overall UAS follows very closely the ‘root+2’ curve, even
though this class represents less than 30% of dependencies. This surprising fact remains to be investi-
gated.
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FIGURE 6.7: Log-relative learning curves of UAS by PoS/direction class (computed with

BEAM and averaged over all languages with at least 30 occurrences in the class).
y

P (resp.

P
x

) means all dependencies whose child PoS is P and reference head is on the left (resp.
right, including roots). Percentages indicate the size of each class; the rarest ones are not

represented.

groups which is rather based on interactions between classes. Indeed, in Figure 6.7,

competing classes like
y
ADJ and ADJ

x
(i.e. pairs of dependency classes involving

attaching the same PoS in both directions) have ‘opposite’ learning curves, each one
belonging to a different group (and even among such pairs the behaviors are not

always consistent with frequency, as shown by
y
PROPN and PROPN

x
). Similarly, for

depth-based curves, the groups correspond to the upper (the root and its children)
and lower (all others) parts of the tree; and the upper dependencies consist precisely
in identifying relations between subtrees that have been singled out by the lower
dependencies. It would make sense that the classes requiring more training data are
in fact those for which knowledge extraction can only be really efficient whenever
another class has reached sufficiently high accuracies: this may be to use the other
class as building blocks (like reduction of DETs before considering NOUN-VERB

dependencies) or as a rule from which exceptions will be learned (like ADJ
x

and
y
ADJ). This hypothesis will be investigated at the level of features in Section 6.5.

A systematic evaluation of complexity requires to go beyond visual reading of
curve shapes. But their slope is not properly defined, considering that for several
classes, learning speed shows significant variations between 5 and 500 sentences.
Like Zubek and Plewczynski (2016), I consequently compute areas to aggregate the
curve shape into a single metric, but for cross-treebank comparison I calibrate it on
the average curve. Formally, I define the COMPLEXITY of a class as the signed area29

between the overall log-relative learning curve and that of the class.30 A negative

29This can be computed easily using any numerical integration method. In the following experi-
ments, I use Simpson’s rule.

30The logarithmic scale is kept to ensure that the slope for tiny data contributes to the metric. In these
experiments the area is computed between 5 and 500 training sentences, but another low-resource
range could be chosen, provided that it is the same for all treebanks.
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COMPLEXITY (curve above average) means that training on this class is simple (most
knowledge is embedded in the first few examples), a positive value denotes a com-
plex class (compared to the typical complexity of the treebank). HARDNESS can
be defined similarly on logarithmic curves without normalization. From now on,
the terms simple and complex are used to denote classes with negative and positive
COMPLEXITY, while easy (resp. hard) classes are those with negative (resp. positive)
HARDNESS.

LEARNABILITY
DET

x
ADP

x
AUX

x
PRON

x
SCONJ

x
ADJ

x
CCONJ

x
ADV

x
V
x

PN
x y

PN N
x y

N
y
ADJ

y
V

y
AUX

y
ADP

91.3 89.0 83.9 82.4 80.2 80.0 77.1 76.1 75.1 69.0 68.4 68.2 67.9 60.6 56.4 52.8 48.0

COMPLEXITY
ADP

x
DET

x
PRON

x
AUX

x
ADJ

x
CCONJ

x y
N ADV

x
V
x

PN
x

SCONJ
x

N
x y

PN
y
V

y
ADJ

y
AUX

y
ADP

-18.8 -18.7 -0.6 0.2 1.9 6.3 7.6 9.6 12.6 23.4 35.0 42.0 49.5 52.5 57.7 68.0 131.2

HARDNESS
DET

x
ADP

x
AUX

x
PRON

x
ADJ

x
CCONJ

x
ADV

x
SCONJ

x
V
x y

N PN
x

N
x y

PN
y
ADJ

y
V

y
AUX

y
ADP

-79.6 -72.4 -33.2 -27.2 -20.1 -0.4 7.5 11.0 13.3 35.8 45.4 59.9 62.6 90.8 108.7 110.0 159.6

TABLE 6.6: Difficulty rankings (from easy to hard) measured by LEARNABILITY, COMPLEX-
ITY and HARDNESS, based on the BEAM curves averaged over all treebanks. N, PN and V

stand for NOUN, PROPN and VERB.

Beyond a sign-based grouping criterion, these quantitative measures also pro-
vide an interesting difficulty ranking. Table 6.6 compares the rankings based on
LEARNABILITY (UAS for 500 training sentences), COMPLEXITY and HARDNESS. The
results are consistent with intuition: the easiest classes are closed PoS classes with
very deterministic attachments (DET

x
, ADP

x
), the hardest ones are rare (

y
ADP)

or semantics-driven attachments (
y
VERB), while classes of average difficulty are

mostly NOUNs and other open classes. Besides, these measures clearly show that
HARDNESS is a trade-off between LEARNABILITY and COMPLEXITY (see the ranks of
y
NOUN).

While some classes emerge as consistently simple or easy across languages, these
properties can depend on the language, as revealed by separate computations for

each treebank. For instance, ADJ
x

is simple/easy and
y
ADJ is complex/hard in

English, and in French it is the opposite, which is consistent with the respective
frequencies of those classes (and with the interpretation as rule and exception). Sim-

ilarly,
y
ADP is complex for all but 6 languages (from which the competing class ADP

x

is virtually absent), and DETs, whose attachments are highly deterministic, are easy
for all but 3 languages (Arabic, Latin-PROIEL and Old Church Slavonic). Also, sev-
eral languages present as expected some complex but highly learnable classes (typi-

cally PARTs or SCONJs, but also the Japanese
y
NOUN for instance).

6.4.3 Comparative evaluation

These metrics can now be used for large-scale computation of fine-grained evalua-
tions. Table 6.7 reports the average UAS when computed separately on simple and
complex classes (that is, depending on the sign of COMPLEXITY), for all 6 parsers in-
troduced in previous chapter. It appears that all systems present a significant score
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difference between both categories, in favour of the simple ones, in particular for
tiny data (around 30 points).

UAS10 UAS500 UASfull UD

simple complex simple complex simple complex

UDPIPE 56.4 28.0 82.1 66.8 88.0 78.1
PANPARSER 70.6 40.1 82.2 65.2 86.3 74.3

DELEX 69.1 41.8 78.5 62.0 80.8 66.2
MSTPARSER 68.0 36.9 83.5 66.1 89.1 77.4

BEAM 71.1 42.7 82.9 67.1 87.3 76.4
BEAM-DELEX 70.5 44.2 79.9 64.1 82.6 68.9

TABLE 6.7: UAS of the 6 studied systems, broken down by simple
and complex PoS/direction classes. The partitions and corresponding

scores are computed separately for each language and system.

It is important to note that this result was not expected: it is true that the compu-
tation of COMPLEXITY is based on measures of the UAS achieved using tiny training
data; but these scores are normalized by learnability. Therefore, the simple classes
are not by design those with high accuracies on tiny data, despite what the results
suggest.31 In this regard, the score difference between both groups remains a find-
ing. Besides, the score gap is mostly maintained for full datasets, which means that
the classes that have been singled out using tiny data have truly different properties
(or at least are handled differently by the systems), whatever the data size.

Figure 6.8 pictures the learning curves of BEAM on simple and complex classes,
as well as the split UAS for KL-BEAM on the same categories. It appears that the score
gap is less pronounced for the cross-lingual parser, which results in differences in
parsing capacity. Indeed, transfer is much more useful for complex classes (capacity
of 60 sentences) than for simple classes, for which target data should be preferred
much more often (starting from 14 sentences).

Unfortunately, with such definitions the proposed split cannot be performed in
low-resource scenarios. Indeed, in order to decide for which dependencies tiny data
should be preferred, one needs access to 500 annotated sentences, which is obviously
out of the question. Since this size range is arbitrary, it is possible though to estimate
simple and complex classes using only tiny data, by sampling 1, 2, 5 and 10 training
sentences, and based on 10 validation and 10 test sentences (that is, all in all only
30 sentences are used).32 The second subfigure of Figure 6.8 displays the resulting

31There remains however an indirect impact of absolute scores on COMPLEXITY: the classes that
reach already high scores (over 80 UAS) with only 10 sentences are doomed to be simple classes, be-
cause being complex would imply achieving more than 100 UAS with 500 sentences. So, there is indeed
a score bias toward simple classes. But such classes with early high scores represent a minority of the
dependencies (19% on average), and there are many other kinds of simple classes (for a total of 57% of
dependencies), including poorly learnable ones.

32Classes with less than 5 occurrences in test are considered complex by default, in order to alleviate
the risk of throwing away useful cross-lingual knowledge because of poor estimation.
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curves: differences remain, but they are much smaller and this evaluation is not so
informative (curves are too close). However, it appears that using HARDNESS instead
of COMPLEXITY (that is, distinguishing easy and hard classes depending on the sign
of HARDNESS) provides quite similar results when 500 sentences are available, and
this split is correctly approximated when using tiny data (third and fourth subfig-
ures). Consequently, in low-resource scenarios, it is recommended to split between
easy classes (learned in target) and hard classes (transferred), and estimated using
tiny data. It is notably striking to see that only 10 training sentences allow to predict
which classes will be annotated by KL-BEAM with an accuracy equivalent to as many
as 60 sentences.
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FIGURE 6.8: Overall, simple/complex and easy/hard UAS of KL-BEAM and BEAM parsers
with increasing training sizes. COMPLEXITY and HARDNESS are computed with either 500
or 10 training sentences for each language; the displayed curves are averaged over the lan-

guages.

As a result of this investigation, for the purpose of combining cross-lingual and
tiny parsers, hypothesis B of Figure 6.1 is validated and part of the SHARED knowl-
edge is reassigned to the TARGET-SPECIFIC category: all easy classes, exhibited using
HARDNESS values inferred from tiny data. Still, even though COMPLEXITY has been
shown less adequate for this purpose, this notion remains crucial for understanding
the learning mechanisms at work, as detailed below.

6.5 Interactions of unbalanced classes

This section completes this series of studies, by investigating in which ways the de-
pendency classes can interact during training, in particular in case of strong imbal-
ance. This broad topic is explored in a purely monolingual context, with the aim
of evaluating hypothesis C of Figure 6.1: when only part of the dependencies are
relevant for the task at hand, is it better to train the parser only on that part, or a bit
more?

A particular emphasis is put on pairs of very similar classes, like DET
x

and
y
DET,

ADJ
x

NOUN and NOUN
y

ADJ, or NOUN
x

NOUN and NOUN
y

NOUN. It has
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already been suggested (§6.4.2) that interactions between classes may be the main

cause of complexity, so that
y
DET for instance would be a complex class because

of DET
x

. This study explores the idea of such interactions. Does the learning of
one class hinder, or help, that of its main counterpart? Besides, does it affect other
classes?

These interactions are analyzed thanks to two control experiments. First, all oc-
currences of one class are removed from the dataset, before training a parser. The
impact on the other classes (in particular the most similar class) is then measured,
both in terms of accuracy and of the values of learned parameters. Another exper-
iment investigates whether the described interactions are due to timing only (typ-
ically, to explaining away effects), or specifically to the coexistence of both classes
in the dataset: several parameters, which clearly relate to simple attachments, are
initialized to their final value before training, using the same procedure as in §6.3.2.

This section presents and analyzes the results of these experiments, regarding
accuracy (§6.5.1) and feature-level monitoring (§6.5.2). It concludes by reporting a
series of attempts to integrate the findings into the training procedure, by means of
word-level subsampling (§6.5.3).

The primary purpose of this work is to get better feature-level insights of the
inner workings of parsers, to exhibit some mechanisms which are at work during
training, and thereby to guide the design of a new transfer framework. Assessing
whether these effects concern all languages, or even all classes in a given language,
is consequently out of the scope of this work, so that I focus again on French and
English, and on a handful of interesting classes.

6.5.1 Accuracy experiments: knowledge does not flow between similar
classes

An English parser predicts ADJ
x

NOUN attachments with a 93.9 UAS, but yields

only 45.1 for NOUN
y

ADJ ones. One way to explain this difference is the marked
imbalance between both classes (the former is 20 times more frequent than the lat-
ter). But the result remains counter-intuitive: in English, adjectives depend on nouns
(at least when close to a noun), so why should it be more difficult to learn the de-
pendency in one direction than in the other?

Figure 6.9a pictures the scores of an English parser on several PoS pair classes,
and on top of the ADJ-NOUN discrepancy it also reveals large differences between

the scores on NOUN
x

VERB and VERB
y

NOUN (81.5 and 88.9 UAS), as well as
NOUN

x
NOUN and NOUN

y
NOUN (86.1 and 69.6 UAS). It is tempting to ascribe

these differences to class size only (similarly to the ADJ-NOUN case, there are more
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occurrences of VERB
y

NOUN than of NOUN
x

VERB), but the NOUN-NOUN pat-

tern invalidates this hypothesis: the NOUN
x

NOUN attachment is less frequent

than NOUN
y

NOUN and still much more accurate.

To further investigate this, I experiment with filtering of specific dependency
classes: does the UAS on a given class change, depending on whether its counterpart
is present or absent from training data? In practice, I simulate its absence with quite
naive means: I remove from the dataset any sentence containing an occurrence of

the counterpart class.33 As expected, when removing all NOUN
x

NOUN instances
(Figure 6.9a), their prediction accuracy drops (-7.2 UAS). But what is more interest-

ing is that this removal does not affect NOUN
y

NOUN at all; it would have been
reasonable to expect its score to either drop (because some information is lost on the
fact that NOUNs can depend on NOUNs) or increase (because when processing a
pair of NOUNs, it becomes easy to dismiss at least one of the options, predicting a
left dependency), but an unchanged score is surprising. Similar experiments with

ADJ
x

NOUN and NOUN
y

ADJ in English (Figure 6.9b) and French (Figure 6.9c)
yield similar results.34 It is clear then that knowledge does not flow between compa-
rable classes, so that when seeking to improve a given class, the model fails to exploit
knowledge on its counterpart.

However, Figure 6.9 also displays the effect on a few other classes presenting
either substantial or interesting differences, and it reveals that a big change on the
size of a class has a significant impact on other classes as well; for instance the

deletion of NOUN
x

NOUN occurrences reduces the accuracy of dependencies
other than NOUN-NOUN from 86.5 to 82.8 UAS. Notably, deleting a left depen-
dency class significantly degrades several other left dependency classes (gathered

on the left), and removing NOUN
x

NOUN has a pervasive impact on most left
children of NOUN. So, there is in fact some knowledge sharing among comparable
classes, presumably through overall direction biases. And yet, this is not the

case for CCONJ
x

NOUN, which is much more impacted by the disappearance of

NOUN
y

NOUN (or NOUN
x

VERB by NOUN
y

NOUN, or NOUN
y

NOUN by

ADJ
x

NOUN in English).

Degrading accuracy overall is expected, because this sentence filtering down-
sizes a lot the dataset (down to 50-70% of its original size, in most cases), and
such data size reduction has a cost; but this does not explain why the classes are
differently impacted. Of course, removing for instance all English sentences con-

taining PROPN
y

PART (genitive marker) would also remove most occurrences of

33For soundness, the validation set undergoes the same filtering.
34There is an exception though: in English removing ADJ

x
NOUN hurts significantly NOUN

y
ADJ.

But the impacted class is so infrequent in training data that it is hard to conclude: a number of

NOUN
y

ADJ dependencies are also deleted when removing that many sentences, and the resulting
dataset may have a too small coverage of this kind of dependencies.
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(a) Fine-grained UAS in English. Red marks (on the left) picture the effect of deleting

NOUN
x

NOUN sentences, and blue marks (on the right) that of deleting NOUN
y

NOUN
sentences. Respective data sizes are 12,543, 9,108 and 8,671 sentences.
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(b) Fine-grained UAS in English. Red marks (on the left) picture the effect of deleting

ADJ
x

NOUN sentences, and blue marks (on the right) that of deleting NOUN
y

ADJ sentences.
Respective data sizes are 12,543, 7,703 and 12,112 sentences.
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(c) Fine-grained UAS in French. Red marks (on the left) picture the effect of deleting

ADJ
x

NOUN sentences, and blue marks (on the right) that of deleting NOUN
y

ADJ sentences.
Respective data sizes are 14,553, 10,718 and 7,136 sentences.

FIGURE 6.9: Fine-grained UAS of English and French parsers, and
impact of deleting all training sentences containing a given class. N,

PN and V stand for NOUN, PROPN and VERB.

PROPN
x

NOUN (possession), and the naive approach of whole sentence deletion
has surely an effect on the dependencies that often co-occur with the deleted class.
But there is not an obvious link for all concerned classes, so maybe there is more
here than meets the eye.

Notably, the UAS increases which occur with shrinked datasets are particularly

intriguing: in English, removing NOUN
y

NOUN improves NOUN
x

NOUN and
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VERB
y

NOUN by +3.5 and +3.2 UAS (both being direct alternatives), removing

ADJ
x

NOUN improves ADJ
x

ROOT (a competing attachment) by +7.6 UAS, but

removing NOUN
y

ADJ also improves VERB
y

ADP by +4.1 UAS, which seems un-
related. Although this last increase remains unexplained, the others have straight-
forward interpretations in terms of reduction of ambiguity (which simplifies the de-
cisions).

This experiment has uncovered a series of counter-intuitive measures and incon-
sistent effects, and has rather raised questions than solved them. But at that point,
one can already formulate three findings: first, classes are mostly learned indepen-
dently and knowledge hardly flows between them, even the most similar ones; as
a result, the minority classes have often poorer accuracies than expected, because
their prediction does not exploit all the information that is intuitively available; fi-
nally, the absence of a given class has a mixed influence on competing classes, but
also on seemingly unrelated ones. These findings will not be further developed here,
but more will be said in Chapter 8 regarding the lack of knowledge sharing between
similar classes, and in particular on its impact on transfer.

6.5.2 Feature-level experiments: complex classes result from unstable pa-
rameters

The following investigates more specifically the interactions between simple and
complex classes, and for that purpose it moves to the level of feature weights. A
French parser is trained as usual, except that during training each feature weight is
monitored. Figure 6.10 pictures a few of the resulting weight curves, normalized by
their final averaged value. It reads as follows: for feature s0=NOUN ∧ n0=VERB, the
averaged model has a weight of 3.2 for the LEFT action, and this parameter reaches
a value of 1.9×3.2≈6 at the end of epoch 1.35

It appears that simple classes (DET
x

and ADJ
x

NOUN) are learned quite
straightforwardly on a single generic feature: the feature weight quickly reaches
the neighbourhood of its final value and sticks there. On the other hand, features

associated with complex classes (NOUN
x

VERB and
y
DET) present big oscillations

all along: such ambiguous classes can indeed not be fully learned with simple
delexicalized features, and there is no convergence for these weights (their final
value results solely from averaging). Meanwhile, for rare but simple classes (like

SCONJ
x

), feature weights have a slower but monotonic growth, paced by their rare
occurrences.36 These curve shapes are consistent with intuition, and I assume in the

35For legibility, the smallest oscillations (1-point oscillations or peaks of less than 3 points during
less than 0.2 epoch) are not pictured.

36It is interesting to note that training-time curves do not behave the same as data-size learning
curves: the difference between simple and complex classes is not on convergence speed, but on conver-
gence itself. Indeed, the above data-size considerations were about the amount of knowledge extracted
from the data, and never stated how fast this knowledge could be extracted.
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(a) Feature weights corresponding to several classes: respectively DET
x

, ADJ
x

NOUN,

NOUN
x

VERB, pour
y

DET, SCONJ
x

. There are two kinds of curves here: monotonic curves
with smooth convergence (simple classes) and unstable ones which do not converge (complex

classes; see also
y

DET in Figure 6.11). The dashed curves show the effect on DET
x

(simple) and

NOUN
x

VERB (complex) classes of preinitializing several parameters associated with simple
classes: in both cases, the general shape of the curve remains unchanged.
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s0=NOUN ∧ n0=ADJ – RIGHT (7.4) s0=DET ∧ n0=ADJ – SHIFT (6.5)

s0=DET ∧ n0=ADJ ∧ dist=1 – SHIFT (5.4) n0=ADJ ∧ n1=NOUN – SHIFT (38.1)

s0=DET ∧ n0=ADJ ∧ n1=NOUN – SHIFT (3.8) s0=DET ∧ n0=ADJ ∧ n1=ADP – LEFT (12.8)

(b) Significant feature weights corresponding to the attachment of ADJ. Parameter tuning for the
‘DET ADJ NOUN’ pattern uncovers an interesting interaction. The SHIFT curves for s0=DET ∧
n0=ADJ ∧ dist=1 and s0=DET ∧ n0=ADJ ∧ n1=NOUN (parameters stating that ADJ is not head
of DET) do converge, but painfully: after an initial over-estimation (first epoch), and then ex-
changes of weight mass between both features (epochs 2-4), they stabilize simultaneously when
a feature describing the competing class (s0=DET ∧ n0=ADJ ∧ n1=ADP⇒ LEFT, corresponding

to DET
x

ADJ) reaches its final weight (during epoch 5).

FIGURE 6.10: Evolution of several feature weights during training.
Each curve is normalized by the final averaged value of the corre-

sponding parameter, reported in parentheses in legends.
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following that instability of unlexicalized parameters characterizes complex classes,
i.e. those which would require much more data to be less ambiguous.
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FIGURE 6.11: Removal of sentences containing preposed DETs: impact on parameters asso-
ciated with the simple and complex classes. All curves become monotonic, with a smooth
and slow convergence, usually characterizing rare simple classes. Note that for legibility, the
smallest oscillations of the upper curves are not pictured, but all updates are represented for

the lower ones.
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FIGURE 6.12: Impact on accuracy (overall and fine-grained) of both experiments, removing
training sentences and preinitializing some parameters.

To investigate possible interactions between simple and complex classes (follow-
ing the hypothesis formulated in §6.4.2), I experiment again with filtering of the

training data. In the case of DETs,37 all sentences containing the simple class DET
x

are removed from the dataset. Figure 6.11 reports the effect on parameters associ-

ated with DET
x

and
y
DET. It appears that both curves corresponding to the complex

37Similar experiments have been conducted for ADP
x

(n0=ADP ⇒ SHIFT) and
y

ADP (s0=ADV ∧
n0=ADP⇒ RIGHT and s0=ADV ∧ n0=ADP ∧ n1=NOUN⇒ RIGHT), yielding very similar results.
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class
y
DET38 become much smoother when the simple class disappears. The shape

of the new curves is in fact that of simple classes (almost monotonic, flat after a

few epochs); has
y
DET become a simple class? The effect is also visible on UAS

(Figure 6.12):
y
DET is learned much better and much faster when DET

x
is absent.39

These curves are also remarkable in another regard: it is the first time in this work

that a French parser is accurate on
y
DET; even though it happens here at the expense

of DET
x

, this dismisses the idea that such dependencies are just impossible to learn
and should be given up.

These observations suggest that the big weight variations noticed for complex
classes are not an intrinsic property of these predictions, but are only due to their
coexistence with the corresponding simple class, which complexifies the decision
boundaries and thus makes its counterpart complex (by making it a mere exception
to a simpler rule).

One way to explain that interaction would be that some parameters wait for the
final value of another parameter, and cannot converge before the other one has sta-
bilized. The timing interaction uncovered in Figure 6.10b supports this hypothesis:
parameter tuning relies on a careful balance between the weights of co-occurring
features, so that those representing exceptions must continuously be reestimated,
whenever the parameter representing the rule is updated. It is similarly hard to

believe that parameters associated with NOUN
x

VERB dependencies can be accu-
rately tuned before the noun phrases to attach have been properly identified (typ-
ically, before determiners have been attached to nouns). To verify this hypothesis,
I alter the timings with a preinitialization trick, similarly to what has been done in
Section 6.3: the weights of several features which are characteristic of a handful of

relatively simple classes (chosen based on the ranking of Table 6.6: P
x

for P=DET,

ADP, AUX, PRON, CCONJ;
y
P for P=ADJ, NOUN)40 are preinitialized to their final

averaged value, then training unfolds as usual. As shown in Figure 6.10a, no sig-

nificant effect is visible: having good DET
x

predictions right away does not make

the NOUN
x

VERB curve any smoother. Moreover, the impact on accuracy of this

preinitialization (Figure 6.12) is only marginal:
y
DET dependencies are not better

learned when the DET
x

class is known early.41 The instability of weights associated
to complex classes is consequently not due to timing interactions.

Hence, for complex classes, the issue seems really to be the existence of a (more
frequent) competing class, and not the time required to learn it: large weight vari-
ations result from feature-level contradictions of both classes, and will thus occur

38These are n0=DET⇒ RIGHT and s0=PROPN ∧ n0=DET⇒ RIGHT.
39Test data is unchanged: it includes the DET

x
sentences in all cases.

40For P
x

, the chosen features are those containing references to n0=P and whose final weights prefer

the SHIFT action, and those containing s0=P and whose final weights prefer the LEFT action. For
y

P,
they are those containing n0=P and whose final weights prefer the RIGHT action.

41The overall score is still improved in the same proportions as in Section 6.3, i.e. +0.4 UAS.
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whenever the model is required to optimize both, even if one is tuned before the
other. For this reason, I can see only one strategy to avoid such non-converging
classes: learning both kinds of classes separately, instead of mixing both objectives
in the training material. With this approach, parsers are required to learn less classes,
which is a simpler task, with simpler class boundaries – and hopefully better accura-

cies, like those obtained for
y
DET. The rest of this section further supports this idea

by reporting a series of attempts to boost rare and hard classes, whose modest results
(at least compared to their apparent potential) are precisely due to the fact that hard
classes remain mixed in training data with the easy ones.

6.5.3 Word-level subsampling

In accordance with its traditional use on imbalanced training sets (Kubat and
Matwin, 1997), subsampling has been shown above to yield significant improve-
ments on specific classes. But entertaining it at the sentence level has revealed a
major downside: it often shrinks dramatically the dataset, which incurs a huge
loss of knowledge for even unrelated classes. I thus turn now to experiments with
subsampling at the word level.

In practice, such sampling can be done by a few adaptations on the update pro-
cedure: not learning from a given dependency corresponds straightforwardly to not
performing the updates it triggers. After such a canceled update, I choose to pur-
sue training from the gold action (as if the model was already better and there was
no need to update).42 So, the subsampling procedure simply consists in enforcing a
gold action whenever the model attempts to violate the considered dependency.43

I experiment on French with 3 subsampling criteria: shrinking the frequent, the
most learnable and the easiest classes. In contrary to the previous experiments, here
several classes undergo subsampling at the same time, and I do not delete but only
shrink them: before exploiting each example, each dependency is removed from
training material with a probability that depends on its class. This probabilistic pro-
cedure ensures that the affected dependencies are not removed from the available
knowledge (the parser can still learn from them in the next epoch), but will only
contribute less to training.

42The alternative, pursuing from the predicted action, would imply that the parser’s decision was
correct and that the considered dependent was indeed attached elsewhere. Here I only want to extract
less update material, not to validate the parser’s choices regarding tokens it has not seen a lot, therefore
I choose the gold action.

43In the next chapter, this kind of adaptation will be described as a ‘dependency constraint’, whereas
pursuing from the predicted action would correspond to ‘partial training’.
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all
ADJ ADP ADV AUX CCONJ DET NOUN NUM PRON PROPN SCONJ VERB

x y x y x y x x x y x y x y x y x y x y x y

Size (×1,000) 317.1 5.8 14.4 55.2 2.0 9.1 3.6 12.2 9.0 54.4 0.3 13.9 52.5 4.8 4.6 14.5 1.5 3.9 23.3 1.9 0.8 11.7 16.1

Baseline UAS 88.3 91.1 93.0 96.6 40.3 89.0 81.3 96.7 88.1 99.3 21.7 72.2 80.0 93.5 74.7 96.5 77.0 80.8 86.3 88.9 75.8 86.8 71.4
Freq.-based 88.3 91.7 93.0 96.2 48.1 87.8 80.7 97.0 89.3 98.4 30.4 76.9 78.4 95.7 75.8 96.3 80.3 86.3 85.8 91.9 72.7 87.7 71.0
Acc.-based 87.5 91.7 90.1 94.1 61.0 88.1 82.0 97.5 86.9 95.5 65.2 73.8 79.3 92.8 75.8 95.5 75.4 87.7 85.4 88.9 75.8 84.5 75.4

Dyn. acc.-based 88.5 91.7 92.5 96.4 49.4 89.6 83.3 97.0 88.9 98.7 34.8 74.0 79.9 94.2 73.7 96.3 77.0 89.0 85.6 88.9 72.7 86.0 72.7

TABLE 6.8: Effect on fine-grained UAS of various strategies for word-level subsampling,
measured on French. Sizes written in red denote classes impacted by frequency-based sub-
sampling (above 12,685 occurrences in trainset). Blue (resp. red) scores correspond to excep-

tionally high gains (resp. drops) with respect to the class frequency.

Frequency-based subsampling In the first set of experiments, the size of each class
is capped to 4% of all dependencies: classes with a higher frequency are probabilis-
tically shrinked to this size. Here I consider classes based on child PoS and attach-
ment direction;44 this leads to removing around 40% of all dependencies. With this
subsampling, convergence is much longer (46 epochs instead of 15), but the final ac-
curacy is the same. According to Table 6.8, several minority classes benefit a lot from
a reduced imbalance, in general at the expense of the competing class (see ADP or
PROPN for instance). The overall UAS is unchanged, but this is because a few very

frequent classes (ADP
x

, DET
x

,
y
NOUN) class suffer decreases which are compara-

tively low but weight a lot in the overall score.

Accuracy-based subsampling Subsampling the most learnable classes is done us-
ing the test accuracy of the fully trained baseline parser. All classes with an UAS
over 70 (and enough occurrences in test set to be evaluated reliably, here 30) are
downsized according to their score, at a linear rate: classes with score s are reduced
to 100−s

100−70 % of their initial size. Thus, the classes which require more training are
favoured. Using the same class criterion as above,45 this removes around 56% of de-
pendencies. As reported by Table 6.8, it induces a significant drop of overall score.
Indeed, the few best classes (above 95 UAS) are particularly impacted by this sub-
sampling, become suddenly quite rare and are much less trained, which overshad-
ows the numerous improvements achieved on other classes.

However, this experiment has a very interesting effect on
y
DET, which now rises

to 3 times its baseline UAS. This confirms in a more realistic setting the previous

finding (Figure 6.12) that the
y
DET class is not impossible to learn, as usual results

suggest, but is only impeded when DET
x

is 200 times larger (40 times larger with

44Using only child PoS tags as a class criterion inflicts an undue penalty to minority classes and is

detrimental overall (-0.4 UAS): for instance the accuracy on
y

DET drops to 4.3 UAS, because of the size

penalty incurred by DET
x

. I also consider relation labels, but here they yield similar results to child
PoS with direction.

45Here again, classes based on PoS only are detrimental to e.g.
y

DET (whose UAS drops to 0), and
relation labels present similar effects, but with an even worse overall score (87.1 UAS).
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frequency-based subsampling, only 4 times with accuracy-based subsampling). No-
tably, here both classes achieve relatively high scores at the same time, which was
not the case in Figure 6.12.

Another effect worth mentioning is that even though the convergence time does
not significantly increase (19 epochs instead of 15), the learning of individual classes

appears tangibly much slower. For instance, at the end of first epoch, DET
x

is 5
points below its final score, while in the baseline it is already 0.2 below an even

higher final score. Also, if a threshold is set at 1 point below final score, DET
x

does

not reach it before epoch 10 (epoch 19 instead of 8 for VERB
x

which is less impacted,
and 7 instead of 2 for overall score). Interestingly, this delay concerns also classes

which are much less affected by the subsampling process (NOUN
x

: epoch 7 instead

of 3;
y
NOUN: epoch 14 instead of 5): this supports the idea that they use easy classes

(typically DET
x

) as building blocks, in which case they need more time here because
easy classes have not stabilized yet.

Dynamic accuracy-based subsampling To prevent the initial delay that impacts
the best but also other classes, this last set of experiments adopts a progressive ap-
proach: subsampling is applied to accurate classes, but only as soon as they achieve
high scores during training. These are the easy classes; they have taken some advance
(with respect to the hard ones) in extracting the available knowledge, so they do not
need as much learning efforts and are slowed down. In practice, the good predic-
tions made during training inference are tracked (ignoring of course the enforced
ones), and exploited at the end of each epoch to re-estimate the current (cumulative)
score for each class, to be used in the 100−s

100−70 coefficient as above. Note that the first
epoch is thus unaffected. This criterion appears indeed progressive: empirically,
46% of dependencies are removed on second epoch, 62% on 10th.

Convergence is now faster than in baseline (10 epochs), and Table 6.8 addi-
tionally reports that this subsampling improves overall UAS. The first (unchanged)
epoch is indeed leveraged as usual by easy classes to quickly reach high accuracies,
and the next epochs focus on the harder classes, which require dedicated efforts; as
a result, drops on accurate classes are alleviated, while preserving gains on others.
Analysis reveals that learning delays have disappeared. It thus seems possible to
have the model pursue two separate objectives, only by adapting the training proce-
dure.

However, it appears that focusing on hard classes in later epochs is still detri-
mental to the easy ones, because the learned parameters that contribute to their good
predictions (specific features, but also shared biases) are not frozen: they are contin-
uously affected by training of hard classes, but without sanity check on easy classes.

Typically, DET
x

quickly reaches an UAS of 99.3 (epoch 2), but then it contributes only
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rarely, which does not leave enough room to adapt its weights to the new third-party
parameters, and it slowly decreases down to 98.7 UAS.46

This exploration of subsampling confirms several interaction mechanisms men-
tioned earlier, but it also presents concrete attempts to handle classes which are over-
represented (either because of natural imbalance, or just because they are not so rel-
evant). However, results highlight the unavoidable – and harmful in this context
– effects of such interactions. Class subsampling incurs delays on specific classes
which in turn slow down the whole learning process; and this delay can easily be
avoided with a progressive subsampling, but only at the cost of making the easy
classes vulnerable to harmful third-party updates. These findings support the strat-
egy of freezing once for all the learned parameters corresponding to previously ex-
tracted knowledge (typically, on simple classes), except that this set of parameters is
not known exactly. On another hand, I have already mentioned the idea of splitting
the task at the class level (in which case the model takes care of identifying the appro-
priate features), thereby making the parser learn less classes at a time. It ensues that
there is a way to apply all those ideas together: to split the traditional catch-all model
into a series of independent submodels, each one focusing on a subset of classes and
with no interaction during updates.

Coming back to the main hypothesis of this section (C in Figure 6.1), whether
the parser of a given source should train only on the relevant part of the dependen-
cies, there is no definite answer. On the one hand, some classes can be noxious to the
rest of the predictions, so that if those are in fact irrelevant, they have no reason to
be kept in training data. But on the other hand, training only on the relevant depen-
dencies overlooks the fact that the irrelevant ones can correspond to basic syntactic
mechanisms (like determiners) which are essential to learn the other classes. As a
result, the best strategy seems to be in between: reducing the task of each parser to
the relevant dependencies, but augmented with a few irrelevant ones. Hopefully,
these basic dependencies correspond mostly to the easy ones, for which estimation
techniques have already been developed in Section 6.4, even in low-resource scenar-
ios.

6.6 Wrap-up: more is both more and less

The purpose of this chapter was to better understand the inner workings of parsing,
and how heterogeneity affected transfer efficiency. Among other findings, it has
uncovered several ways in which classes interact and provided better insights on
feature-level interpretation. Drawing firmer conclusions on those broad topics is
out of the scope of this work, but a number of properties revealed along this study

46In an attempt to preserve the accurate classes from the negative impact of third-party updates, I
have also experimented with more dynamic criteria, like the score on previous epoch only, but the
results were not significantly better.
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(root-leaves discrepancy, impact of lexicalized features, generalization ability, class
complexity, feature-level convergence, as well as the importance of timing during
training) deserve to be investigated in future work.

Regarding specifically the cross-lingual application, this series of experiments
has also been very instructive for refining the design of my transfer framework.

Section 6.1 has pointed out the deficiency of available tools for intrinsic evalua-
tion: they fail to assess the usefulness of tiny or cross-lingual parsers (that is, how
informative the resulting parses are). Section 6.4 fills this gap by proposing a formal
distinction between classes containing much and little knowledge. Based on the in-
tuition that there are two ways to learn a piece of knowledge, one simple (with a few
generalizing rules, typically unlexicalized) and one complex (by learning a precise
behaviour for each concerned word in turn, which requires much more data), it in-
troduces concrete measures to evaluate the behaviour for each class in this regard.
These tools have allowed me to exhibit how classes can be handled differently by
parsers, and to characterize the classes for which cross-lingual transfer is not worth
it, compared to tiny parsers. This study has thus led to reassigning some knowledge
considered as SHARED, as if it was TARGET-SPECIFIC; in other terms it not only vali-
dates hypothesis B of Figure 6.1, but also proposes an empirical way to identify some
of the concerned dependencies.

Coming back to the questions left open at the end of the previous chapter, this
chapter has unveiled several concurrent effects which exemplify how learning even
irrelevant pieces of knowledge may become necessary for proper transfer (which cor-
responds to hypothesis C). While it is true that there is not much knowledge sharing
between close or related classes (§6.5.1) and as such irrelevant dependencies are not
explicitly used to annotate target data, they may still have a significant effect on
the quality of training. Indeed, Section 6.3 uncovers how learning SOURCE-SPECIFIC

knowledge can in fact improve generalization on what is SHARED (thereby validating
hypothesis A): by means of explaining away effects (§6.3.2), granting access to lex-
icalized features during training of a delexicalized parser makes the model rely on
such parameters. This may prevent generalization, and hurt monolingual accuracy
because of the resulting loss of knowledge, but in cross-lingual settings it can also
help for distinguishing the rule from the language-specific exceptions, and thereby
enable better transfer with simpler class boundaries.

Furthermore, Section 6.5 exhibits cases where learning relevant knowledge can
only be done by first learning some other pieces of knowledge, independently of
their relevance. Indeed, some easy classes (typically, determiners) act as build-
ing blocks for others (typically, nouns): not having access to them can delay or
event prevent learning of other classes (§6.5.3). For instance, even if the target does
not have determiners, cross-lingual parsers must be able to attach them in source
data, because nouns must first be singled out (without determiners to pollute their
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neighbourhood) before learning their attachment to verbs (SHARED needs SOURCE-
SPECIFIC). Conversely, regarding the nouns whose attachment is specific to the tar-
get, even if determiners are cross-lingually consistent, the parser trained specifically
on target data must also be able to attach them, or again it could not learn to attach
the nouns (TARGET-SPECIFIC needs SHARED).

Keeping these dependencies can be crucial, because they affect the representa-
tions of the configurations evaluated by the parser. For instance on the French sen-
tence ‘cet appartement minuscule me suffit’ (literally, this flat tiny to-me suffices, cor-

responding to PoS sequence ‘DET NOUN ADJ PRON VERB’), the PRON
x

VERB
dependency is theoretically scored with only ‘NOUN’ on the stack (which can help
to detect that the VERB has already a candidate subject, so that the PRON will be
annotated as iobj); but if the parser is not supposed to attach ADJs, even in gold
space the stack can be ‘NOUN ADJ’ at that time, so that the parser may see only the
ADJ and thus decide that the PRON is nsubj.

However, when the focus is put on a handful of classes, incorporating more
knowledge to learn within the same model can have an adverse impact on the ability
to extract knowledge from the desired dependencies. Feature-level analysis reveals
that including some simple classes makes others much more complex, by preventing
their parameters from converging (§6.5.2). But this effect cannot be alleviated by
timing tricks, considering that it results from an objective function that combines
two different purposes at the same time and thus advocates for an under-optimal
trade-off.47

Thus, I rather propose to simplify the task assigned to the parser: thanks to
simpler class boundaries, deleting one class can have a large beneficial impact on
competing classes, even despite data reduction (§6.5.1), and a few manipulations
at the word level (to reduce their contribution to the objective function) can yield
huge improvements on specific classes whose learning seemed impossible until then
(§6.5.3). So, even if the parser needs access to a given piece of knowledge acting as
building block, it is better to just provide it than to make the parser learn it altogether.
Providing it as initialization parameters would fail, because it would be vulnerable
to pervasive third-party updates (§6.5.3). One way to preserve that knowledge is to
provide it at the data level instead of the parameter level. For my transfer framework,
it means that the prediction is split between several submodels, each one trained
separately, and each one taking over the annotation of some tokens in the sentence
(and forwarding the information to others).

As a matter of fact, the literature already has a meta-learning framework for this

47This statement appears in contradiction with the success of multi-task or multi-view learning.
However, such frameworks assume some kind of covariate shift: they consider two different ways to
learn the same knowledge, while here it is about learning two unrelated pieces of knowledge on the
same data.
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setting: cascading (Alpaydin and Kaynak, 1998).48 The idea here is to train separately
(but not independently) a series of partial parsers, each one in turn, and to enrich
the input at each step with their predictions, in order to incrementally build the
full parse – that is, without reannotating previously annotated words, which would
rather be stacking. The first submodel would typically be easy shared classes, pre-
sumably used as building blocks by all subsequent models, then would follow cross-
lingual parsers from various sources (and based on various transfer techniques), so
that the last submodel could focus on extracting from sparse target data what could
not be recovered yet, i.e. target-specific knowledge. For a sentence like ‘Her boyfriend

broke up on February 14’, the first step would be to attach ‘Her’ and ‘on’ (DET
x

and

ADP
x

are easy), after which a parser projected from a close language like French
would take care of the main structure of the sentence (identifying the root ‘broke’
and its nsubj and obl dependents, ‘boyfriend’ and ‘February’); the verbal postposi-
tion (‘up’), which is a property of Germanic languages, could then be attached by a
delexicalized parser trained on, say, German, and the very English-specific attach-
ment of ‘14’ would finally be completed by an English parser.

Now that its specifications have been established, the remaining chapters de-
scribe step by step the development of this framework.

48Interestingly, the method was primarily presented as ‘learning a rule and exceptions’ (Alpaydin,
1997), which has precisely been one major focus in this chapter.
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Abstract

In this part, practical steps are taken to implement the cascading
transfer framework designed in the previous chapters, which combines
seamlessly multiple sources and resources. First, the parsing framework
is extended to reach a higher degree of flexibility regarding inputs and
outputs, needed to perform cascading in practice. The whole extension
is based on a generalization of dynamic oracles; it leads to the release
of the PanParser software, whose main functionalities are described
and empirically evaluated. Second, typological knowledge is used to
address some word order divergences between the source and target
languages, which often hinder effective transfer. This proposal improves
the applicability of the proposed transfer approach, by making even
distant sources worth exploiting. Finally, as the cascading framework is
parameterized by a series of metrics and architectural choices, a set of
those is proposed to enable its effective use in a cross-lingual context,
but also for monolingual applications. All contributions of this part
are evaluated in the frame of a shared task, with realistic low-resource
conditions.
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In Chapters 5 and 6, I have designed and described the main ideas of a transfer
framework with desirable properties, based on a cascading architecture. However,
that framework is impossible to apply with state-of-the-art transition-based depen-
dency parsers. Indeed, in the literature, the parsing task is mostly considered from
the perspective of its standard use cases: given a treebank, how to train a parser?
And given raw data, how to produce a tree for each sentence? No need to pro-
duce partial trees, for instance, has arisen, and as such, the main algorithms of this
literature have been developed with a focus on the standard use cases; so, even if de-
parting from some aspects of those conditions is just a matter of implementation, the
possibility has not necessarily been included in existing implementations. However,
my cascading proposal implies precisely to stray from the standard parsing condi-
tions, therefore I need to extend the framework of transition-based parsing to accept
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much more diverse settings; the behaviour of the parsers has also to be analyzed in
this new context, in order to check that they perform well even then.

This chapter is consequently a necessary preliminary step before actually tack-
ling cascading transfer, where I propose ways to make parsing frameworks more
flexible, and I put those ideas into practice by releasing my own parser implementa-
tion: PanParser.1

Section 7.1 describes a few non-standard parsing tasks which are required by my
cascading framework, but out of the scope of state-of-the-art parsing; I then provide
hints at how dynamic oracles can be used to reach this higher level of flexibility. In
Section 7.2, I propose several extensions of the dynamic oracle framework, in order
both to increase its applicability and to make it accessible to beam parsers: these con-
tributions allow me to sketch a unified framework which reconciles various parsing
approaches and opens new research perspectives.

PanParser is built upon those ideas, as explained in Section 7.3, and it includes
the new functionalities I advocate, among others. The rest of the chapter addresses
more closely three of those functionalities (partial training in Section 7.4, partial
parsing in Section 7.5 and constrained parsing in Section 7.6), providing addi-
tional implementation details, but also empirical insights on their accuracy and
behavioural properties.

7.1 An increased need for flexibility

7.1.1 Non-standard parsing tasks

In contrary to the standard use cases, the transfer framework sketched in previous
chapters involves parts of parsing models or data. Putting this framework into prac-
tice thus assumes access to or implementation of several non-standard parsing tasks
based on partial trees; most of them however are not possible with the state-of-the-
art algorithms and implementations, which are tailored to the standard use cases of
parsing.

Partial training In cross-lingual settings, the training data may contain tokens
which are unannotated by default: in this work it concerns some dependencies con-
sidered as irrelevant for the target syntax (for instance source-specific exceptions)
but it can also happen for other reasons, like unaligned tokens during annotation
projection, as mentioned in Section 4.1. To properly handle such tokens, the parser
must then be able to train on arbitrarily partial annotations.

1https://perso.limsi.fr/aufrant

https://perso.limsi.fr/aufrant
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Partial parsers While partial training does not affect the prediction task (the parser
is still supposed to annotate any input token, without restriction), the previous chap-
ter has also suggested to build parsers with a more specific task (§6.5.2), i.e. which
are supposed to learn only part of the syntax. For instance, a model specialized on
function words (used early in the cascade, to help all subsequent models which focus
on content words) should learn to reject content words, i.e. leaving them unanno-
tated. Such partial predictions are not possible in the state of the art: the only way
to achieve this currently is by performing a full annotation, and then filtering the
output; but this strategy has no impact on the classifier and consequently misses the
potential beneficial effects mentioned in Section 6.6, whereby the decision bound-
aries can be simplified at training time. Besides, such filtering is only possible when
the typology of unannotated tokens is well known, which is not the case when they
result from partial projection or confidence filtering. For instance if, for any rea-
son, training data turns out to have annotations for only 10% of ADPs, it is not clear
whether ADPs annotations should be filtered out from the output, or if the parser
has enough material to learn them accurately. Using a partial parser in that case lets
the parser decide itself whether that few occurrences are enough to generalize on
ADP attachments, or it is safer to refrain from annotating them.

Constrained parsing In the cascading architecture I propose, information flows
from one submodel to the other by means of enriching the input with the already
predicted dependencies. These annotations act as constraints, in the sense that they
must then be included in the output. Hence, to build my transfer framework as
described, the underlying parser needs the ability to parse under constraints, at pre-
diction time, which a few implementations have in fact started to allow, but also at
training time, which to my knowledge is unprecedented. Indeed, if all determiners
are preannotated by another parser, the current parser does not need to learn how to
attach them (thus redundantly acquiring previous knowledge), because it will never
actually annotate a determiner. Providing the constraints at training time thus sig-
nals what the parser can avoid to learn, letting it focus on how to complete them.

Besides, there are also issues of train-test consistency, whereby the model per-
forms best if it is trained in conditions similar to those it encounters at prediction
time,2 because it has been optimized to discriminate hypotheses in a specific search
space, which should not be tampered with. So, if parsing is constrained at prediction
time, it should be at training time as well.3

2This effect is illustrated in Chapter 3 by the score drop when beam size changes between training
and test.

3In Pécheux et al. (2015)’s experiments, constraining the search space is beneficial at prediction time,
but detrimental at training time: indeed, the constrained tokens do not contribute anymore to learning
general knowledge, from which unconstrained tokens would have benefited though. However, in the
context of this work, it is assumed that the constrained and unconstrained tokens are typologically so
different that it is not possible to generalize from the former (e.g. DET-NOUN dependencies) to the
latter (e.g. NOUN-VERB dependencies). This supposes that this distinction has been appropriately
estimated, which is addressed in Chapter 9.
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On a final note, applying the constraints also at training time has the extra bene-
fit that the information they contain can be explicitly exploited (as features), instead
of specifying mandatory edges only. Typically, using ARCEAGER, when considering

a LEFT action (i.e. creating the dependency s0
x

n0, where s0 and n0 are the first ele-
ments of the stack and the buffer), n0’s head and right children are always unknown
by design, because they are not attached yet; but if the information is already avail-
able in the constraints, it could be drawn from there. This can change for instance

the attachment of token ‘the’, for the input ‘the temple
x

bombings’: the feature ‘n0 is
a NOUN and its head is a NOUN on the right’ indicates a compound noun, in which
case the determiner should not attach to the first noun (LEFT action) but to the sec-
ond (SHIFT action). If a previous parser handles (reliably) all compounds, then this
feature can be used very straightforwardly to attach ‘the’ to different nouns in sen-
tences ‘The temple bombings surprised everyone’ and ‘The temple bombings destroyed has
been rebuilt’.

Unrestricted data Finally, several parsing algorithms require the training data to
have some formal properties, typically projectivity.4 But since the data resulting
from transfer is particularly noisy, it will come with much less guarantees: for in-
stance, when projecting a projective tree through parallel data, the projected tree
can still be non-projective, because of word order differences or noisy alignments. It
can thus concern much more sentences than in the standard monolingual setting, so
that the baseline strategy (discarding all inadequate examples) is riskier, even more
so in a resource-sensitive scenario. Modifying the trees to make them projective is
similarly delicate, because it adds noise to already noisy annotations. Consequently,
to better leverage the scarce available data, the parser should be able to train on any
example, without any restriction on their properties.5 The same goes for constraints:
depending on how they were built, they may be non-projective for instance, but even
a projective parser should be able to exploit them.

7.1.2 Additional benefits of dynamic oracles

The principle of dynamic oracles satisfies most of these needs, for the only reason
that they approach the whole computation differently. By breaking away from the
idea of reference derivation, this approach also departs from a narrow viewpoint
on oracles, whereby the only purpose of computing them is to produce reference

4Projectivity is the most straightforward example of such property, but the parser of Gómez-
Rodríguez and Nivre (2010), for instance, requires the trees to be 2-planar, and other transition systems
may expect other properties. Another example is having full coverage over the sentence, i.e. a single
complete tree. That one is addressed separately (as partial training), but it serves the same purpose of
making all examples usable.

5There remains however the requirement that annotations must always be compatible with trees,
i.e. single-headed and acyclic; extensions to directed acyclic graphs would be an interesting track for
future work, though.
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configurations for updates during training. As a matter of fact, they can be used in
many other ways.

Dynamic oracles reduce most of the oracle computation to some mathemati-
cal property of the configuration, the action cost (since oracle actions are defined as
zero-cost actions). By doing so, this approach also singles out the actual computation
(cost evaluation) from the context of this computation (tree properties, constraints,
how the parser got to that configuration) and its purpose (training). As a matter of
fact, action cost can always be computed for any (legal) action, in any parser configu-
ration: basically it just states, for a given set of edges, whether the considered action
is compatible with those edges (i.e. does not remove any of them from the reachable
ones), regardless of any other consideration. Yet, being able to answer that question
is exactly what the non-standard tasks listed above require.

Partial training This kind of training is in fact enabled by default as soon as dy-
namic oracles are employed: because updates are error-based, when there is not
enough information to flag an error (because the attachment that could be trouble-
some is unknown), nothing happens and training simply goes on. The main diffi-
culty in this regard is actually a matter of implementation: how partial annotations
are encoded, and how action costs are specified without assuming that the involved
heads are always properly identified tokens.

Constrained parsing Constraining the parser to add specific dependencies to the
output can be thought of as just ensuring that they belong to the final parse, and this
can be done by preventing the parser from considering any action that is incompat-
ible with the dependency constraints. In other words, constraints can be applied by
computing action costs with respect to those constraints, and authorizing only zero-
cost actions to be scored. Then the parser will naturally apply only actions which
respect the constraints, and include them in the final output. Training under con-
straints is just as easy, because the search space can be reduced in the same way at
prediction and training times.

Unrestricted data The ability to train on any kind of data also results from the use
of dynamic oracles: the cost is well-defined for any action, and by definition there
is always at least one zero-cost action. So, all data are usable by design, regard-
less of non-projectivity or any other unwanted property. The issue rather resides in
deriving a sound definition of the cost in certain cases. Regarding non-projective ex-
amples specifically, one way to look at them is as a set of configurations containing
arc incompatibilities: when two crossing edges are reachable, only one can actually
belong to the final output. Yet, this is a known setting: in non-arc-decomposable
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systems, from certain erroneous configurations it is not possible to reach all reach-
able dependencies within the same path. With appropriate cost derivation, it is thus
possible to easily handle such cases.

Partial parsers are the only extension whose implementation does not rely on
dynamic oracles. They are actually handled differently because their output differs
from standard full parses and as such is not allowed by the state-of-the-art transition
systems. The design of such parsers is addressed separately, in Section 7.5.

7.1.3 Dynamic oracles for global training

Dynamic oracles consequently appear to be beneficial in many regards, and yet they
are not available for beam parsers. Chapter 3 has already explained why beam pars-
ing and dynamic oracles are complementary: one is about choosing the negative up-
date configuration, the other is about choosing the positive one (which at the same
time increases the number of legal candidates for negative configurations). There is
consequently hope to achieve extra improvements by combining both approaches.

But in the present case, there are more pressing reasons to consider dynamic
oracles for beam parsers. Three of the non-standard tasks presented above entirely
rely on such an oracle, and yet it is only available for greedy parsers, which
even with dynamic oracles remain less accurate on standard tasks than beam
parsers. But if my improved transfer framework proves successful, restricting it to
low-performance parsers will likely prevent it from actually outperforming state-
of-the-art cross-lingual parsing, just because the other methods can be entertained
with better parsers.

7.2 Extensions of dynamic oracles

This section presents mainly two contributions to improve dynamic oracles. I first
propose (§7.2.1) a generalized definition of the action cost, which has many bene-
fits, from the derivation of dynamic oracles in non-arc-decomposable cases, to the
possibility to exploit any ill-typed data (like non-projective trees) without even de-
riving a new oracle; in the course of this study I also amend a previous literature
result, showing that the ARCEAGER system is not always arc-decomposable. One of
my publications is dedicated to this generalized criterion and its handling of non-
projectivity (Aufrant et al., 2018a). Second, I present a sound extension of dynamic
oracles to global training (§7.2.2), and conclude by using that extension to formalize a
unified framework which covers the diversity of parser training procedures (§7.2.3),
thereby solving two issues left open in the literature. That second contribution has
lead to two publications (Aufrant et al., 2016c, 2017).
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7.2.1 Redefining action cost to cover more ground: non-arc-decomposable
systems and non-projective trees

I propose here alternate definitions of the action cost and the gold action criterion,
which extend the applicability of dynamic oracles. Their benefits are exemplified
here in two ways: by a case study on a non-arc-decomposable transition system, for
which a dynamic oracle is easier to derive with the new definitions, and by showing
in the case of non-projectivity how those definitions make it possible to learn on
unrestricted data.

Following the definitions given in Chapter 3, the cost of action t in configuration
c is the drop in maximum UAS incurred by this action:

COST(c, t) =
[

max
t1,···,t f inal

UAS(c ◦ t1 ◦ · · · ◦ t f inal)

]
−
[

max
t2,···,t f inal

UAS(c ◦ t ◦ t2 ◦ · · · ◦ t f inal)

]
and a system is said arc-decomposable if all arcs reachable from a configuration can be
reached jointly, by the same derivation. In other words, their predictions are com-
patible. Denoting FORBIDDENARCS(c, t) the number of gold arcs that are reachable
from configuration c but not from c◦t (i.e. after applying action t), it ensues that:

COST(c, t) = FORBIDDENARCS(c, t)

Non-arc-decomposable systems When this property does not hold, on the other
hand, there are extra sources of cost to account for, because of incompatible arcs. In
case of such incompatibilities, at some point, adding a gold arc will indeed imply
renouncing to another gold arc,6 thereby inserting a new error. But this cost cannot
be attributed to the given action, it is in fact due to a much earlier action, which
introduced the incompatibility. Besides, sometimes in such cases, FORBIDDENARCS

is non-zero for all legal actions, in which case it is obviously not identical to the COST

function, which by definition is zero for at least one action.

There are two main strategies to compute the action cost in non-arc-
decomposable systems. The first is to explicitly compute the loss before and
after the action, typically using dynamic programming (Goldberg et al., 2014), and
then retain the difference. The second is to directly model the cost, by formalizing
the configurations holding arc incompatibilities, and detecting when such incom-
patibilities are inserted (Gómez-Rodríguez and Fernández-González, 2015). When
possible, this is computationally cheaper than a full loss computation.

6For instance, with the ArcStandard system and the example ‘The
x

bag
x

fell’, in the configuration

where the buffer is empty and the stack is [The bag fell], the only way to output the bag
x

fell dependency
is to attach (and pop) ‘bag’ immediately, thereby renouncing to its child ‘The’, even tough it is currently
reachable.
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Relaxed action cost To formalize the cost in a non-arc-decomposable system, I de-
fine EXPECTEDCOST(c) as the number of gold arcs that are still reachable from c but
(considering some final configuration, reachable from c and with maximal UAS) do
not belong to the final output. This counts the number of current incompatibilities.
The action cost then decomposes as:

COST(c, t) = FORBIDDENARCS(c, t) + (EXPECTEDCOST(c◦t)− EXPECTEDCOST(c))

I now introduce the RELAXEDCOST function, defined as:

RELAXEDCOST(c, t) = FORBIDDENARCS(c, t) + EXPECTEDCOST(c◦t)

from which ensues:

EXPECTEDCOST(c) = RELAXEDCOST(c, t)−COST(c, t) ≤ RELAXEDCOST(c, t)

and because at least one action has zero cost:

EXPECTEDCOST(c) = min
t

RELAXEDCOST(c, t)

RELAXEDCOST(c, t) = FORBIDDENARCS(c, t) + min
t′

RELAXEDCOST(c◦t, t′)

COST(c, t) = RELAXEDCOST(c, t)−min
t′

RELAXEDCOST(c, t′)

In other words, the RELAXEDCOST function computes an overestimate of COST,
that repeatedly counts the cost of incompatibilities, as long as they are not resolved,
and not only when they are introduced. Thus, it may happen that no action has a
zero RELAXEDCOST, but the actual cost can be retrieved by shifting all costs by the
minimum RELAXEDCOST, which corresponds to the current EXPECTEDCOST. Hence,
in this framework, the optimal actions are not those with zero cost but with minimal
cost.

These definitions have two useful properties, which make the use of the alter-
nate definition transparent. First, for arc-decomposable systems, EXPECTEDCOST is
null, so RELAXEDCOST = COST. Second, since mint COST(c, t) = 0, in both cases
(RELAXEDCOST and COST), shifting by the minimum cost always yields COST val-
ues.

Consequently, from now on, I use RELAXEDCOST instead of COST and define
optimal actions as minimum-cost actions. In practice, defining the action cost explicitly
then consists in listing as usual the arcs that the action makes unreachable, as well
as the causes of arc incompatibilities in the future configuration. The difficulty of
deriving non-arc-decomposable costs now resides in the exhaustive enumeration of
arc incompatibilities.

ArcEager with ROOT in first position I first illustrate the benefits of these defi-
nitions on the variant of the ARCEAGER system where the dummy ROOT is at the
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beginning, and for which no dynamic oracle has been derived yet.7

Indeed, moving the ROOT token to the beginning of the sentence has important
consequences for that system. First, it changes the preconditions of some actions:
SHIFT becomes illegal when the buffer contains a single element, because afterwards
it cannot be attached, and the final configuration with ROOT token requires an empty
stack. Similarly, RIGHT is illegal when the buffer contains a single element and at
least one word in the stack is unattached.

Second, and as a direct result of those new preconditions, the system becomes
non-arc-decomposable. Indeed, in the configuration pictured by Figure 7.1, both
heads of ‘training’ and ‘him’ are reachable, but the only way to get both of them
(with a RIGHT-RIGHT sequence) is forbidden by the extra precondition, because then
the parser would end up stuck in a non-final configuration.

ROOT Recently I ’m having trouble training him

(a) Reference parse tree.

ROOT trouble | training him

stack buffer

(b) Stack and buffer of the (already
suboptimal) configuration to evalu-
ate; ‘trouble’ is unattached. Possible
actions are RIGHT, LEFT and SHIFT.

ROOT · · · trouble training him

(c) Case RIGHT: best parse with
REDUCE-LEFT-RIGHT-REDUCE

afterwards.

ROOT · · · trouble training him

(d) Case LEFT: best parse
with RIGHT-RIGHT-REDUCE-

REDUCE afterwards.

ROOT · · · trouble training him

(e) Case SHIFT: afterwards
LEFT-LEFT-RIGHT-REDUCE is

enforced.

FIGURE 7.1: Counter-example to arc-decomposability of the ARCEA-
GER transition system with ROOT in first position.

Hopefully, this property does not hinder the derivation of a dynamic oracle for
ARCEAGER in the general case: as advocated above, the usual definition (Table 3.12)
is simply extended by listing the incompatibilities. In fact, there is exactly one type
of configuration which implies arc incompatibilities, illustrated in Figure 7.2. It is
the case when the reference ascendance of the last word in sentence (nN) consists in
any number of buffer tokens followed by a stack element, and deeper in the stack
(including nN’s ancestor) at least one word is still unattached. Because of the extra
preconditions, in that case at least one ancestor of nN will not get its correct head,
but will instead be promoted as head of the unattached stack element.

Consequently, non-arc-decomposability adds a (relaxed) cost of 1 if the parser is
in this configuration, or will be put in this configuration by the given action – the cost

7To the best of my knowledge, this topic is not addressed in the literature: Goldberg and Nivre
(2013) only study the case where ROOT is in the end, as is common practice. There are reports however
of actual uses of that variant, but with a static oracle (Ballesteros and Nivre, 2013).
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ROOT · · · si′ · · · si · · · | · · · nj · · · · · · · · · nN
stack buffer

FIGURE 7.2: Prototype of arc incompatibilities for ARCEAGER with
ROOT in first position. Dashed dependencies belong to the reference,

plain ones are those already predicted.

computation is otherwise unchanged. More precisely, a single arc incompatibility is
inserted whenever the parser is not already in that configuration, and an ancestor
of the last token is shifted, or attached to a stack containing at least one unattached
word; this is a case where computing the relaxed cost is much more direct and effi-
cient than computing the actual cost.

Non-projective examples As explained in Section 7.1, non-projective examples can
simply be seen as configurations with arc incompatibilities. Hence, from the oracle’s
point of view, the initial empty configuration already comes with embedded ‘past
errors’ (the incompatibilities due to edge crossings). As in non-arc-decomposable
systems, the cost incurred by these incompatibilities is not due to actions to come,
but should be attributed to previous actions, taken in a fictive history before the
initial configuration. As such, the natural behavior of dynamic oracles is to ignore
this cost.

However, in the frame of this work, I have not derived the action costs for non-
projective examples (that is, enumerated all non-projective arc incompatibilities in
an arbitrary parser configuration). By not specifying arc incompatibilities, the cost
is simply under-estimated. This has the consequence that some actions introducing
incompatibilities may be deemed correct, later resulting in configurations where all
actions forbid some reference arc, even though no error has been detected in the past;
but such cases are handled transparently when defining gold actions as minimum-
cost instead of zero-cost actions. Thus, the minimum-cost criterion makes training on
such examples at least possible, even though a few updates remain unsound.8

The benefits of including non-projective examples in the training sets of
projective parsers are evaluated on UD 2.0, by exploiting them with the proposed
oracle-based method, and also by making them projective with the pseudo-
projectivization technique (Nivre and Nilsson, 2005). As shown in Table 7.1 (upper
part), it is empirically better to handle non-projective sentences with minimum-cost
dynamic oracles than to discard them all; but this strategy also outperforms
pseudo-projectivization. As expected, the gains of both methods increase when the
proportion of non-projectivity increases, i.e. when more examples would have been

8Under-estimated costs biase the oracle toward late resolution of inconsistencies: in case of two
incompatible arcs, the parser will prefer actions that keep both options as long as possible (with no
cost in terms of FORBIDDENARCS) over actions that forbid one of them right away (and thus yield a
cost).
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discarded. Apart from higher gains on average, the advantage of the minimum-cost
strategy is that it is consistently beneficial, whereas pseudo-projectivization is
detrimental for the smallest treebanks.9 Those results are supported by additional
experiments with standard projectivization in (Aufrant et al., 2018a).

% non-projective sentences # training sentences

µ > 50% 25-50% 10-25% < 10% > 500 < 500

PANPARSER – greedy ARCEAGER 78.28 56.23 76.22 75.48 82.47 81.34 67.36
+ dynamic oracle (only projective snt.) 78.94 57.74 76.98 76.25 82.96 81.92 68.34
+ dynamic oracle + pseudo-proj. snt. +0.26 +2.01 +1.49 +0.20 -0.07 +0.46 -0.46
+ dynamic oracle + non-projective snt. +0.48 +2.45 +1.83 +0.45 +0.08 +0.51 +0.36

PANPARSER – greedy ARCHYBRID 75.70 53.08 73.66 73.19 79.63 78.29 66.50
+ dynamic oracle (only projective snt.) 76.50 54.22 74.61 73.95 80.40 79.22 66.81
+ dynamic oracle + non-projective snt. +0.55 +3.08 +2.16 +0.34 +0.22 +0.53 +0.61

MALTPARSER (only projective snt.) 72.88 57.87 71.74 69.99 76.68 76.81 58.87
+ pseudo-projectivized sentences +0.37 +5.84 +1.40 +0.19 +0.07 +0.48 -0.02
+ pseudo-proj. + deprojectivized output +0.45 +6.84 +1.69 +0.25 +0.09 +0.59 -0.05

TABLE 7.1: Comparison on UD 2.0 of various strategies to handle non-projective training ex-
amples, depending on the non-projectivity rate and on treebank size. Reported scores are
the average UAS over the corresponding sets of languages. All UAS gains are computed with
respect to the ‘only projective’ lines. MALTPARSER is version 1.9.1 with default parameters,
and pseudo-projectivization uses the head encoding scheme of the MALTPARSER implemen-

tation.

Additional measures with the ARCHYBRID system show that the gains achieved
by the minimum-cost criterion are not specific to the ARCEAGER system: despite
different baseline scores, the proposed strategy yields similar improvements.

For illustrative purposes, similar experiments are conducted with MALTPARSER

(Nivre et al., 2006), which is another implementation of the ARCEAGER system but
differs from PANPARSER in several ways (different feature templates, static oracle); to
help comparison, additional results are reported for PANPARSER without dynamic
oracles. Compared to MALTPARSER, the ARCEAGER PANPARSER baseline appears
much stronger (+6 UAS) on the downsized datasets; but the gains achieved when
exploiting the non-projective trees (with pseudo-projectivization) are similar in both
implementations. There is one exception, Ancient Greek (the only treebank with
more than 50% non-projective sentences), for which the MALTPARSER gains are way
larger than those of PANPARSER; but this treebank seems particular in several re-
gards10 and consequently does not question the superiority of the minimum-cost
oracle over the pseudo-projectivization strategy, measured even in Ancient Greek
for PANPARSER.

Finally, Table 7.1 also reports the gains achieved by MALTPARSER when pseudo-
projectivization is followed by deprojectivization of the output. Plain comparison

9A plausible explanation is that rewriting the trees introduces some inconsistencies in the training
material, which are only alleviated when data is large enough.

10The baseline MALTPARSER already behaves differently on that language: it slightly outperforms
the baseline PANPARSER instead of underperforming it by a large margin. The explanation may simply
lie in other differences between implementations, for instance MALTPARSER’s feature templates may
be particularly suited to Ancient Greek.
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of this line with the minimum-cost strategy is delicate, because it does not result
from better training only, but also from a gain in expressivity: it is able to retrieve
even non-projective dependencies. But it is interesting to see that deprojectivization
only marginally improves over pseudo-projectivization alone: most of the gain ac-
tually resides in the treebank augmentation rather than in retrieving non-projective
dependencies. Besides, the minimum-cost strategy outperforms even the deprojec-
tivized results. This finding highlights the importance of making all data usable,
which this new oracle definition enables.

7.2.2 Global dynamic oracles

Apart from Björkelund and Nivre (2015)’s experiment with non-deterministic ora-
cles (see Section 3.6), the previous work that is closest to combining dynamic oracles
with beam parsers is YaraParser (Rasooli and Tetreault, 2015). In this parser, the
early-update strategy uses a reference derivation as usual, except that it is not pre-
computed, but built during parsing and tailored to beam states. In practice, the
parser maintains a reference partial derivation and ensures that it stays in the beam:
at each step a zero-cost action is appended to this reference, chosen among those
kept in the beam (and if there is none, an error is flagged). As this approach relies
on action costs, it clearly relates to dynamic oracles; however, it still requires build-
ing a reference explicitly, which in fact prevents the oracle from truly acknowledging
all possible gold derivations.11 The YaraParser strategy can consequently not be con-
sidered as a sound extension of dynamic oracles to beam parsing. If the conditions
leading to missing a reference are rare enough, this approximate extension may be
sufficient, though, which explains the competitive results achieved by YaraParser on
standard parsing tasks. But high spurious ambiguity, which notably occurs with
partial training (because all supertrees of the provided annotations are considered
correct), increases a lot the risk of incorrect updates, making the YaraParser approach
unsuitable for my non-standard needs.

I thus turn to a point of view that does not involve any reference: instead of
using action costs to build the set of gold actions (those with minimum cost) and
then check if the predicted action is among them, I prefer to check directly whether
the predicted action is correct in context, as a property of the action itself. For a
greedy dynamic oracle, this alternate viewpoint has no practical implication. But the
difference becomes significant for beam parsers: the idea is to check a property of a
derivation instead of building a set of reference derivations, thus avoiding memory
issues when considering all possible references.

11Indeed, in case the reference c+ (still in the beam) has two zero-cost successors, c+◦t1 and c+◦t2,
even if both are kept in the beam only one will be retained as reference (say, c+◦t1). Then if at the next
step all successors of c+◦t1 are discarded but c+◦t2 is properly extended with a zero-cost action, an
error will be flagged, even though the beam still contains an hypothesis leading to the reference tree.
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Similarly to local dynamic oracles which deem incorrect the actions which intro-
duce a new error into the final parse, global dynamic oracles should deem incorrect
the transition sequences which introduce a new error into the final parse. Hence, given
an initial configuration (not necessarily empty or gold), the correct configurations
are those from which the maximum UAS is the same as the initial maximum.

The Boolean function that tests this condition, denoted CORRECT(c′|c), can actu-
ally be efficiently computed using the COST function: a configuration c′ is considered
as CORRECT in the context of a configuration c, if there exists a sequence of transi-
tions t1, . . . , tn such that c′ = c ◦ t1 ◦ · · · ◦ tn and COST(c, t1) = COST(c ◦ t1, t2) =

. . . = COST(c ◦ · · · ◦ tn−1, tn) = 0. When using RELAXEDCOST, the criterion becomes
that all those transitions have minimum cost in the corresponding configurations.

In other words, to check this property, the parser does not need to compute any
reference derivation explicitly, it just has to check the cost of each action it performs,
and to track the hypotheses that are still correct and those which are not.

Use in training strategies Global dynamic oracles, as defined by the CORRECT

function, can then be incorporated into both global training strategies presented in
Chapter 3, early update and max-violation. The following describes the more salient
aspects of the procedure; for the complete formalism, the reader is referred to Ap-
pendix A.

For early update the application is straightforward: the parser keeps track of the
correctness of each hypothesis in the beam and whenever all of them have become
incorrect (meaning that the last reference was just lost), it flags an error and updates
toward one of the correct hypotheses that just got discarded.

The error criterion is the same for max-violation. But then the actual choice of
update configurations is done by maximizing over the subsequent steps the score
difference between the positive (reference) and negative (predicted) configurations.
Unfortunately, to compute these scores, an explicit reference derivation has to be
built, thereby hurting the premise of this oracle strategy. The positive score cannot be
reasonably computed as the maximum over all references from there, because they
can be arbitrarily numerous. I thus propose (but other strategies can be envisioned)
to build a reduced set of references by performing beam search (restricted to gold
actions) from there, starting with a beam populated by the correct hypotheses that
just got discarded.12 The score history of the predicted parse is then compared to
the one-best reference in beam, a configuration pair is chosen and the update is
performed.

12Alternate strategies performing beam search from the best-scored configuration among those hy-
potheses, or even from the initial configuration, may yield slightly different results. For the sake of
future work, I provide both in the PanParser implementation, described in the next section.
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error detected

early update only for max-violation

predictions

gold space
decoding

FIGURE 7.3: Evolution of beam hypotheses through time, and choice of update configura-
tions. Edges denote actions, pictured in blue in case of gold actions. Rectangles represent
successive contents of the beam (of size 4), ranked from top (one-best) to bottom (discarded
hypotheses). For legibility, the hypotheses discarded from the beam are only pictured when

they are correct.

It is worth noting that in the above descriptions, the positive update configura-
tions are ill-defined. The alternatives are illustrated on Figure 7.3. For early update,
one may indeed prefer the best-scored hypothesis among the correct discarded ones
(blue configuration), in order to minimize the score difference to alleviate, or for
instance the one which is historically closest to the predicted one (green configura-
tion), in order to minimize the affected features. For max-violation, the score history
of the predicted parse may be compared either to that of the one-best final reference
(green configurations), or to the successive scores of the one-best reference in beam
at each step (blue configurations), in which case the score difference is minimized
over the set of references. One may also consider such an alternative regarding the
predicted hypotheses. At first glance, I did not note significant performance dif-
ferences between both, and I settled for arbitrary choices (one-best at each step, i.e.
blue configurations in all cases), but the consequences of those choices may be worth
studying in future work.

Oracle properties The global dynamic oracle as defined here is non-deterministic:
when the parser produces any derivation leading to the reference, it is accepted and
no update occurs.13

The oracle is also complete in the sense that it can be computed for any initial con-
figuration, not necessarily gold or empty: by using the starting point of the beam as

13This property is not called into question in the max-violation case, even though it involves an
explicit reference built arbitrarily: just as greedy updates have to choose an arbitrary gold action when
there are two of them at the error point, for max-violation the beam has already strayed (after the error
point) from the gold space, so all references beyond there are equally candidates and the choice is
necessarily arbitrary.
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context in the CORRECT function, the oracle acknowledges the past errors embedded
in that configuration.

Consequently, this oracle, which is both non-deterministic and complete is ver-
ified to be dynamic. For now, however, only its non-determinism is really exploited,
since the context configuration remains in the gold space; completeness is more in-
volved in the following.

7.2.3 Framework unification

Chapter 3 has emphasized on the very different places that greedy and global train-
ing have in the literature, each one maintaining its own research track, and on the
lack of a unified formalism to work jointly on both. I propose now to fill that gap. My
approach to reunite them under the same training framework originates from a sim-
ple observation: greedy dynamic training performs a series of predictions and up-
dates, while with global training, the early-update strategy performs a single search
pass and then a single update.

However, having derived a complete oracle for global training, nothing prevents
a beam parser from actually performing an interleaved series of search passes and
updates: after a global update, the parser configuration is located in an arbitrary
non-empty configuration, but it can simply restart training from there, using that
configuration as context for the oracle. A formal description of the resulting training
procedure is provided in Appendix A.

Figure 7.4 illustrates the searches and updates that this ‘restart’ strategy would
result in for early update, and compares it to those of a greedy parser: from this
standpoint, both paradigms now appear much more similar. And indeed, a careful
comparison reveals that a greedy dynamic parser (with exploration) corresponds
exactly to a beam parser with a beam of size 1, trained with early update and restarts
on the negative configuration. A greedy static parser also corresponds to such a
beam parser, but with restarts on the positive configuration. These observations
achieve the unification of both paradigms.

Regarding the differences between early update and max-violation, my stand-
point is that they both search for an update configuration pair beyond the error
point: the negative candidates are collected by continuing parsing, and the posi-
tive candidates are built by performing gold-space search from the error point. The
only difference then is that the max-violation criterion to choose the pair is based on
score gap computations, while early update always selects the first pair of candidates
– and as a result of this determinism, for obvious efficiency reasons, the subsequent
candidates are not built.

To summarize, all four main strategies for training transition-based dependency
parsers (greedy static, greedy dynamic, early update and max-violation) can be
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update

restart restart

final update

restart
restart

restart

final

FIGURE 7.4: Outline schematic of the updates performed by beam and greedy parsers, and of
the corresponding search spaces. The left-hand side pictures a beam of size 3, trained with
early update and restart. The right-hand side corresponds to a greedy parser with dynamic
oracle. Black edges are transitions scored by the parser, gray edges are those which belong

to the search space but are not scored.

viewed as instances of the same training procedure. First, starting with an empty
configuration, the beam is repeatedly expanded until an error is detected, but pars-
ing may go on a bit further if necessary. Then some additional gold-space search is
performed, and a pair of update configurations is chosen among those gold config-
urations and the configurations predicted beyond the error. Finally, the beam (and
thus the oracle criterion) is reinitialized to either the positive or the negative con-
figuration, and the process either stops there and moves on to the next example, or
iterates until the parse is complete.14

This unified framework has two benefits: on one hand it simplifies reasoning
on those training strategies, and opens new perspectives for code reuse when imple-
menting several of them; on the other hand, by allowing combinations of character-
istics from both paradigms, it unveils a number of new training strategies that have
never been considered in the literature. For instance, how would a 1-sized beam
behave when trained with early update but without restart (that is, greedy training
limited to the first error)? A 1-sized beam with max-violation strategy? Or a k-beam
with restart? As a side application, I have experimented with that last strategy, and
shown that it has benefits in terms of accuracy and training time, as described in
Appendix A.

14Most ideas presented here echo strongly the LaSO framework (Daumé III and Marcu, 2005). In-
deed, they flag an error whenever no derivation hypothesis in the queue can lead to the reference out-
put anymore, which is exactly the same criterion as my dynamic early update. However, they provide
no practical realization of their ideas for transition-based parsing, relying on a monotonicity assump-
tion on the task, whereby it is always possible to tell if the reference is reachable. This is precisely
where dynamic oracles come in. Besides, their unified framework also contains the idea of restarting
in global training, but as a reinitialization strategy that corrects past errors and comes back to the gold
space. They consequently only learn in the gold space, and cannot accept past errors and move on to
train in the suboptimal space, in contrary to my own framework.
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In this section, I have pushed the applicability and benefits of dynamic oracles
to a further level. First, I have extended their use cases, by carefully redefining their
relation to action costs, in order to make all data always usable (even with projectiv-
ity issues), and also to simplify the oracle derivation for some non-arc-decomposable
systems. I have then formalized dynamic oracles in the case of global training, which
puts a final end to the lack of combination of both research tracks, as repeatedly
noted in the literature. Finally, I have rationalized the training procedures of the four
main training strategies to gather them under the same generic framework, thereby
opening new research perspectives.

7.3 PanParser: a flexible parser with a modular architecture

In the course of applying my work to parsing, I have come to develop and imple-
ment a new transition-based dependency parser. This software, called PanParser, is
described in further details in a technical report (Aufrant and Wisniewski, 2016), but
here is a presentation of its main features and design choices.

The motivation of this implementation work is threefold: first of all to provide
an implementation of the non-standard tasks presented in Section 7.1; to make fair
benchmarking easier by reimplementing all algorithmic variants in the same way;15

and to be modular enough to allow combining strategies in many ways without ad-
ditional implementation work.

Thus, two principles govern the design of this software. The first is that the
whole software is based on dynamic oracles and beam search, which provide the
best genericity: greedy parsers are implemented as beams of size 1, as explained
in the previous section, and static oracles are simulated using dynamic oracles, by
precomputing a reference derivation with a gold-space search on arbitrary scores.
The second is that all components of the parser are abstracted away to their most
generic interface, so that they can be easily replaced and combined.

The main component is STRUCTUREDPREDICTION, which is in fact not specific
to parsing, and is also used for instance for PoS tagging. It governs the search and
learn procedures, that is, it contains all search logic (beam expansions) and instan-
tiates the training framework I have described with the desired strategy, including
the oracle (static or dynamic), the update strategy (early update and max-violation,
with variants), optional restarts and optional exploration. The classifier is a sepa-
rate component, with which the STRUCTUREDPREDICTION component interacts in

15Using different implementations raises the risk that they use slightly different feature templates,
among others. Measures reported by Table 7.1 are an illustration of the difficulty to ascertain which
effects are due to the actual proposal, or to differences in implementation: even though MaltParser and
PanParser both use the ArcEager algorithm, it would not have been fair to compare directly the oracle-
based strategy of PanParser with the scores that MaltParser achieves with pseudo-projectivization.
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a double-blind way. During the search and learn procedures, STRUCTUREDPREDIC-
TION manipulates objects representing parser configurations, in which is in fact em-
bedded the whole logic of the transition system (including its semantics, precondi-
tions and action costs) so that it does not affect the rest of the parser, and which also
abstracts away feature extraction. Then again, feature templates are handled sepa-
rately. Finally, a last part of the software (representing the actual parser) takes care
of auxiliary tasks, like creating the empty configurations, extracting global feature
vectors to actual perform the updates, formatting the outputs, etc.

PanParser contains a large number of transition systems: ArcEager, ArcHybrid,
ArcStandard, but also the non-monotonic variant of ArcEager (Honnibal et al., 2013),
two transition systems modifying ArcEager and ArcHybrid to allow partial predic-
tions (described in Section 7.5), as well as variants of those, specialized in short-
range dependencies. The implementation also enables variants of all those systems,
with the ROOT token moved to first (or last) position. Regarding feature templates, I
mostly provide variants of Zhang and Nivre (2011)’s templates, using either coarse
or fine PoS tags, optional morphological features, and with the possibility to delexi-
calize the feature representation. As for the classifier component, most of my work
uses the averaged perceptron, but PanParser also includes proofs of concept showing
how neural networks can fit in that design (in the case of tagging) and how a joint
classifier can be used (here, for relation labeling). The software is also shipped with a
large number of experimental utilities, which I have used in many places throughout
this work.

Coming back to the non-standard parsing tasks of Section 7.1, all of them are
incorporated at the core of that implementation: partial parsers are implemented by
dedicated transition systems, partial training and unrestricted data are enabled by
design thanks to the improved dynamic oracles, and the STRUCTUREDPREDICTION

component handles constrained parsing by applying additional filtering of actions
during search.

As a natural continuation of that implementation effort, PanParser is the parser
I use by default in the rest of this work. Table 7.2 reports accuracies measured with
PanParser for the main few settings: it appears competitive with other state-of-the-
art parsers, all of them being outperformed by an 8-sized beam PanParser.

7.4 Partial training: an application to cross-lingual transfer

This section illustrates the strength of partial training, with a straightforward appli-
cation in the context of cross-lingual transfer.

My contribution is part of a joint work on a larger project, whose focus was on
annotation projection, which as explained in Section 4.1 produces a number of par-
tial trees that cannot be used directly to train a parser. The proposal of that work was
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System ROOT position Greedy Greedy dynamic Early update Max-violation

ArcEager
First 77.89 78.97 80.29 80.36

Last 78.63 79.43 80.35 80.40

ArcHybrid
First 75.72 76.54 79.39 79.78

Last 76.02 77.05 79.70 79.86

MaltParser 72.88

MSTParser 79.52

UDPipe 79.47

TABLE 7.2: Average UAS achieved by PanParser on UD 2.0 with various strategies, compared
to several state-of-the-art parsers. ‘Greedy’ results are computed with a static oracle, but
for fair comparison the non-projective examples are also exploited (using a precomputed
reference approximated by a dynamic oracle). ‘Greedy dynamic’ chooses exploration after
each update. The ‘Early update’ and ‘Max-violation’ strategies use global dynamic oracles
without restart. For fair comparison, UDPipe is trained without pre-trained embeddings,

which would have significantly increased the available information.

to take advantage of dynamic oracles to handle them with a simple strategy based on
partial training. The first results were promising, but unfortunately they fell behind
the state of the art, because of the restriction to greedy parsers. I thus contributed
to the success of that project by developing global dynamic oracles, which enabled
the use of this transfer method with beam parsers. The resulting transfer system
achieved much more competitive results, leading to joint publications (Lacroix et al.,
2016b; Lacroix et al., 2016a). The method and experiments are briefly presented in
the following, and the reader is referred to these publications for a more detailed
description.

Transfer method After the source side has been annotated, the transfer procedure
consists in three steps: partial projection, sentence filtering and partial training.

In this context, the only reason why projection is partial is the numerous un-
aligned tokens: some of them result directly from the predicted alignments, others
are due to the symmetrization heuristic,16 but their number is also increased by PoS-
consistency filtering.17 The claim underlying those choices is that a parser trained
on high-quality (albeit partial) parses will yield a better accuracy than one trained
on full but noisy annotations.

Sentence filtering is mandatory in our experiments, considering that for large
parallel corpora, the size of projected data is huge for parsing (over 1 million sen-
tences for the language pairs we experimented with); but for much smaller parallel

16In order to avoid multiple alignments and the resulting conflicts, the symmetrization heuristic is
set here to ‘intersection’, in other words retaining only one-to-one alignment links predicted in both
directions. This choice mechanically results in less alignment links, and consequently more unaligned
tokens, both in source and target.

17As advocated by Rasooli and Collins (2015), we discard all alignment links between words with
different PoS tags.
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corpora, it is also a way to improve the overall quality of the training material. The
criterion to retain sentences of highest quality is inspired by Rasooli and Collins
(2015)’s work: we only keep sentences where (a) more than 80% of tokens are an-
notated (in order to limit the sparsity, and thus maximize the knowledge embedded
in those sentences), and (b) the partial tree does not contain any non-projective pat-
tern.18

The last step is partial training with the resulting (partial) data, which here
means just training a dynamic oracle parser as usual on the projected trees.

Alternatives for partial training As mentioned in Chapter 4, other strategies have
been entertained to handle the partial trees resulting from parse projection. No-
tably, Spreyer and Kuhn (2009) achieve partial training by adding fake root depen-
dencies and then discarding configurations corresponding to fake root attachments.
However, in stack-based parsing, resorting to such fake dependencies has some un-
avoidable side effects: some correct derivations (that is, leading to supertrees of the
reference) will not be accepted.19 In this regard, our approach is preferable, as it
benefits from the soundness guarantees of dynamic oracles. As for Li et al. (2014),
their approach to exploit partial trees is also quite similar to ours, but their method
is designed for graph-based parsing and does not apply directly to transition-based
systems.

From a practical standpoint, the oracle-based approach has a clear advantage in
the fact that it does not require any specific refinement of the training procedure (at
least, as long as the parser uses a dynamic oracle, which is recommended anyway),
while both methods of Spreyer and Kuhn (2009) and Li et al. (2014) involve ad hoc
modifications of the loss functions.

Experiments The method is evaluated on transfer from English to five languages
(German, Spanish, French, Italian, Swedish), using version 2.0 of UDT (McDonald
et al., 2013) and parallel data is drawn from Europarl (Koehn, 2005). As in related
works, gold PoS tags are used at evaluation time.

Table 7.3 reports the UAS achieved by our transfer method, and compares them
with the results published on the same data, for three state-of-the-art methods pre-
sented in Chapter 4 and which also exploit parallel corpora: M11 (McDonald et al.,

18My work on non-projectivity is posterior to that project, so this choice was natural, but it would be
interesting in future work to try keeping those non-projective sentences: on the one hand they are more
likely to result from misplaced attachments or translational divergences (but the PoS-consistency re-
quirement may be sufficient to avoid those), on the other hand some syntactic structures really involve
non-projective dependencies and would be impossible to learn with that filtering.

19Indeed, the position of fake roots in the tree affects not only the attachment configurations, but
also the moment they are shifted.
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2011),20 MX14 (Ma and Xia, 2014) and RC15 (Rasooli and Collins, 2015). Among
those methods, the closest to ours is RC15, which is the only one to train directly on
partial trees, in their case by completing them using a parser bootstrapped on com-
plete trees. ‘100%’ columns indicate the scores achieved when training only on the
subset of sentences which are fully annotated (for RC15, this is the boostrap), while
‘partial’ denotes the full method. The last column (sup.) indicates the supervised
upperbound, computed with PanParser.

M11 MX14 RC15 ours sup.

Target partial 100% partial 100%

de 69.77 74.30 74.32 70.56 73.40 69.36 84.43
es 73.22 75.53 78.17 75.69 77.05 73.98 85.51
fr 74.75 76.53 79.91 77.03 77.44 75.89 85.81
it 76.08 77.74 79.46 77.35 77.74 75.50 86.97
sv 75.87 79.27 82.11 78.68 82.13 77.26 87.89

TABLE 7.3: Comparison of the partial projection strategy with several
state-of-the-art transfer methods.

Overall, our approach outperforms significantly both M11 and MX14 methods.
Comparison with the RC15 method is particularly interesting, all the more because
we fail to outperform it. However, it appears that this difference may not be due to
our strategy to handle partial trees, but to the inherent quality of the parser: as il-
lustrated by the ‘100%’ results (with parsers trained roughly on the same sentences),
even with beam parsing our base parser still underperforms theirs. There are in-
deed obvious differences between both settings: they use a beam of size 64 (8 for
ours), trained with max-violation (early update for ours), and with Brown clusters
(Brown et al., 1992) as additional features, which we do not use. The other major
difference between both experiments (apart from the choice between keeping trees
partial or completing them) is that Rasooli and Collins (2015)’s method is a 4-step
procedure, where the accuracy is gradually increased by training a parser on more
sparse data (completed by the previous parser) at each step; so, it is possible that our
method would also benefit from a multi-step procedure, with self-training and data
increase.

From a qualitative perspective, the main advantage of our method is that it
achieves results which are very competitive with the state of the art, but at a much
cheaper computational cost: compared to O(n4) computations in the case of Ma and
Xia (2014) and the 4 successive parsers of Rasooli and Collins (2015), we only need
to train a single (linear) parser.

20We noticed too late that the M11 results have been incorrectly reported from Ma and Xia (2014) to
Rasooli and Collins (2015). Unfortunately, we reproduced the error in (Lacroix et al., 2016b), but it is
corrected here: the numbers displayed in Table 7.3 are those computed and published by Ma and Xia
(2014).
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While additional efforts may be deployed to push that transfer method to even
higher accuracies (with a more competitive parser, more careful filtering and multi-
step training), our partial training approach has already shown its benefits: it is
competitive in terms of accuracy, but also easy to implement, and computationally
cheaper than the alternatives. This validates the oracle-based strategy.

7.5 Partial transition systems: learning to ignore

This section addresses another non-standard parsing task: partial prediction. The
basic idea is to have the parser learn for which kinds of dependencies or tokens it
should not predict any attachment, so as to reproduce the sparsity of the training
data.

As explained in Section 7.1, the alternative is to perform a full prediction (using
partial training if needed) and then filtering the output, but this is not a satisfying
strategy. The advantage of partial prediction over the filtering approach is three-
fold. First, Spreyer et al. (2010) has reported that training on partial trees can lead to
outputting more dependencies of the kinds that are present in training data, com-
pared to their frequency in that data: some probability mass is indeed lost by the
unannotated tokens, which biases the distributions. Considering instead the non-
attachment as a candidate label preserves the dependency distribution in training
data and thus prevents against over- or undergeneration effects due to annotation
biases. Second, it learns not only positive (actual attachments) but also negative
facts (dependencies which were never observed in data), while a standard parser
can guess any kind of attachment for the unannotated tokens and has no incentive
to forbid any of them. Third, in the cases where the criterion for non-attachment
is purely empirical, one may also use a third-party classifier to identify the depen-
dencies to filter out, but it would lack the syntactic insight that the parser has when
taking that decision itself.21

To achieve proper partial prediction, I thus propose to embed the non-
attachment criterion at the core of the parser, by increasing its expressivity
with slightly modified transition systems. For ArcEager, the change is just a
matter of preconditions: those of the REDUCE action are relaxed to allow reduc-
ing even unattached tokens, so that a void attachment is naturally encoded by

21The following example illustrates those benefits. Suppose that in training data all NOUN
y

ADJ
dependencies have been filtered out, as well as most NOUN attachments, except for NOUNs whose

head is the right neighbour (e.g. ‘Engineers
x

solved that’). Then a standard parser will learn noth-
ing about ADJs (no update ever occurred on an ADJ, so the model may not even know the corre-
sponding feature), and learn to deterministically attach NOUNs to the following word. And when
processing the input ‘Engineers familiar with such issues solved that’, it will produce the dependency

‘Engineers
x

familiar’, which is obviously wrong but would be retained after filtering, as it attaches a
NOUN to its right neighbour. Instead, a partial parser would learn that NOUN attachment is more
complex than mere determinism, and truly learn the neighbour-attaching cases; it would not produce
this dependency.
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SHIFT+REDUCE. Adapting ArcHybrid (and similarly, ArcStandard) is less straight-
forward, because a 3-action system is not expressive enough to encode 3 types of
attachment (left, right, void); so, it requires the addition of a fourth action, REDUCE,
which again pops unattached tokens (which they all are, in those systems). With
these modifications, the parser becomes able to produce any kind of full or partial
(but still projective) tree.

Further modifications are required however to learn those partial predic-
tions: the action cost must account for the additional possibility to leave a token
unattached. For ArcEager22 (and similarly for ArcHybrid), compared to the stan-
dard action cost (Table 3.12), new penalties are added in two cases: when a word
whose reference attachment is void receives a head23 (to enforce reproduction of
non-attachments), and when an unattached word is reduced while its reference
head is still somewhere accessible in the stack or buffer (and similarly for its
reference children).

Experimental setup To evaluate partial parsers, I simulate partially annotated data
in a monolingual setting (using UD 2.0 treebanks), and compare the accuracy of
partial parsers trained on that data and non-partial parsers trained in various ways.

I experiment with three criteria for partial annotations: retaining only the classes
which are easy for the average language,24 and retaining only short-range dependen-
cies, of length 1 (neighbours only) and at most 2.25

The first baseline is a standard parser, trained on full data, and whose output is
then filtered according to the same criterion used for the partial parser. The purpose
of this comparison is to ascertain whether the partial parser actually learns better
when it has less knowledge to learn.

22Note that with a partial parser, ArcEager becomes arc-decomposable whatever the ROOT position
is: with that extended Reduce, the stack can always be emptied, so that an empty buffer is not an issue
and does not imply additional preconditions.

23This penalty goes against the property of non-partial parsers trained on partial data, which ignore
the gaps and thus manage to extrapolate, from annotations on only some tokens, enough knowledge
to cover the whole sentence. However, both approaches are fully compatible, provided that the imple-
mentation declares two types of unannotated tokens: those which should be handled by knowledge
extracted from other tokens (e.g. to learn to attach all ADJs, but only based on ADJ dependencies pro-
jected with high confidence), and those which are typologically different from the annotated ones and
should be predicted as unattached (if all predicative ADJs are unannotated in data, the parser should
not over-generalize on its knowledge of epithets only and attach all ADJs to NOUNs). As such com-
bination requires additional implementation work, I have not yet added that possibility in PanParser,
though.

24I use the PoS/direction classes measured as easy in Chapter 6, using PanParser and the learning
curve averaged over all languages considered then. The resulting classes are ADJ, ADP, AUX, DET,
NUM, PART and PRON, all being preposed to their head.

25Learning only short-range dependencies is motivated by their high prevalence (40-50% and 60-
70% according to measures in Chapter 6), but it also strongly echoes Eisner and Smith (2005)’s vine
grammar, whose purpose is to train on tree fragments resulting from removing long dependencies. In
their work, although it is based on a different parsing algorithm, they improved the F1-score on both
English and Chinese (but not German) by applying a maximum length constraint during both training
and evaluation.
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However, when testing on the same language, it is likely that the dependencies
filtered out actually share the same mechanisms as the retained ones, and that they
end up helping prediction of the others: for instance with the length-1 criterion, the
standard parser will see more DET-NOUN dependencies during training, because
it encounters ‘DET NOUN’ phrases (as the partial parser does), but also ‘DET ADJ
NOUN’ phrases with annotations on DET (which the partial parser gets unanno-
tated). The standard parser will consequently be better informed, because the extra
dependencies are, in fact, relevant for the test data. So, to simulate a case where the
extra dependencies are irrelevant, I experiment with a second baseline (also based on
full training and output filtering): the training data is first filtered according to the
given criterion, but then completed using a Japanese parser, which is typologically
very different,26 so that the extra dependencies are mostly irrelevant for the test data.
The standard parser thus provides an upperbound of what can be achieved in cross-
lingual settings when keeping the irrelevant dependencies, and the parser trained
on ill-typed data provides a lowerbound.

Finally, to investigate specifically the benefits of the learning method, the partial
parser is also compared with a parser trained on the exact same (partial) data, but
with partial training and full prediction (followed by output filtering).

In all cases, I use greedy parsers with ArcEager. The measures are averaged over
all UD 2.0 treebanks. When training data is modified, the validation sets go through
the same process.

Results Table 7.4 reports measures of coverage and precision, for all three criteria
and all four methods. The ‘%tokens’ lines indicate the proportion of gold dependen-
cies corresponding to that criterion (in test data), the proportion of dependencies re-
tained when filtering the output of the three baselines, and the proportion of tokens
annotated by the partial parser. The ‘precision’ lines indicate the accuracy of each
system on the corresponding subset of tokens, while ‘std precision’ corresponds to
the accuracy of the standard parser on that exact same subset. Finally, the ‘common’
lines present the same measures performed only on the subset of dependencies an-
notated by all four parsers, thereby alleviating score differences due only to coverage
effects.

First of all, it clearly appears that partial parsing is the best method to achieve
correct proportions, even better than standard training. Without surprise, the parser
using partial training significantly overgenerates dependencies of the type it knows:
this confirms the need to entertain a specific training process when data comes al-
ready partial, but with a typological bias. Overgeneration explains mostly the huge
drop in accuracy, but for length-based criteria, partial training remains below partial

26For the languages that are empirically too close to Japanese to suffer real discrepancies, I rather use
an Arabic parser for completion. This concerns Japanese, German, Basque, Hindi, Hungarian, Kazakh,
Tamil, Turkish and Uyghur.
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Criterion Measure Std training Ill-typed Partial training Partial parser

Easy on average %tokens (ref: 27.4%) 28.9% 33.9% 35.6% 27.1%
precision 86.88 69.99 68.89 85.98

std precision 86.88 86.43 86.22 88.31
common (26.7%) 88.61 85.14 87.28 86.81

Length 1 %tokens (ref: 42.9%) 44.4% 61.8% 80.1% 43.5%
precision 87.42 62.78 50.61 87.06

std precision 87.42 83.37 80.77 87.68
common (41.7%) 88.76 87.44 88.03 88.34

Length ≤2 %tokens (ref: 63.4%) 65.0% 78.7% 80.9% 64.0%
precision 85.31 69.89 69.93 85.30

std precision 85.31 82.01 80.90 85.49
common (61.6%) 86.54 85.04 85.93 86.46

TABLE 7.4: Evaluation of partial parsers on UD 2.0, compared to three baselines using stan-
dard and partial training. The ‘Criterion’ column indicates the subset of annotated tokens.

parsing even on the common subset; it thus appears that the wild guesses performed
by a full parser on unannotated tokens pollute in fact the contextual information
used to predict local dependencies, making them harder to learn.

The standard parser outperforms in general both partial methods, but it appears
that this gain is only due, as expected, to the fact that its extra dependencies are
actually relevant for the test set. Indeed, when those become irrelevant (and even
though the corresponding output is filtered out) in the ill-typed setting, parser accu-
racy drops a lot, even on the common subset (which suppresses the overproduction
effect): the ill-typed scores are clearly below all other methods, indicating that irrel-
evant dependencies also pollute the knowledge acquired on relevant attachments.
So, when training a cross-lingual parser on source data with full annotations (typi-
cally a delexicalized parser), a filtering step is indeed beneficial – except maybe for
language pairs which are close enough for having very few irrelevant dependencies
– because in case of discrepancy the drop can be huge.

Regarding the partial parser specifically, its accuracy drop from the standard
parser (that is, compared to ‘std precision’ values) seems to shrink when token cov-
erage increases: the difference is large for a 27% coverage, while results are nearly
identical with 64% of tokens. This suggests that partial parsers still have a hard time
exploiting very sparse data,27 even though they correctly learn the proportions.

27Note that for partial parsers there remains only one reference tree, and apart from spurious am-
biguity, only one gold derivation: the treatment of unattached words becomes clear, they must be
reduced before moving on to other tokens. In comparison, for non-partial parsers the oracle accepts
any supertree of the reference one, i.e. a much larger reference space, which makes training much less
challenging, and predictions much more often accurate, when annotations are very sparse. At the same
time, both are impacted by the reduced usability of non-local features like ‘previous action’ or ‘other de-
pendents of the token under focus’, which become much less informative for the parser as a consequence of
their emptiness (for partial parsers) or their randomness in the explored space (for non-partial parsers,
because there are much more gold derivations than with standard spurious ambiguity). Decisions thus
become much more local, and consequently harder, an effect which increases with higher sparsity. It
is consequently no surprise that partial parsers perform poorly in such cases.
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Overall, these experiments validate the strategy of using partial parsers to pro-
duce partial annotations (subsequently forwarded as constraints to ulterior stages in
the cascade): they achieve accuracies which are competitive with a standard parser
trained in ideal typological conditions, and they yield better proportions. In the par-
ticular case where the data is already partial and a partial output is expected, they
also outperform the partial training strategy by a large margin. However, because of
remaining issues with high sparsity, it seems detrimental to start a cascade with a
very partial parser: the first (unconstrained) parser should receive enough material
to achieve an already good coverage of the data (at least around 40%), and let the
subsequent stages refine the output with very sparse syntactic knowledge.

7.6 Parsing under constraints: exploiting prior annotations

To complete the technical improvements needed by the cascading framework, let us
now move on to the last of the non-standard parsing tasks: training and using a
parser under constraints.

Implementation As explained in Section 7.1, constraints are enforced with a cost-
based filtering of valid actions. In PanParser, feature extraction is also adapted to
directly exploit the constraints: the head, the left children (and valency) and the right
children (and valency) of the first element in stack (s0) are extracted from the parser
state if already known, and from the constraints otherwise. The same is done for the
first element in buffer (n0), except that in that case its head and right dependencies
are never available in the parser state – I have added feature templates using its right
dependencies in a similar way as the left ones, but its head remains unexploited.

Evaluation Constrained parsing is evaluated using the same experimental setup as
in the previous section. A parser trained under constraints is compared to a standard
parser, when parsing test data under various kinds of constraints: gold constraints,
constraints predicted by a standard parser with output filtering, and also constraints
predicted by a partial parser, which is closer to the intended use case. In order to
evaluate the effect of train-test similarity, during training I try applying either gold
constraints (‘Constrained’ columns) or the constraints predicted by a partial parser
(‘Const.-pred’ columns). Since they use the same criteria, the partial parsers are
reused from experiments in the previous section.

For each constraint criterion and each kind of constraints, Table 7.5 reports the
accuracies of all 3 parsers, computed only on the unconstrained tokens, a subset
which differs depending on the type of constraints (see Table 7.4 for the size of those
subsets).
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Constraints Gold Standard parser Partial parser

Training Constrained Const.-pred Std Constrained Const.-pred Std Constrained Const.-pred Std

Easy on average 76.73 75.82 76.00 74.50 75.04 75.40 72.46 73.52 73.99
Length 1 77.39 74.28 70.46 71.14 70.76 69.99 69.60 69.79 70.09
Length ≤2 74.80 71.25 64.87 64.30 64.60 62.94 62.99 63.83 62.76

TABLE 7.5: Evaluation of constrained parsers on UD 2.0, when applying different types of
constraints at training and evaluation times. The ‘Criterion’ column indicates the subset of

tokens expected as annotation constraints.

Under gold constraints, comparison of the ‘constrained’ and ‘standard’ parsers
reveals a modest gain with the hardness criterion (+0.7), but huge improvements for
both other criteria (up to +10). This shows that the upperbound gains achievable by
that method are high. However, this benefit is lost to a large extent when applying
constraints predicted by the standard parser: most of those gains are consequently
due only to the better context provided by gold constraints. But the improvement is
not null in the predicted case either (+1.1 and +1.4 with length-based criteria), which
indicates that the parser achieves better training on the unconstrained tokens when
it can focus on them, as expected. It is worth noting that in contrary to the previous
section, here the best improvement is achieved when the parser has very few tokens
to annotate, which is in fact when much information is provided by the constraints.
Unfortunately, the remaining gains do not hold under constraints predicted by a
partial parser: overall, constrained training underperforms standard training, even
though it still yields a small improvement with the length-2 criterion.

A parser trained under constraints is consequently able to leverage them with
great benefits, but its success depends a lot on the quality of those constraints; and
when trained under gold constraints, it then fails to exploit the noisy constraints
which would be provided in realistic settings.

An important cause of failure in such cases is the train-test discrepancy regard-
ing the available information. In order to alleviate it, I consequently apply at training
time the same constraints that the parser will encounter on test data, i.e. those pre-
dicted by the partial parser.28 According to ‘Const.-pred’ results, the resulting parser
is not as good to exploit gold constraints, but it is more robust to noisy constraints
(even those of a kind it did not meet at training time, i.e. the output of a standard
parser). Notably, and as expected, it performs much better under constraints pre-
dicted by a partial parser, so that it becomes on par with the standard parser in that
case, and even achieves a significant gain for the length-2 criterion.

To summarize, when trained under constraints, the parser can exploit them with
great success, but only if those constraints are of better quality than what it could

28Because the partial parser has been trained on the same data for which it then predicts the con-
straints, these constraints are relatively close to gold ones, and consequently not so realistic. Still, the
difference appears sufficient to alleviate train-test discrepancy.
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have learned itself. Otherwise, there may be some improvement, but it is not guar-
anteed and it depends (among others) on the amount of information conveyed by
the constraints.

This limitation may not be an issue, though: while the above experiments are
performed in a monolingual setting in order to better control the train-test consis-
tency and the applicability of constraints, my true motivation for constrained pars-
ing is cross-lingual. And even though in the monolingual case I have not yet found
how to learn the constraints significantly better than the standard parser, I have also
shown that in a context of transfer, the source partial parser will perform in general
better on target data than the source standard parser, because it ignores the irrele-
vant dependencies. So, in a cross-lingual setting, the constraints have a real added
value (compared to what that parser would have learned alone), so that the parser
will manage to exploit them successfully.

Still, one question remains open: whether when learning directly from source
data, the parser (typically a delexicalized one) should be trained under gold or pre-
dicted constraints. From the above experiments it appears that both choices have
their advantages: the partial parser available at that time is indeed meant for tar-
get processing, and will thus perform poorly on source data, thereby providing
noisy, useless constraints; but conversely, the gold constraints will significantly dif-
fer from those actually applied at test time, and measures have shown how badly
this hurts constrained parsing. For the other treebanks involved in transfer (i.e. pro-
jected parses and target samples), it is clear however that the predicted dependencies
should be preferred, since they are applied on target data only.

7.7 Conclusion: a dynamic oracle is all you need

This chapter has presented the design, functionalities and implementation of a newly
released software, PanParser.

As it turns out, the transfer framework I aspire to is impossible to set up with
state-of-the-art parsers. I have consequently proposed a series of improvements to
the transition-based parsing framework, ranging from better training criteria to non-
standard execution modes. My long-term purpose, reflected by PanParser’s architec-
ture, is to rationalize the various training strategies in parsing, in order to unify their
frameworks and uncover new research perspectives; the ability to entertain parsing
in non-standard use cases naturally arises from that effort.

Another key motivation of my work was to depart from common restrictions
put on training data, which I achieved by allowing the use of partial trees and of
non-projective examples with very simple means. This initiative serves the purpose
of making all resources usable, in real-world low-resource scenarios.
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The main lesson I retain from this study is the strength of the dynamic oracle
framework, whose benefits surpass the mere improvements of some training prop-
erties. Indeed, they are in fact the technical solution underlying most improvements
I have mentioned here. By extending them to global training, I have consequently
opened a new research avenue on advanced training strategies.

The contributions of this chapter are not only formal: it concludes with a series
of empirical studies providing insights on the usability and efficiency of parsing in
the non-standard use cases I envision. I have shown that in a context of annotation
projection, training on partial trees with the method I advocate yields accuracies
comparable to state-of-the-art transfer, but in a painless and much cheaper way. I
have also validated the design of parsers producing partial outputs and operating
under dependency constraints: while I fail in general to outperform standard parsers
in a monolingual setting, I have shown that for cross-lingual applications, they serve
their purpose well, by ignoring noxious pieces of knowledge, by making use of the
whole information at their disposal, and by focusing on their own task.

As a final note, it seems important to remind that despite what this chapter may
suggest, my transfer approach is not tailored to one specific NLP task. Notably, even
if achieving the non-standard tasks described in Section 7.1 has required work that
is specific to parsing, the tasks themselves are not. This means that my proposal to
apply a cascading framework for transfer remains task-agnostic. For instance, with a
PoS tagger able to train on partial tag sequences, to predict partial tag sequences, to
tag under tag constraints, and to exploit any PoS-annotated data without restrictions,
the framework could be entertained exactly in the same way.
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This chapter addresses the second prerequisite of a transfer framework with se-
lective combination, which is the conversion of PSEUDO-SHARED knowledge into
SHARED knowledge, as defined in Chapter 5. Indeed, my framework is based on the
idea that even distant sources (typically Slavic languages for Romanian) can provide
valuable syntactic knowledge, and it aims at identifying and extracting relevant in-
formation from those. Yet, in practice, it is hard to query anything from such poor
sources, because their syntax as a whole is so different that it hides the few pieces
of useful knowledge. It would then be pointless to develop relevance measures and
selective combination if only the best sources were usable.

The work presented here mostly borrows its content from (Aufrant et al., 2016d).
It does not cover all aspects of converting PSEUDO-SHARED into SHARED knowledge,
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but focuses on delexicalized parsing,1 for which the main source of cross-lingual
divergences relates to word order. I claim that in spite of common data represen-
tation (i.e. UPOS and UD), the knowledge extracted from this data comes in differ-
ent flavours: precisely because of word order, the feature-level representation of the
same knowledge piece may vary a lot between source and target, hence preventing
querying and effective transfer.

In Section 8.1 I exhibit theoretical and empirical evidence regarding this issue,
which I propose to solve in Section 8.2, by contrasting two preprocessing techniques,
one data-driven and one knowledge-driven. Extensive experiments, reported in Sec-
tion 8.3, reveal that these methods indeed outperform the baseline by a wide mar-
gin; but they also show that my method achieves exceptionally huge gains on some
classes, turning cases where virtually nothing is transferred into usual transfer accu-
racies, thereby confirming that knowledge representations by themselves can hinder
transfer.

8.1 Typological differences incur transfer impossibilities

In the following, for clarity, I illustrate the issue, measure the effects and evaluate my
proposal using specifically the greedy ARCEAGER version of PANPARSER. However,
the motivations hold regardless of the chosen parsing system, and in the course of
exploratory experiments, I have measured similar effects and improvements with
other systems, like beam parsers or even graph-based parsers.

8.1.1 Order-dependent knowledge representation

While it is clear that transition-based parsers like ARCEAGER handle left and right
dependencies differently, with two separate LEFT and RIGHT actions,2 it is much less
obvious that the actual predictions correspond in fact to two completely different
input configurations, nor that this concerns graph-based parsing as well.

Indeed, most features representing the prediction configurations are themselves
sensitive to word order, as they are typically extracted from a limited window cen-
tered on the two tokens under focus (i.e. to move or attach). For transition-based
parsers like ARCEAGER, these are the top of the stack (s0) and deeper stack elements
(s1, s2) on its left, the head of the buffer (n0) and additional tokens (n1, n2) on its right.
The resulting feature representations consequently encode the position of the word
in stack or buffer, which in turn depends on its position in the sentence. Graph-based

1While it is true that the transfer issues presented here are at least partially solved by annotation
projection, this method has itself other issues, in first place the availability of parallel data, and as such
is not the answer to the reported transfer failures.

2Note that labeled parsers which predict the label together with the arc have exactly the same dif-
ferential handling, between e.g. the RIGHTobj and RIGHTiobj actions.
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parsing is slightly less order-dependent, since the tokens under focus are identified
as ‘candidate child’ and ‘candidate head’ instead of their position; but the statement
still holds because many other standard features, like ‘tag between head and child’
or ‘tag of child’s left neighbour’, remain sensitive to word order.

Hence, since data-driven parsers never learn the available knowledge at the con-
ceptual level, but as embedded in a given sentence, it ensues that even generic knowl-
edge like ‘adjectives depend on nouns’ ends up represented as instantiated, non-
generic knowledge at the classifier level. Figure 8.1 shows in which measure this
representation can vary.

delicious | dishes
stack buffer

?

dishes | typical of Spain
stack buffer

?

Conceptual level Adjectives depend on nouns

Data level ADJ
x

NOUN NOUN
y

ADJ

Classifier level
Feature (s0 = ADJ ∧ n0 = NOUN)
has a high weight for LEFT

Feature (s0 = NOUN ∧ n0 = ADJ)
has a high weight for RIGHT

FIGURE 8.1: Knowledge representations of two ADJ-NOUN depen-
dencies in English, at the conceptual, data and classifier levels.

8.1.2 Transfer failures

The idea of delexicalized transfer is to transfer language-independent knowledge,
resulting from linguistic universals or relatedness. But I claim that in spite of this
shared knowledge, in many cases the corresponding pieces of knowledge cannot be
transferred, precisely because the source and target knowledge representations are
incompatible: as such, that knowledge does not belong to the SHARED category but
to the PSEUDO-SHARED one, which gathers the syntactic content that is similar in
both languages but in theory only.

I illustrate this on delexicalized transfer from English to French. Let us assume
that we have a delexicalized English parser that is able to perfectly predict the de-
pendency structure of the noun phrase the following question and we use it to annotate
the corresponding French phrase la question suivante (literally, the question following3).
Thanks to the UD guidelines, these phrases can be represented in a unified manner
by mapping word forms into the corresponding PoS, yielding respectively DET ADJ

NOUN and DET NOUN ADJ. As the English parser has learned that ‘DETs depend
on NOUNs’ and that ‘ADJs depend on NOUNs’, the appropriate parse for the French
phrase should be obvious, as these rules apply cross-linguistically. PoS sequences
thus seem to provide an appropriate level of abstraction for cross-lingual transfer.

3Keeping the original order (la suivante question) would be wrong in French.
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However, contrary to what this intuition suggests, the transfer of the ADJ-NOUN

dependency often fails in practice. Indeed, when parsing the French phrase, the
parser configuration will be mainly described by the feature (s0 = NOUN ∧ n0 =

ADJ) (as question appears before suivante, it will be put on the stack first) while for the
English phrase the relevant parser configuration would be (s0 = ADJ∧ n0 = NOUN).
For lack of connecting these two situations, the parser has no way to predict the
correct attachment in French using only English training instances.

Experimentally, on UD 1.3, and denoting UAS
[

C2
C1

]
the percentage of C1 tokens

depending on a C2 token that are correctly attached by the parser, while the En-
glish delexicalized model has a UAS

[
NOUN
ADJ

]
of 91.1% on English, it drops down to

50.8% for French. This decrease directly results from the word order difference be-
tween French and English, as English adjectives are almost always preposed4 while
their position in French is less deterministic: in the French UD, 28% of the adjec-
tives occur before their head noun and 72% after it. As a result, the UAS

[
NOUN
ADJ

]
score on French actually decomposes as 96.8% for UAS

[
NOUN
preposed ADJ

]
and 34.5% for

UAS
[

NOUN
postposed ADJ

]
.5 These observations highlight the impact of word order on delex-

icalized transfer: attachment patterns are not robust to variations in word order-
ing. Note that transfer from French to English is much more successful, with a
UAS

[
NOUN
ADJ

]
of 80.5%. This is because the source language (here French) contains

a sufficiently large number of preposed adjectives, which makes it possible to learn
the patterns that are useful for English.

The discrepancies in word order can have an even more dramatic effect when
transferring parsers between languages in which adjectives have a fixed position.
This, for instance, happens when the source is Bulgarian (almost only preposed ad-
jectives) and the target is Hebrew (only postposed): the resulting UAS

[
NOUN
ADJ

]
is as

low as 28.7% (compared to an overall UAS of 60.1%). In the reverse direction, it
drops down to 2.8% (UAS

[
NOUN
preposed ADJ

]
of 0.7%, UAS

[
NOUN
postposed ADJ

]
of 54.5%, with an

overall UAS of 50.6%).6

The impact of differences in word order on cross-lingual transfer is not limited
to the attachment of adjectives. Consider, for instance, the English phrase the neigh-
bor’s car (DET NOUN PART NOUN) and its French translation la voiture du voisin (DET

NOUN ADP NOUN). After attaching function words, all that remains for the parser
to process is the bigram NOUN NOUN: while the English parser has been trained to
predict a left dependency (car being the head of neighbor), for French it must predict

4In the English UD corpus, 93% of the adjectives come before the noun they depend on.
5This observation is consistent with the English monolingual scores (93.2% for the

UAS
[

NOUN
preposed ADJ

]
majority case, and 55.0% for the much rarer UAS

[
NOUN
postposed ADJ

]
case).

6Source data quality cannot be the only cause of such poor results: when delexicalized models

apply monolingually, UAS
[

NOUN
ADJ

]
is 97.4% in Bulgarian and 88.4% in Hebrew.
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a right dependency (voiture being the head of voisin). Here the discrepancy of geni-
tives’ position across languages does not involve unseen features, but still leads the
model to predict a wrong dependency with high confidence.

My work aims at addressing such scenarios in which knowledge transfer is im-
peded by the word order of the source language. While current state-of-the-art mod-
els learn that ‘an ADJ followed by a NOUN depends on that NOUN’ and ‘the first
NOUN depends on the second NOUN’, I would like them to transfer more abstract
patterns such as ‘ADJs depend on NOUNs’ and ‘genitives depend on NOUNs’, leaving
it up to the target side to decide which of both NOUNs plays the role of genitive.

8.2 Reshaping training instances

My proposal to solve the aforementioned issues applies Bender (2009)’s ideas,
whereby introducing linguistics can contribute to language independence, here by
singling out typological divergences.

Despite the intuition, it is indeed out of question to fully abstract the learned
knowledge from word order (e.g. with feature engineering), because it would make
sentences like those of Figure 8.2 indistinguishable. I rather aim at keeping the sys-
tems order-dependent, but accounting for opposite typologies during the transfer
step.

ADJ NOUN ADJ ADP PROPN

Delicious dishes typical of Spain

ROOT

ADJ ADJ NOUN ADP PROPN

Best Chinese restaurant in Paris

ROOT

FIGURE 8.2: Pair of sentences for which word order information mat-
ters: otherwise the parser cannot attach the proper noun correctly.

I see two strategies to this end: either a direct mapping of feature weights (i.e.
converting (s0 = ADJ ∧ n0 = NOUN) values into (s0 = NOUN ∧ n0 = ADJ)), or
transforming the data itself, so that the knowledge ‘adjectives depend on nouns’
is embedded in sentences with appropriate typological properties and is naturally
learned on (s0 = NOUN∧ n0 = ADJ) features. Because it is a generic extension appli-
cable to any parsing system, and because the transformations are easier to interpret,
I have chosen to transform the data.

Hence, I propose to preprocess source data to fit the word order typology of
the target before training a delexicalized parser. Actually, I do not restrain to word
order, but also consider typological phenomena like the absence of a given PoS class
in one language (typically, determiners: knowledge is embedded differently in ‘ADP
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NOUN’ and ‘ADP DET NOUN’). With this preprocessing step, the new source tree-
bank is more similar to target word sequences, which makes the cross-lingual knowl-
edge more accessible. It is important to note that the available information is the
same before and after preprocessing (no dependency is ever added), the only modi-
fications are on how it is presented at training time.

In the following, I introduce two ways of generating such transformations, by
removing or permuting tokens. The first approach is data-driven: it estimates a
language model (LM) on target PoS sequences and uses this PoSLM to find a tree
in the neighbourhood (i.e. local reorderings) of the source sentence which fits tar-
get word order. The second strategy extracts typological features from the WALS
database (Haspelmath et al., 2005; Dryer and Haspelmath, 2013), to generate a series
of heuristic transformation operations.

The problem of finding good reorderings of a source sentence is closely
related to the problem of word (p)reordering in Statistical Machine Translation
(SMT) (Bisazza and Federico, 2016). However, where preordering aims at finding
an optimal permutation of source words for each source sentence, my objective here is
different, as I only intend to ‘fix’ a sufficiently large number of divergent patterns
between the source and target languages, so as to increase the effectiveness of
transfer at the model level. I will show that optimal reorderings at the sentence level
can even be detrimental in this frame.

8.2.1 Target-optimal reordering with a language model

My first resource-light approach consists of two steps. I first generate a small sub-
set of possible token permutations, compactly encoded in a finite-state graph. In
my experiments, I consider all the permutations licensed by the MJ-2 reordering
scheme (Kumar and Byrne, 2005), which generates all possible local permutations
within a window of three words. Machine Translation experiments have shown that
the MJ-2 constraints capture lots of plausible reorderings (Dreyer et al., 2007). In the
context of cross-lingual transfer, its local nature enables to correct several important
divergences in word order (e.g. the adjective-noun divergence described in previous
section), while keeping the size of the reordering lattice polynomial with respect to
the sentence length (Lopez, 2009).

The permutation lattice is then searched for a reordering that (a) corresponds to
a high probability target PoS sequence and (b) preserves the projectivity constraint.
By enforcing projectivity, I prevent the reordered words from being moved far from
their own dependents, which would create other inconsistencies. In practice, I first
generate the lattice of MJ-2 reorderings, score it with a language model estimated
on the target PoS sequences, and extract the 1,000-best sequences. After filtering
the reorderings inducing non-projective trees, I retain the one-best sequence (if one
projective tree exists), or the original sequence otherwise. I expect the word order of
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this transformed source to be very close to the word order of a typical target sentence,
and hence to fit the typology of the target. I then transform the gold dependency tree
according to this permutation and use it to train a target-adapted model.

This approach can be viewed as an extension of the data selection technique of
Søgaard (2011) in which the delexicalized model is trained only on the source ex-
amples that are the most relevant for the target at hand. The similarity between the
source and target languages is based on the similarity between their PoS sequences:
experimentally, the author retains the 90% sentences with lowest perplexity accord-
ing to a target PoSLM. I add here an extra degree of freedom by allowing changes in
the word order of the source PoS sequence, rather than simply discarding sentences:
instead of selecting relevant sentences, I maximize the relevance of each sentence.

8.2.2 Heuristic rewrite rules based on typological knowledge

My second proposal takes advantage of the linguistic knowledge that is now avail-
able for many languages. I use here the WALS database, which contains a series of
linguistic features documenting 2,679 languages. Some of these features are of prime
interest for my study, and express general properties related to word order; they are
available for more than 1,000 languages. In this work I focus on the following seven
features that describe whether some PoS classes exist in a language and their relative
position (preposed or postposed to the noun, or no dominant order): 37A (definite
articles), 38A (indefinite articles), 85A (order of adposition and noun), 86A (order of
genitive and noun), 87A (order of adjective and noun), 88A (order of demonstrative
and noun) and 89A (order of numeral and noun).7

I first extract the relevant features for each considered language, quantify their
value and automatically associate them to properties of the raw UPOS sequences. I
indeed extrapolate the order of DET and NOUN from feature 88A and identify the
genitives mentioned by feature 86A as NOUNs or PROPNs depending on a NOUN.
With an otherwise straightforward mapping, this results in the following set of prop-
erties: no definite DET, no indefinite DET (including the affix cases), and a prece-
dence rate (denoted PR) of 0% (postposed), 50% (no dominant order) or 100% (pre-
posed) for ADPs (resp. genitives, ADJs, DETs, NUMs) depending on a NOUN.8 It is
worth mentioning that, contrary to other uses of WALS in the cross-lingual litera-
ture, here the actual semantic of each feature value is used.

The ‘No dominant order’ feature value of WALS provides very useful quanti-
tative information: contrary to the PoSLM-based approach, which puts hard con-
straints on each phenomenon by choosing a reordering even when several choices

7I do not consider here features (81A, 82A, etc.) describing the relative position of a head VERB and
its dependents. Their use would require to condition the preprocessing patterns on labeled depen-
dency relationship in the source, a task I leave for future work.

8For ADPs, and for resilience to annotation inconsistencies, I also include ADPs that are heads of
NOUNs.
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would be almost equally likely, WALS features indicate when and how to balance
the transformed treebanks.

By comparing two languages based on their feature values, it is then possible
to define actionable transformation rules that remove or permute tokens and their
associated subtrees. Table 8.1 lists the transformation rules derived from each pair
of features. I preferred smooth transformations (with mean PR objectives and error
margins) to prevent a full transformation of the corpus and a risk of information
losses if the child position is less deterministic than expected. For instance, in the
case of transfer from English (ADP-NOUN) to Japanese (NOUN-ADP) and according
to the fourth transformation rule, I target a precedence rate of ADPs to NOUNs be-
tween 45% and 55%. This means that during source treebank traversal, while the
precedence rate in previous sentences is above 55% (resp. below 45%), any encoun-
tered ADP-NOUN (resp. NOUN-ADP) bigram holding a dependency is switched,
along with their dependents to preserve projectivity. According to the first rule, for
transfer to Czech (no definite article) from any source, all definite articles are sys-
tematically removed from source data.

Source feature Target feature Transformation rule

any no DEF-DET remove all definite DETs
any no IND-DET remove all indefinite DETs

PR = 0% PR ≥ 50% switch subtrees to reach PR = 50% (with 5% error margin)
PR = 100% PR ≤ 50% switch subtrees to reach PR = 50% (with 5% error margin)
PR = 50% PR = 100% switch subtrees to reach PR = 75% (with 5% error margin)
PR = 50% PR = 0% switch subtrees to reach PR = 25% (with 5% error margin)

TABLE 8.1: Transformation rules extracted from the comparison of the feature values of a
language pair. All other feature pairs result in a no-op.

For each sentence, I apply each rule on the whole sequence (and then iterate
3 times to capture recursive phenomena). Such heuristic rule application strategy
is undoubtedly sensitive to the rule ordering, but I have not yet investigated this
aspect and simply apply rules according to the lexicographic order of the child tag,
breaking ties using word position.

In comparison to the PoSLM-based approach, the WALS-based approach suffers
from a lack of exhaustivity regarding word order; by design, less phenomena will be
captured. However, since the objective is not the best possible reordering but only
more compatible PoS sequences, exhaustivity is probably not a big issue. Besides,
working with a discrete and reduced set of transformation operations gives a better
control on the rewriting of dependencies. It also allows to use extra operations such
as word deletion, a transformation that may be difficult to control in the PoSLM
approach.

Altogether, this linguistically rich method presents a notable upside: since all
the required information is available in WALS, it is readily usable for more than
thousand languages. Provided that PoS tags can be generated for the target data
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to parse, no extra resource is required, while estimating a PoSLM still requires a
sufficiently large corpus of reliably PoS-tagged target data.9

8.3 Experiments

To evaluate the effect of this preprocessing on transfer, I conduct extensive experi-
ments on 40 languages exhibiting very different characteristics and covering several
language families. On top of overall gains, this consequently enables per-family eval-
uation, and fine-grained analysis of the results.

8.3.1 Experimental setup

Both proposals are evaluated on UD 1.310 and compared with three baselines: (a)
standard delexicalized transfer, (b) the data point selection method of Søgaard (2011)
and (c) the multi-source combination of Rosa and Zabokrtsky (2015) weighted by the
KLcpos3 metric (both described in Section 4.1). I also include the UAS of KLcpos3 multi-
source combination built on top of my knowledge-based model.

When target PoS sequences are needed (to train PoSLMs and compute KLcpos3), I
use the training sets of UD, stripped of all dependencies. The PoSLMs are based on
trigrams. From WALS,11 I extract and use the 37A, 38A and 85A to 89A features, but
for some languages, this information was incomplete. I completed missing features
with a majority vote of the languages of same genus if available in the database;
otherwise (i.e. for ancient languages, all absent from WALS) I assumed that there
were separate article tokens and that there was no dominant order for word order
features.

For each component of the algorithms, I use the UPOS tagset and gold PoS tags.
While this scenario is probably unrealistic, I needed to remove discrepancies in PoS
quality between languages, in order to get a clearer picture of the effect of my meth-
ods on knowledge transfer. For parsing, I use the ARCEAGER perceptron version

9While the standard approaches for PoS tagging are either to train a tagger on such target data, or to
leverage parallel data which is not always available, I believe that these are not the only options and that
the tagging limitation should not restrict the cross-lingual parsing scenarios. Already strong tagging
baselines can indeed by obtained e.g. by Wiktionary crowd-sourcing or by training on sample anno-
tated data, too small to estimate a PoSLM but sufficient for baseline tagging. Garrette and Baldridge
(2013) also argue in favour of tag dictionaries, which are a better use of sparse annotators’ time than
standard data annotation. A few straightforward rules (easy and fast to write) can also successfully
complement these baselines to handle inflected forms: when data falls short, data-driven systems are
definitely not the only solution. Moreover, the impact of using a poor tagger seems much worse if the
annotated data is used to train a PoSLM, because it would incur many illegitimate reorderings, than if
it concerns only the test data, in which case errors have consequences limited to the current parse.

10In order to present only fair sources, for languages in which several treebanks are available, I retain
only the main treebank. This is the case for the following languages: cs, en, es, fi, grc, la, nl, pt, ru, sl
and sv.

11http://wals.info (accessed in June 2016)

http://wals.info
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of PanParser, with a greedy dynamic oracle and Zhang and Nivre (2011)’s feature
templates (assuming fully delexicalized representations and unlabeled arcs).

8.3.2 Results

[ Mono-source ] [ Multi-source ]
Target Delexicalized PoSLM selection PoSLM reordering WALS rewrite rules Delex. WALS

min med max µ min med max ∆µ min med max ∆µ min med max ∆µ

ar 5.1 43.2 56.9 36.1 4.8 43.0 57.2 -0.2 18.9 45.1 57.2 +5.6 12.2 47.6 56.9 +5.7 57.3 57.8
bg 26.4 67.5 78.9 59.6 26.3 67.5 78.9 -0.1 35.5 65.1 74.4 +1.5 27.2 67.6 78.9 +1.8 79.6 79.0
ca 28.4 62.3 78.5 57.8 27.9 62.0 78.7 -0.1 33.5 60.8 75.5 -0.2 30.4 66.2 78.6 +1.9 79.2 79.1
cs 29.7 58.5 74.0 54.3 29.2 58.6 74.0 -0.0 37.1 58.4 68.8 +1.4 30.8 59.3 73.8 +1.4 74.0 73.8
cu 22.6 58.5 74.7 53.9 22.6 58.7 75.4 +0.0 38.2 60.2 70.0 +3.8 24.3 60.3 74.7 +1.6 74.7 74.7
da 28.0 64.5 75.3 58.2 27.5 63.8 75.3 -0.2 40.3 61.0 70.4 -0.0 28.6 64.6 74.5 +1.4 75.7 75.2
de 36.2 61.2 70.5 57.7 35.9 61.0 70.0 -0.2 45.4 61.1 69.3 +1.3 43.0 61.8 70.8 +1.5 68.7 68.7
el 29.0 51.0 67.8 49.5 28.9 50.5 68.2 -0.0 33.5 51.6 64.9 +0.4 29.8 51.6 67.6 +1.7 67.0 66.2
en 33.1 56.5 65.8 52.8 32.5 56.2 65.5 -0.2 38.4 57.0 63.8 +1.2 32.2 58.4 65.9 +1.2 65.7 66.0
es 30.0 63.9 78.5 58.9 29.3 64.4 78.5 -0.0 37.6 62.8 76.1 +0.3 31.5 66.6 78.4 +1.8 79.2 79.3
et 28.4 53.1 69.4 51.5 26.9 52.9 69.6 -0.2 36.3 57.0 67.9 +3.7 37.1 57.9 69.3 +4.4 69.4 69.3
eu 20.7 45.2 57.8 44.2 20.9 46.4 57.7 -0.1 24.3 54.6 64.1 +8.1 24.6 52.0 63.3 +5.7 55.7 60.9
fa 17.9 45.3 56.1 40.3 17.6 45.0 56.0 -0.1 26.7 46.3 56.8 +3.2 25.5 48.4 58.8 +5.2 61.4 63.3
fi 27.4 48.1 62.1 46.6 27.4 48.2 61.8 -0.0 32.4 50.2 58.8 +2.3 32.4 53.0 62.2 +3.7 62.1 62.2
fr 30.9 64.0 79.1 59.0 29.9 63.9 78.7 -0.2 35.0 61.4 76.8 +0.5 34.2 66.0 78.9 +1.8 79.8 79.5
ga 16.4 56.0 65.8 50.1 16.3 56.2 66.4 -0.1 26.6 56.2 64.6 +1.8 20.8 59.0 65.3 +2.3 67.4 67.2
gl 33.0 40.3 47.5 40.6 32.8 40.5 47.5 -0.1 32.1 43.0 48.2 +1.5 35.6 43.7 51.0 +2.6 46.7 46.6

got 26.4 58.0 72.7 54.3 26.4 57.5 73.4 -0.0 38.0 60.0 66.3 +3.1 28.2 58.9 73.9 +0.9 72.7 73.9
grc 32.5 53.9 57.3 50.7 29.8 53.9 57.8 -0.1 39.0 53.9 58.3 +1.1 32.4 53.9 57.8 +0.0 61.0 60.3
he 20.1 53.8 68.0 49.9 19.8 54.2 67.7 +0.1 30.2 54.1 63.6 +1.2 21.9 55.4 65.8 +1.6 71.2 68.7
hi 11.0 27.1 66.5 32.3 11.1 26.9 65.8 -0.1 22.0 37.5 61.6 +6.7 19.8 33.8 66.8 +5.4 37.1 44.2
hr 26.8 55.4 71.2 52.0 26.0 56.3 70.9 -0.2 35.7 56.3 66.9 +1.7 28.9 56.3 70.3 +1.5 73.9 73.0
hu 27.8 52.7 67.8 50.8 27.1 53.1 68.2 -0.0 40.4 56.3 65.4 +4.4 40.1 55.4 68.3 +3.4 63.0 64.4
id 17.4 49.2 70.1 48.8 18.2 49.0 70.3 +0.1 27.6 50.2 66.1 +1.5 23.1 53.8 69.6 +3.7 70.8 71.9
it 31.0 67.1 82.6 61.7 30.4 66.9 82.2 -0.1 38.1 67.0 80.7 +1.2 34.0 70.8 82.3 +2.2 83.2 82.9
ja 7.0 18.6 72.6 26.7 7.2 18.3 72.2 +0.1 15.7 32.9 70.6 +10.0 18.1 35.2 72.3 +11.4 63.3 63.5
kk 10.7 33.0 56.3 32.4 10.9 34.0 54.3 +0.2 17.9 35.2 52.6 +3.4 20.6 38.5 55.6 +4.9 53.9 54.6
la 14.4 49.9 64.1 47.1 14.3 50.0 63.5 +0.0 19.5 51.4 61.8 +1.9 21.1 53.3 63.3 +2.1 58.3 60.0
lv 22.6 40.3 55.7 40.6 22.5 40.1 55.8 -0.2 28.7 42.6 51.0 +1.8 35.0 47.1 55.4 +5.5 50.2 57.3
nl 27.5 51.9 61.7 48.9 27.9 52.2 62.2 +0.1 32.4 49.3 56.8 -2.4 28.4 52.4 60.4 +0.5 62.3 60.7
no 25.8 64.0 76.6 57.1 25.6 63.9 76.7 -0.1 37.2 58.5 69.2 -0.2 26.5 63.8 76.2 +1.3 76.6 76.5
pl 25.7 62.1 77.9 59.2 25.6 62.7 77.9 -0.1 36.0 65.6 76.2 +3.4 29.5 65.5 77.4 +2.4 78.0 77.6
pt 30.8 62.8 75.5 56.7 30.2 63.3 75.5 +0.0 35.7 60.0 73.5 -0.9 32.8 63.5 75.4 +1.4 75.5 75.7
ro 19.8 55.5 69.2 51.8 18.6 55.7 68.7 -0.1 31.7 58.5 67.7 +3.1 24.1 60.5 70.3 +4.0 71.8 72.0
ru 26.8 53.9 69.0 51.3 26.1 54.0 68.9 -0.0 34.6 55.1 67.9 +2.3 30.9 59.2 68.7 +4.2 71.0 70.4
sl 30.6 65.2 80.4 59.4 30.4 65.1 80.5 -0.0 41.8 64.8 77.4 +2.7 30.5 64.9 80.4 +1.4 80.4 80.4
sv 29.4 62.7 75.5 56.9 29.4 62.3 75.5 -0.2 39.6 60.1 70.6 +0.5 30.4 63.9 74.9 +2.3 73.1 73.5
ta 9.1 36.3 66.3 36.8 9.1 35.6 66.4 -0.0 18.9 43.7 64.5 +6.2 19.0 41.1 65.8 +4.7 66.3 65.8
tr 14.1 35.3 67.0 38.8 14.7 35.4 67.0 -0.1 19.5 39.5 64.5 +2.0 21.5 40.8 67.8 +3.5 58.6 58.5
zh 15.6 32.5 43.1 31.7 15.8 32.5 43.0 +0.1 18.9 35.5 41.8 +2.3 20.1 36.6 44.1 +3.5 40.2 42.2

µ 23.7 52.0 68.2 49.2 23.3 52.0 68.1 -0.1 31.8 53.5 65.6 +2.3 27.9 55.2 68.3 +2.9 66.9 67.4

TABLE 8.2: UAS of the various mono-source and multi-source transfer methods, on each UD
target language (using UD language codes). The first line reads as follows: for delexicalized
transfer to Arabic, the worst, median and best sources yield UAS scores of 5.1, 43.2 and 56.9,
and the average score over all 39 sources is 36.1, which the WALS-based method improves

by 5.7 points.

Table 8.2 presents UAS results for the various transfer methods considered. As
these experiments amount to 6,320 evaluated parsers, I provide the results in a com-
pacted form as follows: for each target language, for mono-source transfer, I report
the scores of the worst, median, best sources and the average score (or average gain)
over all sources.

Overall, both preprocessing techniques outperform the direct transfer method
of Zeman and Resnik (2008) as well as the selection strategy of Søgaard (2011). The
WALS-based rewriting approach yields higher improvements (+2.9 UAS on average)
than the PoSLM-based reordering strategy (+2.3 UAS on average). Thanks to the
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diversity and the large number of sources, the multi-source methods have here much
higher accuracies, often better than the best source; even in this setting, using WALS
provides a slight improvement over the baseline multi-source parser.

My experiments also show that the selection baseline method does not perform
as well on UD as it did on the CoNLL 2006 Shared Task data. Those differences can
be explained in three ways. First, I experiment with cleaner treebanks and benefit
from the availability of unified tagsets and annotation schemes. This is in contrast
with previous experiments, which were using a tagset mapping as a preprocessing
step, making the net effect of data selection more difficult to single out and evaluate
precisely. Second, the data selection method was primarily intended for distantly
related languages, whereas the UD corpus now offers a wide language diversity and
often a few good sources for which data size reduction is only detrimental. Third,
the original work experimented on multi-source transfer, in which case selection can
also help by balancing each language’s contribution, which it cannot in this mono-
source setting.

In general, my methods do not improve the best source but have a large effect on
bad and average sources, often turning them into competitive sources. This is partic-
ularly true with PoSLM reordering, which improves the worst sources by 8.1 points
and degrades the best ones by 2.6 points. By contrast, the WALS-based method is
more conservative and offers lower but more reliable improvements, which in aver-
age proves successful.

Target language
Romance Germanic Slavic Finno-Ugric Semitic Ancient

So
ur

ce
la

ng
ua

ge Romance 67.1‖65.6‖67.2 60.4‖60.4‖61.7 63.1‖63.5‖63.0 46.4‖50.8‖52.5 54.1‖52.1‖52.9 56.7‖56.5‖54.9
Germanic 61.2‖63.5‖65.8 65.9‖63.1‖65.8 61.3‖62.2‖63.2 57.2‖58.6‖58.5 41.2‖48.2‖49.8 54.5‖57.1‖56.7

Slavic 63.5‖61.7‖66.0 63.8‖60.5‖64.3 72.6‖68.4‖71.8 53.2‖57.0‖58.4 54.7‖53.6‖56.8 59.0‖59.2‖60.1
Finno-Ugric 46.3‖51.9‖52.3 57.1‖56.2‖57.6 53.8‖58.6‖56.9 64.1‖63.0‖64.2 30.0‖43.6‖41.5 50.8‖55.7‖56.1

Semitic 54.1‖54.2‖54.1 40.6‖48.2‖51.1 42.5‖54.6‖56.1 30.8‖41.2‖44.1 55.4‖55.6‖54.8 53.7‖55.9‖54.4
Ancient 56.1‖49.2‖55.9 56.7‖51.5‖56.1 60.9‖57.5‖60.6 52.2‖54.9‖56.0 51.1‖47.0‖50.6 62.7‖60.0‖62.6

TABLE 8.3: Delexicalized, PoSLM-based reordered and WALS-based UAS aggregated over
language family pairs. The first column reads as follows: the average UAS over all pairs of
two Romance languages is 67.1 for mono-source delexicalized transfer; it is slightly improved
(67.2) by the WALS-based method. Over all pairs of a Germanic source and a Romance target,
the average mono-source UAS raises from 61.2 (delexicalized baseline) to 63.5 (PoSLM-based

reordering) and 65.8 (WALS-based rules).

Table 8.3 reports the average over some language families12 of the UAS of the
baseline, reordered and WALS-based mono-source models. It shows that accuracies
of related sources are only marginally modified when source sentences are trans-
formed according to WALS, which could be expected as related languages share
most of their typological features. On the contrary, large gains are obtained for dis-
tantly related languages. Such languages are typically poor sources in direct delex-
icalized transfer due to systematic labeling errors that mostly concern few frequent

12While the considered ancient languages belong to some of those families, I chose to gather them
into a separate category, since they rely on the same WALS completion heuristic, instead of their actual
typological features.
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word classes (in correlation with their typological features). I have found that such
errors can often be corrected by transforming the source sentences. Once those
errors are handled, the now competitive sources can in turn contribute with valu-
able knowledge in multi-source settings; the primary purpose of this study has been
achieved.

8.3.3 A fine-grained analysis

I have also investigated the improvements made over the baseline by my best
method, the WALS-based rewriting rules, by analyzing the gain in accuracy sepa-
rately for various PoS. It appears that, unsurprisingly, improvements mostly concern
PoS classes covered by the WALS features. For instance, the issue mentioned in § 8.1
for the English-French pair is almost solved with source reordering: 90.4% of the
postposed ADJs are correctly predicted by the WALS-based method (34.5% in the
baseline), without any detrimental impact on the preposed ones. The same holds
for the Hebrew-Bulgarian textbook case, where the UAS

[
NOUN
ADJ

]
raises from 0.7% to

95.1%.

I observe similar behaviors across the board for all the classes targeted by
transformations: transfer from Czech to Danish had UAS

[
NOUN
preposed NOUN

]
and

UAS
[

NOUN
postposed NOUN

]
scores of 2.8% and 78.4%, with WALS-based preprocessing

they are respectively 61.1% and 80.4%. In Finnish-Arabic, scores of 6.3% and 30.9%
on ADJs and ADPs become 65.8% and 61.4%, etc. In whole, 21% of the considered
language pairs present very large gains (over +50 points) for at least one frequent
tag pair (over 30 dependency occurrences in test data).

Careful comparison of results for both PoSLM-based methods shows that re-
ordering improves ADJs’ attachment for instance, when data selection does not. This
can be explained in two ways. First, if the source corpus contains a very limited
number of preposed ADJs, even with perfect selection the ADJs in final data cannot
be mostly preposed. Second, data selection mostly targets sequences very far from
the target syntax: sentences that only violate a local preference of child position are
less fluent, and consequently have a lower rank, than their hypothetical counterpart
with switched positions; but they are not ungrammatical enough to be pushed into
the 10% worst territory. On the other hand, the data transformation approach is
not restricted to preexisting n-grams, and it establishes a direct competition between
the given sequence and its counterpart, to keep only the most fluent, thus acknowl-
edging local preferences. These key differences are confirmed experimentally on
English-French data: PoSLM-based reordering lowers the precedence rate of ADJs to
NOUNs from 93% to 60%, while the rate varies by less than 1% in Søgaard (2011)’s
approach, leaving the majority case adjectives still under-trained.
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Finally, detailed analyses reveal that the PoSLM reordering approach has lower
improvements than the WALS-based one on easy reorderings such as the nearly de-
terministic Hebrew-Bulgarian adjectives (UAS

[
NOUN
ADJ

]
of 93.2% with WALS, versus

86.1% with the PoSLM). This suggests that the data-driven technique still wastes
part of the available knowledge: indeed, the use of a probabilistic model to rank
reorderings does not guarantee that any interesting reordering is in fact selected.
Another advantage of the knowledge-rich approach is that the distribution of local
word orderings is easier to control, since it explicitly regulates the balance between
co-existing word orders. Indeed, when two structures are possible and fluent, the
PoSLM-based method will always prefer the majority class. While the projectivity
requirement generally softens this hard constraint by discarding many reordering
candidates, the effect holds for instance on typologically close languages: during
transfer from French (PR = 28% for ADJ-NOUN) to Italian (PR = 32%), PoSLM-based
reorderings harden the preference down to PR = 16%, and end up under-training
the ADJ-NOUN minority class.

In spite of this, the PoSLM reordering method is still competitive, since it covers
more diverse phenomena. For instance, when transferring from English to Tamil,
the UAS

[VERB
AUX

]
only raises from 31.4% to 35.0% with the WALS-based method, but

achieves a nice 91.2% with the PoSLM. Such improvements are however less pre-
dictable and unexplained losses also occur, as for the UAS

[VERB
AUX

]
in Hungarian-Tamil

(98.5% for the baseline and WALS, 66.4% with PoSLM reordering).

These results suggest that both approaches have their upsides and downsides,
which remain to be combined, either at the language level, by using PoSLMs for
the poorest sources and WALS otherwise, or at the token level, by confronting both
reordering proposals for each dependency.

8.4 Qualitative comparison of relevance models

Both Søgaard (2011) and Rosa and Zabokrtsky (2015) agree on the idea that even
distant sources can contribute to target processing, if appropriately handled, and
that they should not be ruled out right away. I interpret their strategies through the
prism of relevance; as such my proposal can be viewed as an extension that pushes
further, and to a finer grain, the intuition of extracting useful knowledge even from
poor sources. While Rosa and Zabokrtsky (2015) reward good source languages and
Søgaard (2011) rewards target-relevant sentences, I reward relevant local patterns, by
performing a local reordering of target-irrelevant parse subtrees rather than ignoring
the whole sentence. Thus, the knowledge embedded in these subtrees is used more
effectively, but the rest of the sentence as well.
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To see this, consider the case of transferring an English parser to a language in
which no verb is labeled as auxiliary.13 In this case, the method of Søgaard (2011)
is likely to discard all English sentences containing auxiliaries and the parser will
hardly see, at training time, sentences involving passive constructions or past par-
ticiples; by contrast, methods based on data transformation would not remove the
full sentence, but just the auxiliary – all the other dependencies, e.g. the by-agent,
can still contribute to learning. Similarly, because the absence of auxiliaries affects
the distribution of trigrams, Rosa and Zabokrtsky (2015)’s method will reduce the
contribution of the English source as a whole, even when the current input is a noun
phrase and does not involve auxiliaries at all.

Thus, in comparison to previous works favoring close word orders at the cost
of discarding some training examples or reducing source contribution, my proposal
differs by improving cross-lingual transfer without knowledge loss.

8.5 Conclusion: beyond the proof of concept

This chapter has exhibited the adverse effects of typological differences on the effec-
tiveness of direct transfer, both theoretically and empirically: language-independent
knowledge loses its genericity when embedded in concrete data, which prevents
transfer at the classifier level when source and target typologies differ. To address
such phenomena, I have proposed a preprocessing technique, which transforms the
source data to fit target typology before training, and can thus be entertained with
any parsing system. In practice, I have experimented with two approaches for source
reordering or rewriting: one is data-driven and exploits a PoS-based target language
model, and the other is heuristic and relies on the WALS typological database. Both
yield significant improvements (+2.3 and +2.9 on 40 languages), but the knowledge-
based method proves more effective, with the additional benefit of being entirely
resource-free and thus readily usable for over thousand languages. Notably, even
if the current proposal for WALS-based rewriting targets only a few frequent PoS
classes, its improvements on such classes are huge, often 30 and up to 90 points.

Incidentally, these experiments shed a new light on earlier proposals to improve
direct transfer. The recent efforts on annotation consistency indeed allow fairer eval-
uation, and this contrastive experiment unveils important differences in how each
method handles specific patterns; for instance the selection-based technique is un-
able to address minor fluency issues like adjective-noun inversions, but reordering
can. Besides, my approach has the additional benefit of preserving the amount of
available knowledge in the data.

Despite already substantial gains and readily usable methods, this study is
above all a proof of concept of how knowledge can solve representation issues,

13In UD this is, for instance, the case for Greek, Latvian or Galician.
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which are the main reason why PSEUDO-SHARED knowledge is not SHARED. The
set of WALS-based rewrite rules used here is indeed a baseline proposal, and can
be completed in many ways, typically with article insertions, PoS substitutions
and patterns involving verbs, which were not considered so far. Besides, word
order may not be the only reason of incompatible knowledge representations, and
other kinds of knowledge databases could be exploited. Notably, since knowledge
always appears as instantiated in data-driven methods, the effect exhibited here on
dependency parsing presumably concerns many other NLP tasks, and not only the
order-dependent ones.

The question of how to maximize the effectiveness of parallel data and projec-
tion methods also remains open: while they tackle such word order issues by de-
sign, they have other shortcomings related to typological differences. Typically, the
syntax-semantics association depends on the language, which makes semantically-
driven attachments harder to leverage for syntactic tasks, as exemplified in Chap-
ter 5. It would be interesting for instance to leverage the knowledge that one lan-
guage prefers the passive voice over the active one, in order to amend some align-
ments or alter the projection step.
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Chapters 5 and 6 have motivated the design of a cascading framework in a cross-
lingual context, Chapters 7 and 8 have brought technical improvements that made
this approach achievable. Time has now come to put cascading into practice.

There are indeed two aspects, in the main contribution of this thesis: the devel-
opment of a cascading framework for parsing, and its effective use, which mostly
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comes down to devising the metrics that will parameterize it. But I believe the core
of my contribution to be the framework itself, which can be used in many other ways
than those described here and opens new avenues for future research. This chapter
proposes one way to exploit it, i.e. one set of metrics and architecture choices, and
most of the reported experiments concern that setting, but throughout the text I
suggest many variations on my use of cascading; experimenting (or further experi-
menting, in some cases) with those appears as the most promising track for future
work.

The main motivation underlying this development was actually twofold: en-
abling multi-source combination to be more selective and fine-grained, and design-
ing a flexible system able to combine seamlessly multiple and diverse resources for
low-resource NLP. But as my study unfolds, having developed a quite generic sys-
tem, it turns out that its possible applications are in fact numerous: multi-system
combination, domain adaptation, and presumably many others. Hence, the scope of
that contribution exceeds that of cross-lingual parsing.

The cascading approach is described more precisely in Section 9.1, which also
highlights its differences with other ensembling methods and presents some techni-
calities of its application to cross-lingual parsing. Section 9.2 then fills the sole gap
that remains at this point to perform cross-lingual transfer with cascading, namely
the ability to measure cross-lingual relevance; depending on the available resources,
four approaches are proposed and empirically illustrated. Section 9.3 hints at the
diversity of other applications that my cascading framework can have, with three
monolingual examples. I conclude this chapter by reporting, in Section 9.4, my par-
ticipation in the CoNLL 2017 UD Shared Task: this evaluation campaign offered a nice
opportunity to assess in realistic conditions the efficiency of my cascading approach,
as well as several other contributions.

9.1 Transfer cascades

9.1.1 Core method

Figure 9.1 summarizes the cascading approach that I have proposed to address cross-
lingual parsing: a first parser gets a raw input and produces a partial annotation,
which is forwarded to the next one as an enriched input; then the second parser uses
that additional information to predict a new partial tree, which must include all pre-
viously predicted dependencies; several similar stages may follow, until the last one,
which also receives a partially annotated example but this time outputs a complete
tree. This way, each token is annotated by exactly one model. At each stage, the
decision between annotating a token or leaving it unannotated is taken by the parser
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itself, based on a criterion that was specified at training time: for instance if, be-
tween the target and a given source, only the prepositional phrases behave similarly,
I will specify the delexicalized parser trained on that source to focus on attaching
adpositions (and ignore all other tokens).

Since each model is supposed to learn a specific part of the syntax, these sub-
sets of dependencies must be known beforehand. Following the vocabulary used by
Kuncheva (2004, chap. 6) when reviewing methods for classifier selection, I refer to
them as competence regions, and I will describe in Section 9.2 the method advocated
by Kuncheva (2004) to preestimate them,1 as well as a few alternative proposals. The
strategies to choose and order the sources (that is, specifying their correspondence
with stages) are also discussed in Section 9.2.

In order to ensure train-test consistency of the partial annotations used as con-
straints, the same architecture is used at training time: each model is trained under
the constraints predicted by all previous stages, so that training is also performed
stage by stage.2

input

P1

trained on R1

partial tree

P2

trained on R2

partial tree

P3

trained on R3
output

annotates R1

uses + respects

annotates R2

uses + respects

annotates R3

FIGURE 9.1: Processing of an input sentence by a 3-stage cascade. The cascade contains
parsers P1, P2 and P3, which have been respectively assigned competence on subsets R1, R2
and R3; each token belongs to exactly one of them. On the input sentence, the white areas
represent tokens whose head is unknown, while the black areas represent tokens whose

head has already been predicted.

The main mechanisms underlying this method, i.e. the ability to parse (and
train) given a set of dependency constraints (in the form of a partial annotation)
and that of annotating only a specific part of the input, have been made possible by

1Kuncheva (2004) actually mentions other options to assign competence, where the choice of the
competent classifier depends on the prediction (using e.g. classifier confidence), or on the input only
(e.g. by evaluating each model on the K nearest neighbours of the input). But the need to know
competences before training makes such dynamic estimation out of question in the case of my transfer
framework.

2In theory, this makes the training time quadratic in the number of stages: treebank number k is
preannotated by k− 1 models. However, the processing time of a treebank (even with multiple stages)
is small compared to the training time on the same treebank, so that the training time of a cascade is in
practice close to linear (one complete training per stage). Still, the number of stages in the cascade (and
thus, of sources) remains computationally constrained, and massive source sets (e.g. all UD languages)
are not desirable: in my experiments, I have not exceeded a dozen of stages.
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the extensions of the parsing framework proposed in Chapter 7. The applicability
of the method has then been extended in Chapter 8: addressing typological diver-
gences turns even bad sources into relatively competitive ones and thereby makes
their knowledge more accessible to the target; this way, in languages where really
only one type of dependencies is relevant (say, attachment of adpositions, as in the
previous example), the system becomes able to single out that knowledge.

9.1.2 Relations with the meta-learning literature

Formally, my proposal is grounded on the cascading meta-algorithm (Alpaydin and
Kaynak, 1998; Kaynak and Alpaydin, 2000), an ensembling method which improves
a classification task by using a sequential pool of diverse classifiers: the input is fed
to each one of them in turn, until one classifier is confident enough to classify it.
So, each stage of the cascade can either classify the input, or refuse to do so and let
the next stage annotate it. To apply this idea in a context of structured prediction,3 I
let each stage decide, for each token of the input (and not for each input), whether it
should annotate it or not.4 The notion of input enrichment along the cascade (based
on the tokens which have been annotated) is thus an addition of the structured ap-
plication, and so are the mechanisms of constraints and partial outputs.

Although the original motivation of the cascading approach was specifically to
reduce computational costs (by running the most complex systems only for the most
difficult decisions), this chapter widens its perspectives by aiming at accuracy im-
provements (by using each model where it performs best).5

The proposed cross-lingual application also departs from the standard frame-
work in the mechanisms at work when accepting or refusing to annotate a token.
In contrary to the traditional cascades where the decision to annotate an input can
be based on the classifier’s own confidence, in cross-lingual contexts the competence
criterion will necessarily be extrinsic: English data alone provides no insight on e.g.

3As a matter of fact, Weiss and Taskar (2010) already propose to extend the cascading approach to
structured prediction, and formalize what they call structured prediction cascades: cascades which prune
the (structured) search space at each stage. However, their proposal is in practice much closer to the
approach of coarse-to-fine NLP (Petrov, 2009) than to mine: while I reduce at each stage the number of
tokens to annotate, they reduce the number of candidates for each token at each stage. For instance, the
first stage of their cascade could decide for each adjective if it attaches on the left or on the right, and
the second stage would predict the actual attachment. In my proposal, a first model would annotate
all left-attaching adjectives (leaving the right-attaching ones unannotated), then a second model would
annotate all right-attaching adjectives.

4Taking this kind of decision is especially complex for a transition-based parser: my remark on
action-edge correspondence applies again, so that the decision of non-attachment does not result from
one specific decision of the classifier (as is the case in the original proposal) but from a series of deci-
sions throughout the derivation.

5When cascading parsers, speeding up annotation is out of question anyway: since each stage builds
a full derivation, processing time is in fact increased by a factor around the number of stages.
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English-Romanian similarity, it has to be provided by a third-party computation.6

Conversely, in my proposal the decision on which tokens to annotate is taken in-
ternally by the parser (when focusing on a subset of the training data, it has also
internalized the competence criterion), whereas in the original proposal the actual
decision is not taken by the classifier, but using an extrinsic threshold.

Alternative architectures The meta-learning literature proposes several other en-
sembling methods, among which some might have been used instead, in order to
combine the predictions from multiple sources with the target. But as explained in
the following, none of them would have fully matched the objectives I have sketched
in Chapter 6.

Stacking methods, like Cascade Generalization7 (Gama and Brazdil, 2000), are
the closest to cascading, in the sense that successive predictions of various systems
are used to gradually enrich the input. However, in stacking those predictions are
rather proposals, which each stage can amend, and it is up to the last stage to perform
the final prediction, which may or may not match the earlier proposals. In my set-
ting, I prefer to avoid calling into question the previous predictions: I do not want
a parser specialized in language-specific dependencies to try learning the language-
independent ones, and I consequently dismiss the stacking approach.

Another possibility, in a perspective of specialization, is the multi-expert ap-
proach, where each system annotates a handful of tokens and their outputs are then
collected and merged. However, using this method would neglect the fact that some
predictions can hardly be made without access to information from other predic-
tors.8

A third option would be to perform standard predictions separately and com-
bine them a posteriori (which typically corresponds to MST reparsing); but this would
have failed to address the fact that in a cross-lingual context, the prediction of rele-
vant dependencies is polluted by the irrelevant part of the data.

Cascading appears therefore as the only ensembling method that allows at the
same time to specialize the models, eliminate irrelevant, potentially detrimental in-
formation, and let the models exchange some information with each other.

6Intuitively, an English speaker, who never heard of Romanian, its language family, or any of its
properties, has no idea of whether they will be able to understand (even partially) a Romanian sen-
tence, at least not until they actually encounter such a sentence. The same goes for a parser to which
only English data is provided.

7Despite its name, which refers only to its layered architecture, this method is not a cascading
algorithm in Alpaydin and Kaynak (1998)’s sense: previous predictions are only used to enrich the
input and are not enforced in the final output.

8Such information is needed for instance to attach DETs before considering NOUN-VERB depen-
dencies, but also to ensure compatibility of all edges to form a tree.
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9.1.3 Algorithmic refinements

The above description has presented the core of the cascading approach, but several
additional mechanisms can be built on top of the main architecture. They are merely
proposals though, and not requirements of the core method.

Kuncheva (2004) mentions for instance the issues raised by ties when measuring
competence for a given input. In my framework, there are easy ways to address that:
if several parsers are deemed equally relevant for a given class of dependencies, they
can be placed at the same stage in cascade, train and predict in parallel, and then vote
on the disagreeing dependencies, using MST reparsing.

On another matter, it may happen that a dependency, supposed to be predicted
early in the cascade, is missed; in such cases, all subsequent models will be incom-
petent to handle it, as they focus on very different parts of the syntax, and the final
attachment of that token will be virtually random. In order to make the cascade ro-
bust to such missed dependencies, I propose to add small overlaps between regions, by
means of two tricks: assigning each class to at least two models (typically, the two
most relevant sources) and applying dropout on constraints during training (that is,
removing for instance 10% of all constrained tokens at each stage).9

Conversely, sometimes a parser will output a few noisy dependencies, on top
of those belonging to its region. To help distinguishing those, confidence mechanisms
can be wrapped around the parser’s own knowledge of its competence region: a
dependency that is unstable (i.e. that has been output by one particular parser, but
is absent from other hypotheses at the same stage) is more likely to result from noise
than to belong to the competence region. One possibility to assess the confidence
(or stability) of predicted dependencies10 is to use MST-based voting on a pool of
parsers, trained in parallel at the same stage: for instance for a pool of 5 parsers,
one can retain only the dependencies predicted by 3 of them, and use MST to extract
a stable tree from those. This ensembling procedure is computationally expensive,
though. At the level of a single model, such MST reparsing can also be performed
over the set of beam hypotheses, in order to discard the most unstable predictions of
that particular model.

On a final note, sometimes the dependency constraints cannot be fully respected
by a parser, for instance if they are non-projective,11 so that some information gets

9This proposal contradicts my earlier claim that a model should not be concerned at all by classes
attributed to previous models. But if the dropout is small enough, I believe that the extra dependencies
to handle will not weight enough in the training material to pollute the knowledge acquired on the
parser’s main focus.

10Several methods exist to compute confidence scores at the level of the classifier, even in the specific
cases of structured prediction and transition-based parsing (Crammer et al., 2009; Mejer and Crammer,
2010; Haulrich, 2010). However, once again, the lack of action-head correspondence hinders their
effective use in this context.

11With the oracle refinements described in Section 7.2, non-projective constraints can be exploited
by a projective parser, but it will remain unable to output them. The final output will consequently
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lost along the cascade. But an MST-based trick (where dependency constraints are
more weighted than actual outputs) can solve that easily, by enforcing the constraints
after each step.

9.2 Concrete measures of relevance

This section proposes several concrete ways to preestimate the competence regions,
which remain the last missing piece needed to use my transfer framework in practice.

This cascade of models has been designed, above all, for multi-source transfer
and for the combination of cross-lingual and target resources. In that context, the
core of computing competence regions is to estimate, for each dependency class in
each source, its relevance for the target; then only a few aspects remain to be ad-
dressed, like the order in which the languages fit into the cascade, and threshold
criteria for the actual attribution of classes to each source.

Regarding the definition of dependency classes, I advocate using class criteria
which refer directly to input features,12 like the child and head PoS tags, or their dis-
tance and relative positions, which make it easy for the parser to distinguish classes.

As for the ordering of languages, I propose to start and finish with the target
language, so that the input is preprocessed with all easy dependencies13 (using the
target treebank to approximate hardness measures, as in Figure 6.8), and any miss-
ing information at the end of parsing is fetched in the right language. This leaves
in between the cross-lingual models, whose ordering requires language-level scores.
To ensure that the first annotated tokens (which impact the whole processing after-
wards) are handled by good sources, I advocate here to use relevance measures at
the language level.14

Depending on the available resources (target data with or without annotations,
or no data), I propose several approaches to estimate both class-level and language-
level relevances.

include only a projective subset of those dependencies, the others have been ignored when constraining
the search space.

12Relation labels would have been a natural choice, since their link with the underlying syntax is
intuitive: one can say that ‘subjects behave similarly in French and English’. But the issue with that
criterion is that labels are not part of the inputs, so that in order just to learn its own region, the parser
would have to learn to predict labels on raw data, which is almost as difficult as parsing itself.

13Section 7.5 has pointed out the difficulty of training accurate parsers on very sparse data, therefore
the first model of the cascade should already have a significant coverage. If there are not enough easy
dependencies, this stage could also cover a few harder ones.

14Another possibility would be to rank them from the biggest to the smallest competence regions,
which increases coverage in the early stages of the cascade and thus minimizes the sparsity that each
partial parser faces; this strategy does not guarantee, however, that the early stages are reliable sources.
In practice though, relevant sources will often be those with a large competence region.
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9.2.1 Using a development set

Kuncheva (2004) has an empirical approach to competence regions: the purpose of
measuring relevant classes is to ascertain which ones will yield high accuracies on
test data, so why not directly measure that, on a sample of annotated target data? The
method described by Kuncheva (2004) consists in training all models on the whole
data, grouping the possible inputs into classes,15 and then attributing each class to
the model which performs best on that class. I propose to follow this procedure,
even though it is an expensive way to compute competence regions: since I intend to
retrain each model after computing the regions (which is not the case of Kuncheva
(2004)), this method doubles the number of parsers to train, thereby increasing a lot
the training time.

This relevance criterion has also a natural counterpart at the language level: the
overall accuracy on the development set, which states indeed whether the corre-
sponding treebank is a good source.

One advantage of using this empirical approach is that it applies similarly to
the target and other languages: if target data is available on top of the development
sample, a target parser can be trained and evaluated as well – a class will simply
be attributed to the monolingual model whenever it outperforms all cross-lingual
parsers. On the contrary, the other methods listed below are based on explicit sim-
ilarity measures, and thus cannot be used for the target, which would always get a
perfect score.

The bottleneck of this method is the size of the development data, expected to
be small in scenarios requiring cross-lingual transfer. If that data is too sparse, it
can result in incorrect estimation of relevance, either because the dataset is biased,
or because scores computed on very few occurrences (typically, a score of 100% on
a class with a single occurrence) are not representative of actual prediction quality.
In order to avoid unwarranted assignments, I advocate to leave unassigned any class
which has too few occurrences in development data (less than 5) or always low ac-
curacy (under 20 UAS). By design, the last parser of the cascade (in my experiments,
the target one) always performs full predictions and consequently takes care of such
unassigned classes.

9.2.2 Treebank similarity with a target sample

Still in the case where a target piece of data is available, other measures of relevance
can be entertained without involving trained parsers, and thus without requiring

15Kuncheva (2004) builds them in an unsupervised way, using the K-means algorithm on raw data.
Such procedure is not necessary in the context of parsing, since dependency classes have already been
identified, based on properties like PoS tags or direction.
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additional training:16 the idea is to directly measure the similarity of the source
treebank with the target sample, but at the level of a dependency class. As explained
in Chapter 5, such similarity metrics (at least in a context of cross-lingual parsing)
should involve both the words and the annotations.17 The goal is thus to quantify,
for a given input, how similar its source-side attachments are with those in target.

I consequently propose to measure relevance with the similarity of the attach-
ment distributions, where attachments are characterized by their child PoS, head
PoS, direction and dependency length (which I cap to 4, to avoid long-tail effects). I
compute it with the Jensen-Shannon divergence,18 so that it yields in fact a measure
of irrelevance: the irrelevance of a child-head pair of PoS is the divergence between
distributions of (length, direction) values in both languages. The irrelevance based
on the child PoS only is computed similarly, but with (head PoS, length, direction)
values.

The motivations to characterize attachment preferences in this manner can be
illustrated on English-German auxiliaries. Most English AUX attach to a VERB (57%)
but they can also relate to predicative ADJs (23%) or NOUNs (13%). And when they
modify a VERB, that VERB is almost always close (distance 1 or 2) and on the right of
the AUX (53% of all AUX). In German, on the contrary, AUX depend almost always
on VERBs (97%), but only 10% of them depend on a VERB that is close on the right.
Rather, 46% of AUX depend on a distant VERB on the right (distance at least 4), and
29% on their left neighbour. Syntactic differences between both languages appear
clearly: AUX have different distributions of head PoS, and even for those with the
same head PoS (VERB), the head is rarely in the same location. Hence, the AUX class
can be assumed to rely on different linguistic mechanisms, and it should be deemed
as irrelevant (in both transfer directions).

With the proposed metrics, the irrelevance of AUX in English-German is 0.49
(0.04 for English-French AUX, 0.67 for English-Japanese AUX, which is consistent
with intuition), 0.45 for the AUX-VERB pair (0.02 in English-French, 0.67 in English-
Japanese), but it drops to 0.16 for AUX-ADJ (0.03 in English-French, 0.67 in English-
Japanese): this states that even though their verbal forms are built differently, both
languages use predicative adjectives in the same way, which seems linguistically
consistent and validates the approach.

16The main drawback of this method compared to the previous one is that it accounts for the knowl-
edge that is embedded in the data, but not for that which is actually extracted from the treebank.
Neither the size of each source treebank, nor the chosen parsing and training strategy are considered,
although they both impact the actual efficiency of the transferred model. But such regions are undeni-
ably faster to compute.

17Otherwise, when measuring similar occurrences of the ‘NOUN VERB’ sequence in both languages,

one could deem the source subjects (NOUN
x

VERB) as relevant to identify the root of relative clauses

(NOUN
y

VERB).
18The Kullback-Leibler divergence is indeed known to be ill-defined in case of null probabilities,

which I expect to be numerous when working on a mere sample of target data. This issue can be
solved by smoothing, but the Jensen-Shannon divergence does it in a heuristic-free way:
JS(P‖Q) = 1

2 (KL(P‖M) + KL(Q‖M)), where M = P+Q
2 .
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Since this measure cannot be reasonably used to estimate the target region
(target-target similarity would always exceed source-target similarity), I set a
threshold at 0.3,19 above which the class is considered irrelevant, and should be
learned in target.

The KLcpos3 metric already provides a data-driven similarity measure at lan-
guage level, and it generally yields quite intuitive results; but since it takes only
the words into account, it remains prone to the aforementioned confusions. It
could, however, be improved by disambiguating the PoS trigrams by keeping
their internal dependencies (thus computing the distributions of sequences like

‘DET
x

NOUN SCONJ’). Another option – which has the double benefit of extend-
ing the class-level metrics and using less sparse distributions – would be to compute
the similarity between the distributions of child-head PoS pairs for instance (or
child/head/direction triplets).

9.2.3 Approximation with raw target data

In real-world scenarios, it is not guaranteed to have access to a target sample of de-
pendency trees however, although I believe this case to be rare. Access to raw data
(that is, at least PoS-tagged) is much more likely; but as already explained, similar-
ity measures between raw corpora could be misleading, and the metrics must take
the dependencies into account. In this scenario, dependency annotations are only
provided on the source side, but this information may be sufficient to compute rele-
vance scores: I propose a way to approximate treebank similarity, when only a source
treebank and raw target data are available.

My approach is to evaluate whether the target sequences are at least compatible
with the assumption that the source and target languages share the same depen-
dency distribution. For instance, if most source-side DETs depend on a neighbour
NOUN while the average distance from target DETs to their nearest NOUN is 4, it
is unlikely that those DETs are relevant. Similarly, if all source AUX depend on a
distant VERB on the right (as in German), while in target the AUX are almost never
followed by a VERB, the source AUX can be safely assumed as irrelevant.

I thus assume that both languages have the same distribution of head PoS and
dependency direction, and check that their average dependency lengths match.20

However, since dependency length cannot be measured on the target side, I do not

19This value is motivated by measures on Japanese AUX: they have an irrelevance of 0.29 for Turk-
ish – which is also an Altaic language, albeit distant – and 0.38 for German, whose verbs are indeed
often placed at the end of the sentence, like in Japanese, but are governed by completely different
mechanisms. Hence, a threshold between both values seems reasonable.

20Even though one of the corpora may have longer sentences in average, I assume that at least lo-
cally, both languages are similarly verbose. Dependency lengths are thus supposed to match without
accounting for the sentence length.
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use the true dependency lengths in the source, and prefer to resort to the same (ap-
proximated) measure on both sides.

In practice, say that p% of the source tokens with PoS P have a head with PoS
Ph in direction d. In raw data (either the source or the target) I identify, for each
P token, the closest Ph token in direction d;21 among those dependency candidates
I only retain the p% shortest ones (according to the short-dependency preference,
they are the most likely attachments in the P/Ph/d class)22 and then compute their
average length. By weighting this length with p and summing over all Ph/d values,
I obtain an estimate of the average length of P attachments. Regarding English-
German transfer of AUX, the average length estimated is 1.6 for the English source
(which underestimates the true average, 1.8), 3.8 for the German target (1.5 for a
French target and 5.0 for Japanese, which is consistent with intuition).

The relevance of the PoS class is then simply expressed as the length difference,
which quantifies the mismatch between both distributions. I consider as irrelevant
the classes for which that value exceeds 1.5, so that there is a tolerance of roughly 1
token: a 1-token difference corresponds indeed to minor local variations, like DET-
NOUN dependencies in English-French (the DET attachment in the English ‘DET
ADJ NOUN’ phrase is 1 token longer than in the French ‘DET NOUN ADJ’),23 but
larger differences seem unlikely, as they would turn local dependencies into long-
distance ones.24 For English-German AUX, the score is thus 2.2, and the class is
deemed irrelevant, as expected.

At the language level, a direct extension of that approximated similarity would
be to sum the scores computed for each PoS, weighted by its source-side frequency.

9.2.4 Another use of typological knowledge

In a last scenario, there may not be any data at all for the target language, in which
case only typological knowledge would be available. Such information can also in-
dicate relevance: for a given PoS category, if all associated typological features are
identical for both languages, it is likely that tokens with this PoS behave similarly on
both sides, and that their annotations in source data are relevant for the target.

21When there is no such token, I suppose the worst case, where the token depends on the furthest
token in sentence. This ensures that the cases where the source dependencies are simply not possible
in target data are judged as irrelevant.

22This selection underestimates in fact the true lengths, first because sometimes a longer attachment
is preferred (in English this is often the case with compound nouns: in ‘DET NOUN NOUN’, the DET
depends on the second NOUN), second because among these short attachments, some are actually
hindered by another attachment to a different head PoS, but I do not check for overlaps.

23The difference is even smaller in practice: the approximated average length for DETs is 1.4 for
English, 1.1 for French. Their true averages are 1.7 and 1.1.

24Recall that around 35% of dependencies only are of length 3 or more: such dependencies are
unlikely by themselves, getting them on a systematic basis and as the exact translation of short-range
dependencies is even less likely.
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The issue with this approach is that it overlaps with the rewriting method de-
scribed in Chapter 8: many typological divergences, at least among those directly
related with syntactic patterns, can be addressed by that method, so that the source
data gets, in fact, the same typology as the target. As a result, the corresponding
features cannot be used to distinguish relevant and irrelevant contents.

It may not be the case for all syntax-related features, though. Feature 124A of
WALS (‘Want’ Complement Subjects), for instance, documents for many languages
whether the subject of ‘want’ is implicit (‘She wants to go’) or overt (literally, ‘She
wants that she goes’); a broad interpretation of this feature would extrapolate gen-
eral preferences for subordinate or infinitive clauses. As a matter of fact, I have men-
tioned in Chapter 5 that Romanian (in contrary to other Romance languages, and
as an inheritance from Slavic languages) prefers in general subjunctive subordinate
clause over infinitives; and indeed, feature 124A reports the subject as implicit in
English, French and Spanish, but overt for Romanian and Bulgarian. On one hand,
this feature seemingly indicates for which languages the subjects and verbs of subor-
dinates are relevant; on the other hand, extracting rewriting rules from feature 124A
(i.e. turning automatically any infinitive clause into a subordinate, and vice versa)
seems non-trivial, so that such divergences will unlikely be addressed in the short
term.

I thus believe that with some further work, it would also be possible to exploit
typological knowledge, either feature 124A or another, either the WALS database or
another resource, in order to evaluate class-level relevance.

As for the language level, there already exists a way to compute a similarity score
based on typological features: the inverse Hamming distance of both languages’
vectors, as proposed by Søgaard and Wulff (2012).

This section has introduced a series of concrete metrics to estimate the relevance
of a given dependency class, or language, for the task at hand (parsing the target).
Each one of those metrics is adapted to a different resource setting, which makes it
possible to compute competence regions (and thus, to set up transfer cascades) in a
wide range of low-resource scenarios, even the most devoid ones.

9.3 Monolingual cascades

The primary motivation for this cascading framework was to improve cross-lingual
transfer with selective combination. I believe, however, that the scope of its applica-
tions goes way beyond that scenario.
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Hence, I propose here three other ways to entertain cascading in a monolingual
setting: a strategy for multi-system combination, a proposal for domain adaptation
and a divide-and-conquer approach.

9.3.1 Multi-system and multi-domain cascades

By design, this cascading framework can combine several sources, several resources,
but also several systems. It is indeed a well-known fact (reassessed in Section 5.2)
that different parsing systems exploit training data in different ways, and hence excel
on different parts of the syntax (McDonald and Nivre, 2007); so, why not use those
parts as competence regions in a cascade?

For instance, a multi-system cascade could start by placing a few dependen-
cies heuristically (typically for some very deterministic attachments, or to exploit a
third-party lexicon of multi-word expressions), then annotate most of the input with
a state-of-the-art neural parser like UDPipe,25 and fill the remaining gaps with Pan-
Parser, which seems better at learning rare attachments in a one-shot manner and
has the additional ability to exploit prior annotations.

Other applications can be found in the domain adaptation field. Similarly to the
transfer cascade which exploits first generic knowledge (shared) then specific knowl-
edge (target-specific), I propose to train a 2-stage cascade, with an out-of-domain
model followed by an in-domain one – except that in this case the estimation of
competence regions is made easier by the fact that both treebanks are in the same
language.

In both cases, the process remains exactly the same as for transfer cascades: com-
petence regions are computed using class-level measures (like the UAS on a devel-
opment set), with the goal of estimating the strengths and weaknesses of each parser
for the task at hand.

Experiments have been conducted with these two types of cascades, in the frame
of the competition presented in Section 9.4.

9.3.2 Divide-and-conquer cascades

With further investigation, it appears that the cascading approach can even prove
useful when the same treebank and system are used at each stage (i.e. in a purely
monolingual context, with a single domain and using a single system), by imple-
menting a divide-and-conquer strategy (henceforth, D&C).

25Using UDPipe in a cascade is not straightforward, because its implementation does not allow the
use of constraints or partial outputs. As such, it can only be trained and used in a fully standard way.
Still, its inclusion in a cascade can be simulated by filtering the outputs and discarding the depen-
dencies which are inconsistent with the constraints. This way, it can still provide useful constraints to
subsequent models based on PanParser.
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Dependency length I have mentioned in Sections 6.2 and 7.5 the strong bias to-
ward short dependencies, and my doubts regarding the need to train complex mod-
els for predictions as simple as the numerous attachments to direct neighbours. In
their attempt to speed up parsing by limiting dependency length, Eisner and Smith
(2005) suggest that ‘a learner might start with simple structures that focus on local relation-
ships, and gradually relax this restriction to allow more complex models’. Such a strategy
is totally achievable within the cascading framework: the first stage of the cascade
would be a partial parser focusing on short dependencies and its output would be
forwarded as constraints to the second stage, completing the predictions with long-
distance dependencies.

As a matter of fact, the experiments regarding that idea have already been per-
formed in Chapter 7, when evaluating partial parsers and constrained training. Ac-
cording to Tables 7.4 and 7.5, starting with very short (length 1) dependencies leads
to minor drops on both short and long dependencies; but with a broader criterion
(length ≤2), even though the short-only model still underperforms slightly the stan-
dard parser, the long-only model outperforms it by a large margin. It thus appears
possible to improve parsing with a D&C strategy on dependency length. However,
the benefits of that method seem to depend a lot on the language, and on a careful
choice of the threshold between short and long dependencies, so that this promising
strategy would require further investigation. While it departs from the core concerns
of this thesis, this is an interesting track for future work.

General case I believe that the applicability of this divide-and-conquer strategy is
not limited to length differences: the cascading framework applies naturally when-
ever the dependencies can be split into two categories, corresponding to two differ-
ent types of predictions, and where the dependencies of one group may depend on
the other, but not the other way around.

Although the system architecture is the same, the motivation in such cases dif-
fers significantly from that of the transfer cascade, though. The idea underlying a
D&C monolingual cascade is to split the task, into subtasks, performed by submod-
els which are simpler, or more specialized: each submodel in the cascade is an expert
on its own competence region. The approach adopted for a cross-lingual cascade
is rather to reduce the task assigned to each source, to the region where the corre-
sponding model outperforms all others; the discarded dependencies are effectively
ignored, and no parser will be trained on them afterwards. So, the main goal in the
cross-lingual case is to avoid polluting useful knowledge with inconsistent and irrel-
evant dependencies; it is only a fortunate side effect if the model becomes simpler
by focusing on its region, whereas this kind of specialization is crucial in the D&C
approach.

More precisely, the D&C cascading method can be beneficial in four ways: (a)
with a reduced and thus simpler task, the first submodel may become more accurate;
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(b) with many dependencies already predicted by the first model, the second one has
access to much more information at parsing time; (c) the second submodel may also
benefit from the ability to focus on a smaller task; and (d) if the first submodel actu-
ally becomes more accurate, it will propagate its good predictions to the second one,
thereby improving its contextual features, and hence its predictions.26 So far, Chap-
ter 7 has assessed the ability of that framework to leverage effects (b), (c) and (d),
although not systematically, while effect (a) remains elusive. Experiments with gold
constraints have notably revealed effect (d) as particularly promising, with gains up
to +10 UAS on the second region (i.e. +3.6 overall). Unfortunately, such gains remain
purely theoretical as long as effect (a) is not observed.27

Regarding the choice of split criterion, the monolingual setting is again com-
pletely different from the cross-lingual one. While in a cross-lingual context that cri-
terion is necessarily extrinsic (as explained in Section 9.1), in the monolingual case
it can well be intrinsic (the parser can already know its strengths and weaknesses,
by looking at its errors during training: no third-party information is needed). This
enables the use of much more diverse critera: length, child-head PoS and direction,
but also in-tree depth, relation labels, hardness, of even a fully empirical criterion,
like correct versus incorrect predictions.28 Unsupervised clustering may also be con-
sidered, even though the necessity to reason on tokens instead of prediction config-
urations remains.29 Besides, while the most straightforward (and computationally
cheapest) application of D&C cascades involves two submodels, it may also be en-
tertained with any number of submodels, for instance to learn separately the short,
medium and long dependencies.

Overall, the monolingual setting makes many new options available, and the
computation of competence regions becomes much more straightforward than nu-
merous measures of fine-grained relevance. The stakes are also lower: when some
information is discarded in the cross-lingual case, it disappears forever from the

26Depending on the desired effects, there are consequently two strategies to decide how to split the
competences (for instance, to fix the threshold between short and long dependencies): either choosing
the subset of short dependencies that maximizes the gains achieved by effect (a) (and gains on the long
ones will naturally ensue, thanks to effect (d)), or singling out just a few long dependencies, so that
these difficult predictions become as simple as possible, thanks to effect (c) (but that approach is not
particularly beneficial to short dependencies).

27There is, nevertheless, another way to benefit from effect (d): replacing the first submodel with
another parsing system, designed specifically to excel on the first region (e.g. a local classifier for
neighbourhood attachments, which dispenses with the tree constraints). Provided that this alternative
system manages to outperform baseline parsing, big improvements on the whole sentence will surely
follow.

28I have explored an approach inspired by boosting, where one or several base parsers (for instance
trained on a sample) are used to preannotate training data, thereby identifying the most difficult de-
pendencies (on which most of the base parsers fail); they are then attributed to the second submodel,
while the first one takes care of the rest. Preliminary experiments with this method have yielded
promising results, but they remain to be confirmed by future work.

29The main reason is the lack of a one-to-one correspondence between actions and edges, but the
impossibility to observe a priori the distribution of configurations (which depends entirely on the be-
haviour of the parser at prediction time, and thus on the learned parameters) precludes even more any
proposal to cluster the configuration inputs.
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available knowledge, whereas in a D&C cascade it is merely reassigned to the next
model. But the choice to split the data is in fact strong, in the sense that it is not pre-
scribed by factual properties of the language (like relevance is). It really is a choice,
and not a trivial one. Walking down that path promises substantial matter for future
work.

This section has proposed several ways to extend my cascading approach to
other use cases: improving monolingual parsing, system combination and domain
adaptation. It sketches the broad range of applications that can be investigated in
future work. Besides, an extra option resides in the possibility to combine these dif-
ferent types of cascades: one can for instance envision a transfer cascade where each
source is split into several submodels, or a transfer cascade incorporating several
systems. On top of multi-system monolingual cascades, the next section also reports
experiments performed with multi-system transfer cascades.

9.4 Experiments in realistic conditions

My participation to the CoNLL 2017 UD Shared Task (Zeman et al., 2017) was the
occasion to evaluate in realistic conditions the success of my cascading framework,
but also several other contributions: my PanParser implementation and its global
dynamic oracle (Chapter 7), partial projection with partial training (Chapter 7) and
WALS-based rewrite rules (Chapter 8).30

This large-scale evaluation (81 test sets, 45 languages) on UD data was more re-
alistic than usual experiments, in the sense that parsing was done on raw input text:
phrase segmentation, tokenization, PoS and morphological tags had to be predicted.
The task also included 4 surprise languages, for which the available data (samples
around 20 sentences, released one week before test phase) corresponds precisely to
the amount of resources that I target to exploit. Realism was additionally ensured
by the use of a blind-test platform for the evaluation. Parses were evaluated with
F1 scores on labeled dependencies, which allowed me to extend my previous work
with the new dimension of labeling.

This challenging task included many other aspects, like the computation of ac-
curate word embeddings, the diversity of treebank sizes, some provided with and
other without development data, as well as domain adaptation considerations. How-
ever, I chose to focus on the low-resource aspects of the task, i.e. on the treebanks
under 1,000 sentences. For a complete description of implementation details and

30Still, not all my thesis contributions could be included in that evaluation, as some of them were
posterior to the end of the shared task. This is notably the case of the hardness measures, so that the
cascades presented here do not include stages dedicated to easy dependencies.
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shared task results, I refer the reader to the system description paper (Aufrant and
Wisniewski, 2017).

This paper presents notably two other contributions, which I describe only
briefly here. First, by carefully postprocessing the baseline tokenization provided
by the task organizers, I have managed with very simple means to outperform all
other teams on that aspect, thereby ranking 1st (out of 33 teams) on tokenization
and 2nd on complete preprocessing (including morphological tags). Second, in the
course of analyzing my results after the evaluation, I have investigated in details the
cross-treebank consistency of UD, notably among treebanks of the same language,
and revealed several preprocessing inconsistencies and the large extent to which
they affect the results. This analysis has given me a valuable experience of the
difficulty to build and use consistent annotation guidelines, and of how long the
remaining path is.

Overall, according to the official results, my system achieves 67.72 LAS and is
ranked 17th out of 33 participants, while the baseline proposed by the task organiz-
ers (UDPipe 1.1, by Straka (2017)) achieves 68.35 LAS and is ranked 13th. However,
this result is penalized by particularly bad accuracies on the domain adaptation test
sets (largely explained by cross-treebank inconsistencies). As these test sets were not
relevant to the focus I had when tackling this task, I have also computed the score
I would have achieved without these drops: 68.90 LAS, which would have given a
rank of 9th. This much better rank proves the ability of my proposal to improve over
a state-of-the-art system, and thereby validates my cascading approach, as well as
PanParser’s design.

In the following, I successively present the main components of my system, how
I build cascades upon them, and per-treebank results and analyses.

9.4.1 System components

The system designed for this task implements several strategies, summarized in Fig-
ure 9.2: depending on the treebank size, I build and compare several parsers with
various designs, and finally submit the parser or combination of parsers that per-
forms best on development data. In that regard, the approach is exactly the same for
all treebanks: for each one of them (including the surprise languages), I make sure
of having training, tuning and development data – they only differ in size.

As shown in Figure 9.2, by default I compare several monolingual parsers, and
for small treebanks only, I also train a few cross-lingual parsers based on delexical-
ization, projection and multi-source combination. Monolingual and cross-lingual
cascades are then built upon those parsers. I first present the base parsers, while
technicalities of the cascades are addressed in the next section.
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combine
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source

multi-
source
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FIGURE 9.2: The various strategies contained in my shared task sys-
tem. The strategies written in bold consist of a single model, the oth-

ers are combinations of models.

Monolingual parsers As it served as the baseline of the task, UDPipe models were
provided by the task organizers for all languages except the surprise ones; I have
consequently resorted to those models for several languages which were out of my
focus. I also consider PanParser models, either greedy or beam, and with optional
use of morphological features and of the word embeddings provided by the orga-
nizers. Contrarily to my previous work, here parsing is labeled; relation labels are
predicted in a second step, which enables to use features of the whole parse tree for
this prediction. Delex is the delexicalized variant of PanParser, which may prove
useful in monolingual context, for the languages with smallest treebanks. Finally,
since relation labels are sometimes better predicted by PanParser than UDPipe, I
also consider combining their outputs at prediction time (UDPipe+PanParser): the
input is first annotated by UDPipe, then the predicted labels are discarded and re-
placed by those predicted by PanParser on UDPipe trees.

Cross-lingual parsers For small treebanks (under 1,000 training sentences), I addi-
tionally consider cross-lingual transfer, and start by identifying the presumably best
source for each treebank, using a heuristic based on treebank size, WALS features
and the KLcpos3 metric.31

When parallel data with that source is available,32 I build the Project parser
with the partial projection technique described in Chapter 7. However, compared to
the previous experiments, here parallel data is much smaller in general; in order to
ensure that the projected parser is trained on enough trees, I thus adapt the sentence

31When the result was another treebank of the same language, I rather experimented with domain
adaptation cascades, but this vanilla attempt was not conclusive.

32The shared task authorized the use of all parallel corpora available on the OPUS platform (Tiede-
mann, 2012).
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filtering heuristic to be more permissive regarding coverage.33 Since parallel data is
often larger with English, I also project parsers from English (Project-en).

X-Delex is the delexicalized PanParser trained on the single-best source, but
after WALS-based rewriting of the treebank as advocated in Chapter 8.34 I train
in fact such parsers on each treebank (except the target) and combine them into
Multi-source delex, with an MST-based vote weighted by KLcpos3 .35 In order to
select a subset of good sources, I experiment with three heuristics.36 Generic multi-
source delex is the language-independent version of that combination, without
WALS-based rewriting (that is, it is built on Delex models), with unweighted votes,
and including the target Delex model.

Training and tuning I always use gold tokenization and segmentation during
training, but in order to improve robustness to noisy tags, all models (except the
surprise ones) are trained on treebanks with predicted tags. Besides, the various
parsing methods that I have presented involve a number of hyperparameters;
they are tuned in all cases on the target tuning data, except of course for ‘Generic
multi-source delex’ (the hyperparameters of the underlying Delex models are tuned
on the corresponding source).

9.4.2 Monolingual and cross-lingual cascades

The description of my use of cascading in this task requires a few precisions on tech-
nical details. First, the competence regions are based on child-head PoS pairs, and
assigned to each base parser according to its score on tuning data. Sometimes the
output contains a few noisy dependencies on top of the dependencies belonging to
the competence region. To help distinguishing those, I also use confidence filtering
based on ensembling (that is, each stage is a pool of 5 similar parsers).

As in base PanParser models, relation labels are predicted in a second step, using
features from the whole predicted parse tree. Since each label is predicted indepen-
dently, the competence regions are computed only after training, without retraining:
at test time I simply use the label predicted by the competent classifier. For each com-
ponent separately, label prediction is trained on full data, preannotated with parse
trees resulting from the whole cascade, and competence regions are computed for
these label classifiers.

33I retain all projective trees with coverage over 20% if there are less than 5,000, trees with coverage
over 80% if there are more than 5,000 (up to 10,000), or the 5,000 trees with highest coverage otherwise.

34In order to increase train-test similarity, especially for Uyghur and Kazakh whose tagging accuracy
is particularly low (under 70%), I also experimented with artificial noise added to the source tags
(either random or designed to match the error types of the target tagger) but it was not conclusive.

35Labels also result from a weighted vote, for each dependency.
36I try retaining only treebanks over 2,000 sentences, treebanks that minimize the number of rewrite

rules, and the top 5 treebanks according to the KLcpos3 metric; the best heuristic depends on the lan-
guage.
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Choice of components I apply the cascade combination method both in monolin-
gual and cross-lingual contexts. In each case, I try out several subsets of components,
training cascades for each subset, and tune this choice separately for the heads and
the labels.

In monolingual settings (denoted Cascade), when the scores of UDPipe and Pan-
Parser on tuning data are close enough, I hypothesize that their views may comple-
ment one another, and train cascades with the following component candidates: ei-
ther UDPipe followed by PanParser, or UDPipe alone, or PanParser alone. Hence, I
compare 3 cascades on the head prediction task, and 3 computations of competence
regions on the label prediction task.

In cross-lingual configurations (denoted X-Cascade), the cascades are trained
with the best projected parser (either Project or Project-en, when they exist), followed
by X-Delex, the target UDPipe and the target PanParser. I try removing one or both
of X-Delex and UDPipe, thus comparing 4 cascades.

I have consequently experimented with transfer cascades, but also with multi-
system cascades, as well as complex cascades combining both the transfer and multi-
system approaches.

9.4.3 Per-treebank results

In the rest of this section, I present the strategy that was adopted for each treebank,
along with detailed analysis on the results. The analysis is conducted separately for
the large (over 10,000 training sentences), medium and small (under 1,000 sentences)
treebanks. I do not report here the results on the treebanks for which I used custom
tokenization, nor on the domain adaptation test sets; they are described in details in
(Aufrant and Wisniewski, 2017).

Apart from the detailed evaluation of the cascading method, I focus on three as-
pects: the efficiency of PanParser compared to a state-of-the-art neural parser (UD-
Pipe), the success of model selection depending on the size of development data and
the impact of bad preprocessing.

Throughout the section, I report both the official results of the shared task (ob-
tained on the TIRA platform), and my own measures using the official evaluation
script on the released test files (Nivre et al., 2017b). The latter are displayed in italics.

Treebanks over 10,000 sentences Table 9.1 reports the scores obtained on the
largest treebanks, and the corresponding baselines. It includes evaluation of both
UDPipe and PanParser based on gold segmentation, for a better comparison of
parsers (as they were trained, tuned and selected using gold segmentation), and
an assessment of the LAS drop due to segmentation errors. In most cases, my
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submission is simply the baseline UDPipe, as I did not focus on improving the
system for large treebanks. Thus, no improvement is reported on these treebanks.

Model selection proves successful on all treebanks except Latin-PROIEL and
Dutch. In particular, it detects that the German PanParser is significantly better
than UDPipe; considering the PanParser LAS on the other large treebanks, this is
unexpected and remains to be investigated.

cs ru_syntagrus cs_cac la_ittb no_bokmaal fi_ftb grc_proiel fr es_ancora la_proiel

Trainset size 65,070 46,373 22,304 15,017 14,911 14,231 14,103 13,825 13,589 13,482
G S
O E
L G
D .

UDPipe 83.76 87.55 82.47 77.74 83.94 76.07 70.69 82.15 83.97 67.22
PanParser 78.65 82.41 79.80 74.78 83.38 75.49 69.03 81.33 83.50 65.36

T
I
R
A

UDPipe (F1) 82.87 86.76 82.46 76.98 83.27 74.03 65.22 80.75 83.78 57.54
LIMSI (F1) 82.87 86.76 82.46 76.98 83.27 74.04 65.22 80.75 83.78 57.51

es no_nynorsk de hi ca it en nl fi grc

Trainset size 13,477 13,465 13,412 12,638 12,466 12,196 11,915 11,713 11,606 10,902
G S
O E
L G
D .

UDPipe 81.97 82.71 71.33 86.84 85.46 85.90 80.72 71.10 75.41 56.16
PanParser 80.58 81.04 72.98 85.88 84.55 85.25 79.64 70.10 73.87 52.45

T
I
R
A

UDPipe (F1) 81.47 81.56 69.11 86.77 85.39 85.27 75.84 68.90 73.75 56.04
LIMSI (F1) 81.47 81.56 70.89 86.82 85.39 85.28 75.84 68.31 73.75 56.04

TABLE 9.1: LAS results on the large treebanks. The models selected on development data
are underlined. For 3 languages, I selected other models: UDPipe+PanParser for la_proiel,

a monolingual Cascade (using UDPipe and PanParser) for hi and it.

Treebanks from 1,000 to 10,000 sentences The results for the medium treebanks
are reported in Table 9.2. Compared to Table 9.1, it also includes gold segmentation
evaluation of the monolingual Cascades, when they were considered.

As treebank size reduces, PanParser is more and more often the best parser;
but with smaller development sets, the number of failures to select the best model
increases (12 out of 32 treebanks).

The Cascade model provides significant gains on several treebanks, outperform-
ing both UDPipe and PanParser; it is indeed able to extract knowledge from the low-
est parser and use it to improve upon the best parser (see Basque, Indonesian, Turk-
ish, Gothic, French-Sequoia and Greek). However, these gains are not consistent,
and despite confidence and tuning mechanisms, the method still requires empirical
validation.

Treebanks under 1,000 sentences Table 9.3 presents the last group of UD tree-
banks, the smallest ones, including surprise languages.

For each treebank, I report several scores, now including Delex, which is a
promising candidate to parse the smallest treebanks. When cross-lingual methods
are used, I indicate the source treebank and the scores of the projected base
parsers (except for the surprise languages lacking parallel data), X-Delex and their
combination X-Cascade.
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pt_br bg sk pt ro hr sl pl ar nl_lassysmall eu he fa id ko da

Trainset size 9,180 8,461 8,058 7,914 7,640 7,304 6,154 5,795 5,771 5,738 5,126 4,978 4,558 4,253 4,180 4,163

G S
O E
L G
D .

UDPipe 85.79 84.55 74.23 83.10 80.57 77.51 81.20 79.31 73.85 81.34 69.23 78.31 79.82 75.02 60.04 74.98
PanParser 84.38 84.13 75.90 81.72 80.55 78.21 81.64 80.42 74.20 81.54 67.45 77.83 79.33 74.34 62.19 75.24
Cascade 84.09 75.19 77.28 81.24 79.88 80.48 69.31 77.60 79.30 75.18 59.60 74.92

T
I
R
A

UDPipe (F1) 85.36 83.64 72.75 82.11 79.88 77.18 81.15 78.78 65.30 78.15 69.15 57.23 79.24 74.61 59.09 73.38
LIMSI (F1) 85.36 83.22 74.45 82.19 80.11 78.02 81.37 79.95 65.86 78.15 69.21 57.23 79.24 74.78 59.09 73.85

sv cu ur ru tr got sv_lines en_lines lv gl et fr_sequoia sl_sst el la en_partut

Trainset size 4,087 3,916 3,840 3,657 3,500 3,217 2,601 2,601 2,197 2,162 2,149 2,119 1,816 1,578 1,133 1,035

G S
O E
L G
D .

UDPipe 77.28 72.56 76.74 74.45 55.93 68.98 74.94 73.64 61.15 77.46 59.87 82.10 55.22 79.92 43.81 74.08
PanParser 77.14 74.58 76.26 76.07 57.41 69.50 74.68 73.87 60.99 76.74 60.96 81.76 56.62 79.58 44.17 73.89
Cascade 76.99 72.67 75.69 75.17 57.59 69.69 73.98 72.91 59.85 59.37 82.62 55.49 80.05 43.67 72.80

T
I
R
A

UDPipe (F1) 76.73 62.76 76.69 74.03 53.19 59.81 74.29 72.94 59.95 77.31 58.79 79.98 46.45 79.26 43.77 73.64
LIMSI (F1) 76.73 65.64 76.65 75.65 55.23 60.94 74.29 72.94 59.81 77.31 59.80 80.55 46.71 79.38 43.55 73.60

TABLE 9.2: LAS results on the medium treebanks. The models selected on development
data are underlined. For pt, ro, sl, id, ur, sl_sst and en_partut, I rather selected UD-

Pipe+PanParser.

For this group, since the development sets are very small, model selection is not
reliable and misses the best model in 5 out of 12 cases. Additionally, the even smaller
tuning sets lead for the cascades to poor estimation of competence regions. But the
main challenge faced by cascades is noisy tags. Indeed, while my preliminary exper-
iments on X-Cascade with gold tags were very promising, turning to predicted tags
makes the X-Delex models very unreliable (as their only features are unreliable), and
they cannot provide useful insights to the cascade anymore, in which case cascades
lack interest.

Regarding Uyghur, Kazakh and the surprise languages, for lack of data I have
decided to reduce the training set in favor of the tuning set, in the hope that better
estimated cascades would compensate for worse base parsers. This proves to be a
bad strategy in half the cases, and I end up underperforming the baseline by a large
margin in Kazakh and Buryat.

However, X-Cascades still achieve significant improvements over their base

hu uk fr_partut gl_treegal ga cs_cltt ug kk hsb kmr sme bxr

Trainset size 864 733 527 510 481 441 75 12 10 10 10 10

G
O
L
D

S
E
G
.

UDPipe 64.67 60.92 78.77 68.50 62.25 72.77 36.66 27.10 32.91 ∗ 27.93 ∗ 20.72 ∗ 12.88 ∗

PanParser 65.60 61.97 79.78 68.36 63.38 74.94 36.21 ∗ 23.48 ∗ 47.27 ∗ 39.38 ∗ 31.99 ∗ 28.59 ∗

Delex 61.97 59.79 74.14 66.01 59.44 66.42 36.54 ∗ 22.75 ∗ 46.44 ∗ 38.27 ∗ 32.84 ∗ 29.73 ∗

Cascade 65.46 61.64 79.13 68.75 62.55 73.51 35.83 ∗ 23.99 ∗ 46.55 ∗ 37.80 ∗ 31.35 ∗ 25.91 ∗

Source fi_ftb sk fr_sequoia gl id cs_cac tr tr sl fa et et

Project-en 44.01 52.59 42.48 16.65 13.87 37.77
Project 36.61 55.52 38.46 23.27 23.08 43.27
X-Delex 41.42 54.75 38.80 22.89 25.63 62.20 43.32 37.58 26.16
X-Cascade 57.43 60.09 37.35 ∗ 22.35 ∗ 54.61 ∗ 40.26 ∗ 37.79 ∗ 30.13 ∗

Multi-source 68.78 41.52
T
I
R
A

UDPipe (F1) 64.30 60.76 77.38 65.82 61.52 71.64 34.18 24.51 53.83 32.35 30.60 31.50
LIMSI (F1) 65.18 61.68 78.30 65.85 61.94 73.49 34.70 20.94 57.79 35.59 31.03 25.86

TABLE 9.3: LAS results on the small treebanks. For the last 4 columns (surprise languages),
‘gold seg.’ results use gold segmentation and gold tagging. ‘*’ denotes parsers whose mono-
lingual training data is smaller than the data used by the UDPipe baseline, hence important
score differences. The models selected on development data are underlined. The Multi-
source line reports the scores of two models: ‘Generic multi-source delex’ for sme, and
‘Multi-source delex’ for hsb, with the heuristic retaining only treebanks over 2,000 sentences.
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parsers in Uyghur, North Sámi and Buryat. This suggests that cascading can indeed
prove useful in cross-lingual contexts; with the appropriate amount of data and
additional effort on estimation of competence regions and on robustness to noisy
tags, it may convey much larger gains.

Overall, this evaluation has confirmed that PanParser is quite competitive for
low-resource parsing, as it outperforms UDPipe on most small treebanks, but also
many medium ones and even one large treebank. It has also assessed the benefits of
the cascading method, which proves useful in many cases, with sometimes large im-
provements. However, the gains do not appear sufficiently consistent to be reliable
and still require further work. The shared task conditions have indeed uncovered
several challenges faced by the method: it lacks confidence mechanisms, delexical-
ized models are too unreliable in case of predicted preprocessing, and the lack of
target data hinders accurate estimation of competence regions (although I have not
experimented here with the alternative methods I have proposed for competence
computation). Another regrettable outcome of tiny development data is that even
when a method yields substantial improvements, it may well be dismissed in favour
of a much less accurate approach. Low-resource parsing would consequently benefit
from further work on the analysis of each approach’s strengths and weaknesses, so
that the parsing method can be chosen based on properties of the language, rather
than data that does not exist.

9.5 Conclusion: the road ahead

This chapter has addressed practical aspects of cascading parsers: details of their
implementation, choice of sources and their ordering, computation of competence
regions and concrete measures of relevance.

The relevance metrics I propose are of four kinds, depending on the available
resources: a target dependency sample and a pre-trained parser, a target dependency
sample, raw target data, or pure typological knowledge. This way, even if overall my
method relies a lot on the availability of a target annotated sample, it remains usable
even without that specific resource, which was a primary concern in Chapter 4.

I have also emphasized on the variety of applications that this framework has,
either by offering new ways to combine multiple sources, resources, systems, do-
mains, or by devising new strategies to exploit a given treebank, when learning one
type of dependencies can be singled out from learning the others.

Taking part in the CoNLL 2017 UD Shared Task has allowed me to confront many
of my contributions to real-world conditions, where parallel data is small or nonex-
istent, tagging accuracy is way too low, and target data is merely a sample. It is a
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success, in the sense that the achieved improvements validate the ideas underlying
my proposals and promise successful application in concrete use cases.

But this experience has also unveiled a few bottlenecks of my cascading method,
which should be the primary focus of future work. First, it lacks reliability: addi-
tional confidence mechanisms to ensure that only high-quality constraints are for-
warded, as well as ways to compute competence regions in the most resource-free,
and yet reliable, manner. As of now, empirical gains are indeed not consistent
enough and thus compel to resort to evaluation-based model selection, but that fall-
back solution is not reliable either when data is scarce. Second, a cascade proves
only useful when combining several models that actually have useful knowledge
to offer – and this is not the case of delexicalized parsers, in the not-so-uncommon
use case where the preprocessing of the low-resourced target is unreliable, while
at the same time parallel data is unavailable. Nonetheless, as long as these aspects
are taken care of, a new avenue opens for future work, in the search for even more
flexibility and diversity in the competence criteria.
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Conclusion
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Summary and perspectives
***

This thesis aims at enabling NLP for low-resourced languages, and therefore it has
explored the increasingly popular strategy known as cross-lingual transfer, which
consists in leveraging resources available for other languages. The main focus of my
work is to maximize the applicability of that strategy, in real-world scenarios when
such resources are numerous and diverse, but at the same time particularly sparse.
Typical examples are typological information and annotated samples.

As a matter of fact, my thesis work unfolded in a quite particular context,
where the NLP field underwent significant changes, chiefly as a consequence of the
fast evolving field of Machine Learning. At the time I conclude this dissertation,
the Machine Learning algorithms that are the most popular for NLP applications
(mostly, recurrent neural networks and word embeddings, as exemplified in Chap-
ters 2 and 3) have indeed few in common with those in use when I started that
work (typically, Conditional Random Fields, Support Vector Machines, Maximum
Likelihood Estimation and Expectation-Maximization optimization). To prevent
the fruit of my work to become outdated too quickly, I have thus tackled aspects
of cross-lingual transfer that are the least dependent on the underlying classifiers.
Therefore, I have focused on data-side manipulations, leaving to future work the
exploration of transfer approaches based on classifier-level changes.

Again with a concern for reusability, I have conducted my study in a way that
is, as much as possible, agnostic to the considered NLP task. But in practice, the
availability of substantial experimental data has led me to instantiate my proposals
mostly on dependency parsing, although in theory they remain applicable to any se-
quence labeling task. Still, some parts of the document provide further perspectives
on the tasks of PoS tagging (see Chapter 5 and Appendix C) and word alignment
(Appendix B).

Empirical analysis and framework specifications Having set the frame of my
work, I have undertaken an extensive analysis of the state of the art, both in cross-
lingual transfer and in the specific context of dependency parsing; this study, con-
ducted successively on the qualitative and empirical grounds, has allowed me to
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exhibit a series of shortcomings that I then chose to address.

Reviewing the literature of cross-lingual transfer in general (Chapter 2) and
cross-lingual parsing in particular (Chapter 4) has indeed revealed that, notwith-
standing the diversity of available resources for cross-lingual transfer, most works
seem to focus on a handful of them, thereby overlooking valuable information from
sparser resources, like samples of annotated data. As for transition-based parsing
(Chapter 3), it also appears to be a rich and active field, for which many approaches
have been designed; but all those methods lack a unified framework, notably for
combining two successful lines of research, beam parsing and dynamic oracles. As a
matter of fact, variants and combinations of the popular approaches have only been
studied on a per-need basis, hence leaving many gaps in between.

Regarding empirical efficiency, Chapter 5 has reassessed that of the main trans-
fer methods, by showing that despite promising absolute scores, even advanced
state-of-the-art methods fail to outperform a parser trained on just a sample of data
in the desired language, i.e. what would have been done before cross-lingual trans-
fer came into play. Nevertheless, the same chapter has revealed that both kinds of
parsers learn, in fact, quite different types of dependencies, which I have then further
formalized, and characterized with systematic empirical means, in Chapter 6: cross-
lingual parsers provide more information on the high-level structure of the sentence,
while monolingual parsers trained on tiny data excel at the most deterministic types
of dependencies, and more generally those with lowest Kolmogorov complexity –
which is in fact consistent with intuition, but remained to be precisely measured. As
such, they appear rather complementary than rival.

With this complementarity in mind, I have proposed in Chapter 5 a linguistics-
oriented typology of the various types of knowledge involved in a context of transfer:
the SOURCE-SPECIFIC pieces of knowledge, whose extraction from the cross-lingual
resources should be avoided (except when they concern basic attachments which in
turn help the extraction of other knowledge, or when they help in identifying the
language-independent rule by taking care of the language-specific exceptions); the
TARGET-SPECIFIC ones, which cannot be acquired elsewhere than in target data; and
the SHARED knowledge, which should preferably be learned cross-lingually, in or-
der to let the target system focus on its idiosyncrasies (except when it is significantly
cheaper to acquire them in a more direct fashion in target data). An amendment
is made however to the last category when I exhibit examples of knowledge pieces
which in theory are shared, but in practice do not appear so, when considering prac-
tical transfer methods: a word that behaves similarly in both languages, but cannot
be detected either by a common PoS context or via semantics-driven word align-
ment, can hardly be considered governed by shared knowledge. Thus, the category
of PSEUDO-SHARED knowledge gathers what is only shared at the conceptual level,
but not in terms of the knowledge pieces actually manipulated by the systems.
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A series of low-level analyses completes this exploration (Chapter 6), by provid-
ing a better understanding of the inner workings of low-resourced parsers, either
cross-lingual or not. This way, I have been able to identify concrete solutions to ad-
dress the aforementioned shortcomings, and to propose a new transfer framework
based on the cascading principle: each parser in play (that is, each system-resource
combination) focuses on a given area of the syntax, for which its training material
is most relevant, so that they annotate part of the sentence each; but they do so in a
sequential fashion, where the most basic, or language-independent, attachments are
predicted first, to be forwarded to the subsequent stages. Using the same process at
training time, this progressive input enrichment simplifies indeed the task of the last
and most complex stages, which can then truly focus on their own area.

Implementing cascading transfer At that point, the architecture of my framework
proposal was fully specified; the rest of my work has thus been dedicated to its
concrete application in a parsing context. This implementation was done in sev-
eral steps: first by improving the underlying parsing algorithms for more flexibility
(Chapter 7), then addressing a specific representation issue due to typological di-
vergences (notably, word order), forbidding the use of distant sources even when
they are partly relevant (Chapter 8); the actual use of the framework is then left for
Chapter 9.

Along the technical improvements that were compulsory to set up my transfer
framework, Chapters 7 and 8 have in fact also contributed to maximize the usability
of resources: one has presented ways to exploit non-standard examples in treebanks,
instead of discarding them as usual, on the basis of their sparsity (partial trees) or
other properties (non-projectivity); in the other I have shown a valuable use of typo-
logical information (extracted from WALS).

To put this framework into practice, I have devised, and reported in Chapter 9,
a series of metrics based on various resources, to evaluate which part of the syntax
is shared by which languages; and as a final touch to this work, I have taken part in
a challenging evaluation campaign, in which I could test all my thesis contributions
in a realistic frame.

The outcome of that thesis work is thus primarily the cascading transfer frame-
work, together with a software release, PanParser, which provides the technical basis
of this method, but has also its own benefits: it notably enables a systematic study
of algorithmic variants for parsing, and thus fairer benchmarking.

Additional contributions This work has also produced a number of otherwise
valuable findings, which I did not exploit to their largest extent, as they did not
belong to the core of my work; I believe however that they can serve as starting point
for further studies.
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The most advanced of these side contributions is undoubtedly my work on
transition-based parsing algorithms (Chapter 7). While in the literature, dynamic
oracles are only presented as a means to improve the efficiency of updates and allow
exploration strategies, my work has revealed that their benefits go way beyond
their original scope. In that perspective, I have extended them to beam parsers,
as well as proposing a generalized version of their definition. As this endeavour
made me step back and carefully compare the existing algorithms for structured
training, I have identified that they all correspond in fact to various instances of the
same framework, whose unification was not conceivable in previous literature. This
finding led me to question several aspects of state-of-the-art parsing, and notably
the train-test consistency of search space sampling: I have indeed uncovered, and
addressed, a significant bias of global training toward the beginning of derivations
(Appendix A).

An obvious continuation of this work is to make full use of PanParser’s modular-
ity, by adding more and more modules for other classifiers (especially LSTMs, whose
Stack-LSTM variant (Dyer et al., 2015) has proved quite successful for transition-
based parsing) and transition systems: SwapStandard (Nivre, 2009), but also the
recently released ArcSwift system (Qi and Manning, 2017), as well as list-based
systems like EasyFirst (Goldberg and Elhadad, 2010) or the Covington algorithm
(Covington, 2001). It would also be interesting to include other tasks covered by
transition-based algorithms, like constituency parsing (Coavoux and Crabbé, 2016)
or semantic parsing (Wang et al., 2015). More generally, my work advocates for more
systematism in the study of training strategies, and transition system properties:
I have uncovered that the proof of ArcEager’s arc-decomposability (Goldberg and
Nivre, 2013) does not always hold, depending on the ROOT position – I propose to
pursue on this path, by tackling the derivation of dynamic oracles in a more sys-
tematic manner for the existing systems, and notably their usual variants, like those
imposing root unicity. Besides, I have proposed an approximate way to exploit non-
projective examples, using dynamic oracles, but they would surely benefit from a
sound oracle derivation for that case. A last possible track is to further relax the
types of objects (either input, output, constraints or training annotations) manipu-
lated by PanParser, so that syntactic information of any sparsity and granularity can
be exploited. As a matter of fact, I have already taken a few steps in that direction,
by applying dependency direction constraints, based on an inventory of PoS with
nearly deterministic attachment direction, and this technique yielded promising re-
sults when used as first stage in a cascade. Another non-standard input would be
partial sentences, as done by Köhn and Menzel (2014).

Regarding the capacity of parsers to generalize, I have shown ways to control
it to some extent, by scheduling techniques and filtering of lexicalized parameters,
both in monolingual and cross-lingual contexts (Chapter 6), with additional experi-
ments in PoS tagging (Appendix C). I believe that such generalization techniques can
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also be useful for domain adaptation, and to speed up the training process in gen-
eral. Bartenlian et al. (2016) have attempted similar experiments for domain adap-
tation, but they only report negative results, which remain largely unexplained. I
would thus start by tackling the main issue that impedes contributions on that mat-
ter: the lack of a dedicated intrinsic metric to quantify the system’s ability to gen-
eralize upon linguistic content. My work on classifier-oriented measures of data
complexity (Chapter 6) can well be the starting point of that study, since complex
classes are typically those with poor generalization.

On a final note, the interpretation of the behaviour of NLP systems at the clas-
sifier level has seen a growing interest in the last few years, urged by the higher
opacity of neural systems (Li et al., 2016). While such investigations are necessarily
easier in a feature-based case, I have still experimented with a large range of analy-
sis and visualisation techniques in Chapter 6, which could be further improved for
better model interpretation.

Fulfillment of objectives There were three aspects in my initial research question:
making all resources usable, enabling full exploitation of any arbitrary set of re-
sources, and taking multi-source combination to a finer-grained level. I assess in the
following the success of my work along each objective.

New usages have been proposed for resources that are typically overlooked (ty-
pological information and tiny target data). As a matter of fact, I have used through-
out my work – and my submission to the CoNLL 2017 UD Shared Task uses – a large
variety of cross-lingual resources: crowd-sourced data (Section 5.1, for tagger trans-
fer), typology-based similarity scores (Chapter 9, for source selection and ordering),
the actual typological values (with the rewriting rules of Chapter 8), parallel data (Sec-
tion 5.1 as a case study, Section 7.4 for a new projection technique), source delexicalized
data (whose usability is maximized by Chapter 8), target annotated samples (whose
complementarity is exhibited and characterized in Sections 5.2, 6.4 and Chapter 9)
and large target raw data (used in Chapter 8 to increase source-target similarity). I
have also relaxed some classic requirements on such data, allowing non-projective
trees and partial annotations. For specifically small parallel data, Appendix B ensures
that they remain usable in transfer contexts. Lexical similarity, which I have found
especially overlooked in the literature, has not been thoroughly investigated, but
Appendix C provides interesting perspectives on its use in tagger transfer.

I see however a few remaining gaps in my use of diverse resources. Appendix B
exploits bilingual lexicons to transfer a lexicalized word aligner, and they could also be
used to ensure translational consistency of alignment links; but I propose no way to
leverage them regardless of the availability of parallel data, apart from their existing
uses for resource glossing (Zeman and Resnik, 2008) – which underperforms delex-
icalization – and parameter sharing (Duong et al., 2015b). Instead of just betting on
enough similarities to yield good accuracies with direct transfer, I could also have
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used relatedness in a more explicit way, notably by exploiting the phylogenetic links
themselves (as proposed by Berg-Kirkpatrick and Klein (2010)), and not just by com-
puting language distances. Finally, future work should investigate ways to exploit
quantitatively the qualitative priors on the target language (like knowing that it has
a free order, rich morphology, large vocabulary), or sparse word-level knowledge
(when a word is recognized as denoting a month for instance, but without knowing
which month, so that building a lexicon is not possible).

Regarding the combination of arbitrary sets of resources in real-world contexts,
I have ensured that all of them are optional: there is no predefined set of resources
that must be made available before entertaining transfer. For all of my contributions
that were built on a specific resource, I have indeed provided a resource-lighter
alternative, or a fallback on another kind of resource. This is notably the case in
Chapter 8, where typology-based rewriting rules can be substituted, for the undoc-
umented languages, with a method based on raw data. Similarly, seeking to prevent
the availability of a target treebank sample to become the bottleneck of my method,
I have also devised strategies to overcome its lack in Section 9.2. Although such fall-
back options are presumably not as accurate as the original proposals, they preserve
the applicability of the method, whatever the available resources are.1

As for multi-source combination, including the target itself, I have achieved it at
a fine-grained level with the notion and measure of cross-lingual relevance. How-
ever, I believe that there remains much room for improvement in that regard, as
Chapter 9 proposes only a handful of ways to estimate relevance, compared to the
whole range of possible strategies. To move towards processing even more lan-
guages, future work should focus on investigating finer ways to ascertain cross-
lingual relevance, notably when target data lacks. This approach is, however, a slip-
pery slope: devising a strategy that works even when completely devoid of data or
knowledge would imply the ability to readily process accurately any new unknown
language, a belief which I do not share.2 I notably distance myself from the growing
community interest for bilingual NLP based on monolingual data only, without any
cross-lingual input. I rather believe that the biggest achievements reside in a better
collaboration with the linguistics field, for establishing a more systematic typology
of the linguistic phenomena that are subject to variations in cross-lingual relevance

1Questions remain, however, on whether a target PoS tagger, whose availability is assumed in gen-
eral, notably for delexicalized transfer, can be considered a resource. If so, could annotation projection
be achieved without PoS tags, for instance using projected embeddings, or lexical features only? An-
other possibility is to transfer them, but Zeman et al. (2016) report negative result on the combination
of delexicalized tagging and parsing; still, coupling partial tree projection with partial PoS projection
(Wisniewski et al., 2014) could be more successful.

2The only grounding of such ability would be language universals, that is, expectations based on the
fact that all those languages are spoken by human beings (with similar biological constraints), living in
the same world (with similar pragmatic knowledge). But as pointed out in Chapter 2, a debate has been
opened on that matter, and Evans and Levinson (2009) have expressed some reservations regarding the
truly universal nature of such properties. Instead of universal, they rather appear to be universal among
the languages we are most familiar with, in other words in cases where tidbits of knowledge are always
available, in any form.
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(the order of subjects, verbs and objects has for instance been established as a major
difference between languages, and as impacting a lot their whole syntax), so that the
amount of target knowledge needed to estimate relevance can be minimized.

Overall, all my initial concerns have been addressed, although my proposals can
still be further improved in several ways.

This thesis has extended in many regards the perspectives of cross-lingual trans-
fer, but also monolingual parsing. I have named a few other use cases, but the scope
of applications of my cascading framework is broad, and I believe that this selective
combination approach is a promising path towards full and accurate exploitation of
resources of any kind, size and quality. That way, we can hope building a future
where NLP is not a privilege, but a given for any language in the world.



Appendices

Abstract

The appendices accompanying this thesis describe three side projects
conducted in the frame of that work, but which do not directly contribute
to its main topic, cross-lingual parsing. The first appendix further deep-
ens the formalism and empirical benefits of using dynamic oracles with
beam parsers. Then a study on word alignment transfer exemplifies how
the proposed typology of transfer approaches can be applied to other
tasks, including the poorly addressed transfer of bilingual knowledge. Fi-
nally, lexical similarities are shown to be valuable for cross-lingual trans-
fer, with a series of experiments on PoS tagger transfer.
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This appendix describes more formally the restart strategy proposed in Sec-
tion 7.2, in contexts of early update and max-violation. The main benefit of this
option is to allow rethinking the global training framework on the same ground as
local training. But it is shown here that using a restart strategy has also several empir-
ical benefits, on accuracy, sampling quality during training, and convergence time.
Notably, a training bias toward the beginning of the derivation – directly related to
the choice of updating on partial derivations – is unveiled, and addressed by that
method.

Section A.1 first clarifies the restart strategy with a formal description. Three
training biases affecting beam parsers are then presented in Section A.2, as well as
how they are addressed by the restart strategy (together with the use of global dy-
namic oracles). Empirical evaluation (Section A.3) reports small but consistent accu-
racy gains with that method, but further measures reveal that it is especially benefi-
cial to the end of the sentence, and relate those findings with distribution similarity
measures. The material presented here is drawn from two publications (Aufrant et
al., 2016c, 2017).

A.1 Restart strategy with global dynamic oracles

Algorithm 1 describes the main procedure for global training, in the traditional fash-
ion and when restart is used. In the baseline version, for each sentence x (with gold
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parse y), the parser is initialized in configuration INITIAL(x), then the search space is
explored to find a pair of update configurations c+ and c− (ORACLE procedure), af-
ter which a single UPDATE operation is performed. With restart, the only difference
is that the ORACLE and UPDATE steps are repeated as many times as needed to com-
pletely parse the sentence (indicated by FINAL); each time, the parser is reinitialized
in the predicted configuration c−, which allows some exploration during training.

Algorithm 1: Global training on one sentence, with and without restart.

θ: model parameters, initialized to θ0 before training
FINAL(·): true iff the whole sentence is processed
Function STRUCTUREDTRAINING(x, y)

c← INITIAL(x)
c+, c− ← ORACLE(c, y, θ)
θ ← UPDATE(θ, c+, c−)

Function STRUCTUREDTRAININGRESTART(x, y)
c← INITIAL(x)
while ¬FINAL(c) do

c+, c− ← ORACLE(c, y, θ)
θ ← UPDATE(θ, c+, c−)
c← c−

The scope of this high-level description is general, and not limited to a particular
classifier: UPDATE denotes any way that the underlying classifier has to update its
parameters, based on a pair of positive and negative configurations. In PanParser,
UPDATE applies the perceptron update rule on global vectors, while in a globally
normalized neural parser (Andor et al., 2016) it would correspond to gradient com-
putation.

It also applies to various training strategies, corresponding to various imple-
mentations of the ORACLE function. Algorithm 2 describes how the early update
and max-violation strategies fit in that framework, here using a global dynamic or-
acle. In both cases, the parser first searches for a violation (FINDVIOLATION proce-
dure), then based on the erroneous beam state that was identified, some additional
operations are performed to actually build the update pair: EARLYUPDATEORACLE

just retains the best correct derivation in beam, as well as the top-scored hypothe-
sis, while MAXVIOLATIONORACLE pursues parsing to select the pair with maximal
score difference.

A.2 Using global dynamic oracles to correct training biases

As explained in Section 3.6, with static oracles, beam parsers remain prone to the
same two effects that motivated the use of dynamic oracles for greedy parsers. On
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Algorithm 2: Global dynamic oracle: error criterion and choice of an up-
date configuration pair.

c0: configuration to start decoding from
topθ(·): best scoring element according to θ
NEXT(c): the set of all successors of c (or only c if it is final)
Function FINDVIOLATION(c0, y, θ)

Beam← {c0}
while ∃c ∈ Beam,¬FINAL(c) do

Succ← ∪c∈BeamNEXT(c)
Beam← k-best(Succ, θ)
if ∀c ∈ Beam,¬CORRECTy(c|c0) then

gold←
{

c ∈ Succ|CORRECTy(c|c0)
}

return gold, Beam

gold←
{

c ∈ Beam|CORRECTy(c|c0)
}

return gold, Beam

Function EARLYUPDATEORACLE(c0, y, θ)
gold, Beam← FINDVIOLATION(c0, y, θ)
return topθ(gold), topθ(Beam)

Function MAXVIOLATIONORACLE(c0, y, θ)
gold, Beam← FINDVIOLATION(c0, y, θ)
candidates← {(topθ(gold), topθ(Beam))}
while ∃c ∈ Beam,¬FINAL(c) do

Succ← ∪c∈BeamNEXT(c)
Beam← k-best(Succ, θ)
Succ+ ← ∪c∈gold

{
c′ ∈ NEXT(c)|CORRECTy(c′|c0)

}
gold← k-best(Succ+, θ)
candidates← candidates + (topθ(gold), topθ(Beam))

return argmaxc+,c−∈candidates(scoreθ (c−)− scoreθ (c+))

the one hand, because only one derivation is designated as reference, in case of spu-
rious ambiguity the parser can consider correct derivations as incorrect, and thus
attempt noxious updates;1 but this issue is solved as soon as a global dynamic oracle
is solved.

On the other hand, the parser is only ever trained in gold parts of the search
space and does not know how to take good decisions elsewhere, thus starting to
make worse and worse predictions as soon as a first error has occurred. While for
greedy parsers the unknown territory starts whenever an erroneous action is ap-
plied, beam parsers are more familiar with incorrect actions, as they explore many
of them. But they still have an unknown territory: states in which the beam con-
tains only erroneous configurations. Although they have only been trained to keep
gold hypotheses inside the beam (and in the end, rank them first), in such cases they

1According to my measures, a beam parser trained with early update and a static oracle counter-
intuitively predicts correctly fewer heads of the current sentence just after an update than just before,
for 15% of the updates (French SPMRL, during 10th epoch).
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cannot achieve that, and are supposed instead to put the hypothesis with best UAS
on top of the beam, which they never learned about. The issue here is that in the
standard global training procedure, even with a global dynamic oracle, this lack is
not addressed: as the beam is always initialized in an empty configuration (not em-
bedding any previous error), the first error is to leave the gold space, and only that
is corrected. In that sense, even if global dynamic oracles are crucial to achieve it,
training in the suboptimal space is enabled specifically by the restart strategy: it im-
plies initializing the beam in the middle of a derivation, including past errors, and as
such the parser can learn to reward hypotheses with good (albeit not perfect) UAS.

Additionally, I have unveiled a third issue with traditional training strategies,
which also introduces a discrepancy between training and testing conditions. This
sampling bias is in fact specific to global training, as it results from the choice of
updating on partial derivations (early update and max-violation strategies), instead
of performing full updates. For instance on the French SPMRL, when training with
an early update strategy, the end of the derivation is reached for only 41% of the ex-
amples at the 10th epoch2 and, on average, only 57% of a derivation is considered;
the max-violation strategy, which computes longer partial derivations, partly allevi-
ates this effect: these proportions raise, respectively, to 53% and 81%. But while the
choice of partial updates has been experimentally proved (Huang et al., 2012) to be
critical in achieving good performance, it prevents parsers from visiting configura-
tions corresponding to derivation endings. This explains why configurations and
transitions involving final punctuation marks, verbs in SOV languages like Japanese
or German subordinate clauses, the ROOT token when placed at the end (Ballesteros
and Nivre, 2013), but also stack features involving long-distance siblings, are too
rarely seen in training, thereby hurting predictions in such configurations. For this
issue, the restart option is a straightforward solution, since it ensures that configu-
rations that are close to derivations endings will be seen more often during training:
for a given example, each part of the derivation is involved exactly once in an update,
which restores the balance between beginnings and endings.3

The standard procedure for training beam parsers is consequently biased in
three ways: rejection of correct hypotheses, reinforcement of gold derivations only,
under-representation of derivation endings; but all those issues are solved at the
same time, when using global dynamic oracles with the restart strategy. I thus pro-
pose to experiment with this advanced training strategy.

2On the French SPMRL treebank, at the 10th epoch, the parser is close to convergence (see Sec-
tion A.3).

3Standard training with full update also ensures this, but with the risk of divergence (Huang et al.,
2012). Restarting in c− with a new beam has the same convergence guarantee as standard early update
and max-violation.
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A.3 Experiments

The validity of the approach is evaluated on the SPMRL treebank (Seddah et al.,
2013).4 The considered baselines are a greedy parser trained with a dynamic ora-
cle (GREEDY DYN) and beam parsers trained with the early update and max-violation
strategies and a static oracle (resp. EARLY and MAXV). The IMP-EARLY and IMP-
MAXV systems correspond to the improved versions of both strategies, when using
global dynamic oracles and restart. All experiments use the ArcEager version of
PanParser, with ROOT placed at the end (which are the default parameters, and the
best performing ones).

Main results Table A.1 reports the UAS of all training strategies, where each score
has been averaged over 5 runs.5 Results show that my learning strategy consistently
outperforms the corresponding baseline, with average increases of 0.2 UAS, up to
0.7 UAS.

ar de eu fr he hu ko pl sv µ

GREEDY DYN 83.98 90.73 84.00 84.23 83.78 84.33 82.79 87.66 86.35 85.32

EARLY 85.03 92.74 84.42 86.02 85.39 85.63 82.73 89.60 87.00 86.51
IMP-EARLY 85.27 92.89 84.59 86.26 85.84 85.74 82.98 89.55 87.37 86.72

MAXV 85.06 92.77 84.59 86.10 85.53 85.57 82.68 89.42 87.16 86.54
IMP-MAXV 85.04 92.90 84.68 86.26 85.83 85.55 82.94 90.12 87.31 86.74

TABLE A.1: UAS of the baseline and improved strategies for global
training, on the SPMRL datasets.

Further analysis In order to assess that these improvements target indeed the
aforementioned training biases, I report additional measures on these aspects.
They are detailed here only for the French treebank, but similar results have been
obtained in other languages.

Table A.2 shows the performance imbalance between various positions in the
sentence (which roughly correspond to various positions in the derivation) and con-
firms that my improvements partly alleviate this phenomenon: the scores on the
first half of the sentence are mostly unchanged, while large gains are reported on
the second half.

4The particularity of that dataset is that it consists in morphologically-rich languages only. However,
I have not used that property here, and notably resorted to standard feature templates, with coarse PoS
tags.

5As a matter of fact, these experiments do not use the standard SPMRL tests sets, but only their
projective trees. Indeed, non-projective dependencies are typically long-distance, so that tokens in the
beginning of the sentence can be attached very late in the derivation, which would have made the
fine-grained analysis much less legible. This choice does not prevent fair comparison between the
baseline and improved strategies, but note that the baseline results reported here are consequently not
comparable with other published results.
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Quarter 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

EARLY 90.0 85.4 83.1 84.7
IMP-EARLY 90.0 85.3 84.2 85.1

TABLE A.2: UAS of the standard and im-
proved early update strategies, depending
on the position in the sentence (French
SPMRL dataset). The first quarter corre-
sponds to the attachment of tokens in the

first 25% of the sentence length.

Baseline Improved

EARLY 0.350 0.280
MAXV 0.357 0.277

TABLE A.3: Effect of the proposed
improvements on the Kullback-
Leibler divergence between the
train and test feature distributions

(French SPMRL dataset).

To assess that these UAS gains result from a better matching of training and test
configurations, I compute the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the probability
distribution (estimated with frequency counts and 0.1 Laplace smoothing) of the
features of all configurations in beam scored during the 10th training epoch and the
feature distribution seen at test time.

Table A.3 reports the Kullback-Leibler divergences induced by my refinements
with respect to the corresponding baselines. It clearly shows that my ‘improved’
learning strategy considers training examples that are closer to test configurations.
Similar experiments on greedy parsers show that their train-test divergence is re-
duced from 0.320 to 0.219 by the dynamic oracle and exploration strategy of Gold-
berg and Nivre (2012). In these two experiments, feature similarity correlates with
UAS improvements and can therefore provide a new way to interpret oracle influ-
ence.

Finally, regarding efficiency, I observe (Figure A.1) that IMP-EARLY converges in
a number of epochs similar to that of standard MAXV. Despite an increased number
of updates, it is however slightly faster (in CPU time) because it avoids the extra
reference pre-computation.
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FIGURE A.1: Learning curves on the validation set (French SPMRL dataset). IMP-EARLY has
the same update efficiency as EARLY, but with the epoch and computation time convergence
of MAXV. All curves are drawn up to convergence, except for the IMP-EARLY strategy, for

which the full learning curves are shown.

It thus appears that the proposed training strategy is purely beneficial, as it im-
proves sampling at training time, and consequently the accuracy on the end of the
sentence, but without any computation time overhead.
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A.4 Conclusion

In this work, I have presented in more details the restart strategy for global training
of parsers, and shown that its benefits go beyond formalism: compared to the stan-
dard early-update and max-violation strategies, it reduces the discrepancy between
the feature distributions seen at training and testing times, which has been empiri-
cally assessed. As a result, parsing accuracy is improved, especially on the second
half of the sentence. As an additional benefit, this training strategy also has a better
convergence time than both state-of-the-art methods.

Restarting in the update configuration is one way to address the various sam-
pling biases, but there may be other successful variations of the method. Building
on the new range of possibilities offered by global dynamic oracles, an interesting
track for future work is thus to devise new strategies to sample the configurations in
which to initialize the beam: these oracles allow indeed the parser to train in any part
of the search space, and even randomly generated configurations would be suitable.
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This appendix presents a series of experiments on cross-lingual transfer of word
alignment models, which have been published in (Aufrant et al., 2016a).

The purpose of this work is twofold. First, it addresses a major bottleneck of
transfer methods based on annotation projection, whereby the size of parallel data
impacts transfer efficiency twice: small data provides less training material, but has
also lower alignment quality. This penalty is a direct consequence of using state-
of-the-art alignment methods, which are unsupervised and whose accuracy thus
depends a lot on data size. The paradox is then that reliable word alignments –
on which annotation projection relies a lot – can only be computed for large-scale
parallel corpora, a situation that is unlikely to happen for actual low-resourced lan-
guages, although the annotation projection method has been designed for precisely
such languages.

Second, this work extends the perspectives of the cross-lingual approach, by
showing that the main paradigms for transferring monolingual models can also ap-
ply to bilingual tasks, in this case word alignment. Hitherto, word alignment trans-
fer has hardly been addressed in the literature. Wang et al. (2006) and Levinboim
and Chiang (2015) improve alignment of small parallel data thanks to large parallel
corpora with another language (the pivot), by means of triangulation, i.e. marginal-
ization over the pivot language. While close in spirit to the transfer approach, in
practice those works rather focus on the combination of two well-resourced models
to build a model in a low-resourced pair. In comparison, my aim is to either build
parallel data in the low-resourced pair, or modify a single existing model, as is usu-
ally done in the cross-lingual transfer literature. To my knowledge, the only work
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that tackles low-resourced alignment with that approach is that of Nakov and Ng
(2012), who improve alignment of e.g. English-Indonesian data by concatenating it
with a much larger English-Malay corpus (Malay being closely related to Indone-
sian) before unsupervised alignment; they also explore how balancing both parts of
the resulting corpus can further improve the alignment.

After a quick review of the standard algorithms for word alignment (Sec-
tion B.1), I formalize in Section B.2 a series of scenarios in which word alignment
transfer can be entertained. By instantiating the main transfer paradigms described
in Chapter 2, Section B.3 proposes some basic methodologies for transferring
bilingual knowledge across pairs of languages. Experiments reported in Section B.4
show that, at least for some of these scenarios, simple-minded methods can be
surprisingly effective and open a discussion on further prospects and perspectives
for future work.

In the transfer literature, the terms ‘source’ and ‘target’ denote the well-
resourced and low-resourced languages; but the word alignment literature also uses
them to identify both sides of the parallel data, as the alignment algorithms are often
asymmetric. The following uses the version of the word alignment literature: source
and target are not the well-resourced and low-resourced pairs, but the languages of
the low-resourced pair. Besides, this vocabulary is consistent with the perspective
of using the small parallel corpus for annotation projection: word alignments are
produced between source and target languages, which are the source and target of
monolingual transfer.

B.1 Aligning words

The most popular models for statistical word alignment are the IBM models 1 to 6
(Brown et al., 1993; Och and Ney, 2003) and the HMM model of Vogel et al. (1996).
These probabilistic generative models decompose the probability of an aligned sen-
tence pair as the conjunction of a word translation model, a distortion model (mod-
els 2 and up) and a fertility model (models 3 and up). Distortion is absolute for
models 2-3 and relative for models 4-6; in the HMM model, it is captured by Marko-
vian dependencies between consecutive alignments links. Among these parameters,
the translation model is lexicalized in both languages, fertility is lexicalized on the
source side and distortion is unlexicalized but relies on word clusters for models 4-6.
In all cases, parameters are learned in an unsupervised way using the EM algorithm.

Many refinements to these algorithms have been proposed, often to improve
computational performance (Dyer et al., 2013). Another line of work tries to improve
the low generalization power of IBM and HMM models by using feature-based mod-
els (Moore, 2005; Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2010). However, the IBM models remain
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today the most widely used approach both because of their efficiency and because
they do not require any annotated data. They will thus serve as the main baseline.

B.2 Word alignments: cross-lingual scenarios

Scenarios for improving word alignment with cross-lingual transfer fall into two cat-
egories, depending on whether the source and target languages play a symmetric
role.

I first consider the standard symmetric BRIDGE scenario (illustrated in the first
line of Figure B.1): it involves two languages S and T, for which large bitexts with
a ‘bridge’ language B exist, readily yielding reasonably-good alignment models for
S-B and B-T. I am however specifically interested in the S-T pair, for which I only
possess a small parallel corpus. This can happen either in the context of a bilingual
task like translation or because word alignments are needed for cross-lingual trans-
fer of a monolingual model. In this case, the purpose is to annotate the S-T data
thanks to information contained in the high-quality S-B and B-T models. Two vari-
ants provide interesting refinement opportunities: MULTIPARALLEL, in which part
or all the S-T parallel data is also aligned with sentences in B,1 and RELATED, when
all three languages belong to the same linguistic family. Taking advantage of such
similarity however requires more expressive models than the IBM series, which only
operate at the level of wordforms and are therefore agnostic to lexical or PoS-based
similarities.

The RELATED scenario can be illustrated on the example of morphosyntactic
model transfer from Italian to Romanian, using annotation projection. For lack of
a large Italian-Romanian corpus to compute robust word alignments, an option is
to use French as a bridge, collect large bitexts for Italian-French and for French-
Romanian, and improve the quality of the Italian-Romanian word alignment model
thanks to the Italian-French and French-Romanian models. Even though the result-
ing Italian-Romanian bitext is noisier and smaller than the French-Romanian one,
which could also be used for transferring PoS labels, transfer to Romanian may still
be more accurate when using Italian as an additional source, or even as a better
source than French.

In the second type of scenarios (second line of Figure B.1), source and target lan-
guages play asymmetric roles regarding transfer. Bitexts for S-T (e.g. English and
Ukrainian) come with small parallel data, but there exists a language T̃ related to
T (and unrelated to S) for which large parallel data with S are available (e.g. Rus-
sian). I consequently consider transfer of S-T̃ word alignments to the S-T pair. This

1Such multiparallel corpora are typically drawn from minutes or official documents published by
international organizations, like Europarl (Koehn, 2005) or MultiUN (Eisele and Chen, 2010).
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FIGURE B.1: Typology of the main use cases for cross-lingual trans-
fer of word alignments, depending on the available resources and on
linguistic similarities. Alignment between languages S and T is im-

proved thanks to language B.

can be interpreted as standard cross-lingual transfer from T̃ to T, but with the dif-
ference that the transferred knowledge is not monolingual but bilingual because of
the interactions with S. With large data in both S-T̃ and T̃-T, I call this scenario
DIRECTED BRIDGE. This is actually the context of Wang et al. (2006)’s works on
English-Japanese, using Chinese as a bridge language, but their cross-language word
similarity does not exploit Chinese-Japanese lexical similarity.

Finally, in the DIALECT scenario, T is a dialect of T̃, and even though parallel T̃-
T data is not necessarily available, the transfer process can rely on the large number
of common wordforms. This would, for instance, be the case with the alignment
of English with MS Arabic and dialects. Thanks to the large linguistic overlap, and
contrarily to the previous scenarios, here again methods from the domain adaptation
literature (Wu et al., 2005) may also successfully apply.

Before closing this section, I would finally like to stress the fact that the moti-
vations for transferring alignments can be many: one might want to get alignments
for a small parallel bitext, to then transfer other annotations, or one might want to
bootstrap an alignment model with transferred parameters, or even to train a small
SMT, etc. Each such motivation may call for different strategies.

B.3 Concrete methods for transferring alignments

This section exemplifies, with simple systems, how general transfer methods can be
instantiated for alignment transfer.

From now on, I focus on a DIRECTED BRIDGE scenario, further assuming that
the task is to annotate a very small parallel corpus. This situation will be simulated,
in Section B.4, for the English-Swedish pair, using Danish as a bridge language, as
it is closely related to Swedish. Both English-Danish and Danish-Swedish pairs will
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be considered well-resourced. Six methods to address that scenario are proposed
in the following; for clarity, they are all summarized in Table B.1 and illustrated in
Figure B.2.

DATA SPACE

CAT-B concatenate S-B and test data; train
TR-B word-for-word translate S-B data; concatenate with test data; train
B-TR word-for-word translate test data in B; concatenate with S-B data; train

PARAMETER SPACE

B train an S-B model; apply on test data
GLOSS-B train an S-B model; apply on test data word-for-word translated in B
PARAM-B train an S-B model; translate the parameters; apply on test data

TABLE B.1: Summary of proposed methods for alignment transfer, for
test data S-T and bridge language B.
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FIGURE B.2: Illustration of proposed methods for alignment transfer,
for test data S-T and bridge language B.

I start with a straightforward baseline (CAT-DA), consisting in concatenating the
English-Danish and the English-Swedish data before training (as done by Nakov
and Ng (2012) for much closer languages). The underlying assumption is that both
Danish and Swedish are subsumed by a Scandinavian meta-language. Despite their
similarity, these languages only have few common wordforms (Zeman and Resnik,
2008) and their vocabularies overlap mostly on function words, numbers and proper
nouns. Consequently, the resulting translation model will in fact consist in two quite
separate submodels that hardly interact. A unique model is however trained for the
unlexicalized parameters like distortion.

This approach corresponds to joint learning with parameter sharing. It can how-
ever be interpreted from another point of view: as the purpose of transfer at the data
level is to produce noisy artificial training data, here I produce approximate English-
Swedish sentence pairs, with the Danish set considered as a proxy to Swedish.

Pursuing along these lines, I propose a second method to produce fake Swedish
data: first train an IBM 1 model on the Danish-Swedish corpus to extract a transla-
tion model, then replace every Danish token of the English-Danish data with its most
likely translation (leaving OOV tokens unchanged). Then again the resulting bitext
is concatenated with the English-Swedish corpus and standard training ensues. I
notice that a symmetrical procedure can be straightforwardly implemented, by us-
ing a Swedish-Danish IBM 1 model to translate the test set in Danish: alignment is
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performed in the Danish domain, but since there is an exact Swedish-Danish token
correspondence, the resulting word alignment can be directly used for the English-
Swedish part. This is an example where English-Swedish IBM models will not be
delivered, and can hardly be re-estimated from so few sentence pairs. I denote these
methods TR-DA and DA-TR respectively.

The same intuitions can finally be applied for transferring in the parameter
space: direct transfer is achieved by training an English-Danish model, then using it
directly to annotate the English-Swedish pairs (E step of the EM algorithm). This ap-
proach (denoted DA) is rather naive and is expected to perform poorly, but it can be
improved in a similar manner to the ‘glosses’ method of (Zeman and Resnik, 2008),
by translating the Swedish tokens into Danish with a Swedish-Danish IBM 1 model
(a method denoted GLOSS-DA). Using the converse translation model to translate
the English-Danish lexicalized model parameters and thus produce a full English-
Swedish model yields slightly different results (PARAM-DA).

Deriving other methods The purpose of those strategies is mostly to set baselines
and conduct qualitative analyses: more complex alignment transfer methods can
actually be designed, following the typology of Chapter 2. Two restrictions apply
however.

First, annotation projection cannot be entertained in any scenario: while anno-
tation projection for a monolingual task needs parallel data, for a bilingual model it
would require multiparallel data. The converse is not true however, and the MULTI-
PARALLEL scenario can be successfully exploited without annotation projection (Ku-
mar et al., 2007).

Second, the delexicalized approach for transfer causes a chicken-and-egg sit-
uation in real-life scenarios. Indeed, when the target language is low-resourced,
one cannot assume the availability of a PoS tagger that is needed to compute delex-
icalized representations. Conversely, methods like Wisniewski et al. (2014)’s cross-
lingual PoS tagger projection and Täckström et al. (2012)’s clusters are not applicable
without a word-aligned corpus. Finding common, even coarse-grained, representa-
tions then becomes a huge obstacle in many scenarios where alignment transfer is
needed, which makes this approach less relevant.

As a final note, I point out that the RELATED scenario can be simulated with
two symmetric instances of DIRECTED BRIDGE interpolated in the data or parameter
space. The straightforward strategies described here can therefore be extended to
other scenarios.
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B.4 Experiments

In this section, I experiment with the methods introduced above and compare them
with standard unsupervised models of varying sizes.

Experimental setup I evaluate the proposed alignment transfer methods on the
English-Swedish test set provided by Holmqvist and Ahrenberg (2011), which con-
sists of 192 word-aligned sentence pairs extracted from the English-Swedish part of
Europarl (Koehn, 2005). I score the methods according to the intrinsic Alignment
Error Rate (AER) metric proposed by Och and Ney (2000).

As documented in a large body of literature (Lopez and Resnik, 2006; Fraser and
Marcu, 2007; Lambert et al., 2009, 2010), AER poorly correlates with translation qual-
ity of the systems trained on the evaluated alignments, especially for large corpora,
and extrinsic metrics like the BLEU score should be preferred, were MT training the
final goal of alignment.

The concatenation methods proposed here are intended for very small data,
with large imbalance between the target and the bridge sets, a data size for which
the SMT application is not relevant. Consequently, for extrinsic evaluation, I rather
use as metric the PoS accuracy of a cross-lingual tagger, weakly supervised by the
resulting word alignments (Wisniewski et al., 2014). In such a system, each extra
sentence pair brings valuable knowledge, while incorrect links strongly noise the
system, making the accuracy a direct indicator of alignment quality. Besides, this
step completes a realistic low-resource scenario where word alignments are needed
for the sole purpose of cross-lingual transfer between both languages.

The English-Swedish bitext is used both as a test set2 for intrinsic evaluation and
as projection data to train cross-lingual taggers. PoS accuracies are computed on the
coarse PoS tags of the Swedish test treebank of UD 1.2 and the source English tagger
is trained on the training portion of the same corpus.

AER and PoS accuracy are measured for the three concatenation methods pre-
sented in Section B.3, with transfer through Danish: CAT-DA, TR-DA, DA-TR, and
the three parameter transfer methods: DA, GLOSS-DA, PARAM-DA. To evaluate the
benefits of using a related bridge language, I also run the concatenation experiments
with transfer through Greek, which is only distantly related to Swedish and also uses
a different alphabet (methods CAT-EL, TR-EL, EL-TR). Finally, the alignment perfor-
mance is confronted with that of concatenation with English-Swedish data of vari-
ous sizes, from no added pair (BASELINE) to full concatenation of the 1.8M sentence
pairs in Europarl (CAT-SV).

2In every method where additional parallel data is required, I use Europarl without the Q4-2000
section, which is reserved for tests.
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Results Table B.2 reports the AERs of the various methods when using IBM 1,
HMM or IBM 4 models. The methods involving test set translation (DA-TR and
GLOSS-DA) consistently yield the best cross-lingual accuracies for each model, with
a relative error reduction of 45%, 52% and 59% respectively for DA-TR and scores
comparable to the full English-Swedish ones. Figure B.3 reports those AERs along
the learning curves of English-Swedish models for increasing data sizes. It assesses
that the DA-TR method yields alignment quality comparable to unsupervised learn-
ing on 0.1M to 0.5M sentence pairs.

Table B.2 also reports PoS accuracy measures, which show a clear correlation of
the most effective (in AER) transfer methods with high PoS accuracies. However,
this measure does not allow to clearly rank the top few models (CAT-SV, TR-DA,
DA-TR and GLOSS-DA). Notably, here CAT-DA and DA-TR respectively outperform
BASELINE and CAT-SV. It may be that word alignments obtained by transfer are less
accurate but focus more on general cross-lingual structures which, in turn, enables
a better annotation projection, or that these score differences are simply not signif-
icant. Coming up with a reliable interpretation of this issue however will require
further experiments that are beyond the scope of this work.

Swedish only Danish data Greek data Danish parameters

baseline CAT-sv CAT-da TR-da da-TR CAT-el TR-el el-TR da GLOSS-da PARAM-da

A
E
R

IBM 1 53.9 26.5 57.0 31.1 29.6 74.3 35.9 37.4 66.0 28.3 33.3
HMM 35.3 15.3 41.9 20.5 16.8 58.3 26.9 26.4 46.7 16.4 25.8
IBM 4 33.9 12.3 35.8 16.4 14.0 50.0 20.6 21.7 49.1 14.8 24.3

P
O
S

IBM 1 68.7 73.3 58.7 73.8 74.0 47.4 71.9 71.5 67.0 72.2 71.1
HMM 69.9 73.8 71.9 73.5 73.6 66.6 73.4 71.9 69.5 73.4 72.4
IBM 4 73.0 74.7 74.0 73.9 74.9 72.0 73.4 73.5 66.7 73.6 72.0

TABLE B.2: AER and extrinsic cross-lingual PoS accuracies achieved by the proposed cross-
lingual methods with Danish and Greek as bridge languages, compared to the baseline (un-
supervised alignment on test data only) and the CAT-sv higher bound (addition of large

English-Swedish data).
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FIGURE B.3: AER on the English-Swedish test set for increasing data sizes (red curve) and
some cross-lingual methods (reported in blue along the curve). The number of English-

Swedish sentence pairs includes the 192 test pairs.
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Discussion Unsurprisingly, direct data transfer methods CAT-DA and CAT-EL per-
form at best on par with the baseline, and often worse. Indeed, because of mostly
disjoint vocabularies, the translation model is globally not improved by the external
knowledge, while training the Swedish parameters on few pairs compared to the
whole data produces weak parameters that are easily subjects to any noise coming
from the few common wordforms (see IBM 1 results). This approach could however
perform better in a DIALECT scenario, assuming that the T̃ and T languages have
large enough common vocabularies to structure the alignment sets, and that shared
wordforms are not accidental but actually correspond to common words that can
be reliably exploited to transfer knowledge. The absolute AER gap reduces when
adding shared distortion and fertility models, but this does not allow to conclude
on a positive or negative effect of unlexicalized parameter sharing. This suggests
however the need for experimenting with more selective parameter sharing.

Compared to the Danish ones, I notice that the Greek systems yield smaller but
still significant improvements over the baseline, even if (a) Greek and Swedish are
only distantly related and have therefore less common structures and (b) the impact
of untranslated OOV words is higher in Greek because of the change of alphabet:
indeed, it is quite unlikely to find identical wordforms in Swedish and Greek. The
Greek systems have also been trained on slightly smaller bitexts (1.2M pairs, com-
pared to 1.9M for English-Danish), but this ratio corresponds to a loss of at most
1 AER point in standard learning, which remains negligible in comparison to the cost
of choosing Greek over Danish. All in all, using Greek as a bridge language is com-
parable to training with 10,000 English-Swedish pairs, instead of 400,000 when using
Danish. This suggests that my methods can be useful even for unrelated languages
in the BRIDGE scenario, even though the return ratio is much lesser than when lan-
guages are related: for Greek, 1.2M parallel sentences used cross-linguistically yield
the same accuracy as 10,000 parallel sentences of the targeted pair (a ratio of approx-
imately 1%); for Danish the ratio is closer to 20% (1.9M sentences providing the same
information as 400,000 English-Swedish sentence pairs).

Finally, the comparison of the TR-DA and DA-TR columns reveals that English-
Swedish alignment biased by the English-Danish alignment is more accurate when
performed in the Danish domain than in the Swedish one. Intuitively, the noisy
application of a valid model performs better than a valid application of a noisy model.
Columns PARAM-DA and GLOSS-DA also support that interpretation. Besides, the
fact that among the evaluated strategies, the most refined data transfer models out-
perform the parameter ones shows that even from a very small piece of target data, it
remains possible to extract valuable knowledge to guide model adaptation to a new
language.
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B.5 Conclusion

This work has shown how the main methods for cross-lingual transfer can be applied
on a poorly addressed task, the transfer of bilingual knowledge. I have presented a
few realistic scenarios where transfer of word alignment is needed and then focused
on one of them in the frame of unsupervised word alignment, thereby proposing six
cross-lingual methods that are easy to set up.

Experiments on an English-Swedish test set reveal that even straightforward
methods can extract valuable information for cross-lingual supervision: from five
sentence pairs in the bridge language, they are able to extract knowledge equivalent
to one English-Swedish pair. Altogether I achieve up to 59% relative error reduc-
tion. Further analyses also provide precious hints for accurate designs of alignment
transfer methods.

Regarding word alignment transfer, my main interest for future work is to fur-
ther explore the benefits of language similarity in the RELATED, DIRECTED BRIDGE

and DIALECT scenarios, along two tracks: weighting based on linguistic similarity
during the EM training and selective transfer at the submodel level.
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The work presented in this appendix questions the marked under-use of lexical
similarities in the cross-lingual transfer literature;1 it is in indeed somehow para-
doxical to exploit a closely related language by either delexicalizing its data (thereby
hiding any lexical similarity) or resorting to parallel data (which is completely ag-
nostic to wordforms). Intuitively, such similarities can be especially useful for trans-
ferring to dialects, but they also concern many pairs of related languages, including
cognates (the Spanish ‘relación’ translates as ‘relation’ in French) and shared mor-
phemes (in Spanish, infinitive verbs end with ‘-ar’, ‘-er’ or ‘-ir’, while in French their
endings are ‘-er’ and ‘-ir’, more rarely ‘-re’).

Therefore, I explore methods to leverage directly those similarities, in a context
of PoS tagging, and it is shown in the following that substantial improvements can
in fact be achieved with very simple means. This proof of concept raises my hopes
to manage, with some further work, incorporating that information into the transfer
of more complex models, like parsers.

1PoS tagging is actually one task where a few prior works along that line exist, in contrary to parsing
for instance. However, such works are in general based on a finite list of heuristically identified cognate
pairs, typically to map the corresponding model parameters (Hana et al., 2006; Feldman, 2006) or to an-
notate raw target data (Scherrer and Sagot, 2014). But unlike those works, the objective pursued here is
to alter the training procedure to build a tagger that handles by design all lexically similar words (even
the OOV ones), by transferring all source knowledge, including morphological knowledge, which is
not handled by the cognate-based approaches. Others have considered rule-based transliterations of
source data, like Currey et al. (2016) for language modeling, but this approach requires human exper-
tise, which is supposed unavailable here. Nakov and Ng (2012) propose an interesting trade-off, with
source transliteration supervised by heuristic cognate lists, but for transferring Machine Translation
systems.
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The approach I experiment with is direct lexicalized transfer. The underlying in-
tuition is that, for languages as lexically close as dialects are, lexicalized features of
appropriate granularity (typically, morphological endings) will be common to both
languages, so that the lexicalized knowledge acquired through these features is read-
ily usable on the target side. But as a matter of fact, I partially delexicalize the source
tagger (that is, I drive it to prefer learning as much as possible in an unlexicalized
manner), by modifying the feature representations during training, based on timing,
on how lexicalized those features are, or on presumably shared wordforms and mor-
phemes. Direct tagger transfer has already been explored by Yu et al. (2016), but with
full delexicalization: in their proposal, taggers are trained using only unlexicalized
features, like word length, frequency or context entropy.

One strong advantage of my proposal, which is not the case of Yu et al. (2016),
is to address a truly zero-resource scenario, where no data at all is available on the
target language, and no preprocessing is required;2 for cases when raw data is avail-
able in the target language, I still propose an extension that leverages it. However,
while Yu et al. (2016)’s method targets languages with large raw data (up to 20 mil-
lion tokens, in order to compute accurate entropy), mine can be set up with target
data as small as 400 tokens.

My method shares however an unfortunate property with delexicalized taggers:
as improved as they are, the resulting accuracies (60% to 80% for quite similar pairs)
remain too low to use the predicted tags as the basis of downstream tasks – Zeman
et al. (2016) have notably reported their failure to pipeline a delexicalized tagger and
a delexicalized parser. Nonetheless, this study still provides interesting insights for
future work on lexical similarities.

C.1 Perceptron-based PoS tagging

The study is conducted using the feature-based tagger included in PanParser and
based on the same structured prediction framework as the parser, described in Sec-
tion 7.3. While this choice is not competitive with state-of-the-art PoS taggers (mostly
neural and character-based), it provides a flexible experimental setting and therefore
serves as a proof of concept for adapting the lexicalization of representations.

PoS tags are learned and predicted in a greedy way along the input sentence,
using five kinds of contextual features: PoS-based features taken from earlier pre-
dictions (both words on the left, and their combination); the contextual words (two
words in each direction); the word itself (and its combination with the tag of its left
neighbour); all prefixes (1 to 6 characters) and suffixes (1 to 8) of the current word

2As a matter of fact, there remain two prerequisites, language identification and tokenization, but
both can be done by language-independent means: language identification does not need to be very
precise, just detecting its similarity with the source language is enough, and baseline tokenization can
be achieved with a simple generic tokenizer, splitting on all punctuation marks.
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and its context window; and finally the spelling pattern of the current word, stating
how lowercase, uppercase and non-alphabetical characters follow one another (for
instance proper nouns will appear as ‘Xx’).

Additionally, the default tagger implemented in PanParser builds explicitly a
tag lexicon from training data, thereby keeping a record of known unambiguous
words; it is used at test time to annotate such words in a deterministic way. How-
ever, in this context, despite their similarities the source and target vocabularies are
still supposed to differ, and their ambiguities do not necessarily match; this function-
ality is consequently disabled. As a result, the monolingual accuracies reported here
are slightly below the true PanParser baseline, especially for large training corpora,
which would provide rich lexicons.

C.2 Modifying feature representations

The vanilla strategy for direct lexicalized transfer is completely straightforward: a
standard model is trained in one language, and simply applied to input data of an-
other language. The most interesting part is thus how to modify source training, so
that the accuracy is not overly hurt by this change of language.

Overall, the source tagger should not learn shared knowledge based on source-
specific features, which will not be available on the target side; it is thus tempting
to discard such features at training time, otherwise the model will learn to rely on
them, according to Section 6.3. But on the other hand, in cross-lingual contexts,
they have also been shown to help generalization, by taking care of source-specific
exceptions. Therefore, I consider keeping them during training, but with penalties
that lead the model to use them only as a last resort. Two strategies are compared to
this end: scheduling and differentiated dropout.

I start by classifying features according to their source specificity (or equiva-
lently, to their lexicalization). The least lexicalized are obviously the PoS-based fea-
tures (including bias parameters): if both languages are close enough, they have
similar syntax, so that this information is reliable. As for exact wordforms, they
will likely differ between both languages and are thus on the opposite end of the
spectrum; but the most lexicalized features are those involving the current word, as
the classifier may use them to encode a kind of internal lexicon, where PoS infor-
mation is specified for each wordform independently (which would fail after trans-
fer). In between remain the spelling pattern, which I consider almost unlexicalized,
as it abstracts from the exact wordform but is not fully language-independent (in
Japanese for instance, proper nouns cannot be identified by an initial capital), and
prefixes and suffixes. The intuition regarding those is that between two very close
languages, common lemmas or morphemes may occur; as such, information about
them is surely lexicalized, but often remains transferable. Their usefulness depends
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on the feature: for instance for English-French transfer, information about ‘-ion’ suf-
fixes will be useful (‘connection’ translates as ‘connexion’), but not ‘-cy’ (‘democracy’
translates as ‘démocracie’).

The idea of a scheduling strategy is motivated by the fact, revealed in Section 6.3,
that timing matters during training, because the earlier a given type of features is
provided to the classifier, the more it will rely on that feature. Hence, if lexical
information is hidden during the first epochs, the model will first exploit the un-
lexicalized parameters as much as possible, and then only consider the lexicalized
ones, in cases of need. In practice, unlexicalized parameters are used from the first
epoch,3 spelling patterns are introduced at epoch 3, suffixes and prefixes at epoch 5,
contextual words at epoch 7, and as a very last resort at epoch 9, the current word.4

The differentiated dropout strategy is based on another approach to prevent the
classifier from relying on a given parameter: making it difficult to rely on by ran-
domly discarding the corresponding feature. But here I want to penalize much more
the (unreliable) lexicalized features than the purely unlexicalized ones, and thus use
differentiated rates: dropout is set to 10% for the fully unlexicalized parameters,
30% for the spelling pattern, 50% for all suffixes and prefixes, 70% for the contextual
wordforms, and 90% for the features involving the current wordform itself.

When target raw data is available, I experiment with an additional refinement
of the dropout strategy, where the model is only allowed to train using features that
may appear in target: features which seem non-transferable are filtered out (or in
other terms, their dropout is set to 100%). In practice, I collect beforehand all word-
forms, prefixes and suffixes appearing in the target raw corpus; then I modify the
feature extraction function, so that it discards any feature involving prefixes, suffixes
or wordforms that do not belong to that set.

C.3 Experiments

Experiments are done on a subset of UD 2.0 exhibiting interesting lexical similarities,
which I seek to leverage. Three language families are considered: North Germanic,5

Romance6 and Slavic languages. However, because they do not use the same writing

3In contrary to the PanParser default, in that case greedy training is done without exploration during
the first epoch. Indeed, when only PoS-based features are used, a clean prediction history is crucial to
have at least a few reliable features.

4Note that by default in PanParser, the tagger is trained on batches of exponential sizes (1, 2, 4
configurations for epochs 1, 2 and 3, and so on). So, the most lexicalized features are unveiled at a
time when not many update steps remain; this interaction probably affects training, notably in the
languages with especially small data, but has not been further investigated.

5I use the Danish, Norwegian-Bokmaal (abbreviated as no in the results) and Swedish treebanks.
6The corresponding treebanks are Portuguese, Galician, Spanish, Catalan, French, Italian and Ro-

manian.
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Target: da no sv µ

da 92.7‖92.4‖92.3 77.4‖76.8‖77.7‖78.1 55.6‖56.7‖61.8‖64.2 66.5‖66.7‖69.8‖71.1
no 77.1‖77.3‖77.7‖78.9 95.9‖95.5‖95.1 55.2‖59.2‖62.1‖64.8 66.2‖68.2‖69.9‖71.9
sv 56.8‖57.8‖60.2‖63.3 59.8‖59.6‖61.1‖60.5 93.6‖93.0‖93.5 58.3‖58.7‖60.7‖61.9

Target: ru be uk bg µ

ru 93.2‖92.9‖92.9 56.2‖55.2‖55.7‖58.6 55.6‖54.2‖57.1‖55.0 54.5‖54.1‖55.8‖56.5 55.4‖54.5‖56.2‖56.7
be 48.9‖49.4‖47.8‖46.5 81.2‖80.2‖81.5 47.8‖46.2‖47.6‖48.4 39.8‖40.7‖40.1‖38.5 45.5‖45.5‖45.2‖44.5
uk 32.2‖30.7‖32.6‖34.6 31.2‖31.2‖32.3‖35.7 42.9‖37.1‖43.9 30.3‖29.3‖30.9‖35.0 31.3‖30.4‖31.9‖35.1
bg 58.6‖59.8‖59.5‖57.9 49.3‖50.4‖47.8‖46.1 47.6‖47.7‖47.9‖43.0 96.3‖95.9‖96.3 51.8‖52.7‖51.7‖49.0

Target: cs sk sl hr pl hsb µ

cs 97.8‖97.6‖97.7 75.7‖74.5‖78.6‖78.8 51.1‖51.2‖52.0‖49.7 54.5‖54.5‖55.9‖53.8 48.0‖47.9‖49.2‖49.3 52.2‖52.7‖53.5‖43.5 56.3‖56.2‖57.8‖55.0
sk 69.4‖69.2‖69.8‖70.2 91.9‖91.3‖89.8 48.5‖48.8‖49.8‖50.7 50.7‖51.2‖51.0‖51.1 52.0‖52.1‖53.8‖56.4 51.5‖52.4‖51.0‖45.4 54.4‖54.7‖55.1‖54.8
sl 55.4‖55.4‖57.8‖58.1 58.5‖58.6‖60.6‖59.9 94.9‖94.1‖94.5 63.3‖63.1‖64.4‖63.9 44.8‖45.1‖45.4‖47.6 52.1‖52.2‖52.7‖45.5 54.8‖54.9‖56.2‖55.0
hr 51.9‖52.0‖54.7‖55.1 53.1‖52.7‖54.4‖51.4 62.6‖63.0‖64.0‖65.0 94.8‖94.1‖94.1 43.5‖45.0‖44.7‖44.7 51.2‖51.9‖53.1‖45.9 52.5‖52.9‖54.2‖52.4
pl 46.4‖47.5‖47.2‖47.1 50.5‖52.0‖51.0‖51.0 38.1‖39.5‖38.9‖39.4 47.9‖48.4‖47.3‖48.4 94.0‖92.9‖93.2 57.8‖58.2‖57.0‖54.2 48.1‖49.1‖48.3‖48.0

hsb 37.5‖31.3‖35.3‖33.4 39.6‖33.9‖38.2‖34.9 29.7‖25.6‖27.8‖25.1 31.1‖27.0‖27.9‖29.3 37.4‖30.6‖35.6‖34.7 50.0‖42.3‖47.6 35.1‖29.7‖32.9‖31.5

Target: pt gl es ca fr it ro µ

pt 95.3‖95.4‖94.8 77.6‖78.3‖79.6‖79.5 52.5‖53.3‖54.3‖54.7 44.2‖45.3‖45.0‖43.4 32.3‖32.9‖32.1‖31.7 27.4‖30.1‖28.7‖27.3 31.0‖33.5‖31.1‖30.1 44.2‖45.6‖45.1‖44.4
gl 70.2‖68.9‖69.8‖69.8 95.4‖95.0‖95.3 57.8‖57.3‖58.4‖58.0 44.5‖45.1‖44.6‖43.8 38.1‖37.8‖38.6‖38.3 30.6‖30.1‖30.1‖29.3 35.3‖36.3‖36.2‖36.2 46.1‖45.9‖46.3‖45.9
es 55.1‖57.6‖57.9‖58.4 66.2‖68.6‖67.9‖68.6 95.1‖95.1‖95.3 61.4‖65.4‖66.2‖66.3 35.7‖39.3‖37.5‖37.3 40.1‖44.0‖43.5‖43.4 25.1‖31.1‖29.3‖33.2 47.3‖51.0‖50.4‖51.2
ca 48.9‖49.5‖48.9‖50.5 50.3‖52.0‖51.9‖51.0 66.3‖68.8‖67.7‖68.0 97.1‖96.9‖96.7 52.6‖54.4‖54.4‖53.9 36.9‖39.5‖40.0‖37.9 33.4‖35.3‖36.7‖35.8 48.1‖49.9‖49.9‖49.5
fr 39.4‖42.8‖41.0‖38.3 42.8‖45.7‖44.4‖43.7 49.5‖50.7‖49.9‖48.5 56.1‖57.7‖55.8‖54.1 95.5‖95.6‖95.3 45.4‖48.3‖45.3‖43.7 33.8‖36.4‖36.0‖35.3 44.5‖46.9‖45.4‖43.9
it 44.5‖49.4‖43.5‖42.9 41.5‖48.0‖41.1‖42.1 50.6‖57.4‖51.1‖49.7 55.0‖59.2‖57.0‖55.2 48.3‖55.3‖48.4‖48.2 96.3‖96.0‖96.3 33.7‖37.9‖36.8‖37.5 45.6‖51.2‖46.3‖45.9
ro 44.6‖46.6‖44.0‖43.5 43‖45.8‖45.3‖46.1 37.9‖38.7‖35.8‖36.5 38.9‖39.2‖37.2‖36.9 35.9‖36.6‖35.9‖35.8 28.2‖29.2‖28.4‖29.5 95.0‖94.9‖94.8 38.1‖39.4‖37.8‖38.1

TABLE C.1: PoS accuracies after direct lexicalized transfer, among the North Germanic,
Cyrillic-script Slavic, Latin-script Slavic and Romance language families. Rows represent
the sources, columns the targets (presented in a geographically-consistent order); for each
source, µ values are averages over all targets (except the source itself). Each cell contains
baseline‖scheduling‖dropout‖dropout+filtering values (without filtering for the monolin-

gual evaluations). Gray rows correspond to unrealistic sources, due to tiny training data.

system (thereby hiding lexical similarities in written texts), the Slavic family is split
into two groups.7

Among each group, all source-target combinations are considered, even though
some languages have only tiny training data (400 to 4,000 tokens) and are thus not
realistic sources. For those, very low accuracies are expected, but for reasons inde-
pendent of lexical divergences, which makes the results hard to interpret – for the
sake of completeness, they are still reported.

For each pair, the baseline method (vanilla direct lexicalized transfer) is com-
pared with the three improvements I have proposed (scheduling, dropout and
dropout with filtering). For the filtering refinement, the UD trainset of the target
language, stripped of all annotations, is used as raw data; note that its size varies a
lot among the considered languages, from 400 to 1 million tokens. All taggers are
trained on 10 epochs, which is sufficient for convergence in all cases.

Table C.1 reports monolingual and cross-lingual measures of PoS accuracy,
among each group of languages. The best method for each language pair is written
in bold, and for each target the best source model is displayed in red (excluding the
target itself, which is underlined).

7For the Latin script group, I retain the Czech, Slovak, Slovenian, Croatian, Polish and Upper Sor-
bian treebanks. For the Cyrillic script group, I retain the Russian, Belarusian, Ukrainian and Bulgarian
treebanks.
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Regarding baseline accuracies, they appear in fact relatively high (60-80%) in
many cases: in the North Germanic group, but also in the Romance and Latin-script
Slavic groups, when considering geographically close languages (Czech-Slovak,
Slovenian-Croatian, Portuguese-Galician, Spanish-Catalan), whose lexical similarity
is close to that of a dialect scenario. For most other Romance and Slavic pairs
however, baseline accuracy is below 60%.8

When applying feature-level penalties, monolingual accuracies slightly decrease
in general: lexicalized features contain indeed valuable information, whose loss hin-
ders accurate tagging of the most specific words. But in the cross-lingual settings,
all methods I propose appear beneficial overall, suggesting that more general knowl-
edge is actually extracted; these results are in fact consistent with those of Section 6.3
on parsing. In particular, the single-best source is significantly improved: the Slavic
groups yield modest improvements of +1.3 and +1.7, but the gains reach +3.1 on the
best Romance source, +5.4 for the North Germanic one.

Substantial improvements are notably observed with the filtering refinement of
the dropout technique: dropout often outperforms the scheduling strategy, and is
indeed further improved with appropriate feature selection. Two languages stand
out on that matter: Swedish, which particularly benefits from that method (with
around +10 for both sources), and Upper Sorbian, which endures a severe adverse
impact (down to -10), but other results are more consistent.

C.4 Conclusion

This appendix has reported a series of experiments on methods to leverage lexical
similarity, using direct lexicalized transfer on taggers from closely related languages.
While the resulting accuracies are not competitive enough to produce usable taggers
in the target languages, the experiments themselves provide valuable insights and
perspectives for future work.

Based on a classification of features along their degree of lexicalization, I have
compared two approaches, scheduling and dropout, for preventing the source tag-
ger from relying on the most lexicalized features.

With both strategies, the information learned by the tagger appears more
language-independent, thereby degrading monolingual accuracy but improving the
efficiency of transfer. Also, an additional refinement is proposed, where features
are selected on the basis of target raw data: with that method, the source tagger
extracts knowledge that is even more rewarding from the target point of view, and
achieves significantly higher transfer accuracies.

8The results from and to Romanian are particularly intriguing in the light of its numerous cognates,
but this transfer failure may be explained by the frequent use in Romanian of some diacritics which do
not exist in other languages. The same holds, to a lesser extent, for French diacritics.
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The main track for future work in lexicalized tagger transfer is to reproduce such
experiments with state-of-the-art taggers based on neural networks and character-
level information; in that case, an additional difficulty resides in the interpretation
of neural parameters, or at least identifying those which convey unlexicalized knowl-
edge, which is in fact quite challenging, in particular when using recurrent networks.
Beside PoS tagging, lexicalized transfer could also be entertained in other tasks, typ-
ically parsing, but as the interpretation of features is much less straightforward in
parsing than in tagging, the method to enable such transfer remains to be devised.



Résumé détaillé
***

Les techniques dites de transfert cross-lingue permettent de pallier au manque de
ressources dans une langue donnée, en exploitant des ressources disponibles dans
d’autres langues mieux dotées (dites sources) pour construire des systèmes dans
la langue peu dotée (dite cible). Or pour être performantes, ces méthodes restent
soumises à la disponibilité de ressources cross-lingues de qualité, typiquement de
larges corpus parallèles. L’approche cross-lingue permet ainsi d’augmenter légère-
ment la couverture linguistique des méthodes modernes de Traitement Automatique
des Langues (TAL), coûteuses en ressources, mais la majorité des 7.000 langues ex-
istant au monde reste inaccessible.

Cette thèse explore plusieurs voies pour assouplir les restrictions liées aux
ressources cross-lingues : cette diversification des ressources exploitables augmente
significativement le nombre de langues pour lesquelles le TAL moderne est appli-
cable. En premier lieu, de nouveaux types de ressources utilisables en contexte
cross-lingue sont identifiés et exploités, tels que l’information typologique. Il est
également proposé d’exploiter des sources distantes, y compris lorsque des sources
plus proches sont disponibles : d’une part de nombreuses erreurs de transfert
sont éliminées grâce à une technique de correction systématique des divergences
les plus grossières, d’autre part des métriques dédiées permettent de catégoriser
l’information extraite de ces sources distantes, afin de cibler les mots pour lesquels
elles apportent une réelle plus-value. Cette thèse revisite en outre l’apport d’un
petit corpus cible, en évaluant la quantité de données à partir de laquelle le transfert
devient moins performant que l’approche monolingue classique ; c’est néanmoins
la complémentarité des deux approches qui est finalement mise en évidence et
modélisée. Enfin, une nouvelle architecture de transfert en cascade est développée
pour exploiter de manière transparente la complémentarité de plusieurs approches,
sources ou types de ressources.

Tout ce travail, instancié sur le cas d’étude de l’analyse en dépendance et accom-
pagné de nombreux exemples linguistiques, est doublé d’un travail de fond sur les
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analyseurs syntaxiques, afin d’assouplir leur cadre d’utilisation et ainsi rendre pos-
sibles des architectures de transfert plus diverses. Ces travaux revisitent notamment
l’utilisation d’oracles dits dynamiques lors de l’apprentissage, initialement prévus
pour mieux sélectionner les parties de l’espace de recherche à entraı̂ner : il s’avère
que leurs nombreux bénéfices dépassent ce cadre. Ces innovations techniques sont
concrétisées par le développement de PanParser, un analyseur par transition open
source dont l’accent est mis sur la modularité, dans le but de faciliter les expérimen-
tations scientifiques avec un cadre le plus équitable et systématique possible.

Afin d’élargir les résultats obtenus en analyse syntaxique, tout en s’assurant que
les langues peu dotées disposent effectivement de tous les éléments nécessaires au
transfert, d’autres tâches sont également étudiées dans le cadre de projets connexes
(transfert de parties du discours, transfert de modèles d’alignement de mots). Les
réflexions menées sont aussi enrichies par des travaux en traduction automatique,
domaine dont les problématiques de divergences entre langues rejoignent celles du
transfert.

Un accent particulier est mis tout au long de cette thèse sur l’analyse des
résultats empiriques, avec notamment une étude fine des capacités actuelles
des analyseurs syntaxiques. Il en ressort une meilleure compréhension de leur
fonctionnement interne, par exemple leur difficulté à généraliser l’information syn-
taxique lorsque l’information lexicalisée intervient tôt durant l’apprentissage, ou le
déséquilibre apporté par les quelques prédictions difficiles qu’ils doivent opérer, par
rapport aux nombreuses prédictions faciles voire déterministes, comme rattacher
un mot à son voisin. Ces éléments ouvrent une série de nouvelles perspectives de
recherche, y compris pour le traitement monolingue de langues bien dotées.
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Titre : Apprentissage d’analyseurs syntaxiques pour les langues peu dotées : amélioration du transfert 

cross-lingue grâce à des connaissances monolingues 

Mots-clefs : Traitement automatique des langues, langues peu dotées, transfert cross-lingue, 

connaissances linguistiques, analyse en dépendance, prédiction structurée 

Résumé : Le récent essor des algorithmes d’apprentissage 

automatique a rendu les méthodes de Traitement 

Automatique des Langues d’autant plus sensibles à leur 

facteur le plus limitant : la qualité des systèmes repose 

entièrement sur la disponibilité de grandes quantités de 

données, ce qui n’est pourtant le cas que d’une minorité parmi 

les 7.000 langues existant au monde. 

La stratégie dite du transfert cross-lingue permet de 

contourner cette limitation : une langue peu dotée en 

ressources (la cible) peut être traitée en exploitant les 

ressources disponibles dans une autre langue (la source). Les 

progrès accomplis sur ce plan se limitent néanmoins à des 

scénarios idéalisés, avec des ressources cross-lingues 

prédéfinies et de bonne qualité, de sorte que le transfert reste 

inapplicable aux cas réels de langues peu dotées, qui n’ont pas 

ces garanties. 

Cette thèse vise donc à tirer parti d’une multitude de sources 

et ressources cross-lingues, en opérant une combinaison 

sélective : il s’agit d’évaluer, pour chaque aspect du 

traitement cible, la pertinence de chaque ressource. L’étude 

est menée en utilisant l’analyse en dépendance par transition 

comme cadre applicatif. 

Le cœur de ce travail est l’élaboration d’un nouveau méta-

algorithme de transfert, dont l’architecture en cascade permet 

la combinaison fine des diverses ressources, en ciblant leur 

exploitation à l’échelle du mot. L’approche cross-lingue pure 

n’étant en l’état pas compétitive avec la simple annotation de 

quelques phrases cibles, c’est avant tout la complémentarité 

de ces méthodes que souligne l’analyse empirique. Une série 

de nouvelles métriques permet une caractérisation fine des 

similarités cross-lingues et des spécificités syntaxiques de 

chaque langue, de même que de la valeur ajoutée de 

l’information cross-lingue par rapport au cadre monolingue. 

L’exploitation d’informations typologiques s’avère 

également particulièrement fructueuse. 

Ces contributions reposent largement sur des innovations 

techniques en analyse syntaxique, concrétisées par la 

publication en open source du logiciel PanParser, qui 

exploite et généralise la méthode dite des oracles 

dynamiques. Cette thèse contribue sur le plan monolingue à 

plusieurs autres égards, comme le concept de cascades 

monolingues, pouvant traiter par exemple d’abord toutes les 

dépendances faciles, puis seulement les difficiles. 

 
 

 

Title: Training parsers for low-resourced languages: improving cross-lingual transfer with monolingual 

knowledge 

Keywords: Natural language processing, low-resourced languages, cross-lingual transfer, linguistic 

knowledge, dependency parsing, structured prediction 

Abstract: As a result of the recent blossoming of Machine 

Learning techniques, the Natural Language Processing field 

faces an increasingly thorny bottleneck: the most efficient 

algorithms entirely rely on the availability of large training 

data. These technological advances remain consequently 

unavailable for the 7,000 languages in the world, out of 

which most are low-resourced. 

One way to bypass this limitation is the approach of cross-

lingual transfer, whereby resources available in another 

(source) language are leveraged to help building accurate 

systems in the desired (target) language. However, despite 

promising results in research settings, the standard transfer 

techniques lack the flexibility regarding cross-lingual 

resources needed to be fully usable in real-world scenarios: 

exploiting very sparse resources, or assorted arrays of 

resources. This limitation strongly diminishes the 

applicability of that approach. 

This thesis consequently proposes to combine multiple 

sources and resources for transfer, with an emphasis on 

selectivity: can we estimate which resource of which 

language is useful for which input? This strategy is put into 

practice in the frame of transition-based dependency parsing. 

To this end, a new transfer framework is designed, with a 

cascading architecture: it enables the desired combination, 

while ensuring better targeted exploitation of each resource, 

down to the level of the word. Empirical evaluation dampens 

indeed the enthusiasm for the purely cross-lingual 

approach – it remains in general preferable to annotate just a 

few target sentences – but also highlights its complementarity 

with other approaches. Several metrics are developed to 

characterize precisely cross-lingual similarities, syntactic 

idiosyncrasies, and the added value of cross-lingual 

information compared to monolingual training. The 

substantial benefits of typological knowledge are also 

explored. 

The whole study relies on a series of technical improvements 

regarding the parsing framework: this work includes the 

release of a new open source software, PanParser, which 

revisits the so-called dynamic oracles to extend their use 

cases. Several purely monolingual contributions complete 

this work, including an exploration of monolingual 

cascading, which offers promising perspectives with easy-

then-hard strategies. 
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